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And the House having net at three of the

clock p.m.

The Honourable The Lieutenant-Governor of the

Province of Ontario then entered the House and took

his seat upon the Throne.

HON. ARTHUR 'TSLciH (Provincial oecretary):

I am commanded by the Honourable, The Lieutenant-

Governor to state that he does not see fit to declare

the causes of the sumnoning of the present Legislature

of this Province until a Speaker of this House shall

have been chosen according to law, but to-day at a

subsequent hour His Honour will declare the causes of

the calling of this Legislature,

His Honour The Lieutenant- Governor was

pleased to retire,

CLERK OF THE HGUbE: Gentlemen of the Legis-

lative Assembly; it is my duty to call upon you to

elect one of your members to preside over your delibera-

tions as Speaker,
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HON. L. K. FROST (Prime ITinister) : Mr. Clerk,

I desire to move the resolution that the " member

for the electoral district of Windsor- Jalkerville

be elected as Speaker of this House,

The member for "Jindsor-'Jalkerville fir,

Davies) will uphold the traditions of this historic

assembly which goes back to the days in the Niagara

."eninsula of 1792, and I am sure that he will uphold

these traditions in a dignified and becoming manner.

Vie feel, indeed, that he will give sympathetic

assistance to all the members of this House. I know

he will uphold the di^^nity of the position, and will

represent all the members of this Assembly, and in so

doing all of the four and one-half million people of

this Province in a dignified manner, and in upholding

the dignity of this Assembly, he will be upholding the ^

dignity of all our citizens,

I'^^r, Clerk, I therefore, beg to move, seconded

by Mr, Oliver (Gray South) that the member for the

electoral district of '.rindso^-''.'^a''Ver'ville, Mr. M.Cooke

Davies, be elected as Speaker of the House,

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Are there any further

nominations? There being no further nominations, I

declare the nominations closed, and I also declare

hon, M. Cooke Davies duly elected as Speaker of this
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hon. House,

1 r, opeaker in the Chair,

R, oPiAKER: It is with a deep sense of humility

that, at your request and through your demand, I assume

the high position of Speaker of this honourable Legis-

lative Assembly, For three years it has been my

privilege to try to guide and -overmthe House — in

that period I have learned even more definitely my own

weaknesses and shortcomings but, too, I have had the

unique opportunity of findin^:, the understanding, sympathy,

and kindness of all who serve in this Chamber, The

many happy recollections which are mine through these

associations, are amonr my most cherished rewards.

The office of Speaker is one of the most ancient

in free and democratic assemblies, \'hile it does not

carry the physical dangers of olden times which made

one shrink from accepting this hi>^h position, the

demands upon the patience, understanding and tolerance

of one human being, are not to" be overlooked.

It will be my highest aim to listen to your

debates with sympathy, and your questions with kindness

and to your needs with due regard. You will, I know,

appreciate my position of wishing to be impartial in

my decisions, seeking only to try to maintain the place
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of justice and fairness, allowing every Member his

just due in his contributions toward .the betterment

of our free form of government, heeding the demands

for free expression of his aims and granting him the

full privilege of his elected office in the guidance

of our province.

At all times we shall, I know, dedicate our-

selves to the high purpose of unquestionable loyalty

to our most gracious sovereign v^ueen Elizabeth — of

sincere purpose to further the good and right v;ay of

life -- of splendid representation for our people,

Hay I plead for your indulgence in my weaknesses,

understanding in my rulings, and charity in my relation-

ships? I pray that Divine guidance may be granted me in

order that I may bring some small added honour to this

ancient and honourable position, I pledge my loyalty

to our sovereign ^jueen and her chosen representative

in this province of Ontario, the Lieutenant-Governor.

May the almighty God, the Supreme Ruler of the universe

lead us and bless us in our deliberations.

The House will adjourn during pleasure.

The Honourable, the Lieutenant-Governor of the

Province then re-entered the House, and being seated

upon the Throne;
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¥Ii. SPEAIvER: May it please your Honour:

The Legislative Assembly have elected me as

their Speaker though I am but little able to fulfil

the important duties thus assigned to me.

If, in the performance of these duties, I
,

should at any time fall into error I pray that the

fault may be imputed to me and not to the assembly

whose servant I am, and who, through me, the better

to enable them to discharge their duty to their ^ueen

and Country, hereby claim all their undoubted rights

and privileges, especially tl:iat they may have freedom

of soeech in their debates, access to your person at

all seasonable times and that their proceedings may

receive from you the most favourable consideration,

HON. ARTHUR 'JELSH (Provincial Secretary):

I am commanded by the Honourable, The Lieutenant-Governor

to declare to you that he freely confides in the duty

and attachment of the Assembly to Her lajesty's person

and Government and not doubting that the proceedings

will be conducted with wisdom, temperance and prudence

he grants, and upon all occasions will recognize, and

allow the constitutional privileges,

I am commanded also to assure you that the

Assembly shall have ready access to His Honour upon

all suitable occasions and that their proceedings as
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well as your words and actions, will constantly

receive fron iiin the most favourable construction.

The Honourable the Lieutenant-Governor was then

pleased to open the Session by the following gracious

speech:

Mr, Speaker and Tembers of the Legislative

iissembly:

As you assemble here today for the First session

of the Twenty-fourth Legislature of the Province of

Ontario, we meet in an atmosphere of deep and profound

sorrow that His Gracious and '7ell iieloved l-ajesty, King

George the Sixth is dead. By his great courage, his

unsurpassed devotion to duty, his simple dignity, his

example as a husband and as a father, his fortitude

in adversity and by his serenity of spirit, he has

made an enduring impression upon his peoples throughout

the world. Truly was he an inspiration to unity of

purpose among our great commonwealth of nations. Truly

was he our beloved Sovereign, In her grief, we tender

to Her I'ajesty, '^ueen Elizabeth the Second, our

loyalty, our devotion and our affection. It is not

long since we were honoured by having her among us and

we are confident that her reign will be characterized

by the wise and beneficent leadership given so devoted-

ly by her father, \1e pray that it may be long and happy.
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To Elizabeth, The v-^ueen Mother, Queen llary , The

Princess Margaret and to other members of the Royal

Family, our sympathy and commiseration are extended.

On the occasion of this Assembly, my first

as Her I'ajesty's representative, I wish to take the

opportunity of expressing ray pleasure in meeting you

and to extend a welcome to each one of you, especially

to those who sit in this Assembly for the first time,

I wish also to express my confidence that as the

elected representatives of the people of this Province,

you will address yourselves to your duties with

diligence and with judgment.

Since the last meeting of this Assembly, the

growth of our Province has continued strong and its

pace has increased. The urgent and demanding require-

ments for national defence have been expandin^^, l/orld

events continue to demand the assumption by our nation

of increasingly greater responsibilities for our own

security and indeed for that of the free world. The

conflicting influences of an inflated economy and of

measures being taken to halt the trend toward a

dangerous inflation are producing problems in govern-

ment, great in difficulty and complicated of solution,

''.'hile the Government of Ontario, by virtue of its con-

stitutional jurisdiction, is limited in its capacity
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either to- control inflationary influences or to take

measures which exercise direction upon the national

economic structure, nevertheless it will do all in

its power to maintain and preserve soundness and

security within the nation.

One of the greatest needs of the people of

this Province in these troubled and difficult times

is for adequate housing. Very considerable progress

has been made in this direction but the problem is

still most acute. The capacity of our people to build

and to own their own homes is not equal to the demands

upon them to provide the initial financing, "7ith

credit restrictions which have increased the down

payment required, there has been a slowing-up in the

construction of homes. Measures will be introduced

designed to stimulate in several ways the provision

of more housing in the Province.

Legislation will also be introduced establishing

a Crown Corporation which will qualify as an approved

lending institution under the National Housing Act,

The purpose of this corporation will be the provision

of funds for the construction of homes in the villages,

hamlets and farms throughout the Province, Recognizing

the need for assistance and encouragement in expanding

the agricultural development of the Province, other
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measures will be introduced under which young farmers

may obtain assistance, a prosperous and expanding

agricultural industry is essential to untario. It

is a vital requisite for high standards of healthy

living for all our people, and ^^reat strides have

been taken to make farming more productive and more

attractive. Research is constant in the many fields

of agricultural development and will be continued

unabated.

One of the influences which affects the supply

of adequate housing for our people is the control of

rents. The Government has continued the control of

rents following the abandonment of this field by the

Federal Government. New regulations have been formu-

lated with the end in view of assuring, so far as is

possible within the restricted jurisdiction of a

provincial government, simplicity of operation, clarity

of interpretation and intent, and fairness to both

landlord and tenant, a select committee of this Legis-

lature vfill be set up with authority to keep all matters

involved in the control of rents, under constant

examination and study.

Under the law as it stands at the present time,

no one is permitted to bring an action against the Crown
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represented by the Province of Ontario without Her

Majesty's consent, first obtained in appropriate

manner. The Government proposes to abolish this

requirement in certain cases and the necessary ler^is-

lation will be introduced for your consideration.

Under le^^i slat ion passed last year The Hydro-

Electric Power Commission of Ontario was empowered

to examine the rural telephone systems of the Province

with a view to modernization, expansion and general

improvement. Substantial progress has been made

during the year and further legislation will be

introduced to provide for betterment of our rural

systems.

The Labour Relations Act of Ontario was designed

to enable labour and management to bargain collectively

and to provide an atmosphere in which differences can

be composed. The conciliation services Diade available

by the Department have operated with a great degree

of success. Legislation v/ill be introduced which will

have the effect of improving and strengthening the

already highly commendable provisions of the "/orkmen's

Compensation Act,

During the past year a special comriiittee rep-

resentative of Government, the Municipalities concerned
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and of the mining industry, has been studying ways

and means of making more ecuitable, the provision

of financial assistance to municipalities within the

major mining areas of the Province. Proposals which

are designed to establish a sound and permanent basis

for assistance to our mining municipalities will be

submitted for your consideration.

During the past months a coroiidttee composed

of all of the interests concerned in provincial-

municipal relations has been examining the many and

complicated problems of this difficult field of

government. The attentions of the Government are

directed toward the solution of fiscal and other ad-

mini st rat i'^re problems of the many municipalities.

The expansion and betterment of our great high-

way system has been proceeding satisfactorily despite

substantial shortages of the many materials required

and despite the restrictions upon the construction of

public works requested by the Federal Government as a

measure against inflation. Motor vehicle registrations

continue to increase and the necessity for expansion

and improvement of our highway system is correspondingly

more pressing. The campaign for safety is being pressed

constantly and with vigour. Assistance to munici-

palities in solving their highway problems will again
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be given emphasis,

I'lany of the legislative provisions regarding

the incorporation of conpanies have been under study

with the view to improvement and modernization. The

Government will introduce for your study and examina-

tion, a new and completely revised Companies Act,

!7ith the commencement of the current calendar

year, the terms of The Old Age Assistance Act, passed

at a special session of the twenty-third Legislature

last September, came into effect, concurrently with

the commencement of universal old age pensions for

Canada, Under the Ontario legislation, and complementary

federal legislation, assistance upon a means test of

an amount up to forty dollars each month is now being

paid to our needy elder citizens between sixty-five

and seventy years of age. Legislation will be submitted

at this session of the Assembly for your consideration,

which will carry further the provision of assistance

for needy and deserving citizens of our Province,

Under its terms an amount up to forty dollars per month,

determined upon a means test, will be paid to persons

who are totally and permanently disabled, who are between

eighteen and sixty-five years of age and who are not

otherwise being provided for under other pension or
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compensation legislation, or under other public

assistance programs.

Legislation effecting clarification and

extension of Mothers' Allowances v/ill also be intro-

duced.

You will be asked to give your consideration

to a measure ratifying and confirming an agreement

entered into last December between the Governments

of Canada and of Ontario under which the Province will

undertake the development of the Canadian half of the

power resources in the international section of the

St, Lawrence River, in conjunction with the construction

of an all Canadian canal. The Hydro-Electric Power

Commission of Ontario will undertake the Ontario share

of the power development concurrently with an appropriate

agency authorized by the United States and is ready

to proceed at once with the v/ork,

With the assistance of the best advice obtain-

able, the Government is progressing rapidly toward the

ultimate goal of fully sustained yield from the vast

resources of our forests and crovm lands, Ontario has

maintained its lead in forestry reform -- and there will

be introduced for your study and consideration a con-

solidation and revision of the laws concerning Crown

timber.
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The conservation of our fish, game and wild

life is of paramount concern and you will be asked to

give careful study to proposals designed to control

the taking of fish and game from aircraft, or with the

use and assistance of aircraft.

Further measures having to do with the

treatment of cancer will be introduced. In particular

will be a bill establishing an Institute of Radio-

therapy designed to manage and direct the cancer centre

at Wellesley Hospital in Toronto and other outside

clinics. Very considerable progress has been made

toward the establishment in Ontario of the finest

and most modern cancer research facilities in the

world. Special mention is made of the introduction

of the "Cobalt Bomb" to the treatment facilities of

the cancer clinic in Victoria Hospital, London. It

is the intent of the Govermnent to take all steps

within its power to defeat this dreadful scourge,

A comprehensive program for the rehabilitation-

of prisoners confined to Ontario's penal and reformative

institutions, has been expanded and strengthened. On

an experimental basis a thirty-bed clinic for the

treatment of alcoholism among the prison population

was opened at the Timico Reformatory, the first of its
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kind in America. The results have proved most success-

ful and it is planned to expand these facilities*

Supervision by rehabilitation officers after discharge

is made available to those requiring help and very rood

results are being experienced,

A new emphasis has been placed upon the

growing importance of probation in the administration

of justice, by the appointment of a Chief Probation

Officer for Ontario, The function of this official

will be to organize and co-ordinate the work of probation

services in the Juvenile and Family Courts and in the

adult courts as well. The extension of probation in

justifiable cases should tend to reduce the number of

inmates in penal and reform institutions and generally

improve the administration of justice.

Provincial grants in aid of education have

again been increased during the current year. Increas-

ing population necessarily leads to increasing costs

of education and it is the view of the Government that

the capacity of our people to meet these costs must

be balanced most carefully with the real and essential

needs. Only by so doing can our high standards be pre-

served. The very best of educational facilities are the

heritage of the children of our people and the Govern-

ment will continue to strive toward their maintenance.
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Substantial progress has been made in prepa-

rations for civil defence. Ontario is the first Province

in Canada, and indeed one of the first jurisdictions

in the world, to take measures to standardize fire-

fighting equipment. It is expected that this work will

be completed during this year.

Other legislation will be introduced by the

several departments for your consideration, all of

which will tend to preserve and to improve the way of

life of our people.

There will be presented to you a survey of

the fiscal condition of the Province, together with

the plans for the ensuing year. The Public Accounts

for the last complete fiscal year and the Estimates

for the year 1952-53 will all be submitted for your

study and consideration.

By their loyal efforts and diligent applica-

tion to their duties, the members of the Public Service

of Ontario have earned our thanks and appreciation.

By their devotion to duty your decisions and directions

are carried out. Our thanks for the years of long

service given by those who have earned retirement

during the past year are extended, and we remember with

respect those who have died.
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May I express the wish that in the interests

of the people of our Province, your deliberations and

decisions v;ill be guided by Divine Providence,

His Honour was then pleased to retire.

Prayers. 3.35 o'clock p.m.

!>©. SPEAKER: I beg to advise the House that

I have a copy of His Honour's speech which I will now

read,

(Take "B" follows)
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IB. SPSAlvER: I beg to inform the House that

the hon. i.Iember for Grey South (Mr. Oliver) is

recognized as the Leader of the Opposition,

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime mnister) : Mr. Speaker,

this is the time for the introduction of the traditiont.1

Bill y;hich by its introduction re-affirms the rights of

the representatives of the people here assembled.

Under the circumstances, I propose to take an

unusual course, of course, with the consent of the House.

Vi/'e are met here in an atmosphere of deep gloom,

and in extending our sympathy to Her Majesty the Queen,

the Q,ueen Mother, Q,ueen Mary, the Princess Margaret, and

members of the Royal Family, and as well, sir, that we

v/ould, of course, desire to express our loyalty and

devotion to Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II,

Therefore, I move, seconded by the hon. Leader

of the Opiiosition (Mr. Oliver), who v/ill say a few

words, c resolution which I shall not read, but which I

will ask you, Mr. Speaker, on behalf of all the hon.

Ullembers of this House to read, after the seconding of

the motion by the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Oliver)

MR. FARQUHAR OLIVER (Leader of the Opposition):

Mr. Speaker, I gladly second the motion moved by my

friend, the hon. Prime Minister. To me, it is partic-

ularly fitting that on this day of a new Legislature,

D
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we should raove a motion of this character, and we

should say in an official way, what our hearts have

said before in the quietness of our horaes,

V.'e should remember, it seems to me, that in

the passing- of King George the Sixth, we have lost not

only a great Sovereign, but a great man. Never within

the memory of any of us in this Legislative Assembly

has the passing of a man brought forth such an avalanche

of sympathy and grief throughout the world, as the

passing of His Majesty King George the Sixth,

It was, it seems to me, not so much that he v/as

ICing of England and of the Commonwealth of Nations, but

it was that he was a good man, a great man, and a great

leader of men. He did not lead men on the battlefields,

for instemce, as some of his predecessors had done

before him, but he led men by example, by giving to them

a copy of a life well lived, of an understanding heart,

and of a furtherance of things which are foremost in

the lives of the people of the world, and it is fitting,

too, that at this time v:e should give a new Queen,

Q,ueen Elizabeth II, our unswerving loyalty, as she

enters upon her reign as Queen of England and of the

Commonwealth,

It is fitting also, I vould say, Mr. Speaker,

that this resolution of loyalty should go out from us,

not from the Government of the Province of Ontario, but
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fro' tiiti lioii. £ Oi;rs ol tae lic. iai./c jrv-, nd it iii

•alj., I '"'cxr, w a-i, ^; o .'.ot raise ;- yt.i'. g of a

partisan nature, but that we say to the new Queen that

we wish for her the best possible in the great task

which she has now undertaken.

In these words, Iv'r, Speaker, I gladly second

the motion of my friend, the hon* Prime Minister,

IvIR, SPEiiKER: L-iay I suggest that the hon, menberi

of the House please rise, during the reading of the

resolution.

Mr. Frost moves, seconded by Mr, Oliver:

(C-1 follows).
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That an humble address be presented to Her

Most Gr?.cious Jtojesty the Q,ue£n expressing the sincere

sympathy of this Plouse on the death of Her father, His

Late Gracious Majesty, King George the Sixth, and also

conveying to Her Majesty the assurance of the abiding:

loyalty of the Members of this Her Legislative Assembly

of the Province of Ontario, and to these ends that the

following address be adopted :-

To The Q,ueen's Most r.xcellent Iilajesty

Most Gracious Sovereign :-

Your Ivlajesty's loyal and devoted subjects,

the Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Province

of Ontario, have heard v.dth deep sorrow of the death of

your beloved Father our ivlost Gracious King, George the

Sixth, and desire to express to you, to Your Gracious

Mother, and to all the Members of the Royal Family, the

sincere sympathy of this Assembly and of all the people

of Ontario in the great loss you have sustained.

His Late Majesty's deep sense of responsibility

and His devotion to the duties of His High Office,

following on His splendid services as an Officer of the

Royal Navy in the First Great "'ar , undoubtedly hastened

His death and left the Empire and Commonwealth in a
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state of sorrow which has probably never before been

experienced. His g_ualities as a man and a Monarch,

v;ho lived a good life and who performed a heavy task

bravely and v/ell, endeared Him to all His people through-

out the World,

May we take the liberty of intruding on your

great sorrov/ by extending our congratulations and

expressing our great Joy on your accession to the

Throne. Your recent visit to our Province has left

v/lth us a sense of personal friendship and we feel that

in you the Empire has a worthy successor to your

Beloved Father. It is our fervent hope and prayer that

your reign may be a long and happy one and that under

your guidance the Empire and Commonwealth may enjoy an

unbroken era of prosperity and peace.

Resolution agreed to,

SONG: "GOD SAVE THE QUE^N"

HON. L. M. ER03T: (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

before the introduction of Bills, I move, seconded by

Mr. Oliver, that the address iust adopted by the House

be suitably Inscribed, and sent through the proper

channels to Her I.Iajesty.

Motion agreed to.

liR. SPEAICEE: Introduction of Bills.
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THE Smav'IARY C01WICTI0N3 ACT

HON. DAJMA PORTLR (Attorney-General): Mr, Speekor,

I move, seconded by I.'Ir. Challies, that leave be given

to Introduce a Bill intituled "An Act to Amend the

Summary Convictions Act", and the same be nov/ read for

the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

HON. L. M, FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

I move, seconded by Ivlr. Porter, that the speech of The

Honourable The Lieutenant-Governor to this House be

taken into consideration on Tuesday next.

Motion agreed to,

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

before moving the adjouirnment of the House, because we

have reached the end of the formalities opening this

first session of the tvv'enty-f ourth legislature of Ontario,

I would just like to say a few words now, and I know

the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Oliver) will

wish to say something, because he also has many memories

and recollections of such occasions as this.

The opening of the Legislature has become, in

the course of the years, a place of recollections of

other days, indeed, a place where assemb].ed those who

have taken part in government, in one way or another,
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in the province.

It is a very great pleasure to-day to' recognize &mong

those seated In this Assembly, former Speakers,

r those who in other days preserved order In

the Chair in which you are now sitting; I see former

Prime Ministers of this province, former ministers of

the Crown and some former members of this House, but

what is more important, I also see their wives.

Now, at this time when we are remembering those

who have had their day ar^A time in this Assembly and

who have rendered great service to our people, I am,

of course, reminded of one who wanted to be here, who

expected to be here, and from the progress of whose

health it appeared might be here, but has passed on

in the last day or so, I refer, of course, to a great

friend of ours, hon. Russell Kell,ey,a personal friend

of many of those in this Assembly to-day. lix, Kelley

died yesterday, after a prolonged illness,

PussGll Kelley v/as one who throughout the days

of his life performed great services for the people. He

was by all measures, a successful man. He had been a

successful business man; his contributions to the

work of the Red Cross are well kno^ivn. As the Ontario

President of that Organization, he did a great work.

At a time of life when perhaps he might have
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turned to easier ways, he devoted his attention to

public service, became the member for Hamilton-V/entv/orth,

and subsequently a Minister of the Crown, the Mnister

of Health, of this province. That, sir, is a great

and distinguished record.

I would say, however, that our recollection

of Russell Kell^yis that far above everything, his

successes in many of the things of life, was his

kindly and sympathetic attitude to people and to

affairs. That I think vms his outstanding gmality.

Perhaps Vi^hen all is said and done it is the greatest

quality, that of human relationships.

I knov/ that all hon. members of the House V\rould

like me to express regret at his passing and extend our

sympathy to the members of his family.

There are many tlhings I could say about the

twenty-fcurth Legislature, at its opening. There is

one thing, however, which impresses me as being unique,

I notice the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Nixon) smiling,

but I do nut think I am thinking of what he is at all.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Dh, oh

I

i/JR. FROST: One thing that is unique is the

fact that in this Legislature, which is the twenty-

fourth in order of succession from that to which I
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referred this afternoon, the Assembly on the hanks of

the Niagara in 1792, when the first Assembly met. Here

to-day v/e have amongst our membership no less than three

sons of former members, and beyond that, those three hon.

members are sons of former Ministers v/ho have served the

Crown in this province,

V/e have here in this Assembly to-day, the

hon. member for Sault Ste. Marie, (IJr. Lyons), the

son of a former member of this Assembly for Sault Ste.

Marie, and a former Minister of Lands and Forests.

The hon. ilr. Lyons represented this riding for

many years. He was more familiarly known here and at

Sault Ste. Marie as "Jim" Lyons. . I have a very great

personal interest in that, because the riding of Sault

Ste. Marie was represented by my grandfather, Andrew

Miscampbell, some fifty years ago.

Then vie also have in the Assembly to-day the

hon. member for Riverdale (I/Ir. Macaulay) and I know

this will interest the hon. Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. Oliver) that the hon. member for Riverdale is the

youngest member of the House, because for many je ars

the hon. Leader of the Opposition (I.Ir, Oliver) held

that position in this House.

The hon. member for Riverdale is the son of

a former Minister, a member for South York, the hon.
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Leopold Macaulay, whom we are very glad to have with

us this afternoon. The hon, Leopold Macaulay was a

Minister in various Cabinets, Provincial Secretary,

Minister of Highv/ays , Minister of Public V/orks, and

latterly, he was leader of the Opposition when I came

into this House fifteen years ago. He was a very valie.nt

fighter, one who added great colour to this Assembly,

and as I say, we are glad to see him here this afternoon,

and I knovif it is a proud moment for he and his wife to

see their son sitting as a member of the Assembly,

Another new member of the House is the member

for Kingston, and old class-mate of mine. You v/ould

not think so, from his youthful appearance and my grey

hairs, but, nevertheless, that is true. He is the son

of a former Attorney-General, the hon. V/. F. Nickle^

Mr. Nickle, Senior,was the Attorney-General for the

province back in the twenties. He served in his day and

generation in this House, indeed, for many years, Mr.

Hlckle became a member of the Legislature in 1908 when

Sir James ViOiitney was the Leader of the Government.

I always have a warm feeling for Mr. Nickle

because I well remember the days when my brother and I

commenced the practice of law in a famous town in this

province, the town of Lindsay, and vie at that time

achieved a forensic triumph, mainly through the efforts
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of my brother, by having a man acq.uitted of the charge

of murder, and well do I recall that while it v/as a

victory, it represented disaster of the worst

magnitude, in fact, we were in a worse position than

the accused, who at least saved his life.

At that point, the hon. Attorney-General of

that day stepped into the picture, a stern and just

Attorney-General, who had a great sense of fairness,

and he found ways and means of rescuing the counsel

for that particular accused from the difficulties in

which they found themselves.

It is a great pleasure to have Mr. Nickle here

to-day to see his son take the same seat in the Legis-

lature which he himself occupied. That I think is

also a matter of history, and a matter of interest.

I would like to tell another personal incident

about Mr. Nickle. I called up J^. Nickle myself the

other day to invite him to come and see his son take

his place in the Legislative Assembly, and I was

advised by his secretary that he v/as in court.

Nov/, let me remind you that lUr. Nickle was

sitting in this House in 1908, forty-four years ago,

and it is my earnest wish, sir, that those who are

particularly young men may have the experience of

sitting in this House forty-four years from this day.
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still practising their business or their profession.

That is a erect thing.

Now, I.Ir. Speaker, before moving the adjournment

of the House, I v/ould like to say how glad I am that

you recognized the hon, member for South Grey, (I/Ir.

Oliver) as the Leader of the Opposition.

As I have said, the hon. Leader of the Opposition,

in his day, had the distinction of being the youngest

member of this House, being elected in 1926, and he

has been a continuous member for his riding since that

time, despite any efforts to the contrary.

SOl'JiE HON. IvEI/iBSES : Oh, oh.'

MR. FROST: I am glad you recognized the hon.

member (Lir. Oliver) as the Leader of the Opposition

and before moving the adjournment of the House, perhaps

he might care to say something at this time.

SOIvIE HON. iffiiI,:B3RS: Here, here I

IvjR. FARQUHAR OLIVER (Leader of the Opposition):

Mr. Speaker, I realize the very real danger looming

up, the danger being that I am continually agreeing with

the hon. Prime Minister (H/Ir. Frost).

SOL/E HON. IVEMBERS: Oh, oh.'

liIR. OLITjR: This sort of thing must come to an

end. However, before we bring it apparently to a term-

ination, I want to agree still further with him^

(Take D Follows)
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I have not had the opportunity of speaking

as yet, but we on this side of the House feel, yir.

Speaker, that we have in this Legislature, as we had

in the last, a Speaker v;ho will preside over the

deliberations of the House with justice to everyone

and v/ith a fairness v;hich is unique.

I may say that at one time we harboured the

idea that v;e proffer a name in nomination from our own

particular group. The tv/o outstanding reasons why we

did not pursue the matter further was because, first,

we had such a high regard for you as the bpeaker of

the House, and the second reason was -- and I guess by

far the more important, was that we felt that the end

was hardly attainable, at the moment at least,

SOI IE HGK. L^'CBZRS: Oh, oh.

IHR, 0LIV]3R: So we will have to bide our time,

and as we pursue our studies in this House and do our

work for the people of the Province of Ontario in this

Legislature, we can have the satisfaction of knowing

that v/e have a Speaker who will preside over the

deliberations of the House with a keen sense of duty

and a sense of fairness,

I want to agree with the Hon. Prime Minister

in welcoming our distinguished guests to the Legis-

lature this afternoon. That is a habit which has grown
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up in the past few years which I think should be con-

tinued. It is a very fine and moving thing that year

after year we see in this Legislature men v;ho, in the

past, have made great contributions to this Province

of Ontario, whether in their capacities as private

members or as members of the various cabinets which

have come and gone over the last number of years.

I agree with the Hon, Prime 1 inister that

this is a very unique occasion when vie can welcome

to the House three new hon. members whose fathers were

cabinet ministers in the days which are gone. It is

a very extraordinary situation, and I want to say to

these three young hon. members that I have had the

opportunity -- as have some of the other hon, members

of the House — of sitting with those who were their

fathers in the days that are gone.

I know something of the calibre of men they

were, something of the contributions they were able to

make to the public life of the Province of Ontario,

and we will be hoping from this side of the House that

they vrill follow nobly and ably in the footsteps of

those who have gone before.

As I close, I'r. Speaker, I want to say that

we appreciate the attendance of these many men and

women here this afternoon, and we hope that as they go
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to their various homes they will not forget about us

in the next six weeks, but will, by their attendl^nce

and their interest, shov; that they are with us in

thought, if not in action, as we carry forward the

legislation v/hich is intended to be in the interests

of the province of Ontario, and that we may know we

have their support and their interest.

301'Ii; HON. i:i;i:3Z.R3: Hear, hear,

m. \-J. J. GRUn LTT (Cochrane ^outh): Er.

Speaker, in rising to say a few v;ords, I want, first,

to agree with the Hon. Prime Minister that it is our

solemn duty to remember a great old friend who was in

this Legislature not so long ago, the Hon. Russell

Kelley, I am sure that each and every one o-f us was

saddened when we heard of his death. He was a man

who was so regarded by most of us; he never passed any

of us in the corridors without stopping to say a few

words. He was a man who v;as a friend of everyone in

the Legislature. I'Je regret his passing, and we ask

that our sympathy be passed on to his family.

The Hon. Leader of the Opposition has stated

that the time has come to disagree with the Hon. Prime

I'inister. I wonder if discretion was not the better

part of valour when we look around and regard the

number of the opposition here. It might have been
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all right to disagree a little more last year, but not

this year,

SOl^ HON. IISMBERS: Oh, oh.

I-iR. GRUMMETT: Mr. Speaker, I, too, am

pleased to see so many former members of the Legislature

in this House, some of whom I know, having met them a

number of years ago, and I have followed their records

with a great deal of care before I, myself, became a

member of the Legislature. I assure you, I'^'r. Speaker,

that we welcome these men who have contributed so much

to our Province, and we are glad to know that they

are still following the fortunes of Ontario, and that

even though their days of service are gone, they are

still with us. We are encouraged by their presence

to carry on the duties which have been assigned to us

in the public service of the Province of Ontario.

As regards the three new hon. members of this

House, sons of former ministers, I am wondering why

the Hon. Prime Minister corralled them all on the far

side of the House, Was he afraid they might become

contaminated if he allowed them to sit here amongst

the Opposition? I know it is a great honour for

their dads who, years ago, were members of the dif-

ferent cabinets of the Province of Ontario, to sit

here to-day and see their sons occupying seats in the
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Legislature, ¥e hope that they v/ill follow in the

footsteps of their fathers.

Mtc Speaker, I have very little more to say,

I wish to add a fevj words of congratulation to you on

your re-elect: on to the office of Speaker. We have

all enjoyed serving under you in previous years, and

I know we are going to enjoy it in the future. Your

sense of lei'rress and your kindliness will guide the

Legislature through the Sessions which are to come,

SOICT HON. IvIEIIBERS: Hear, hear.

l^. J. B. SALSEERG (St, Andrew): Mr. Speaker,

lest it be uiieunderstood, because none of the previous

speakers £jpoke on behalf of what is undoubtedly a

small section of the Province, I wish to utilize this

opportunity in joiring the other speakers and the

other groups of the Legislature in extending our

sympathy tc the family of the late Minister of Health,

Mr, Rutsell Kelley. My experiences with him were

really of a sort which endeared him to me. I found

him at alT tim?"^, very approachable, and extremely

devoted to the task with which he had been entrusted,

and at all times anxious to help every hon. member
'

and in evor3'' case which an hon. member brought to

his attenticno
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May I also join the previous speakers in

expressing satisfaction at the presence of former

premiers, and the members of former governments. It

is good to see them year after year at the openings

of the Legislature, and I hope I will have the privilege

of seeing them with us for many, many years in the

future,

Mr, Speaker, I also wish to join those v\'ho

spoke before me in welcoming the three sons of members

of former governments, I think their fathers have

every reason to be proud of their achievements.

I might, however, say that I have the

privilege of knowing only one of the three fathers,

and I object, Mr, Speaker, to any suggestion that that

father is in any way a person who belongs to a past

day or age. As a matter of fact, I have always con-

sidered Mr. Leopold Macaulay as being away on

vacation, and as one v/ho will undoubtedly come back

to this or another legislative body,

Aday I, however, say to the three sons

that I, too, differ somewhat from v/hat the previous

speakers have said. Certainly your fathers want

you to follow in their footsteps, and equally certainly

you undoubtedly desire to follow in their footsteps.
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but I would suggest in doing that, you also strike

out toward new horizons and new goals, and I am sure

your fathers will be proud of the newness you will

introduce in addition to the absorption of all that

is good that they have done before.

The Hon. Prime Minister has spoken of the

changes which have taken place, and the Hon. Leader

of the Opposition has spoken for the Opposition, and

the hon. member for Cochrane South (Mr, Grummett)

has spoken for the C.C.F. group. May I offer a word

of advice to my fellow oppositionists, and say that

vie are now in a position where we have Conservatives

to the right of us, Conservatives to the left of us,

and Conservatives in front of us, and under such

circumstances, there is only one thing to do, attack,

attack, and attack. I am sure, I>'r, Speaker, that

under your guiding hand \'\re of the Opposition will

fulfill our task which is so especially required

under present circumstances,

HON. L. II. FROST (Prime mnister) : Mr.

Speaker, I move the adjournment of the House and in

so doing I perhaps should follow the custom of telling

the hon. members what the procedure on the following

day will be.
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To-morrow and Monday, of course, are going

to be organizational days, during which committees

will be struck, bills will be introduced, and the

business of the Session will get under way.

On Tuesday vie will have the speeches from

the mover and seconder of the address in reply to

the Speech from the Throne,

I move the adjournment of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 4.17 o'clock p.m.
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The House having met, 3 o'clock p.m.

Prayers.

T"R, oPSaK^IIR: Presenting Petitions,

Reading and Receiving Petitions.

Presenting reports by Committee,

Motions.

HGM. L. r. FROST (Prime Tinister) : Ilr.

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by Pr. Porter, that

during the present Session of the assembly, provision
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be made for the taking of stenographic reports of the

debates, and speeches, and to tnat fend, that I'Ir. Speaker

be authorized to employ the necessary stenographers at

such rate of compensation as may be agreed upon by him;

copies of such stenographic reports to be supplied to

the Honourable The Lieutenant-Governor, Hr, Speaker,

the Clerk of the Assembly, the Legislative Library,

to each member of the Assembly, to the offices of the

Leaders of each party represented in this assembly,

and the reference libraries of the Province, and the

Press Gallery,

m. FA.-fi.UFL-R OLIVLR (Leader of the Opposition)

I/Ir. Speaker, may I ask the Hon. Prime Minister if the

printing of Hansard is to be done on the same basis as

last year?

MR. FROST: That is right.

TR. OLIVj-iR: No im.provement v/hatever?

I think this whole question, Fr, Speaker, calls for

some comment, and I believe that the Hon, Prime Einister

himself is conversant enough with the situation to

realize that the present method of printing Hansard is

not satisfactory.

The hon, members of the House will recall

that vie first had a Hansard, I believe, in 1944. For

the first three years, 1944, 1945 and 1946, the Hansard
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v;as not printed; for the next two years it was printed,

and was bound at the end of the Jessions and made a h.indy

reference for those who sought to peruse its pages.

Then for the three sacceedin,.i years we had

nineographed copies again.

I suggest to the Hon. /rime ] inister, in all

seriousness, that if we are going to have Hansard in

this House -- and it is established we should have

Hansard — let us have a Hansard worthy of the tradi-

tions of this Legislature, and a Hansard which will be

of some value to those in the years to come who m-ay

want to peruse the pages.

The v;ay it is now, we get a mimeographed

copy, and if you save them up during the Session, you

have a half-ton truck full of them. To get any rhyme

or reason out of that mess of stuff, would take a

Philadelphia lawyer, as the saying is.

Surely this Government with all its income

such as it has at the present tim.e, could unbend

enough in financial matters to provide mimeographed

copies throughout the Session, and then, after the

Session is over, to have the proceedings printed and

bound into one volume, so that it would be readable and

of some value, not only to the hon. members, but to those

who want to read Hansard and get something from it.
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When the Hansard was printed, I under-

stand an effort was made to have it printed in a day

or so, and we imnediately ran into a situation where

it had to be printed at night, requiring over-time

work, and the expense was very significant, but it

seems to me that the end result we desire could be

obtained if we have the Hansard printed after the

Session, when there is lots of time, and a good job

could be done, and we could then put it in our libraries

and it would be of soFxe use to those who wish to use

it.

im. W. J. GRUM'ETT (Cochrane South):

Mr, Speaker, I thoroughly agree with the remarks of

the Hon, Leader of the Opposition. The one great

objection to Hansard in its present form is, if you

want to look up anything, you may want to take a

volume home or to your office. At the present time,

as has been suggested by the Hon. Leader of the

Opposition, if you want to do that, you have to get

a half-ton truck to get these volumes from place to

place, and if you have been sitting in the House for

eight or ten years, you require a special room to

hold them,

AN hon. Ma^BER: A vault.
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'irR. GRUl'H^'IETT : Yes, a vault to store them in.

When they were printed in 194^ and 1949,

they made very attractive volumes, and were very useful.

You could carry them home and study them at your leisure,

and I strongly urge the Hon, Prime Minister to con-

sider going back to the old system of printing Hansard,

which was very useful, and a very attractive way of

keeping a .record of the proceedings of this house.

I strongly support the plea made by the

Hon, Leader of the Opposition,

IR. i^ROST: (Prime Tinister) : I.r. Speaker,

I have presented the motion to-day in the same form

as it has been presented for the last three years, .

It was in 1950 when the present system v/as adopted.

This House had no Hansard up until 1944. The Govern-

ment, of which I was then a member, introduced the-

first Hansard in that year, I nay say it was a rfiatter

over which I never enthused very much, I felt we had

done pretty well in previous years without any Hansard

at all. However, it was felt desirable at that time

we should have Hansard, and the idea of Hansard followed

pretty much the same practice as we have at the present

time. The Hansard proceedings I think at that time were

very limited. My recollection is , copies were limited to

the Leaders of the Parties, However, some hon. members
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of the House at that time desired to have the oppor-

tunity of referring to Hansard in a manner similar to

the opportunity £iven to the J^eaders of the Parties,

and that one or two copies were not sufficient.

As a result, there was a considerable

extension of the Hansard and the expense increased,

until we arrived at the year 1950,

The expense, as I explained to the House

last year, began to grow, but, of course, that is one

of the difficulties of these days, with expanding

services and expanding dem-ands, there is always a

growth of the expense involved. I have not before me

the figures, but the expense began to mount very, very

rapidly, ''.'ith that in raind, in 1950, we adopted the

oresent practice,

V/hile I will agree with the Hon. Leader

of the Opposition that the Hansard as we have had it

in the last three years does involve a great deal

more bulk, I do not know that I would agree with him

that -a half-ton truck is necessary, but certainly

it is difficult to take home the sessional report in

one armful. However, I would say if the hon. members

are interested in the proceedings of the House, it is

perhaps possible for them to take them home, and, of
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course, it does save the taxpayers a great deal of

money.

If there is a way -- which I doubt — in

which the proceedings of the House might afterwards be

printed, 1 would be prepared to consider that. At the

present tine, in financial matters, my humour is very

bad, because I am engaged with another Budget, and

mounting costs are always difficult for a Treasurer.

However, perhaps the Committee on Printing

might be able to make some suggestion about that. In

the House I do not think there are any difficulties,

ye have the proceedings of the day before printed and

put on the hon. members' desks the following day, and

what I think the Hon. Leader of the Opposition, and

the hon, member for Cochrane South (llr. Grummett) have

referred to, is the bulk of these daily editions as

accumulated in the course of a Session. However, we

all have to do without some of the things we would like,

. I must admit that the size of the Hansard does not

rank in importance with me with the bulk in the size

of the Budget,

I will say to the Hon. Leader of the

Opposition and the hon, members of the House, that

if the printing committee, which v;ill be sitting shortly
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care to look into that matter, which could be brought

up by the Opposition members of the Committee, it will

be given coriideration without prejudice.

IvT.. J. 3. SaLSBLRG (St. Andrew): Mr.

Speaker, I am not verj'- hopeful, frankly speaking, of

getting a printed Hansard. But I was very glad to

hear the Hon., Leader of the Opposition raise the

question, '.vg hsve discussed it, as you vail recall,

on previous occasions.

The Hon. Prime Minister has suggested that

the matter be brought to the attention of the members

cf tl:e Printing Committee. It has been my experience,

as a menber of that Committee in the past, that they

meet only within the last tv;o or three days prior to

the 2d jourrrrent of a Session, V7ould the Hon. Prime

Minister be prepared to assure this House that the

Comm-ittea on Pr; n"Mng will be convened imr.iediately

after it : s 001^0+-, -tuted , qq that we can deal with this

matter early in the Session, rather than when it is

too lata?

I'"R, FROST: I will say it will be convened

in time, any/^ay,

I'R, Siil^BLRG: ^'ell, in time —
IT.. SPEAKER: The hon. member for St,

Andrew (I-r, Salsberg) ha? asked his question
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and received an answer.

Motion agreed to,

MR. SPEAKER: Before calling for the

Orders of the Day, it is customary that once or twice

during the Jession, we have group photographs taken

of the House in Session for the Provincial records, and

after the items under "Motions" have been completed,

I v/ill ask you to be i^ood enough to make yourselves

comfortable, and to direct your attention toward the

upper left-hand corner of the Chamber,

However, before the photographs are

taken, we will proceed with motions,

HON, L. M, FROST (Prime Minister): Mr,

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr, Porter, that Standing

Comm_ittees of this House, for "he present Session, be

appointed for the following purposes: 1, On Privileges

and Elections; 2. On Education; 3. On Private Bills;

4. On Standing Orders; 5, On Public Accounts;

6, On Printing; 7, On I!unicipal Law; S. On Legal

Sills; 9. On Agriculture and Colonization; ip. On

Fish and Game; 11, On Labour; 12, On Mining;

13. On Government Commissions; 14. On Lands and

Forests; "— These last tv/o were additions last year,

as the hon. members opposite will recall,

15. On Travel and Publicity; 16, On Health,
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!'Jhich said Committees shall severally

be empowered to examine and enquire into all such

matters and things as shall be referred to them by

the House, and to report from time to time their

observations and opinions thereon, with power to send

for persons, papers and records.

in. Fix.vsjUHAR OLIV:.?u (Leader of the Oppos-

ition): Fr, Speaker, I would like to suggest to the

Hon. Prime ITinister that I had hoped the Government

would have given some consideration to adding another

Committee to this list, that is, a Committee on

Conservation, That is a question which has been dis-

cussed in this House, and upon which a Parliamentary

Committee sat for some weeks, and about which there

is a great deal of interest in the Province at the

present time.

Conservation, as it affects the Provincial

Government, overlaps, as the Hon. Prime Hinister knows,

a great many departments. You cannot get at the

fundamentals of the problem by going into the estimates

or workings of any one department. For instance, the

Department of Agriculture, the Department of Public

Works, and the Department of Education, are inter-

woven very closely.
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Conservation is a comparatively new

subject, and a new problem in this Province — or,

at least, we have just recognized it as a problem in

this Province. It is one which well justifies the

setting-up of a standing committee of the Legislature,

so vie could bring to it, or have brought to it, the

recommendations and thoughts of those who are fostering

this great subject of conservation throughout the

province.

I would like the Hon, Prime Minister

seriously to give some consideration to that.

in. FROST: Kr. Speaker, may I first point

out that in connection with the standing committees

of the House, last year we added two new Com-mittees,

one on government comm.issions, and the other on lands

and forests. This year we are adding two more Comriiittees,

one on travel and publicity, the purpose of which, of

course, is really to emphasize the importance of the

tourist business in this province. The other is in

connection with health, which is a very wide field.

It is our intention, Tr. Speaker, to

emphasize this year, and in the coming Sessions of

this Legislature, more work for the Committees.

Personally, I believe that a great deal can come from
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committee work, and I think perhaps, from looking over

many years past, we have not availed ourselves of the

talents and the views of the hon, members as a whole,

regardless of whether they are Government or Opposition

members, in a way perhaps we night have done.

Last year we started to broaden the idea

out, and I can assure the Hon, Leader of the Opposition

we are not at the end of our Committee ideas as yet,

but we are giving consideration to the matter he has

mentioned, and also, incidentally, som.e other m-atters.

It will be our intention at this Session,

Mr, Speaker, to ask this House to appoint a select

committee on the Elections Act. I would not want the

hon. members of this House to think in doing this that

we anticipate an election, or anything of the sort.

Til. HARRY i.IXON (Brant): Or any dissatis-

faction with the result of the last one?

SOI'E HON. MEI:BLR3: Oh, oh.

(Take "B" follows)
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m. FROST} The fact is th^t at the last Session

v;e introduced and passed a new Election Act and certain

provisions in connection with the Voters 'Act. V/e felt

that this v/as an excellent time to have the House give

consideration to the workings of the Act. If there art-

improvements which can be made, or if there are

defects in the workings of that Act, which were made

manifest in the election last Fall, now would be a good

time to consider the revision of it.

1/Vc felt that the Committee on Privileges and

Elections v/as hardly the committee to consider that,

and we thought it might better be done by a select

committee of the House. It may be desirable that the

committee have pov/er to sit at times v;hen the House is

not in Session. That will be an additional committee

which we will ask the House to constitute.

Then, of course, the Speech from the Throne

yesterday indicated a committee in connection with rent

control, a select committee of the House to thoroughly

go into the regulations and the steps v;hich have been

taken in connection with that very difficult and

important subject.

Later on we propose to ask that a committee

be sot up to consider the revisions of the Companies'

Act, This was referred to yesterday in His Honour's
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speech, and it is our intenticn to set up a committee

representative of all of the parties in "Che House to

consider that very important matter.

In connection v.-ith the suggestion made by

the hon. Leader of the Opposition (I.ir. Oliver) we have

that under consideration at the present time, together

with some other matters, and I can assure the hon. Leader

of the Opposition that we will give it the utmost con-

sideration, with the end in view of making the best use

v\re can of the abilities of the hon. members of this

House in connection with a large number of matters.

In connection with the comriiittees v^iich are

mentioned in the motion itself, it is our desire that

they should be as active as possible, and a great deal

of the legislation which will come before the House will

be referred to those committees, in order that they may

be studied in detail,

Iviotion agreed to.

HON. L. M, FROST (Prime I.Iinister): Mr. Speaker,

I move, seconded by ur. Porter, that a Select Committee

of eleven members be appointed to prepare and report with

all convenient despatch lists of the members to compose

the Standing Committee ordered by the House, such

Committee to be composed as follows: Messrs. Allan

(Haldimand-liorfolk) ; Allen (Middlesex -South)

;
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Chartrand, Collinss, Cowling, Grummett , Kerr, Mackenzie,

Murdoch, Pringle, and Robson.

Motion agreed to.

LIR. SPSAIvER: I v/ould now ask that the hon.

members be good enough to face the camera,

photograph taken of the House in Session.

L/IR. SPEAIdR: Introduction of Bills.

ADI/IINISTRiiTION OF JUSTICES' EXPEN'SES ACT

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): L'lr, Speaker,

I move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave be given to

introduce a bill intituled, "An Act to Amend the

Administration of Justices' Expenses Act" and the same

be now read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

MR, PORTER: Mr. Speaker, in explanation of

this Bill, which I foresee I shall be pressed for, I

may say that the present jail surgeons' fee for the

examination of prisoners eligible for removal, or

sentenced to penitentiary or a reformatory and for

making the certificate is ^pLOO, It is proposed this

be raised to ^2,00.

CUSTODY OF DOCUIvIZNTS ACT

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): Mr. Speaker,
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I beg to move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave be

*

given to introduce a Bill intituled, "An Act to Mend

the Custody of Documonts Act", and that same be now

road for the first timep

Motion agreed to: first reading of the Bill.

MR. PORTER: This Bill, Mr, Speaker, provides

for certain increases in fees payable in the registry

offjocs for deposit under the Custody of Documcnbs Act,

to mc:ct the increasing expenses at the present time.

DIVISION COURTS ACT

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney -General) : Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr, Frost, that leave be

given to introduce a Bill intituled, ''An Act to Amend
/

the Division Courts Act", and that ..?er.o be now road for

the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

M"R. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, this Bill provides,

together v/ith several other bills which will be intro-

duced, for a five-day week in the Division Court offices.

Similar bills will be introduced with reference to the

Registry offices and other public offices.

It also provides for the replacing of the

present times during v^rhich the offices are open, namely,

generally from ten to four , The Bill proposes they
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dl. open from nino -thirty to four-thirty, from Mondays

through Fridays inclusive, instead of as presently

arianged.

There is another section in this Bill which

ilpals v/ith the jury aspects of Division Court cases. As

uhe hon, members may know, there is still provision

I'ui- ,1uries in Division Court cases, and there are some

^a-scs — very fev/, although there may be some -- which

may be tried by a jury. The amendment is to prevent

^ur-j'men from being challenged on purely technical grounds,

s.:ccificd in the Bill.

THE EVIDENCS ACT

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): Mr.

.^P'aksr, I move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave be

given to introduce a Bill intituled, "An Act to Amend

the Evidence Act", and that same be nov>r read for the

first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, this Bill is designed

to bving up to date, in the light of international

'ovelopments, the provisions of the Evidence Act

rcnpecting the taking of oaths, outside of Ontario by

members of the Diplomatic and Consular services. At

the present time, they are not entitled to take oaths
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under tho Ontario Legislation, and this amendment will

give them that power,

I may say this has been recommended by the

Conference of CornmissionGrs on Uniformity of Legislation

in Canada, and also recommcneded by the Department of

External Affairs.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE ACT, 1952

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): Mr.

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave

be given to introduce a Bill intituled, "Justices of the

Peace Act, 1952", and that same be now read for the first

time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

IJB. PORTER: Mr, SjEaker, this is rca inly a

routine, general revision of the Justices of the Peace

Act, which v.'as last revised in 1926. There are a

number of obsolete provisions which have been omitted,

and some very minor changes in accordance with present-

day practice.

The only substantial change in principle

provides for the prevention of Justices of the Peace

v/ho arc on salary, from performing other duties in

connection v/ith magistrates' courts. vVe now have some

Justices of the Peace who act as clerks in the
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magistrates' courts, on a salary. This will prevent

them from retaining their fees as Justices of the Peace,

if by receiving them, it would make the combined income

from the two capacities too great, having regard to the

services rendered.

JUVENILE FAI.IILY COURTS ACT

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): l.Ir.

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by Mr, Frost, that leave

be given to introduce a Bill intituled, "An Act to Ai-iend

the Juvenile Family Courts Act", and that same be now

read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

IViE. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, at the present time

juvenile courts can be established for a city, town or

county. This amendment v/ill permit the establishment

of juvenile courts for districtB composed of two or

more counties.

THE I.iAGISTRATSS ACT. 1952

HON. DilJA PORTER (Attorney-General): Mr.

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that

leave be given to introduce a Bill intituled, "The

Magistrates Act, 1952", and that same be now read for

the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.
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I.IR. P0RT:3R: l&r . Speaker, this is a routine,

genera], revision of the Magistrates Act, which was last

T''-.vised in 1936.

There are, hov.'ever, tv.^o neiv principles in-

volved in this, and it is designed to bring all the

marlstrates under the Public Service Act with respect

to superannuation.

Also, the magistrates assigned to cities,

who are now paid by the cities, will receive payment

direct from the province, so that they will be enabled

to benefit from the cost-of-livinr bonus, as do other

Civil Servants, and the province will be reimbursed by

the cities.

There is a slight change so that the

magistrates may take advantage of the cost-of-living

bonus, which in some cases they do not receive at the

present time.

THE REGISTRY ACT

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): LIr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave bo

given to introduce a Bill intituled, "An Act to Amend

the Registry Act", and that same be now read for the

first time.

Ivlotion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

IvIR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, this Bill brings
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the registry offices in line as to the five-day week,

in a similar v/ay as in a Bill recently introduced into

this House.

It also provides that in tho registry offico

a person may use ink for copying documents, whereas now

they arc denied that valuable privilege.

It also provides for the recording in the

general registry, the orders mad^under the Mental

Incompetency Act, as vv^ell as the other orders already

jjrovided for.

It also makes certain new provisions in respect

to abstract indexes, and v/hat shall be included in them,

and it also provides for en increase in the fees for

the registration of certain documents,

SUP.ROGATE C0Ur:T3 ACT

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): ?,ir.

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that

leave be given to introduce a Bill intituled, "An Act

to Amend the Surrogate Courts Act", and that same be

now read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, this Bill provides

for the five-day week, along the same lines as in the

other Bills, v/hich have already been introduced.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

HON^ W. J. DTOILOP (Minister of Education):

Ml'. Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by Mr, Foote, that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled, "An Act

i/O Amend the Vocational Education Act", and that same be

now read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

MR. DUNLOP: IJli . Speaker, this Bill is intended

to pr'jvidc for retarded children who have been in

^luxiliarj'' classes in the elementary schools, and v/ho

are likely to be considered capable of promotion to the

classes in a special industrial school, and provides

provisions for the Board to make that arrangement possible,

THE PAROLE ACT

HON. J. V/. FOOTE (Minister of Reform

Institutions): Mr. Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by

iVr. Dud lop, that leave be given to introduce a Bill

inti+'uled, "An Act to Amend the Parole Act", and that

seme be now read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

' Jffi. FOOTE: This Bill Increases the membership

cf the Parole Board from six to nine, and it t/rings into

Day Department, under one director, the assistant parole

ofxicers and the rehabilitation officers. The purpose
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±3 to avoid overlapping, and give a v/ider coverage

throughout the province.

ivm. SPEAKER: Orders of the day.

HON. L. 2.1. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr.

Speaker, before moving the adjournment of the House,

I might intimate to the hon. members that Monday vail

again be devoted to "organizational business" — if I

may put it that way -- the getting of business onto the

order paper.

In connection with the Bills which have been

introduced to-day, I think perhaps the hon. Leader of

the Opposition will be interested in knowing that we

will not proceed with second readings on f.Ionday, It

v/ill be difficult to get the Bills printed and onto the

order paper, and it v/ould not allow the hon-, members of

the House much opportunity to read the Bills and find

out v-;hat they are about. It is not our intention to

proceed v/ith second readings on Monday, but to proceed

with organizational business, of which probably at this

early stage there can be but very little, for the

reason that it is doubtful that the committee appointed

to strike the standing committees will be^ abie to complete

their work by Monday. Of course, ijT they can

complete it, then we can proceed with the recommenda-

tions made to the House by that committee. It would,
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therefore, appear, as is the usual course, that Monday-

will be a very short day. I will try to make up for

it later on.

On Tuesday the mover and seconder of the

address in reply to the Speech from the Throne will

devote themselves to the speech of His Honour.

May I say, Mr. Speaker, that next Friday,

unless there is objection from the hon. members of the

House, we will perhaps revert to the system of last

year and of some preceding years, that is, of having

the House meet at two o'clock, in order to meet the

convenience of hon. members who desire to get their

trains on Friday afternoons,

Mr. Speaker, I move the adjournment of the

House.

MR. OLIVER: May I ask the hon. Prime Minister,

Mr. Speaker, if, before we conclude the business of this

Session, it will be possible to have a report from

the provincial-municipal committee. Is there any

chance of that report being before the House, before it

is prorogued,

MB, FROST: I would like that myself, Mr.

Speaker, but frankly I do not think there is any such

possibility. I do hope to have a report in connection

with the mining municipalities, but the other matter
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is a huge one. The work of the coiamittec so far

has been very largely getting the statistical

background, and I am sure the hon. Leader of the

Opposition can see the problem to be faced in that, because

it involves a host of subjects,

I may say that I am going to discuss this

matter vdth the Minister and v/ith the Chairman of the

committee, and it might be possible for the committee

to make certain interim reports, so that they may be

considered, and there might be certain matters, in

connection with which we could make progress.

One of the great difficulties of a committee

dealing with so vast a subject, is that vjhen the report

comes in, it is, in itiself, so vast, that it takes a

very great deal of time for the hon, members to go

through even a portion of the report,

I think there is a great deal to be said

about bringing in interim reports covering certain

phases of the problem, I intend to speak to the

Minister, and to the Chairman of that committee,

Mr. Chater, the Provincial Statistician, to see what

might be done in that regard,

MR. SPEAKER: May I .also request the hon.

members v;ho have been asked to have their photographs

taken at designated times to be as r^rompt as possible,
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in order that there shall be no unavoidable delays.

I am given to understand it v;ill take about ten days

to get the photographs of all the racmbers, and I ask

your full co-operation in this regard.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 3;57 of the clock, p.m.
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The House having met

.

Prayers

,

3 o'clock p.m.

I'IR. SPEAKER: May I drav.; the attention of

the hon. members please to a possible difficulty which

might arise?

We are not trying to limit the freedom of

the anjoyment of the hon. members when the House

rises, and I know v;e all enjoy a smoke as soon as

possible, especially when we have been sitting, here

for three or four hours listening to addresses by the
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hon.* nembers, but I suggest, if at all possible, you

be very, very careful of a match which has not been

completely extinguished, or the pipe, the contents

of which you may wish to empty, or of cigarette butts,

'.7e had a little experience here on Friday where there

v;as a smouldering cigarette left on the carpet,

'Jhile it is quite true that smoking in the Chamber

is not permitted, we have always allowed a little

liberty in that regard as soon as the House arose,

but I would ask you in the future to please be as

careful as possible.

Presenting petitions,

Reading and receiving petitions,

TH:: clerk assistant: The following

petitions have been received:

Of the Corporation of the Tov/n of New

Toronto, praying that an Act m-ay pass repealing

Section 2 of Chapter 106 of the Statutes of Ontario,

1937.

Of the Board of Trustees of the Roman

Catholic Separate Schools for the City of Sarnia,

praying that an Act may pass fixing the number of

Trustees at eight, to hold office for two years, four

to be elected annually.
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Of the Corporation of the City of jtratford,

prayinc that an Act may pass authorizing a municipally

operated bus service.

Of Sarnia Young J en's ai.d Young ''omen's

Christian Association, praying that an Act maj'- pass

exempting the lands, buildings., etc., of the Associa-

tion from taxation, except for local improvements.

Of the Corporation of the City of Sault

Ste, Narie, praying that an Act may pars increasing

the membership of the Sault Ste, Blarie Public

Utilities Commission from three to five.

Of the Roman Catholic Separate School Board

of the Town of Tlmmins, praying that an Act may pass

providing for the election of the six members of the

Board by a general vote of the Separate School rate-

payers ,

Of the Corporation of the City of Fort

William, praying that an Act may pass increasing

the amount chargeable for cewer tax and for other

purposes.

Of the J. L. Thompson Supply Limited,

praying that an Act may pass vesting in the Company

that portion of the Old Cemetery on plan 247 for

the Town of 'Jallaceburg at present occupied by the

Company.
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Of the Corporation of the Township of

Scarborough, praying that an Act may pass providing

for the election of Reeve, Deputy Reeve and five

Councillors, and for other purposes.

Of the Corporation of the Synagogue and

Jewish Community Centre of Ottawa, praying that an

Act may pass exempting the Corporation's lands, etc.,

from taxation, except for local improvements.

Of the Corporation of the City of London,

praying that an Act may pass authorizing the payment

of annuities to employees retiring with less than

twenty years' service, and for other purposes.

Of the Trustees of Ilassey Hall, praying

that an Act may pass incorporating the Trustees of

Massey Hall as a body corporate and politic.

Of the Corporation of the Town of Hespeler,

praying that an Act may pass withdrawing the said

Town from the County of '.'/aterloo.

Of the Corporation of the County of

'.'aterloo, praying that an Act may pass establishing

a Waterloo County Roads Commission, and for other

purposes.

Of the Corporation of the Municipality of

Neebing, praying that an Act may pass ratifying the

redivision of the 'Tards of the I'unicipality, providing
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for the election of an additional Councillor, and

for other purposes.

Of the Corporation of the Ottawa Association

for the ridvancement of Learning, praying that an Act

may pass changing the np.me of the Corporation to

University of Car'^.eton College, and for other purposes.

Of St. Patrick's Home of Ottawa, praying

that an iict may pass authorising the transfer of all

its assets, etc, to the Grey Nuns Imiiaculate Con-

ception,

Of the Corporation of the City of Oshav/a,

praying that an Act may pass providing for changes

in the procedure for imposing the special frontage

rate for the construction of watermains, a'^.d for

other purposes.

Of the Corporation of tha Town of Orillia,

praying that an Act may pass authorizing tne Corpora-

tion to enter into an agreement with the Hydrc-Slectric

Power Commissior. of Ontario for tho purchase of power.

Of the Young I-en's Chris '^ian Association

of Belleville, praying that an Act may pass exempting

the lands and other assets of the Association from

taxation.

Of the Corporation <?^ the Township of Pelee,
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praying that an Act may pass authorizing the Corpora-

tion to expend up to ,,-10,000.00 in any year from the

revenue received from non-resident hunting licenses

on drainage works.

Of the Corporation of the Grand Lodge of

Ontario of the Independent Order of Oddfellows,

praying that an Act may pass authorizing the Corpora-

tion to acquire shares of the I.e. C.F. Hall Association

of Toronto,

Of the Corporation of the City of Ottawa,

praying that an Act may pass authorizing the Corpora-

tion to pass by-laws fixing a standard of fitness of

dwellings for himan habitation, and for other purposes.

Of the Corporation of the Township of

Toronto, praying that an Act may pass establishing

a Board of Education for the Township, and for other

purposes.

Of the Corporation of the Town of Barrie,

praying that an Act may pass vesting in the Corporation

the land known as the I:arket Block of the said Town.

Of the Canadian National Exhibition Associa-

tion, praying that an Act may pass to provide that

notices of appointment of representatives of various

associations must be given by 12 noon on the third

^.7ednesday of January in each year.
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or the Corporation of the City cf Toronto,,

praying chat an net rnay pass authorising the rogulacing

and f-^ovn-'/iing of the er-ectio:.. cf television antennae,

and for ''..her purposes.

Of the Corpoiatiori of tho Tvjwn of Foro Srie,

praying that -.i Act :iay pas3 providing that all

CoirJTiil.t'iies, ccram.i ssions and beards ostublished under

The il^epartment of Edu.cat-'.on net, th^ ComFinnity Centres

Act, and The Public Parks i-iCt may consist of the same

persons

,

Of the Corpoi-ation of Credit Foncier Franc-

Canadien oraying that an Act nay pass removing the

limit of 0100,000.00, on the value of real estate

which THO-Y be acquired by the Corporntion,

Of the Corporation of the City of Kingston,

praying ohat an Act may pasr validating Orders of the

Municipal '-^oard authorizing the Corporation to impose

sewer rental charges, and for other purposes.

Of the Corporrtion of the Tovmship of

McKim, praying thab an Act may pass permitting the

cost of service connections between the dot-line and

watermain lo be averaged betv/een the users in vMter

and sewer area No, 6 in the said Township,

IVIR, SPEAKER: Reports by Committees.
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m. J. A. PRINGLE (Addington): I beg

leave to present the First Report of the Select

CoDiniittee appointed to prepare lists of Members to

compos/^- the Standing Committees ordered by the

House, and move its adoption.

(Take "B" follows)
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THE CLERK ASSISTikNT: Mr. Prirxgle, from the

Select Committee appointed to prepare the lists of

Members to compose the Standing Committees of the House,

Presents' the following as its first report:

Your Committee recommends that the Standing

Comriiittees ordered by the House be composed as follov/a:-

COIvmiTTTSE ON PRIVILEG-^S AIJD ELECTIONS

Messrs. Ceilings, Dovmer, Edwards, Elliott,

Fishleigh, Frost (Bracondale
)

, Hall, Janes, Leavine,

Lyons, Murdoch, Nixon, Oliver, Root, Stewart, Thomas

(Ontario), V/arrender - 17.

The Q,uorum of the said Committee to consist

of seven members,

COmiTTES ON EDUCATION

Messrs. Allan (Haldimand-Norfolk) , Beech,

Brandon, Chartrand, Child, Cov/ling, Dent, Downer, Fish-

leigh, Hanna, Herbert, Janes, Johnston (Simcoe Centre),

Kelly, Kerr, Leavine, MacOdrum, Manley, Morningstar, Morrov/,

Murdoch, Nault , Nickle, Patrick, Pringle , Pryde, Robs on,

Root, Thomas (Ontario), Villeneuve, Wardrope, V/hitney,

Wren - 33.

The Quorum of the said Committee to consist

of nine members,

COMl^ITTEE ON PRIVATE BILLS

Messrs. Allen (Middlesex South), Beckett,

Brandon, Cathcart, Chartrand, Collinses, Cowling, Dent,
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Edv/ards, Ellioct, Fishleigh, Frost (Bracondale) , Fuller-

ton, Gordon, Grummett, Hall, Hanna, Harvey, Herbert,

Houck, Janes, Johnston (Parry Sound), Johnston (Simcoe

Centre), JohrBtone (Bruce), Kerr, Leevine, Lyons, Macaulay,

Mackenzie, MacOdrum, Mapledoram, Mornin^star, Morrow,

Murdoch, McPhee , Nault, Nickle, Noden, Parry, Patrick,

Pringle, Pryde , Eeaume, Roberts, Root, Sandercock,

Stewart, Villeneuve, Weaver, Wren, Yaremko - 51.

The Quorum of the said Committee to consist

of nine members,

COMITTED ON STANDING ORDERS

Messrs. Allan (Haldimand-Norf oik) , Allen

(Middlesex South), Beech, Cathcart, Chartrand, Child,

Connell, Gordon, Grummett, Hall, Hanna, Harvey, Leavine,

Lyons, Macaulay, Mackenzie, MacOdrum, Manley, Maple-

doram, Morrow, Murdoch, McPhee, Nault, Nickle, Node^,

Parry, Patrick, Pryde, Robson, Sandercock, Stev/art -,31,

The Quorum of the said Committee to consist

of seven members.

COMalTTlE ON PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

Messrs. Allan ( Haldimand-Norfo Ik) , Allen

(Middlesex South), Beckett, Beech, Brandon, Cathcart,

Chartrand, Child, Collings, Connell, Cowling, Dent,

Downer, Sdwards , Elliott, Fishleigh, Frost (Bracondale),

Fullerton, Gordon, Grummett, HaLl, Hanna, Harvey,

Herbert, Houck, Johnston (Parry Sound), Johnston (Simcoe

Ctntre) , Johnstone (Bruce), Kelly, Kerr, Lyons,

Mackenzie, Mapledoram, i.iorningstar , Morrov^r, Murdoch,

Myers, Nixon, Oliver, Patrick, Pringle, Pryde, Robarts,

Roberts, Robson, Root, Salsberg, Stewart, Villeneuve,

Ward, War dr ope, Warrender, Y/eaver, Whitney, Yarmeko - 55,

The Quorum of the said Committee to consist of

nine members.
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COMvIITTEE ON PRINTING

Messrs. Allan (Haldimand-Norfolk) , Allen

(Middlesex South), Beckett, Brandon, Colllngs, Connell,

Covvllng, Dent, Fullerton, Gordon, Hunt, Kelly, Kerr,

Ivianley, Murdoch, McPhee , Nickle, Pryde , Robarts, Sander-

cock, Thomas (Ontario), v/ardrope, Vveaver - 23.

The Q,uorum of the said Committee to consist

of seven members,

COMviITTS?: ON IvTUNICIPAL LAW

Messrs. Allen (Middlesex South), Beckett,

Beech, Brandon, Cathcart, Chartrand, Child, Collines,

Connell, Cowling, Downer, Edv/ards , Elliott, Frost

(Bracondale)
, Fullerton, Hall, Hanna, Harvey, Hunt, Janes_,

Johnston (Parry Sound), Johnston (Simcoe Centre),

Johnstone (Bruce), Kelly^Kerr, Leavine, Lyons, Macaulay,

Mackenzie, MacOdrum, Manley, Morningstar, Murdoch,

Myers, McPhee, Pryde, Reaume , Robarts, Roberts, Salsberg,

Thomas (Ontario), Villeneuve, V/arrender, Weaver, VJhitney

,

Wren, Yaremko - 47.

The Quorum of the said Comraittee to consist

of nine members,

COMMITTEE ON LEGAL BILLS

Messrs. Beckett, Chartrand, Dempsey, Dov/ner,

Grummett, Macaulay, MacOdrum, Murdoch, Nickle, Nixon,

Noden, Parry, Pryde, Robarts, Roberts, Root, Sandercock,

Wardrope, vVarrender , Yaoremko - 31.

The Quorum of this Committee to consist

of 7 members.
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com-Ix'T"::e on j-c-riculturt;: and colonization

Messrs. Allan, (Haldiraand-Norfolk) , Allen,

(Middlesex South), Gathcart, Child, Connell, Dempsey,

Dent, Dovmer, Sdwa: ds , Frost (Bracondale
}

, Fullerton,

Hall, Hanna, Herbert, Houck, Hunt, Janes, Johnston

(Simcoe Centre), Johnstone (Bruce), Kelly, Leavine,

Mackenzie, kanley, Mai^ledorac, iviorningsuar , Morrow,

Murdoch, Myers, McPhee, Nault, Nixon, Noden, Oliver,

Parry, Patrick, Pringle , Pryde , Robarts, Robson, Root,

Sandercock, Thomas (Ontario), Villeneuve, V/ard, IVardrope,

ViTiitney, 17ren - 47.

The Quorum of the said Committee to consist

of nine members.

COIvMITTS" ON FISH AND GAIvIi:

Messrs. Allan, (Haldimand-Norfolk) , Allen,

(Middlesex South), Beckett, Beech, Cathcart, Chartrand,

Connell, Dempsey, Dent, Downer, Edwards, Elliott, Fish-

leigh, Frost (Bracondale), Fullerton, Grumiaett , Hall,

Hanna, Harvey, Herbert, Houck, Hunt, Janes, Johnston

(Parry Sound), Johnston (oimcoe Centre), Johnstone (Bruce),

Kelly, Lyons, Mackenzie, Mac-Odrum, Manley, Mapledoram,

Morningstar, Murdoch, McPhee, Nault, Nixon, Noden,

Parry, Patrick, Pringle, Pryde, Robson, Root, Sander-

cock, Villeneuve, V/ard, V.'ardrope, \7arrender , Vftiitney,

V/ren - 51.

The Quorum of the said Committee to consist

of nine members.

COM.lITTEE ON LABOUR

Messrs. Beech, Brandon, Child, Collings,

Elliott, Fishleigh, Harvey, Herbert, Johnston (Parry

Sound), Kerr, Llacaulay, MatcOdrum, Manley, Mapledoram,

Morningstar, Murdoch, Myers, Nault, Nickle, Pryde,'
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Reaame, Roberts, Eobson, Salsberg, Stewart, Thomas

(Ontario), '.Vardrope, V/arrender , V'eaver, V/ren, - 30,

The Quorum of the said Goirjnittee to consist

of seven Eiembers.

CGImLJTTS3 oh AilNING

Messrs. Brandon, Cowling, Dempsey, Elliott,

Filler ton, Grummett, Harvey, Herbert, Houck, Hunt,

Johnston (Parry Sound), Johnstone (Bruce), Ivlucaulay,

Mapledoram, Murdoch, McPhee, Nickle , Noden, Oliver,

Pringle, Pryde, Roberts, Stev/art, Villeneuve, Ward,

V.ardrope, I7arrender, V/eaver, V/hitney, 'fren, - 30.

The Quorum of the said Comraittee to consist

of seven members.

Hot ion agreed to.

]VIR. SPEAI[3R: Motions.

HON. L. M, FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. SpeaVrer,

arising out of v.^hat I said v/hen the House adjourned on

Friday last, referring to the time of convening the

Legislature on Fridr.ys, I move, seconded hj Mr. Porter,

that, commencing on' Friday, February 29th, and there-

after, on each Friday of the present Session of the

Assembly, this House shall meet at two of the clock in

the afternoon and that the provisions of Rule Nc. 2

of the Assembly be suspended so far as they might apply

to this motion. If any of the hon. members want that

motion to stand, I am satisfied.
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Motion agreed to.

. im. SPIIAISR: Introduction of Bills.

Orders of the day.

HON. ARTHUR VffiLSH (Provincial Secretary):

Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to present the following

reports:

Public Accounts of the Province of Ontario for

the Fiscal Year ended 31st March, 1951.

Report of the Provincial Auditor, Oi.-tario,

1950-51.

Fifth Report of the Liq.uor Licence Board of

Ontario for the t-elve months fiscal period

ending on the 51st day of Murch, 1951.

T enty-fifth Report of the Lic^uor Control Board

of Ontario for the t-.elve months fiscal period

ending on the 31st day of March, 1951,

MR. SPEA^CER: Orders of the day.

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. Andrew): Mr. Speaker,

before the orders of the day, I would like your per-

mission to draw the attention of the government to a

matter of grave public ui'gency and to inq^uire as to its

intention insofar as that problem is concerned. I

want to bring to the attention of the government, the
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factwhich is vvridely known in the province and not un-

known to the government, that of the serious unemploy-

ment which exists. , The rules of the House will

not permit me to deal with the q.uestion at this time in

the 'Planner that I hope to do at a later date. At this

moment, however, I v\/ant to advise the government that

in the city of Toronto, and undoubtedly elsev.^here as

v.'ell, there are thousands of citizens who are unemployed

who, according to present laws and

regulations, are receiving no assistance whatsoever.

These are men who have no roofs over their heads, no

beds to sleep in, and no assurance of income to sustain

themselves. In my own riding, that problem is as

serious as it is in any other riding in the province,

and in Toronto at this time there are about 125 men

sleeping on the floor of the ?red Victor Mission, no

beds, no covering, no food. About 90 men are allov^red

to sleep every night on the floor of the House of

Providence, again no food provided but an opportunity

to sleep on the floor.

I have here a photograph that I want to

send to the government benches,
" which

v/as taken last night in the House of Providence at

Fovirer and Q,ueen Streets, where you will see men

stretched out on the stone floor of the hall-way, under
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benches, both sides of the hall-way occupied by these

men who have no home, no room, no bed nothing. One

hundred and fifty men or thereabouts are sleeping in the

St, Lawrence Market hall. That is provided by the city.

The city is paying for the beds and is providing them

also with two meals,

I want to advise the government further that at

the Scott Ivlission at the corner of Spadina and College, a

part of my constituency, about 500 men line up every

morning, in these cold mornings, waiting for an opportunity

to enter and get some food.

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member (Mr. Salsberg), I

think said he had a question to ask the goverranent. There

will be ample opportunity for the making of an address on

this subject later. May I suggest vie get along with the

business and the question be asked and the answer be given,

MR. SALSBERG: I appreciate your guidance, Mr,

Speaker, and of course, I am praying for your leniency,

that I be permitted to preface the question with a state-

ment of a matter that I wanted to draw to the attention of

the government. I am just about finished drawing its

attention to it, and I will forthwith proceed to ask the

question. About 500 men are lined up every morning waiting

for an opportunity to get a bowl of soup. This is just
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around the corner from my office. Now, I'-r, Speaker, in

asking the government to do something to alleviate this

situation, I am not unmindful of the divided responsibility,

nor an I unmindful of the failure of the Federal government

in this regard, but I do suggest to the government that in

regards to such a matter, we cannot turn our backs upon

these men, and say that they are not our responsibility.

(Take C-1 follows.)
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"I appeal to the Government and I urge the

Government to announce to-day that they will assuiae

responsibility for those, at least, who receive no other

assistance, so that they may have a room to sleep in and

assistance to buy food to sustain them. After all.

is said and done, according to the British North America

Act, health and welfare do. remain the responsibility of

the Provincial Government until such time as other arrange-

ments vcan be made with the Federal Government* I say to

this Government that we cannot shift this responsibility

to the over-burdened municipalities, and we cannot shut

our eyes to so serious a situation as we witness every

day in almost every large community in the Province,

Having dr^wn the attention of the government

to these facts, and having appealed to them, I now ask

the question whether the Government is prepared — and I

hope that they are, and will be — to assume Its respon-

sibility in the present situation, whether it is a temp-

orary one or a permanent one. It is not easy for a man

to starve, or to sleep on a stone floor, even if it is only

temporary, for three months or one month or six months.

"HON. V/M. A, GOODFELLOW (Minister of Public

Welfare): Mr. Speaker, in reply to the very short and

concise question which the hon. member for St. Andrew

(Mr. Salsberg) has stated this afternoon before the House
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— I am sure we older Members realize that in this

respect he has changed a great deal and that he gets to

the point much more quickly than he formerly did —
Mr. SALSBERG: Out of consideration for you,

Sir,

Mr. GOODFELLaf: Thank you — I want, in the

first place, Ir. Speaker, on behalf of the Government,

to make it abundantly clear that we are quite aware of the

fact that there is unemployment in many of the large

centres in this Province, as well as in many centres

across Canada, 'Je are also vitally concerned with the

plight which the municipalities of this Province might

find themselves in were they to assume full respon-

sibility, or responsibility in conjunction with the

Provincial Government, for the welfare of the so-called

"unemployed employables."

I also want to pay tribute to the many welfare

agencies who are assisting materially in trying to help

some of these unfortunate people who, at least temporarily,

are out of employment.

The hon, member for St. undrew mentioned one

very worth-while organization in this city which has made

a great contrib\rt±an--dQ\\rn through the years: I refer to

the Victor i-ission. At this time I-would like to read a
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copy of a letter which is addressed to the Honourable

Mr. Gregg, Minister of Labour at Ottawa, from the Rev.

W, A, Hunnisett, head of the Victor Mission, and dated

January 31st:

'Dear Sir:

I write to you regr.rding a problem

t'cia-*: ha,s re^iched a dangerous degree in this

District - and probably true much farther af::el-'

*'e underst-^nd that there can be no re-

lief gi^/e^i to anyone physically able to work.,

de-^pito the fact th^t they are not working ani-',

not entit .ed to Unemployment Insurance, or v;alt-

irM; for Ur!emp''oj'Tnent Insurance, V.'e have from

SIXTY TO SEVICiJTY-FIVE of these families coming

to us each week seeking assistance. The Bill in

one Grocery Store alone for orders of ^^1.00 to '^ "").

for the month of January is over TVJO HUNDRED

DOLLARS „ You can understand that we just carnd:

keep this up, and yet we cannot see children

going without food. We do believe the majority

ol these oases ==*re really needy.

V/e have called the Relief Office, but

the ansv:er is always the sam.o - NO RELIEF rOR

EMPLOYABLE ]\ffiN.

Is there any way in which there can be
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some easing of these regulations?

It is not just the Blission facing this

difficuT.ty, but all the Churches in the Distric-t,

One Church Worker said the other day that she

just could not sleep at night thinking of all

those who needed help,"

That is from the head of the Victor Mission,

We have been cognisant of this condition for some

time; but we feel, looking back over the condition which

existed across this country in the thirties, that it would

be most unfortunate for us as a Provincial Government to

involve the municipal governments in responsibility for

providing for the needs of employable unemployed people.

I might read a Press release over my name dated January 31

of this year:

"An enemployment problem in many Ontario

centres is causing concern; Ontario shares with

the municipalities the cost of assistance ren-

dered to those persons who are unable to accept

employment"

.

"Financial responsibility for assistance

for em.ployable persons is entirely a matter for

the Government of Canada, Both the Province and

its municipalities should, under no circumstances,
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be burdened with financial commitments required

to grant relief to these persons. The Dominion

Government is the only government with the proper

taxing base to provide assistance to needy em-

ployable persons, and with the administrative

machinery at its disposal, is in a position to

meet the problem"

While unemployment has been increasing in

the Province recently, and exists mainly in the

larger municipalities, it is believed that much

of it is seasonal and of temporary duration.

The Federal Government has employment

offices operated by the Unemployment Insurance

Commission which are national in scope, and the

Unemployment Insurance set-up which grants bene-

fits to the bulk of persons who are unemployed,

"There is no reason why administrative services

should be duplicated either by the Province or

its municipalities. The Federal Government could

very well render supplemental assistance where

required."

Persons without employment are already

known to the Federal Employment Offices.

Duplication of services would be an additional

public expense and is wholly unwarranted.
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Unemployment in any event must be treated as a

national problem and it is quite unfair to ex-

pect either the municipalities or the Province to

ti-eat the problem on a local basis and financed

from local taxation." The Province is already

meeting very heavy commitments for social serviceo,

and indeed, at this time is preparing legislation

which will grant allowances to disabled persons

as a total charge on the Province,

The economy of the country is guided by

the fiscal policies of the Federal Government

and these policies have a decided effect on the

employment situation as a whole. The only altern-

ative to supplementary assistance is employment.

The responsibility is clear-cut and definitely a

matter requiring immediate attention. No con-

tribution is made by the Federal Government

toward the maintenance of persons who are unable

to work and are presently being provided for by

the Province and its municipalities."

Mr. Speaker, I have read that Press release into the

records of this House to make it clear that the Government

feels that the Federal Government has a definite respon-

sibility, and that we would only be leading the municipalities
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of tills Province into very difficult problems in the days

that lie ahead if we were to deviate from the . policy

we have enunciated,

HON. L.- M. FROST (Prime llnister) : Might I

just add a v:ord, from a little different angle, to what my

hon. friend has said? Two years ago we were faced with a

somewhat similar problem to the one we now have, coming

from a different direction. At that time, sir, it appeared

''
. there was to be a levelling-off in our economy and

that we were going to be faced with a certain amount of

unemployment. At that time we were not sure that the un-

employment was going to last throughout the year. At

that time, sir, some of the hon. members of this House will

recollect the public works programme which we instituted

in the Province, - the first time, in fact, that we were

able to do that since the days of the War, V7e instituted

among other things a programme in connection with highways

involving an expenditure of a minimum of ^150,000,000, over

a period of years, with a very considerable building programme;

and linked up with that was a very considerable housing

programme • The problem we are faced with today is one

which is very largely artificial. It is caused by credit

restrictions and credit control and things arising from a

very heavy defence programme and the inflationary effects
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of that programme, with the result that the Federal Govern-

ment has introduced certain measures which have had a very-

far-reaching effect.

In some of the municipalities of this Province, with

credit restrictions involving such articles as refrigerators

. motor-cars and what-not, there is a very large degree

of unemployment; and of course the national agencies under-

stand that, and they have taken some measures at least to

provide for the spreading over of these unemployed persons

into places where employment is at a very high level.

That is the situation that we are faced with today.

Now, Mr. Speaker, there are certain things I

think a provincial government can very properly do in

connection with unemployment. My hon. friend the Minister

of Welfare (Ilr. Goodfellow) has mentioned unemployment from

the standpoint of the employable unemployed. This House will be

considering this year further measures in connection with

totally and permanently disabled persons which will help net

only those unfortunate people but will help the municipalities

that are presently paying half of the cost. There are

other things that we have done, I tlhink, for our unemploy-

able persons in this Province. While there might be

things that could be desired, nevertheless, I think that

by and large they are probably being better cared for in
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ohis Province than in any other Province,

IIR. SALSBERG: Not according to that picture, sir,

m. FROST: The point I am coming to is

vhat the Provincial Government can do in the matter of em-

ployment of employable persons. We have taken the position

here, and I think this has been recognized at all the

federal - Provincial conferences, that the provinces and

the municipalities should be prepared to institute work

.-"^Krammes to take care of them,

*
, Sir, our position is just this. We are sitting

here with a very large programme of works ready to be pro-

ceeded with. As a matter of fact we have been asked to

withhold those works because of the shortage of material;

Indeed, the shortage of labour in som.e cases; and in order

to prevent further inflationary tendencies in Canada, we

have been asked to withhold these works, I would say •

that if we oould get the "green light from Ottawa, and they

would remove the suggestion that they made about restricting

building, we would go ahead at once ^^i^h the Osgoode Hall

work for which my hon. friend (Mr/ Porter) has been asking for
some

/time; we ^ would go ahead with the extension of the East

Block and avoid the crowding we now have, and perhaps if

we could do that, we would be able to give some hon. members

here bettei
. quartern , I think that if we could extend the
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East Block we would get a little more breathing space, as

well as employ a lot of people. The Liquor Control Board

is in need of a new place on the waterfront. . Across

the province, conditions are much the same. I could take

my hon, friends to all sorts of places needing bridges and

overpasses and things of that sort which we would be glad

to build if we could just get the steel and the materials

and also the credit facilities to go ahead. In the mean-

time we have this situation, - that a year ago the Province

was able to borrow money, generally speaking, at three

percent; at any rate that was the position a little earlier

perhaps than this time last year. Today we are faced with

shortages of money because of credit restrictions which

have been imposed in the national interest.

PThat, sir, is the problem which confronts us.

It is not a question of us turning our backs on any problem.

We are prepared to go ahead. We are prepared to institute

programmes of public works when it is in the interests of

the country so to do. I might say that many of these

unemployment situations, in fact all of them, have been

created at the present time by reason of these restrictions,

I was going to call them "artificial" restrictions, but

they are not so very artificial because they have very

definite effects in municipalities and rj55punit4fe^:;4feras5...-:t^
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Province, Nevertheless, they are there.

The other side of the story, if I may just repeat

what my friend the I-'inister of Welfare said, is that our

advice from national agencies is that, beginning about the

first of April, employment levels in the Province will be

the highest on record, and it appears that 1952 is going to

be a very busy year indeed.

As I think my hon. friend the Minister of VJelfare

said, this Legislature back" in 1941 or 1942 consented to

the passage of a constitutional amendment which permitted

the Federal Government to impose and collect unemployment

insurance rates throughout the country. That was done; and,

I think in 1943 - the hon. member for Brant (Mr, Nixon)

may recollect this - the statutes here were amended to

provide that the Federal Government was to have free play

in connection with employment of the employables, and that

we would bear our share of the load in taking care of the

unemployable^.

(Take "D" follows.)
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Mr, Spee.ker, thJ.t is til e situation and I

think the hon. members opposite havebeen given complete

information.

MR. SALSBERG> ( St . Andrew) may I ask a question?

MR, SPE. K-R: The matter is not one for debate.

The question was asked, and quite naturally I allowed

the leader of the government (Mr. Frost) to augment

a statement by one of his ministers. The question is

not one for debate.

MR, OLIV:^R: Surely you were not going to

limit the discussion on tais matter?

MR, SPJ-iiKER: If we allow,' debate on a matter

of this kind, the business of the house will be seriously

curtailed. I think we must subscribe to the rule, and

if v;e allow a general debcte on the second or third day

of our session some minor (jiestion mirht be raised w. ich

would take up the v>rhole afternoon. I think we must follow

the gene: al policy that once.a question is asked and an answer

given, that clarifies the situation, at least for the present.

IVER. OLIVER: I v>/as under the impression that when a

member poses a question surely each party should have the

right to malce its position clear .

MR, SFr_JCi:R: There was no motion before the house at

the time. It was just a plain question.

MR, ,3.iioBERG: J^Iay I, Mr, Speaker,

—

MR, SPEiXR: No, I am sorry
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I.©. SiXBBSRG: If the hon. Prime Minister agrees

may I put a question to him?

MR. SPE.JC'R: No, I am sorry.

Orders of the day

HON. L.i... i^ROST(PRIME MNIST'R) Mr. Speaker, on

Friday I intimated to the house, and particularly to

the hon. L3£der of the Opposition, that we would not' pre

with second readings of the \fells which v/ere introduc

on Friday and are on the order paper to:3a.y , for the

reason th^t the hon, members woul'd not have sufficient

opportunity to read the printed bills in the Bill book.

I think that point was raised a year ago on th.e third da-y

of the session, therefore, we will not be proceeding

with these Bills until Wednesday.

Tomorrow, we will proceed with the traditional debtte

on the reply to the speech from the Throne, and the mover

and seconder v/ill address the House and on Thursday upon

the continuation of the debate in reply, the hon. Leader (£

the Opposition will have the opportunity of making his usual

eloquent contribution, and, I presume, the hon. riEmber

Cochr-ne South (Mr. G-ruramett).

We have today set

There are still four to be selected, and it is our intention

to convene the committess at once, I v/as anxious they should

be struck early in the session, so they would be enabled to

avoid being crov/ded in at the end, and so that ns tters c ni^-
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before the committees could be considered in a more

orderly manner,

Mr, Speaker, I move tte adjourniiEnt of the

House,

im, FARQUHiJi OLIVER (Lsader of the Opposition): LIr.

Speaker may I say to the hon. Prime Minister before tlie

House adjourns, v/hen he specks of the committees meeting

earlier, would it not be a splendid idea if the coramit l;co

on Government Commissions could be called much earlier

than it vvas last year? They net only shortly before the

session prorogued,

MR. ?ROST: That is right. The members were not

appointed to the committee today, and are not in the

list of names ^'iven to the House, As soon as the comr.iittee

is constituted, v/e will arrange to have the committee

meet

,

Motion agreed to.

The Eouse adjourned at 4.05 o'clock P.M.
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FOURTH DAY
PROCEEDINGS

of the

FIRST SESSION OF TliE T\ffiNTY-FOURTH 1.3GISLA.TTJHE , H^LD

IN 'THE PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, TORONTO, ONTARIO, THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY 21st, 1952, et seel.

Hon. (Rev.) M. C. Davies, Speaker,

Presiding,

Toronto p Ontario,

Tuesday, February ?.6,19r^?.,

The House having met. 3 o'clock p,m.

Prayers,

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting Petitions,

Reading and Receiving Tetibions,

Presenting reports by Committee,

Motions,

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Challies, that leav

a

be given to introduce a Bill intituled, "An Act to
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Amend the Interpretation Act", and the same be now

read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

IViR. PORTER: This Bill amends the Inter-

pretation Act to provide that proclamations shall be

judicially noted in the courts.

LAND TITLES ACT

HON. DANA PORTER ( Attorney -General ) : Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Challies, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled, "An Act to

Amend the Land Titles Act" and the same be now read

for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, this Bill amends

the Land Titles Act with reference to possessory

titles, that is the first provision. Lands registered

under the Land. Titles Act are not affected by titles

arising from length of possession. This is to

extend it. to any interest in land as well as to an

absolute title in land.

I might say there are several of these bills

having to do with legal offices and matters per-

taining to the administration of civil justice that

will be referred on second reading to the Legal Bills
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Committee so that they may he considered in greater

detail than we could perhaps do conveniently in the

House,

Then, in the second place this Bill provides

that all cautions that are re<;,istered under the Land

Titles Act expire within five years-of the registra-- «

tion unless they are renewed.

In the third place, there is an amendment

to overcome the present conflict and rather expensive

procedure which is provided to remove conditions and

covenants from the Register after they expire. This

will now be done by a simple process.

EXECUTION OF TRUSTS ACT

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Challies, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled, "An Act to

Repeal the Execution of Trusts Act, 1939" and the same

be now read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

MR. PORTER: Mr, Speaker, the Execution of

Trusts Act, 1939, was designed to facilitate the

trusteeship by a trustee on war service. This was

applicable only to World War II and is therefore now
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spent and it is considered advisable to repeal it.

DEPENDENTS RELIEF ACT

HON. DANA PORTER ( Attorney-General) 1 Mr»

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr* Challies, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled, **An Act to Amend

the Dependents Relief Act", and the same be now read

for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

MR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, in the first place,

this Bill brings the practice under the Dependents

Relief Act in line with that under the Surrogate Courts

Act, Certain cases have arisen where it was questionable

whether the applicant would have to appear in person

on the hearing under the Dependents Relief Act or

whether it would be possible to take commission evidence

where the applicant lived beyond the jurisdiction or

to take evidence de bene esse where the applicant

was not able to attend personally. This brings it

into line with the usual court procedure and permits

an applicant to do that. In the second place, it

widens the right of appeal.

PLAJ^rr DISEASES ACT

HON. F. S. THOMAS (Mnister of Public Works):
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Mr, Speaker, in the absence of Mr. Kennedy, I move,

seconded by Mr. Dunlop, that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled, "An Act to Amend the Plant

Diseases Act", and that same be now read for the first

time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

WARBLE FLY ACT

HON. F. S. THOIi/IAS (Minister of Public Works):

Mr. Speaker, in the absence of Mr. Kennedy, I move,

seconded by Mr. Dunlop, that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled, "An Act to Amend the V/arble Fly

Act", and the same be now read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

AGRICULTURAL COLIJIGE ACT

HON. F. S. THOMAS (Minister of Public Works):

Mr. Speaker, in the absence of Mr. Kennedy, I move,

seconded by Mr. Dunlop, that leave be given to intro-

duce a bill intituled, "An Act to Amend the

Agricultural College Act", and that the same be

nov7 read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

CROVM TIMBER ACT

HON. H. R. SCOTT (Minister of Lands and Forests)
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IJir. Speal^er, I would like the consen-". or the House to

the introduction of a bill intituled. "The Crown Tiv.ber

Act, 1952". This has not appeared on the papers but

I just gob it yesterday afternoon and I am rather

anxious to have it printed. This is rather a lengthy

Bill and I v;ould lil-ce to get it printed so it may be

reported to the Comriittee on Lands and jorescs for

study.

I move, seconded by Mr. G-riesinger, that

leave be ^iven to introduce a bill intituled, ''The

Crown Timber Act, 195S" , and that same be now read for

the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reeding of the Bill,

MR. FARQUHAR OLIVER (Leader of the Opposition):

IVh:, Speaker, v/ill the hon. Minister explain the Bill?

MR. SCOTT: In the Royal Commission report

on Forestry one of the recommendations was that we

had various statutes dealing with Crov/n timber which

over-lapped to a certain extent here and there where

a person studying the Act would have to refer to

the different statutes. For the last tv/o years, our

a
Department has been drawing up/consolideition of eight

different acts, the Crown Timber Act, The C^-lc:^-" Act,

the Forest Management Act, the Forest Resources

Regulation Act, the Provincial Forests Act, the Fulpwcod
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x.ct, the Forejtr^^ iict rncl the Hills Licensing Act,

This Act enbodies a].l the feature. th£.t are ±i\ these

^'rith the exception of those vjhich i .ay be rf.i.'errin;. to

reforestation. Later on I will oe bringing in a Jill

embodying many of the features on that phase of this

Departnent vrhich are not included in this ACt, I

might say that this Act has been studied by the

Advisory Committee, and also by outside legal talent,

as well as our own staff in the office of the Hon,

Attorney-General

.

Mft, oPlC.-vPvER: Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day,

HON. ARTHUR WZL3K (Provincial oecretary):

I'r, Speaker, I beg to present the following:

50th annual Report of the Ontario Northland

Transportation Commission for the year ended December

31, 1951.

65th Annual Report of the Niagara Parks

Commission for the fiscal year ended October 31, 1951-

Report of the Board of Governors of the

University of .'. )ronto for the year ended June 30th,

1951.

KR. SPEaKSR: Orders of the Day.

Iv:R. \''J. LI, NICKLE (Kingston): Mr. Speaker,

I would ask leave to ask a question of the Hon,
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Prime Juinister, which is of considerable importance

in connection v/ith a problem of very great importance

concerning which there has been some comment to-day,

both in the Press and over the radio, and vrhich has

a very great effect upon the breeders of pure-bred

dairy and beef animals

.

It is reported that in the Regina area there

has been an outbreak of foot and mouth disease, and

I would like to ask the Hon. Prime Minister if the

government has any information to give to those who

are engaged in the animal industry in this province,

as to what steps have been taken by his government

to prevent the spread of this disease in this province,

IIR. FAR^^UHAR OLIVZR (Leader of the Opposition)

Mr, Speaker, supplementary to v;hat the hon, member for

Kingston (Mr. Nickle) has said: I wanted yesterday to

bring this matter to the attention of the Government,

in view of its great importance to the economy of the

province of Ontario, as v/ell a s of the Dominion of

Canada, I desired, of course, that the Hon, Minister

of Agriculture (Mr, Kennedy) be in his seat, and I

had hoped he would be here to-day. Perhaps the Hon,

Prime Minister, in replying, might indicate just how

soon we can expect the Hon, Minister of Agriculture

to resume his seat in the House,
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Following what the hon. member for Kin;i;ston

(Vr. Kickle) has said, two or three things seem to

stand out in this picture. In the first place, it is

a very dread disease. It is one that is very con-

tagious, and is apt to spread to other districts than

where it is presently localized, and we believe the

government should be prepared to tell the House this

afternoon what steps have been taken by the govern-

ment of the province of Ontario to see v;hat can be

done to stop the spread of this disease into this

province. One need not recount the great damage that

it vrould do to the cattle industry and the economy

of this province, generally.

I understand that out west an embargo has

been placed against sending this cattle, or the

products of this cattle, to other provinces in other

parts of the Dominion. The fear I had in my mind,

Mr. Speaker, was that prior to the placing of that

embargo by the affected areas of the west, it may

have been that in transit between the western

provinces and Ontario, would be found cattle which

may be carrying that dreadful disease. If that is

the case, then no measure is too stern or too strict

for us to impose here to see if we can stamp it out
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in the province of Ontario,

HON. L. F. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr.

Speaker, I, of course, had notice of the questions

which were intended to be asked by the tv/o renbers,

the hon. Leader of the Opposition (fr, Oliver) and

the hon. member for Kin ston (Mr. hickle), and I at

once contacted the Hon, Minister of floriculture (Mr.

Kennedy) v/ho has been ill. The Hon. I'inister of

Agriculture felt it v/as a matter important enough for

him to be in the building, but he felt it was undesirable

for him to come into the Chamber as he has a form of

influenza, and we might become infected by that

highly-contagious disease.

The question is one of the greatest public

importance and interest. As the Hon. Leader of the

Opposition has said, the foot and mouth disease is a

very highly-contagious disease, for which I believe

there is no known remedy, except the destruction of

the animal. Vie have had in the past sporadic out-

breaks in Canada, although I do not think we have had

one for some considerable period of time. Not long

ago there was an outbreak in Mexico, which had the

effect of quarantining the whole Mexican market for

quite a considerable time.
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In view of the question which I understood

would be asked, I immediately made enquiries, and

yesterday a telegram was sent to the Hon. Mr. Gardiner,

by the Hon, JTinister of Agriculture, in these words:

"Wish to request that no livestock and no
meats in a form that would carry disease
be moved from !7estern Canada into Ontario
until foot and mouth disease is cleaned
up."

That, of course, Mr. Speaker, is a very

radical request, for this reason; that it practically

implements as far as Ontario is concerned the effect

of the embargo which the United States Government

has imposed on Canadian animals. The outbreak itself,

as the hon. neraber for Kingston (Mr. Nickle ) has said,

is in the vicinity of Regina, and it is hoped, of

course, that it can be localized,

Mr. Speaker, may I read to the House a

letter written by the Acting Principal of the Ontario

Veterinary College, and also a short report given to

me by the Deputy Minister of Agriculture on the

subject, and I may have some comments to make as I

go through them.

The letter written by Doctor Jones of the

Ontario Veterinary College to Doctor Childs, the

Veterinary Director Agent of the Department of
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Agriculture, dated yesterday, is in these terms:

"Dear Doctor Childs:

The Press announcement Indicating that
foot and mouth disease has been diagnosed
in the Regina area, prompts rae to write and
offer every assistance possible on behalf
of the Ontario Veterinary College and the
Department of Agriculture. If we can assist
with personnel or facilities, please do not
hesitate to call on us,

I have been directed by Doctor it. D,

Defries to let vou know that the virologists"-''

I

—V/hatever that may be —
"— of the Connaught Agricultural Research
Laboratories will be made available as
consultants, if their assistance appears
worth while."

Mr. Speaker, may I now read the comment by

Mr. Graham in regard to this matter. I asked him

to put it in written form. He says:

"I am attaching hereto copy of wire sent
to Hon. J. G. Gardiner by the Minister of
Agriculture, Colonel, the Hon. T. L,

Kennedy,

I have just spoken to the Deputy Minister
of Agriculture, Dr. J. G. Taggart, and he

tells me that the movement of livestock
from '7estern Canada to this Province has
been stopped. They are not in a position
as yet to stop the movement of meat, as

a good part of Northern Ontario, and also
a good part of Quebec, depends on the
packing plants in Western Canada for
supplies.

He assured me this matter was being watched
very closely.
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In regard to the disease known as 'foot and
mouth disease', it is a reportable disease
to the Health of Animals Branch of the
Dominion Departiuent of Agriculture, and as

such they are directly responsible for methods
used in control. ';7e have in this province a

number of inspectors, each inspector having
a definite district to cover. These men
have all been duly informed, and the
veterinary profession as a whole will be
on the look-out for this disease.

In speaking to the Deputy Minister of

Agriculture at Ottawa, I offered him every
co-operation of the Ontario Veterinary
College, and the staff of that Institution,
to prevent the spread of this disease into

this province.

I am also attaching copy of a letter
forwarded by the Acting Principal of the
Ontario Veterinary College to the Veterinary
Director General, and also to Dr. C, A,

Mitchell, Animal Disease Research Institute,
Hull, ^iuebec.

In regard to the export j.of livestock ^^^^

meats to the U.S., I have been informed
by the Deputy Minister, Doctor Taggart,
that exports from Canada have been stopped
except for canned cooked meats,

I trust the above information is what
you require. If I can be of any further
help, I will be pleased to assist."

In my discussion of this matter, I found

that the control and prevention of the matter,

constitutionally and by practice, comes under the

Federal inspectors, and Federal veterinarians and

it is their veterinarians who investigate and control

matters and institute matters of control.
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I assume that it was as a result of asking

that all exports into Ontario from the western provinces

be stopped, that drastic action has been taken, I

understand that' some of the western provinces feel

that is a bit too drastic,

I quite agree with my friend, the Hon, Leader

of the Opposition (Mr. Oliver) that this is a type of

thin::!, v;ith which v;e cannot trifle. It might cause

losses of untold millions of dollars here, by con-

taminating the farms, with the result that we might

have a recurrence of this for a number of years, if
«

v;e did not take drastic action.

Thai: is all the information I can give the

House at this time. I regret the Hon. Minister of

Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) is not able to be present,

but as I get further information, I will give it to

the House,

IJiR. OLIVSR: It seems to me that the element

of the danger which rem^ains is this: I am not afraid

of a spread of the disease from the west to our cattle

after the embargo was placed, but I am concerned with

the cattJ e cars leaving western Canada just prior to

the putting on of the embargo, and which are coming
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to our stockyards here. It seems to me we should

take very definite note of that situation, and be

sure that all cattle cars which have come from the

west of late, are thoroughly disinfected, and we

should definitely see that that is done,

MR, SPEAKER: Orders of the day,

HON, L, r, FROST (Prime Minister): Order

Number 1.

REPLY TO THE SPEECH FROM THE THROI\E

CLERK OF TliE HOUSE: First Order, considera-

tion of the speech of the Honourable the Lieutenant*!-

Governor at the opening of the Session,

im, J. p. ROBARTS (London): Mr, Speaker,

may I take this opportunity to say what an honour I

consider it to be for the constituency I represent,

and to myself personally, that I have been given the

privilege of moving the address in reply to the

Speech from the Throne. It is with a humble feeling

of my shortcomings, as a junior member of this

Assembly, that I approach this duty to-day.

(Take "B" follows)
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im. J. p. ROBERTS (London): Mr. Speaker,

I beg leave to move, seconded by Kr. Root, that a humble

address be presented to the Hon. the Lieutenant-

Governor as follows:

"To the Honourable Louis Orville Breithaupt,
"Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ontario:

"^iJe, Her lajesty's most dutiful and loyal sub-
jects of the Legislative Assembly of the Province
of ^.-ntario, now assembled, beg leave to thank
Yoi!r Honour for the gracious speech Your
Honour has addressed to us."

We are meeting here today in the shadow of

a great sorrow. It is but a few days since this

nation, the Commonwealth, and indeed the whole

democratic world were shocked to hear that His

Majesty, King George VI, had passed quietly away in

his sleep. On Friday, February 15'th, he was laid to

rest with his forebears with all traditional pomp and

ceremony in St. George's Chapel at Windsor, the

historic burial place of Britain's monarchs

,

No words of mine can match the tributes of

our leaders of church and state. If there was a single

dominant note in all that has been written and said

of this good and great man, then I think that note

was one of sincerity. As a King and as a man he

was enshrined in the hearts of all his people. His

name will live long in the history of Britain and
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Empire,

I shall not attempt to deal with his striking

career in any detail but I think I should speak briefly

of a few phases that I know will long linger in our

memory.

At no time of his life was George VI content

to be, shall I say, a "Royal figurehead".

It was his personal inclination and decision

that early led him into a naval career. Three times,

I think, the rigors of a life at sea made it necessary

for him to seek medical and surgical attention. He

returned, however, to his duties as a junior officer

and participated aboard H.I'.S. "Collin^wood" in the

battle of Jutland in World War I. Many of the hon,

members here today will recall this epic struggle in

which Jellicoe and Beatty broke the power of the

German navy. Our future King on this occasion served

with honour and distinction in one of the great naval

battles of all tim.e, an action that marked one of the

major turning points of World War I,

Some fifteen years ago, out of a blue sky,

he faced another crisis in Britain's history. With

the abdication of his elder brother, Edward VIII,

he was called upon to ascend the Throne, It is most
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improbable that his inclinations had ever led him

in this direction. Physically, he was not strong.

He vras wrapped up in the welfare of his fainily and

the joys of family life. He was content with a quiet

country life in surroundings \'hich held his enduring

affection. He perfonried cheerfully and well the

functions demanded of a younger son of Royalty.

His personal handicap, a congenital defect of speech,

was through training and dogged persistence, corrected

to the poiht vrhere he became a sincere if not an

eloquent speaker.

It would not be true to say that he was

not trained for his new responsibilities. His whole

career was so close to the Throne that with his native

wit and intelligence and the example of his Royal

father, he could not help but be aware of the nature

of the duties and responsibilities which now faced

him.

With the outbreak of World War II, George

VI set an example to his people in Britain's darkest

hour. His London home, Buckingham Palace, suffered

the ravages of German bombs in common with the homes

of so many of his subjects. He saw the destruction

of the historic House of Commons. He mixed and

mingled with his people of all ranks of life in the
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areas throughout the length and breadth of the British

Isles, His qualities of steadiness and of leadership

were equalled only by those of Rt. Hon, Winston

Churchill at a time when the fate of democracy

depended in no small degree on these very qualities.

These two men, more than any others, steeled the

peoples of the democracies in the trials which were

their lot.

Then came the trials of the post-war years

— almost as hard to bear as those of the years of

the blitz, Britain entered the years of austerity,

a period still with the British people. The problems

of this gallant island are not made lighter when we
by

realize that /two wars in two generations Britain has

had destroyed a great section of what today would be

leadership material.

Recent months saw his Majesty's health

failing following two serious operations which he

bore with his usual patience and fortitude. Certainly

his medical advisers knew his days were numbered.

His Majesty's own thoughts must have told him the

end could not be too long delayed. Notwithstanding

what he must have known and felt, he carried on. He

bade farewell to his eldest daughter and her husband
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as they departed on a protracted toir of the Coraraon-

wealth, and he probably knev/ he was unlikely to see

them again in his life.

George VI was raore than r. good King, He

was a good man, a decent man, a kindly man, a man oc

great native ability and a man of h-imbleness in high

office. No slightest breath or hint of scandal ever

touched his private or public life.

Our sympathy goes out to his Royal mother

the Queen Dowager and to his sorrowing widow the

Queen Mother. In fact our sympathy goes out to every

member of the Royal family, and more especially to his

daughter, our gracious Queen, Elizabeth II, This

young, charming and able woman, so recently a disting-

uished and happy visitor in our midst, takes up the

heavy duties of her great office at a time when most

vromen of her age look forward to at least a few more

years of youthful pleasure and limited responsibility.

Her father's passing is all the m-ore tragic

to her in that her Royal duties found her thousands

of miles away when the call came to her beloved parent.

However, when the healing hand of time has

lightened the burdens that now bear so heavily on

every member of the Royal family, I hope that our
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gracious Queen and her distinguished consort will

£>'>'!•? n find time and opportunity to visit these shores.

When that time conies, I hope they will be able to

move freely among our people, and see in a more intimate

way something of the Canadian people and the Canadian

way of life. I hope those in authority may be able

to relieve them in some degree of the trying round

of official duties for whatever time they may be with

us. I trust that they may be permitted to move more

freely among us in the way that has endeared them to

their own people in their own land,

I hope, I trust, indeed I am sure, that

under Her Majesty Elizabeth II, Britain and the

Commonwealth will find solution of their problems

and troubles. In the fulness of time I see Britain

regaining her traditional wealth and power, and our

new Queen heading an Empire that once again will be

the rallying point of a new and greater world democracy.

At this time I should like to extend my

warmest congratulations to the Hon, the Prime Minister

for the expression of confidence reposed in him and

his administration by the people of this Province on

November 22nd,. last. I believe this particular occasion

represents the warmest expression of approval ever

registered in this province at any general election,
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certainly if modern history is a guide.

Until quite recently the Hon, the Prime

Minister of this Province enjoyed the honour of heading

the only Conservative government within the boundaries

of the Commonwealth. I am happy to say that he now

has an eminent partner in that distlnc&ionc

Within recent months the electors of the

United Kingdom again decided to entrust their affairs

at a m-ost difficult moment in their history to that

great world statesman, the Rt, Hon. Winston Churchill.

They have placed their fortur- ; In safe, tried and

competent hands.

Not b eing too familiar with the intimate

British political scene, I am not prepared to say

they were motivated by a study of good government as

exemplified by a Conservative administration in

Ontario. None the less, they have decided that they

will best be served at this time by a party with

tried and proved political principles, and this after

a none too successful experiment on the part of

theorists whose Canadian and Ontario counterparts

would like to impose on us a form of government that

has been a failure wherever the peoi^le have been

unfortunate enough to give it a tri-il. We are indeed
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fortunate, I think, in having before us the results

of experiments in Australia, in Mew Zealand and finally,

Great Britain, as a warning as to what happens in

countries that flirt with this particular will o'

the wisp.

Not only is the Hon. the Prime Minister the

recipient of a resounding vote of confidence but every

member of his Administration won re-election. In most

instances the Ministers of the Crown and the private

members on the government side of this honourable House,

received most impressive majorities at the hands of

their respective electorates,

I do not, I assure you, regard the result

of the November 22nd election as a mere party victory.

It implies much more. It places on the shoulders of

this Administration a heavy responsibility, a grave

duty in relation to the conduct of our provincial

affairs for the next five years or whatever may be

the life of this Assembly.

It is obvious to me, and I am sure, to all

of us, that all sections of our people, members of all

parties, united in their support of a Premier and an

administration who have rendered outstanding service

to this great community we call Ontario, \Ie do more
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than appreciate that support. All of us on the

Government side of this House enter on this session

with the determination to be worthy of the confidence

reposed in us. Only by so doing can we be assured

of continued good government in Ontario. Only by so

doing can we hope to deserve and retain the widespread

support so generously accorded to us.

In the debates of coming weeks I am sure

that the hon. members of all parties, whatever may be

their differences, will work for the good of this

province, and will keep in mind the seriousness of

the times in which we find ourselves.

May I say that we all regret the enforced

absence from our deliberations of our friend and

colleague, the Minister of Highways and Deputy Prime

Minister. Our hon, friend has done a magnificent

job in expanding and improving one of the finest highway

networks on this continent. His ready aCQessability,

his sound common sense, his kindness, to mention a few

of his many admirable qualities, have won for him the

most marked esteem throughout the whole province.

We all regret the unfortunate accident that

has halted for so many weary months an outstanding

career of public service. We have reason to hope that

the hon. Minister may be with us well before the con-
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elusion of this session of the Assembly,

May I also extend my hearty congratulations

to our collea:_,ue the worthy representative of the

ilidint, of Jlilgin, on his well deserved elevation to

Cabinet rank. As most of you know our hon. friend

has served a fine apprenticeship, as a graduate of

the C'.A.C, as a soldier in World Var I, as an

Agricultural Representative, as a practical farmer,

as chairman of the Select Committee on Conservation,

and as a private member of this Body. I know of no

one better qualified to administer the affairs of

the important and growing Department of Public Works,

I am sure that the Hon, the Prime Minister and his

colleagues of the Cabinet welcome the hon, member for

Elgin as a valued addition to their counsels. I wish

him well in his new oost as a minister of the Crown,

May I also extend my congratulations to the

Hon, the member for Toronto, Eglinton on his warm

acceptance at the hands of one of our great metropolitan

ridings, and also on his appointm-ent as a Minister of

the Crown, His long and full experience in the

educational field, his academic training and his

native ability all fit him admirably for his post as

Minister of Education. I congratulate the hon. the

Prime Minister on his success in including in his inner
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counsels a distinguished citizen of this great

province, and one who has already proved his worth

by rendering lon£ years of outstanding service in the

important field of education,

I think there is no single phase of govern-

mental activity where nore credit is due than that

relating to the development of our system of King's

highways. Kecessarily, during the war years there was

not only a curtailment of new construction, but there

was also a substantial backlog of work related to

general maintenance. The Hon. the Flnister is to be

coraraended for the vigor with which he tackled depart-

mental problem-s and on the results which have been

obtained,

I should like here to say a word of commenda-

tion respecting a project that is of great importance

to the whole of Southern Ontario, and more especially

to Southwestern Ontario, In the whole history of the

highways system, I think one of the most important

landmarks was the decision to construct an entirely

new, dual-lane highway leading easterly from Windsor,

This project on which work has already been commenced

will serve that populous and prosperous section of

Ontario centred around such points as V/indsor, Chatham,
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London, Ingerscll, ^.'/oodstock, Stratford, Kitchener,

Gait and Brantford, TVhatever inay be the e:cact route,

all tnese centres of population and the surrounding

districts are bound to receive immease benefits.

Such a modern, direct route will encourage the

establishment of nev; industry. It will aid in farm

marketing. It \iill be a boon to the tourist trade.

Undoubtedly it will bring to Ontario thousands of

American visitors travelling from New York and New

Ejjgland States to Detroit, Chicago and other mid-west

U.S.A. points.

This highway vjill ultimately connect with

the new interceptor road across the northern environs

of Toronto, thence with Highway "2A". As I see it,

we shall shortly have a dual-lane, limited access

highway from I'Jindsor to Newcastle and Port Hope. It

does not require much imagination to see the day when

this huge project will be carried through to the

Quebec border. Certainly, pending developments on

the St, Lawrence will hasten completion of the project

clear across Ontario.

Again, I must commend the Administration

for constructing the new, dual-lane highway from

Toronto to Barrie, its I understand it, one lane is
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already paved and in use and plans are to the effect

that the second lane will be paved during the current

year. Governments for the last 20 years or more have

realized the inadequacy of the existing Highway No,

11, more especially the Toronto-Barrie portion which

gives ingress to one of Ontario's most popular tourist

areas. It was left to this administration to rectify

a condition that has long been a nightmare to motorists,

especially during the summer season.

Also, I think the House will entirely approve

of the steps which have been taken to bring the Trans-

Canada Highway into being. I am sure that the success

of the Hon. the Prime Minister and the Hon. the Minister

of Highways in reaching agreement with the Federal

authorities on this great project deserve the hearty

congratulations of this Assembly. This all-Canadian

route is vitally needed to ensure the development of

the great natural resources of the North. More than

this it might well be a vital factor as an item in the

vastly important program of national defence. A modern,

paved highway from Halifax to Vancouver is a mammoth

iindertaking, and it is indeed difficult to appraise

fully its ultimate great importance.

There has also been a most realistic approach

to the problem of municipal roads. I shall not attempt

to detail the many coneessions that have been made to

the municipalities. However, I should like to point out
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that when this gorernment took office only about 450

municipalities were receiving provincial aid for roads.

Under enactments of the past few years, provincial aid

for roads and streets has been expanded to the point

where it now assists some 1,400 municipalities — this

by including villages, towns and cities as well as

counties and townships. Grants to municipalities in

this connection are now nearly $30 millions a year,

whereas when this Administration took office they amount-

ed to only $3,600,000, a year, V/e have here, I think,

very fair evidence as to how we view municipal problems.

The limited access highway is a feature of

increasing importance. It is recognized by engineering

authorities that modern, through highways can no longer

serve the purpose of affording speedy, safe transportation,

while at the same time giving access to adjoining land.

Sometimes local interests demand concessions as to

entrances, and so on, that are, shall I say, contrary

to the principle of the greatest good to the greatest

number. Generally, however, I think our people are

taking a very sane and realistic view as to the controlled

access feature. Indeed, every other consideration

aside, the average person realizes that we simply

cannot afford to build limited access highways at a

cost of say, several hundred thousand dollars a mile,

and then proceed to have the utility of such highways

immediately destroyed on account of local interests.
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I should also like to commend the Department

of Highways in respect to their continuing campaign

of safety education. The whole-hearted support of

press and radio has been of imiTiense value, also the

efforts of very many organizations. More especially,

the campaign is reaching into the schools, and certainly

safety education cannot begin at too early an age.

Law enforcement on the highways is not, of

course, the duty of the Highways Department. This

problem is one for the Hon. the Attorney-General

and the Ontario Provincial Police.

However, in this matter, the Highways Depart-

ment is able to give considerable assistance in

keeping our motoring public in line. Would-be

drivers are givon careful ex&aiination before receiving

their licenses. As to the Province at large about

seven to eight per cent fail on their initial test.

In the Toronto meGropclitan area, where traffic

conditions are difficult, about 20 per cent of the

candidates fail on their first trial.

In addition, a re-examination for license

is always required in the following cases:

1) Following a fatal accident;

2) Vi/here a driver has two accidents in
12 months

;

3) y.'here a driver has three accidents
in two years:
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4) In any case where a driver over .

70 is involved in an accident;

5) Yearly v/here a driver is over age
80; medical test and vision test
is also required.

Back in 1943, there were 5,087 drivers who

lost their licenses by suspension; 8,070 in 1947;

11,004 in 1948; 12,998 in 1949; 16,000 in 1950; and

between 17,000 and 18,000 in 1951. And re-instatement

is accompanied by numerous safeguards.

Despite all that has been done, if we are

going to reduce the toll of deaths, injuries, and

property damage on the highways, it would se.em that

law enforcement must be tightened up, I suggest to

the Hon. the Attorney -General with all deference,

that there should be constituted a stronger and better-

equipped branch of the Provincial Police to deal with

the law-breaking minority that infests our highways,

I believe that adequate patrols doing this one job

and no other would cut the traffic toll from its

present formidable figures. Certainly we cannot

afford to have the lives of almost a thousand people

yearly snuffed out on our streets and highways, to

say nothing of injuries and property losses. Perhaps

also, the time is coining when a closer control of the

mechanical condition of the vehicles using our public

roads and highways will become necessary to ensure

the safety of our people.
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One measure that has proved its worth is

the Unsatisfied Judgment Fund, which was established

in July, 1947. Under this noteworthy piece of

legislation 896 unsatisfied judgments, 107 of them

in relation to hit-run cases, have been paid for out

of the fund to the extent of $2,056,466.77. Aside

from the monetary compensation afforded innocent

accident victims, it is worth noting that the

offending drivers are off the road until they have

repaid their indebtedness and have filed satisfactory

proof of financial and physical responsibility.

In leaving this subject, I should like to

remark that the difficulty as regards drivers is

this. Vi/hlle the Department assures itself that a

driver can drive safely, there can be no such assurance

that he will drive safely. And this, as I see it, is

the reason that we must step up the tempo of our

police work on the highways so that we may round up

the relatively few drivers who operate in defiance

of good motoring manners.

In turning to another department for a

moment, I am impressed by the extent to which

provincial revenues are being devoted to the cause of

education. Some $12 millions or thereabouts was the

provincial contribution to this great public service

when the present Administration took office. Today,

the annual provincial expenditure is approaching
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$60 millions, nearly §50 millions being represented

by provincial grants respecting elementary and

secondary schools.

Back in 1943, these education grants were

only about $8^ millions a year. This enormous increase

is reflected in several directions. We have more and

better schools. In addition we are assisting in

keeping the school tax on homes and farms within

reasonable bounds. It has of course, been necessary

to provide increased teachers* salaries more or less

in line with the increased cost of living, and indeed,

to continue to attract young men and women into the

profession.

However, much more has been done than to

provide additional finances to ensure the welfare of

the 750,000 pupils in our elementary and secondary

schools.

Recent enactments now require the furnishing

of free text books to pupils in elementary schools.

Furnished initially by the local authority, reimburse-

ment is made by the Province to the extent of $3 per

pupil per annum. Aid is also given in the provision

of books for school libraries.

There is a pronounced swing toward the

establishment of. area schools throughout the Province,

There are now 536 township school areas, involving

the. dissolution of 3,469 school sections, more than 64
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per oent of the total number of such school sections

in the Province.

Needless to say, these latter changes in

the educational setup are first subject to approval

of the local authority.

As a further contribution to the health and

general welfare of the pupils in the elementary schools,

the provincial undertaking to contribute one half the

cost of supplying milk is welcomed as a desirable and

progressive measure.

We all shall await with interest the details

as related to our educational system which will no

doubt be laid before us by the Hon. the Minister of

Education (I»Ir. Dunlop) . One remark I should like to

place on the record, I am greatly impressed by the

facilities afforded by our technical institutes, the

Provincial institute of Mining at Haileybury, the

Provincial Institute of Textiles at Hamilton, the

Lakehead Technical Institute at Port Arthur and the

Ryerson Institute of Technology in Toronto,

(Page B-20 follows)
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More especially is the vork of the Ryerson

Institute coming to the fore. v7e feel, I think that

there is a gap between the High Schools and Colls giates

on the one hand and our Universities on the other. There

are very many of our young folk who lack the inclina-

tion or the resources, or who for some sound reason

do not seek to embrace a university career. Our

technical schools, still more or less in their infancy,

seem to me to constitute a bridge for this gap. Their

facilities offer a combination of academic, scientific

and practical training that fit hand and brain for a

successful career in a nation that is presenting

unexcelled opportunities for the youth v/ho looks forward

to an industrial career.

Schools of this type have long featured the

American scene, and I think they have made a notable

contribution in the construction of the most impressive

industrial producing machine in the history of the world.

Here in Ontario, there are unexcelled opportunities for

example, in the electrical sphere, and this is natural

enough when we consider the amazing growth of the Hydro

enterprise.

Our predecessors in office for nine years

managed to bring into production an inadequate expansion

of the DeCew Falls plant near Niagara Falls. Never in

h
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our history v;as there a more 'sordid, complete failure,

a more total lack of vision than that displayed in

relation to Hydro, and indeed in relation to the

indiistrial grovv^th of Ontario. The scene v/as not very

long in changing when this Administr^;tion took over.

The Ear Falls plant on the English river v^ras

stepped up by 8,000 horsepower, coming into service

in 1948.

The Stev/artville plant,
^
producing

84,500 h.p, came into service in the same year.

Also in the same year the Aguasabon plant

brought in an added 53,600 h.p.

In 1950, the Tunnell Site plant near Thessalon

began to produce 56,000 h.p., urgently needed by the

great industries in the Sudbury mining area.

The same year saw the completion of the Pine

Portage plant at Nipigon, 80,000 h.p., and the mighty

Des Joachims plant, 480,000 h.p. on the upper Ottawa.

Then the Gheneaux plant on the same river

began delivery of 40,000 h.p., with an added 120,000

h.p. in 1951.

LaCave on the upper Ottawa began producing

64,000 h.p. in 1951 and v/ill be delivering another

192,000 h.p. in 1952.

By the end of 1953, the V/indsor steam plant
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will be able to produce 354,000 h.p. and the Toronto

steam plant, 536,000 h.p.

Developments at Q,ueenston will give another

700,000 h.p, by 1955. Of this 400,000 h.p. will be

available in 1954.

Projects completed or under construction

v/ill give Ontario an additional 2,874,700 h.p. by the

end of 1955. Any one of the projects I have mentioned

would, a few years ago, have been regarded as a major

development, and indeed they are enormous projects.

As to the St, Lawrence, Ontario's share of

undeveloped power here amounts to 1,100,000 h.p., and,

as the Prime Minister has intimated so often, Ontario

is ready to go ahead just as soon as the green light

flashes at Ottawa.

The St. Lawrence seaway, of course, is a

federal matter, the responsibility of the federal

authority. But the power development is an Ontario-

Nev: York State project, and here, this Province and New

York State are in perfect agreement,

I am sure that every hon. member of this

Assembly v/ill join with me in demanding that Ottawa

and V/ashington clear the way so that Ontario and New

York State shall not be further hampered by international

obstinacy.
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The Hon, the l-iinister of Labour, and the

merabers oT his conciliation staff raerit recognition for

their :;ooa \/ork. They have through the press and other-

v/i;:e , heeij riven full credit for successful interventior)

at a time ''hen a dispute between employer and emv;loyee

threatened to burgeon into a strike that v/ould have been

a disaster to the Toronto metropolitan area. I refer,

of course, to the v/age dispute between the Consumers*

Cas Company of Toronto and its workers.

A^ain, their unceasing efforts brought about

a cessation of hostilities as between the Toronto

Transportation Coiiirfiission and its operating staff, this

after a 19-day strike that caused no small Inconvenience

in this great metropolitan area. More recently, the

personal efforts of the Honourable Minister and his staff

have contributed in no small v/ay to bringing peace and

satisfaction to both labour and management in the

settlement of the differences betv/een the Ford Motor

Co. of Canada and its employees at V/indsor.
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Under the Iv.inister's able sponsorship we have been

able to enact some very advanced labor legislation. I

might mention the establishment of the Ontario Labour

Relations Board, the Act relating to fair employment

practices, the Hours of V/ork and Vacations with Pay Act,

and the generous and far-reaching amendments to the

l/Vorkmen's Compensation Act,

The legislation relating to stamp credits has been

of immense benefit to many thousands of our workers v/ho

change jobs from time to time. This particular piece

of legislation has resulted in the payment of more than

$20 millions of what one might term "holiday money" to

our casual workers.

Labor legislation presents many difficult problems.

Vife are living in a highly competitive world, and our

legislation must be sufficiently realistic to recognize

the fact that we must not legislate ourselves out of our

world markets, I think the voice of our working men

and women was most definitely heard in approval of «ur

efforts on November 22nd, last. I hope, and I indeed

expect, that we shall continue to deserve their warm-

hearted support.

May I add, also, that I believe the legislation of

last session requiring equal pay for women doing the

same work as men has won warm feminine approval. It

just goes to show how captious was seme of the oriticism
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levelled at this measure when it was before this

honourable House.

In the field of health, our general hospitals

are feeling the benefit of the increased scale of

provincial aid.

In 1943, capital grants to general hospitals

and allied institutions were just |17,500. In 1951,

they were $2,039,174.

Maintenance grants in 1943, were $1,142,400.,

while in 1950 they were $7,840,600.

More than 10,000 beds have been added to our

general hospital establishment, and before too long it

is expected the increase will exceed 20,000 beds. The

same story might be related as to aid to sanatoria. It

is our hope that in the fulness of time, we may provide

our citizens with sufficient hospital accommodation to

render some scheme of hospital insurance at least worthy

of consideration with some hope of providing the con-

tinuing benefits that such a scheme would entail,

Again, this same department is caring for

nearly 20,000 mental patients. Some 300 beds have been

added at Orillia. A 600-bed extension is under way at

Brockville,

At Smith's Falls a new hospital and school

for defectives is coming into being. Now housing more
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than 400 patients, it will care for 2.400 men completed.

It is inteDPeatlng to recall that when the former govern-

ment took office some 18 years ago, one of their first

acts was to stop work on this badly needed institution

—

this in the far-.e of a waiting list of 2,500 on file at

the over-crowded Orillia institution.

In the Department of Reform Institutions we

find the same story of progress » The Industrial Farm

at Monteith has been re-established, while new and sim-

ilar institutions have been established at Neys in

Northwestern Ontario, at Burritt's Rapids in the East

and at Burtch near Brantford.

The Schools for Boys at Gait and Brampton are

continuing a work launched back in the days of the

Conservative Government headed by the late G. Howard

Ferguson. At Cobourg, the Girls' School likewise con-

tinues a notable work.

Impressive improvements have been made at

the Guelph, Burwash and Mimico Reformatories, likewise

at the Andrew Mercer Reformatory for Females here in

Toronto,

In all these institutions the loss of liberty

is the primary punishment. Reform, however, is the

main objective of the Hon. the Minister and his

officials. Training courses for custodial officers,

the provision of educational facilities, outdoor
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recreation, competitive sports and physical drill —
all these items feature a program of reclamation,

more especially as to young offenders. I am sure

that we shall all listen with the greatest interest

whenever the hon, the Minister of Reform Institutions

(Mr. Foote) finds it convenient to infonn this House

as to the details of a most impressive program.

Again, we have seen a revolutionary revision

of procedure in lands and forests administration.

The former Department of Game and Fisheries has

become the V^fild Life Division of the Department where

it logically belongs.

Without waiting for the final results of the

mammoth survey of forest resources, the hon, the

Minister of Lands & Forests (Mr. Scott) has proceeded

to get our forest industries placed on a sustained

yield basis.

A reckless and short-sighted program of

export of our uninanufactured pulpwood and timber

initiated by a former government has been halted and

is about to disappear entirely. As a result we see

such fine nev; towns as Terrace and Marathon and Red

Rock which ha-re come into being during the life of

this govenriment. All are built around new forest

industry operating on a permanent basis. All of them

are the homes of Ontario workmen and their wives and
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children. All of them are complete with every modern

facility — stores — churches — schools — hotels.

And let me stress this point — not one of these fine

new centres would have existed today had not this

g.overnment insisted on home manufacture of Ontario

raw materials,

- ViJe have seen the introduction of a stream-

lined system of selling or leasing summer resort

lands — an immense aid in furthering the work of

the Department of Travel and Publicity. This Department,

the only one of its kind in the world, is giving real

assistance in developing our tourist and holiday

trade. Its work in establishing border information

centres, in sponsoring courses for the training of

young people entering the resort business, in licensing

and inspecting resort establishments, and in advertising

in many ways the advantages of Ontario as a vacation

land — all these activities are paying dividends in

relation to our $200,000,000. a year tourist trade.

May I also commend the hon, the Minister of

Public V/elfare (Mr. Goodfellow) for the part played

by him and the hon. the Prime Minister in co-operating

with the federal government so that the universal

old age pension is now available to our older citizens.

No Minister has been more assiduous in the performance

of a great humanitarian work than has the Hon, the

1 inister of V/elfare. I am glad that he has made such an
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excellent recovery from his recent illness and I trust

he may long be spared to direct a worls that is so close

to his heart.

One subject which requires the most serious

consideration at this time is the incidence of taxation,

coupled with the problems related to Domi.nion-Provincial-

Municipal relations. Governments in this nation,

faced with all sorts of demands, some deserving, some

not so deserving, are required to find money and more

money

•

It is, I think, rather a startling commentary

when we realize that the Dominion Govemmsnt by way of

sales tax, income tax and corporationn tax — the three

main sources of revenue — is taking more from the

people of Canada today than at the very peak of

spending during V/orld V/ar II.

A sheep can be sheared many tiiiies — but the

human being is the only known animal that can be

skinned time after time — and after a fashion survive

the operation. However, the human being can stand

only so much taxation, and, considering the three

levels from which he is attacked in this country, I

say that far too much of the tax dollar is going to

the federal treasury — too little to the provinces

and the municipalities. The governments of our

municipalities are called upon to give innumerable
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services that touch intimately the lives of the

people — services that give direct, tangible

benefits. It is very hard to convince the man on

the street that he is getting very much tangible

value for the billions that are being poured into

the federal treasury,

I think it is generally agreed that grants

or subsidies are not the best methods in relation

to governmental finance r That they are necessary

under present conditions cannot be denied. 0\ir

government here in Queen's Park has in the last

eight or nine years increased its subsidies, mostly

to municipal governments from less than $20 millions

a year to $100 millions a year, I hate to think of

what the position of our municipal authorities would

be, lacking this aid,

Ottawa at this time has a surplus caused by

over-taxation amounting to probably |600 millions.

Let us say that Ontario carries 40 per cent of the

Ottawa tax load — actually Ontario's share is more.

It follows that the people of Ontario have handed to

Ottawa in the last seven or eight months at least

$240 millions that Ottawa does not need. Call our

provincial budget $260 millions a year, and then

just imagine what Ontario could do with even a part

of the extra 4p240 millions which is going to Ottawa,

Think of this in terms of schools and universities,
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roads and bridges, mental hospitals, aid to general

hospitals, help as to housing, and so on.

Or think what even a quarter of this $2§0

millions would mean to our municipalities in terms

of roads and streets, water supply and sewage disposal

services, education, street lighting, and many other

miinioipal facilities.

Here in Ontario we have a committee trying

to formulate a plan for a new Provincial -Municipal

setup. But basically, the trouble is that too much

of the tax dollar goes to Ottawa and too little to the

provinces — all the provinces — and the municipalities.

There has to be a new deal. Our business

men cannot face the future with confidence — they

cannot lay up for a rainy day — they are hampered in

meeting the just demands of their employees — just so

long as the federal government is out to grab every

loose dollar in the land. Even Ottawa is waking up to

these elementary facts. Said Finance Minister Abbott

in the House of Commons in October last:

'•I have made no secret of my concern over

a system of taxation under which more than

half of company profits are taken away by

governments.

The effects on incentive and efficiency can

be extremely dangerous at a time when
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"maximum output and economy in operations

is so important as it is today."

Strange words are these from the author of

the system that is grinding the ultimate dollar out

of companies and Individuals,

I'Ye are living in a great country and in

prosperous times. But the prosperity, the living

standards we now enjoy are nothing to what we could

have if we could throttle down the spending proclivities

of our federal masters,

I suggest that what we need is a realistic

approach, federally, provincially and municipally

to the whole question of taxation. Vie need a new

delimitation of responsibilities and taxation fields.

Our taxation needs to be geared reasonably to our

resources, to our obvious needs, and not according to

the spending whims of bureaucracy.

Our Prime Minister has found it possible to

co-operate with the federal authority. We have

reached agreement on the Trans -Canada Highv\/ay and on

old-age pensions. We must, and I am sure we can,

reach some sound basis in relation to governmental

revenues, and whatever settlement is made must take

cognizance of the needs of our municipalities. True,

they have the enormous field of real estate taxation,

yet even this great soui'ce has an absolute limit which

v-
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is being rapidly approached. The Dominion Government

enjoys the fruitful, yes abundant field of income

and corporations tax, sales tax, customs and excise,

and innumerable other revenue sources. The provinces

have fields that are definitely circumscribed, (and

it is to the credit of this Administration that new

taxation has been almost entirely avoided. But the

key to our problem is in the hands of Ottawa and if

there is not in that quarter a realistic and indeed

early approach to solution, it is not unlikely that

something approaching disaster will face our

municipalities.

Looking forward to the immediate deliber-

ations of this session, my hope is that among raany

other matters, we may bend our energies toward

furthering a solution of our housing problem. Here,

our difficulty is not merely a lack of accommodation.

In a word, it is also a matter of costs. Vi/here people

of modest means are concerned, housing is just about

pricing itself out of the market. The solution again,

is largely in the hands of Ottawa. Control of materials

and the financial aspects of the problem require more

vigorous Ottav^a action if we are to overtake one of

our most serious domestic shortages.

I am most heartily in accord with proposals

to be introduced whereby ovoc unemployables will be

granted pension assistance. Their situation is a bad,
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indeed often a tragic one, and I think it is right

and proper that these unfortunate people should be

recipients of the same type of aid as those older

citizens who no longer can provide their own support,

I am sure also, that the House will heartily

approve of any legislation that will further the

development of the enormous power going to waste on

the St. i^awrence. It is heartening to recall that

when ViTasbington last turned its back on the scheme,

the hon. Prime Minister of this province was able to

assure the Rt. Hon. Prime Minister of Canada that

Ontario was entirely prepared to nHke its contribution

to the development in case Canada has to "go it alone".

Indeed, I feel that many of our people would welcome

the opportunity if it should happen that Canada

undertook this vast project with no assistance from

our neighbours to the South, for no one doubts our

technical and financial ability to make it a reality.

We are gaining in Ontario in population.

Development of our natural resources

brings ever new projects to the fore, as witness our

iron ore developments. It is indeed fortunate that

Ontario and Labrador are prepared to take up, in this

field, where the Misabi deposits in Wisconsin reach

the end of the trail. There is no more important

element in the whole North American economy.
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May I again congratulate the Hon. the

Prime Minister on the proud position that he and his

Administration have won in the hearts and minds of

the people of this Province of Ontario. Y/e face a

period of unparalleled development in this great

province, and to him and them has been entrusted

the control of this tremendous flood of growth

during the next five years, in a vote of confidence

such as has never been granted to any leader in

modern times.

May I also congratulate the representative

of Windsor-Vi/alkerville (Mr, Davies) upon his

re-election to be Speaker of this House, - a position

he will fill as he has done in the past, with fairness

and justice to all.

May we all in the deliberations in which we

shall take part during the coming weeks, remember

always the trust that has been given to us, and pray

for guidance from Him without whose blessing and aid

our every endeavor will be as nothing.

(Take D follows)
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m. J. HOOT ( .'ellington North): Mr. Spsaker: In

rising to second the motion for the adoption of the

address presented to this House by His Honour, the

Lieut enant-Grovernor , I sinoe::ely appreciate the honour

thus extended to the constituency which I have the privilege

to represent in fis Assembly.

Mr. Speaker, I v/ant to congratulate you on the

high position which you occupy. On various occasions I

have been in the gallery and have v\^atched you preside over

the proceedings of this House. Having watched you and

having met you, I know it vdll be a pleasure to serve in

this House under your direction.

I should like to join v/ith the hon. Member from

London (Mr. Roberts) in expressing in a humble way the

sadness that, I am sure, is felt by all of us because of

the desth of His Majesty King George VI.

The passing of His Majesty has brought forth

through press and radio a great volume of eloquent tribute

- eloquence that cannot pos ibly be equalled by any

words of mine.

His home life was a model for Britain 'and the

Commonwealth, a model for the v;hole world.

He had a keen sense of responsibility. He was a

man who realized that there is a greater power than that

of earthly kings. He used his high position to serve his

people. His v\;hole demeanour v/as in the very highest

tradition of Royalty at its best, and the world is all the

poorer for his passing.
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V/e have a New Sovereign, Q,ueen Elizabeth, Second,

- Long may she reign, happy and glorious, and may we

always sing from the heart "God Save the Q,ueen".

Mr* Speaker, I should like to congratulate the

hun.. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) on the gre:t personal

vote of confidence he received last November from the

people of Ontario. In my opinion there has never bsen an

individual who ha.s held the respect of more people in the

province of Ontario at the same time than the hon.

Prime Minister holds to-day.

I should like to congratulate the hon. members of the

Government on the fact that every member v/as returned to this

House to continue directing his department. This is not

only a great personal tribute to these men. It is a

great tribute to the policies the government has developed

and is pursuing.

I feel that those of us who are private members

supporting the government should take our place in this

Assambly vdth a feeling of hiomility, a sense of

responsibility and a desire to serve. I know that local

issues play a part in elections, but I- think we all

realize that the main reason that hon. members supporting

the government have taken over practically all of this

House is the fact that thousands of men and v^^omen back in

the constituencies broke past political traditions to

register their approval of a record of sound, sane,

pro^res.ive administrstion.

Perhaps I should say a word regarding the

honourable members v;ho sit in Opposition. I think they
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should take it as a personal tribute that their seats

did not go along v/ith the rest. In the li^ht of v/hat

took placG all over the province I can't think they are

h-'fe bocau.e oi" the policies they supported.

I should like to express my personal regret that

the hon. Minister of Highways (Mr. Doucett) is not able to

take his place in the House as a result of his unfortunate

accident. In expressing my ovm regret I am sure I am

expressing the regret of every hon. member in t he House.

I am sure every hon. member joins me in the hope that

be will shortly be able to resume his heavy and important

responsibilities.

May I congratulate the hon. Minister of Welfare

(Mr. Goodfellov/) on the recovery he has made from his

recent illness. It gives us all pleasure to see him ag.ain

resxMiing the numerous duties of his most important post,

I should like to congratulate the hon. Member for

Elgin (Mr. Thomas) and the hon. member for Toronto-

iiiglinton (Mr, Dunlop) on their elevation to Cabinet rank.

The hon. Member for Elgin (Mr. Thomas) has had a

varied experience along a number of lin-^s, has served his

apprenticeship as a private member, and adds strength to

the governi'aent as he administ-rs the important portfolio

of Public ^'v'orks.

The hon. Member for Eglinton (Mr. Dunlop) has many

qualifications that eminently fit him to head one of the

most important posts within the gift of the provin e, the

Department of Education.
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I am sure the hon. Prime Ministor (Mr. Frost)

is ha ;py in these recent ad itionc to the ranks of his

immediate advisers.

Mr. Speaker, I should like to say a word of

appreciation as to the Civil Service of this great Province.

During the past eight years I have been in contact many

times v/ith various branches of the Service and have found

in every department men and women v/ho are courteous and

efficient. This, I believe, is a great a§Set to tihe

Government.

It is my intention this afterncon to deal vdth

a few phasos of the record of this ^^Iministration

and perhaps leave one or two suggestions for the

government and the honourable members to consider.

The hon. Member for London (Mr. Robarts) and

other hon. members represent large urb.n centres. No doubt

in the course of this debate we will hear from hon.

members from Northern Ontario, eastern Ontario, in fact

from all parts of the Province. Since the constituency I

have the honour to represent is one of the finest rural

constituencies in the Province, comprising 2/3rds of

Y'/ellington County and 2/3rds of Dufferin County, I hope

the hon. members will understand why most of my remarks

will deal with policies that affect our rural people.

I do not suppose there is any policy developed during

the past eight years which has done more to change the

rural way of life, which indeed has done more for Ontario,

as a whole, than the policies \;ith regard to hydro

development and rural electrificc,tion. In 1945 the dependable
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peak capacity of our hydro system was about 3,597 >400

II. P. In 1950 it w.s up to 3,659,900 H.T. For 1955

the estimate is 5,554,E00 HiP* and tf:is v/ithout allowing

for the ^t 9 Lawreiice develo":ment that vdll give an added

1, IOC, 00 lUPi This tremendous increase in electrical

poY\rer is making possible a great expansion in industrial

life. In this period of expansion the rural people have

not been forgotten as too often they v/ere forgotten in

the past,^

Back in 1942 the Government of that day added 45 miles

of rural hydro lin-s, in 19 3 only 21 mil s. In the yosrs

1945-51, inclusive, hyc'ro has added 18,339 miles of

new rural linos providing 185,761 new rural services,

AS you 11 know one-half of the cost of installing

rural lines is paid by the government. In the period

1945-51 mor- than $49,000,000 has been paid out of

the provincial treasury to as .ist in the construction

of Irural lines. To appreciat what this means to rural

people I will give the figures for .7ellin^,ton and

Dufferin Counties.

In 1941 in /ellinjton County 34.4% of farms had

hydro service, in 1951 in ;ellin^,ton County 69% of farms

had hydro service.

Under the previous administration the rates in

Dufferin County were higher than in some other districts

with the result that only 16.3% had hydro in 1941. In

1951, sixtyOnine per cent of the farms h:d hydro.

To appreciate the difference in the policies of

this administration .rnd those of the government that v/as
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in power prior to 1943 I vrould remind you thct on March

25th, 1941 a question was answered in t'lis House about

hyci.ro installations on the Queen Elizabeth .'ay between

Kiasara jTalls and Hamilton. Members were advised that

36.5 miloS of li^htins v/as being installed on this

highway from the I'Vindeme. e Cutoff to the Thorold Road,

Cost ^i/as fip263,433,82 with another ;|15,000 to complete.

There you have the picture of a government taking the

tax dollars of the people of Ontario to buiM a lighting

system on a highv/ay. At the same time the farm people

were crying for service. They were groping in the

gloom of the s.-me lamps end lanterns their fathers

and grandfathers used before them.

Under the policies of the present Administration

the picture has changed. To-night the lights will be

out on the highway but all over rural Ontario the lights

vdll twinkle in the farm homes as they have never twinkled

before in the history of this province.

We know that in the homes vj-here those lights

twinkle the farm vromen have refrigeration, electric

stovea, electric v/ashing machines, pumping systems with

water on tap and bathrooms facilities instead of the

primitive toilet in the back yard.

.;e knovv that in the barns there are electric

grinders, milking machines, milk coolers and many

other labour-saving devices. The people of Ontario

appreciate the hydro policies of this Government. They

are well pleased that by a program of steady pressure

and co-operation with the federal Government, at last
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we are assured that with or vi^ithout the co-operation

of the United States M^e will see the developmenb of

the St, Lawr?nce './aterv/ay -- the St. Lawrence v;ith all

that it means in power developm':nt, v/ith Ontario cities

becoming Ocean ports - Ocean ports that will give us

freer access to wider markets.

In the Department of Highways v<re find a realistic

and progr T'ssive program. All over Ontario we find on

the Provincial Highway system evidence of a great

construction and paving program,

• Jhen this Government took office 450 municipal

units received grants amounting to $3,600,000 a year.

To-day Provincial aid goes not only to counties and

townships but it is extended to cities, toT-vns, and

villages as well, in all some 1400 municipal units. The

subsidies have increased to nearly 30 millions a year,

more than eight times as much as under a former government.

This increase in municipal as istance is making

it possible for the local municipalities to develop

a program of construction and snow-plowing which they were

not able to undertake in the past.

Better roads mean a better way of life for the

rural people. They m-ke it possible for those engaged

in transport to give better service moving goods

and produce between different municipalities. The whole

Highway program makes for a better W: y of life for everyone

in the province of Ontario. Good roads are perhaps one

of the greatest attractions to the thousands, yes millions,

of tourists who visit our province.
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There is one fe-ture of the Provincial Highway

system that I v/ould like to mention for the consider, tion

of t he government. This situation creates a bottle-

neck in the highway system and places a burden on the

texipayers ef m.y constituency. There are five provincial

hi'^h^'/ays ending on the borders of North ''ellington and

Dufferin. ''Je have Highv/ay No. 89 betv/een Cookstown and

Primrose v/ith pavement ending at Shelburne. 7/e have No.

87 carrying traffic from the Lake Huron district as far

as HarriFt. n and, again, is a dead end. We have No. 23

coming up from the London or V/estern Ontario district

to Palmerston or Teviotdale and again we have reached

the edge of North Wellington. No. 19 comes from

the Stratford area to Tralee and again we have reached

the border of North -Wellington. V/e have No. 25 starting

at Burlington, coming through Ha Iton County to -rt-cton

and there at the south end of 'Vellington North v/e

have reached the end of the highway system and are

back on the gravelled county roads. This situation must

be a gre t source of irritation to people using these

five Provincial highv/ays and you will appreciate that

five highways pouring traffic onto the county road system

increases the burden of traffic and taxation and creates

a serious problem for those responsible for maintaining

our County Road system.

I realize that this administration is not responsible

for t lis situation. It v;as created in 1937 by a governmrnt

that v/as turned out of office in 1943. I know thrt I am

expressing the sentiment of a great many people in
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my oxvn constituency as well as others vjlien I say I hope

•uhe day is not too far distant v^rhen this bottleneck

can be eliminated.

The Department of Public /elfare has clone a

m^snifiC'^nt job with increased pensions end as: istance

for the aged, the blind, dependant mothers^ end n?-,^l',;cted

children. In u'ellington & Dufferin Counties the aasistonoe

for the year 1943-44 amounted to only ^'261, 301. In the

year 1949-50 the same counties received ;if534,442. Those

figures show that the Department of ./elfare is doing

its part for tliose people who through no fault of their

ovm are unable to provide the necessities of life.

I understand ttet the Department intends to

introduce legislation to provide assistance for people

who are totally incapacitated. This is another step

in the right direction. It will be appreciated by

thousands of people who are confront ;d xvith problems

they cannot themselves solve.

As time goes on we shall appreciate more and more

the policies v/hlch have been developed by the Department

of _ Education. To-day thousands of boys and girls are

receiving advanced education their parents were not able

to receive. This advanced education is made possible

by the generous grants provided by the province.

These grants make it pos ible for local school

boards to improve their schools, to pay teachers fair

salaries, provide transportation so that many of our rural

boys and girls can attend high school and yet be home

at night, thus maintaining their contact with their
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i'imily circlas.

In my ov;n constituency the grants for education

have inore'-sed from SJi-SeiOSS in 194::, to hp351,110 in

1950. These increased grants have done much to relieve

the burden of direct taxation on the property ovmer.

For many years one of the crying needs of this

province was more hospital facilities. This government

was the first to recognize the necessity for capital

grants to help our general hospitals to provide necessary

extensions.

Maintenance grants also are paid on a vastly

increased scale. I think the hospitals that serve

North Jellinoton and Dufierin are typical of the hospitals

that serve every community in Ontario. In the fiscal

year 1942-43 our hospitals received grants amounting to

spl7,833.30. In the fiscal year 1950-51 the very same

hospitals received grants amounting to -,,'397,983.58 —
more than 2.1 times the amount paid by a previous

administration.

The Department of H alth is truly doing a magnificent

job.

(Page E-1 follows)
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While I am speaking of hosi^itals I should

like tc drav. the attention of the House to a x^ioneer

/enture in the "/llla^e of Shelburne, The people of

that fine district have organized what I believe is the

first co-operative hospital or nursing centre in the

province of Ontario. It may be that the co-operative

idea will help to solve the problem of high hospitali-

zation costs. I am surethe hon. Minister of Health

('Jr. Phillips) v/ill keep an eye on Shelburne and lend

every possible assistance,

I should like to congratulate the hon. Pro-

vincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) on the financial position

of the province. A great expansion program has been

carried out without increasing the per capita debt.

Ontario is one of the most attractive provinces in all

of Canada in which to establish a new home or industry.

This government unlike its predecessor, has

never collected any personal income tax. I hope it

v/ill never have to. I can't think of any form of

taxation that does more to destroy initiative and

curtail the production of essential goods than personal

income tax.

The people of Ontario are becoming more and

more conservation conscious. The output of our

provincial nurseries for re-forestation is steadily
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increasing. I believe in l^^Sl almost 20,000,000 trees

vvere provided.

Our fish hatcheries are distributing hundreds

of millions of fry and fingerlings each year. This

will pay big dividends in added tourist trade as well

as assuring recreation and sport for our ovra people.

The government is assisting in the con-

struction of huge conservation dams. I should like to

stress a further development - I am referring to the

construction of farm ponds.

Many people are concerned about falling water

tables. If the provincial government could see its way

clear to give leadership and some financial aid I think

it v/ould only be a matter of time until we could have

thousands of farm ponds scattered all over the province.

These ponds would help to check run-off. They v/ould

feed water back into the sub-soil. They would provide

a reserve of v/ater for livestock and in many cases for

fire fighting.

Fire is a constant menace to rural people and

with the coming of hydro the old cisterns and hand

pumps are disappearing leaving many farms v/ithout

adequate water reserves. No doubt some of these ponds

fed by springs or running streams could be stocked v/ith

fish.
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I should like to offer special congratulations

to the hon. the Linister of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy).

His stature was never greater than ix is at the present

.time. He is orje of those men v.iio becom.e. r:rcat by

rendering service.

The department of Agriculture has done much

for Ontario as a v/hole, and for rural people in

particular. Under the present Government we have seen

a great increase In grants to agricultural societies

and farm organizations. Hard work has aivays been

associated v/ith farm life but "all vrork and no play makes

Jack a dull boy." V/ith that in mind the government in

1945 introduced the Community Centres Act. Since that

Act was introduced over !i|il ,200 ,000 has been contributed

by the province to assist in the construction of

Community Halls, skating rinks, athletic fields and

swimming pools. These are the things that help to keep

our young men and young vomen on the farm.

The Ontario Agricultural College continues

to make its great contribution to rural life and to

the province as a v>/hole.

The Ontario Veterinary College has won a world

v/ide reputation and its service to farmers cannot be

measured in dollars and cents.' For the past seven

years this College was under the direction of one of
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North Araerica's outstanding veterinarians, the late

Dr. A. L. MacNabb. I am sure that everyone in the

House regrets the passing of this great citizen of

Ontario during very recent days.

I understand that the Government intends to

introduce legislation to give financial assistance to

farmers' sons and generally young people who intend to

make their living by farming.

Tr.ere was a time when it did not take too much

capital to start farming. To-day the high cost of

labour makes power equipment a necessity. To-day's

inflated prices make it impossible for many people to

start farming who would like to farm. So I am sure

every member in this Assembly will think favourably

of any legislation to assist young people to establish

farms, because after all agriculture is the back-bone

of any successful economy.

Mr. S .eaker, I want to make one suggestion

that I hope will receive favourable consideration from

the Government, Down through our history we have erected

monuments and memorials to great men and v/omen, Y/e have

our war memorials, we have memorials to men and women

like Laura Secord, Sir Isaac Brock, Sir Adam Beck,

Sir John A. MacDonald and many other historic figures.

V/hat I v/ant to suggest is a memorial to our pioneers,
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the common people, v/ho laid the foundations for the

development of our Province. There are a few small

local museums. The V/omen's Institutes are compiling

the Tweedsmuir History of Rural Ontario - and a very

good Job they are doing.

I suggest that Ontario should have a central,

permanent memorial or museum, perhaps connected vdith

the Ontario Agricultural College, It is not for me to

say vfhat the final form of this museum should be but I

can visualize a log house of substantial size re-erected

on the site chosen for a museum. Adjacent, we could

erect a typical pioneer log barn. In these buildings

we could place every type of pioneer furniture, implement

and machine, vre could locate. Let us do this before

it is too late.

In the barn v;e v/ould find such implements

as the cradle for harvesting the early crops, the scythe,

the sickle, the wooden forks and rakes, the yoke for

the oxen, the iron kettle that reminds us that the

pioneers went to the maple bush for their sugar supply.

In the house v/e would have the fire-place

with the iron cooking utensils, the spinning wheel,

the dash churn with the wooden butter bowls, the molds

for making candles, the muzzle loading musket for

hunting game, perhaps a rope bed and a wooden cradle.
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On the shelves we might ;;lace the stories of some of

the pionesr families. On the table we v/ould find the

candlestick and perha;;s a family Bible, that book which

vv8d the only book in many of the X'ioneer homes, con-

taining the records of the family, births, marriages

and deaths, outlining the principles that were a guide

to the m.en and women who with courage and vision laid

the foundations of this province.

I hope the government vt/ill give serious

consideration to this suggestion. I knov/ of nothing

that would be of greater interest to future generation's

than an establishment of this type that would give an

accurate picture of how the founders of this province

lived,

I think it would.be a good thing for Ontario

if every year thousands of people could visit a

museum of this kind and realize that great problems

can be solved by common people as well as by great

people - people who co-operate with their fellow-men,

people who have faith in God, courage, initiative and

vision.

im. FARQ,UHAR OLIVER (Leader of the Opposition)

Ivlr. Speaker, I move the adjournment of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

HON. L, M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr.

Speaker, I move the adjournment of the House.
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MR. OLIVSH: V/ill the hon. Prime Minister

tell us vfhat is going on to-morrow?

MR. FROST (Prime Minister): To-morrov; we

will proceed v/ith the Bills,

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 4; 52 of the clock,

p.m.
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FIFTH DAY

PROCSSDINGS

of the

FIRST SESSION OF THE T'/JENTY-FOURTH LEGISLATURE, HELD

IN THE PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, TORONTO, ONTARIO, THURSDAY

FEBRUARY 21st, 1952, et seq.

Hon. (Rev.) M. C. Davies, Speaker,
Presiding,

Toronto, Ontario,
Wednesday, February 27, 1952.

The House having met. 3 o'clock p.m.

Prayers,

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting petitions,

Reading and Receiving Petitions,

Presenting Reports by Committees,

Motions.

HON. L. r. FROST (Prime Minister) : Mr,

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by Mr. Porter,
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That a Select Committee of this House be
appointed to inquire into all matters affecting lease- \

holds and rentals in the Province with authority to
\

consider in connection with property values, all
rentals charged for various types of accomriodation

j

including shared accomriodation, room rentals, room
|

and board and all other matters which the Committee i

considers should be investigated.

The Committee to have authority to sit I

during the interval between Sessions and have full
power and authority to call for persons, papers, and

\

things, and to examine witnesses under oath, and the I

Assembly doth hereby command and compel the attendance
before the Committee of such persons and the production

|

of such papers and things as the said Committee may '^

deem necessary for any of its proceedings or delibera-
tions, for which purpose the Honourable the Speaker
may issue his warrant or warrants,

I

The said Committee to consist of nine <

members and to be composed as follows:

i

• I'lt. IiacOdrum, Chairman j

1

Messrs, Cecile, Fishleigh, llapledoram,
\

Porter, Reaurae , Roberts, Thomas (Ontario) and ^

^'/arrender. l

The Wuorum of the said Committee to consist 1

of five members,
\

In the event of a vacancy occurring in the \

membership of the Committee the vacancy shall be
j

filled by the appointment of a member on the recommenda-
!

tion of the leader of the party to which the former
j

member belonged, '

:l

Mr, Speaker, before you put the motion to

the House, I would like to make some explanations in regard

to this matter, which has been referred to in the

Speech from the Throne.

The Hon. Kinister of Travel and Publicity
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(Mr. Cecile) under whose charge the matter of rentals

has been since last spring, is away to-day with a

cold, and I am going to take this opportunity of

explaining, in his place, some of the matters relating

to this very fascinating problem, and I will ask the

Hon. Attorney-General (Mr, Porter), who sat on the

Select Committee last year, to give a general report

to the House as to what took place, and the course

the Select Committee followed during and following

the last Session of the Legislature,

Mr. Speaker, I asked the Rental Administration

to place on the desks of the hon. members the new

regulations which are just printed. If they are not

already there, they will be very shortly, I also

asked them to have placed on the desks of the hon.

members a summary of the regulations perhaps, in

other days, we might have referred to as "Rental

Regulations Made Easy"

.

This summary, of course, is not intended as

a substitute for the regulations, but it is a summary

which is said to be written — and I may say I have

not as yet read it myself — in language that laymen

can understand.
,
If such be the case, if the lawyers

in the Rental Administration have been able to produce

a summary of these regulations which is understandable
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to the "man on the street", it will have achieved a

great deal, perhaps more than lawyers have ever been

able to achieve in previous days»

The Hon, Attorney-General (Mr, Porter) has

just handed me the regulations and summary, and some

other material to which he will refer in a few moments,

I would like to give the hon, members of

this House a little of the ba '"•.Aground involved in

this very vexing problem, at least we found it vexing.

Indeed, the ederal Government found it so vexing that

they considered it as a sort of "hot po'oato" which they

dropped, and there was no alternative but for us to

pick it up.

In referring to the Federal Government, I

am not one of those who continually likes to harp at

the Federal Government, The fact of the matter is,

rather than find differences with the Federal Govern-

ment, I like to find points of agreement. There are

some cases, however, in which I disagree i>rith the

Federal Government, and this is one of them. In

a few days we will have legislation hei-e which will

show the measure of agreement we found virselves able

to achieve with the Federal Government, in connection

with the very important matters which will come before
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the House,

The background of this problem goes back,

I think, to the very dark days of the last war. I

think, in 1941, there was introduced into thr" s

country a series of controls to prevent the increase

in the cost of living, and which v/ere designed in

those days zo help Canada pull its full weight in the

struggle which threatened our very existence. At that

time, rental controls were introduced.

These rental controls continued, with many

variations, up to, I think, the 30th of April, 1951,

at which tine the Federal Government dropped out of

the picture. And I may say to the hon. members of

this House, ';'nite frankly, that we here would ha^^e

liked to have been left out of that picture altogether,
if

We felt/the rental controls had been continued for a

measurable time, perhaps a year or two, provided the

rate of housing construction was continued at the

rate it was progressing in the fall of 1950, that

rental regulations would automatically vanish from

the picture. Indeed, they v;ere becoming less pressing

all the time.

Unfortunately, the Federal Government,

co-incident ally with dropping the rental regulations,
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also dropped the provisions we had arranged with them

in connection with construction of houses, with the very

apparent effect that the construction of houses in the

province was going to fall off. In the light of

that, there was no other option but for this Govern-

ment, and this House last year, to take the respon-

sibility of picking up the rental regulations where

the Federal Government had dropped them, and in

picking them up, we hoped to do a better job than

they had done, and I think that, by and large, a

better job has been done,

I think the policy can best be taken from

the wording of the Speech from the Throne at the

opening of the last regular Session, where it says:

"It is with apprehension that my Government
views of the expressed intention of the
Government of Canada to abandon at this
time, the control of rents. It is hoped
that the emergency with which the nation
is faced in these unusual days may result
in a reconsideration of this intention."

Those were the very words used by his

Honour at that time, when speaking before the House,

It goes on:

"In the event that there is.no change, a
measure will be introduced for your con-
sideration which v;ill enable the Government
of Ontario, within its limited power, to
continue control over rents in these times
when shortages a.re evident on every hand,
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and to lessen hardships for tenants and
landlords."

That was the policy then. It is the policy

to-day.

Last Session, Mr. Speaker, we appointed a

Select Cormittee of the House, It was representative

of all parties of this House. Some of the members of

that Committee are not members to-day, but I would

like now to pay tribute to them for their job, which

was very well done indeed. The approach of this

Committee to the problem of rentals was a completely

non-partisan approach. As a matter of fact, all of

the decisions of the Committee, as far as I am aware,

were unanimous decisions, and the decisions of the

Committee were accepted without question by Cabinet

Council without any variations, and were translated

into the regulations. The Hon. Attorney-General (Mr,

Porter) will explain what took place in connection

with the freezing of rentals, effective, I think,

May 1st, and the letting-up of the freezing of rental

regulations, which took place on the recommendation

of the Committee,

V7e found amongst other things, that the

rental regulations consisted of an immense hodge-

podge of the regulations, commencing in 1941, with
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almost countless amendments, with the result that

lawyers or laymen found it an almost impossible task,

unless they were familiar with the background, to

ascertain exactly what the meaning of the law v;as.

(Take "B'' follows)
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As a result of that, a revision of the regulations

has taken place and that revision is tabled here to-day.

I hope that the revision is a good one. I hope it is

intelligible. It would be too much to say that it is

perfect, but I think that these new regulations will

mske it easier for those engaged in rental controls

to knov/ the meaning and the effect of the law and the

regulations nov/. That, I think, is one of the problems

v/ith which our people have been faced, the matter of

understanding of what the regul$:tjons mean, ^s

far as the part I referred to about "'rental regulations

being m&de easy'; that is something to enable the average

layman and lav,^ers to read over and get the gist of v/hat

is meant by the regulations, P/.:t that statement is in

no \'/ay intended to supercede the regulstions themselves.

This Committee which is mentioned in the motion

before the House is a committee v/hich I trust will also

function in a completely non-partisan v/ay with a view to

bringing to bear on this problem the best thoughts and the

best ideas of the members v;ho are very widely representative

of this provincoo I might say, Mr, Speaker, the Chairman

himself is one who had experience in the days of rental

administration during the time the Feci era] government
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handled that problecit He is familiar v/iththe old

regulations and is familiar with the importance of them

and has many ideas concerning the betterment of practices.

This Committee is also representative, of course.

A Committee that is empowered to sit between Sessions,

and to call witnesses, would necessarily have to be a

small committee. But nevertheless, it is representative

of Toronto. It is representative of the l5kehead;

representative of London and Hamilton, representative of

the Opposition, also. I miG,ht say I discussed this matter

'..1th the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Lxr, Oliver) snd

I think it might have been the Liberal group perh.ps

properly could have insisted upon tv/o members, but on

the other h.nd, in orcer to get a territorial report,

the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Oliver) raiS3d no

qu3.-:tion at all. He nominated the hon. member for Essex

North {Mr. Reaume), the present Mayor of the city of vandsor,

representing another important area in this province and

the hon. member for Cochrane South (Mro Grummett); and a

representative member for southern Ontario \7ho has his

riding in that fine progressive city of Oshawa (Mr. Thomas)

Ontario.
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I think there vie have a group of merubers of

this House who can take the rental regulations vdthout

any reservations vi^hatever, look them over v.ath a

vi?:v; of giving to our people, both landlords and tenants,

every degree of reasonable tr'ratment and justice which

can be given to them.

Mr. Speaker, personally -- and I knov; this is

the feeling of the House — I think our policies should

be designed towards a decontrol as soon as that is

possible, but I see no possibility Tor sone very

considerable time \;ith the pressure of the growth

of population and people coming into this province.

With the Federal material and credit restrictions, it

is going to be indeed difficult tc keep up to our

tempo of 1950 of 35,000 houses. j/e would like to run

that up to 50,000 houses because if vie were to have a

year or tvro at 50,000 houses, the press\ire would be

very much eased.

Without in any way directing the Committee

in vi^hat they should do, we have made this suggestion

publicly, that controlled areas of this province

might be immediately decontrolled, that is, wide

stretches of the agricultural portion of this province

and small communities and hamlet s^ After all, the

real pressing problem is centered around communities.
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v\rhic.h I mentioned as being those places represented

by members of the Comraittee, the larger areas. It is

not desirable to spread our efforts into places where

perhaps you get a fev: of the more freakish dem.ands for
or

rental control/ some areas which should not be controlled

at all. We have made this suggestion. If I am wrong

about this the hon. Attorney-General (Mr, Porter) can

correct me, but I think the suggestion was made that the

Rental Administration should get in touch with each

member of the House here and ask what areas in the

members' opinion should be or might be decontrolled.

Then, in order to safeguard the matter, to advise the

clerk of the municipality that it is felt this area

might be decontrolled and that action v;ould be taken

in, say, six months or three months' time unless

municipal council passed a resolution to the contrary.

In other words, it would leave that part of the matter

in the hands of the municipal council and v;e Vv'ould get

away from the application of these regulations in the

areas of Ontario where there is not any real need for

them and probably never was.'

That loaves, of course, the hard kernel of

this problem, that is, -, the larger communities

and areas in the province of Ontario, places where we

have the pressure due ..to growth and expansion, And other
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large places to be dealt with by this Comi'aittee in

its v/isdom. That, Mr. Speaker, is the purpose of this

Select Comr.iittee. I am satisfied that the other

Select Committee v/e had previously, produced very real

results for the province, and effected veiy re^l better-

ment for the province, and I am satisfied v/ith this

Committee ':/-hich is presently nominated will do the

same thing.

In order to bring the hon. members up to date in

connection with the matter ]; v^ould ask your permission

to have the hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Porter) follow

me and speak, and tell of the work of the Committee

and fill in the part of the story that I have not told.

HON. DAIIA PORTER (Attorney-General): llx

.

Speaker, the problem which has been outlined by the

hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) is, of course, one of

the most difficult, and in the view of sons people, the

most difficult problem that can be laid at the door of

any government. About a year before the Ontario Lease-

hold Regulations Act came into effect, about two years

ago, there was a reference to the Supreme Court of Canada

to decide v/hether or not the Leasehold Regulations

of the J'ederal government, which were then applicable

to all rent control throughout the Dominion of Canada,

v/ere still in effect and were constitutional at the time.
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This f-overnment vms represented at that hearing and

it was decided in that case at that time, under the

circumstances that the control policy of the

Federal government was being carried on for the purpose

of vi/inding up or bringing to a gradual termination, an

orderly conclusion the work which they had commenced

during the emergency of War. Although, as in normal

times, leaseholds and the control of individual owner-

ship in real estate is a provincial responsibility and

comes Vv'ithin one of the provincial powers under the

British North America Act, nevertheless, it has been

decided that in a vVar emergency where a system of

controls is required to make possible the orderly

progress of the economic life of the country that the

pov;er to deal v/ith leasholds along w'th the pov;er to deal

with many other matters such as price control, was

for the time being, a Federal pov/er.

In the case that came before the Supreme

Court of Canada, it v/as held that two years ago

conditions v;ere such that the leasehold regulations

then were vdthin the power and capacity of the

Federal government to continue, and that they he

effectively . enforced, in view of the fact that there

was evidence that a general policy of decontrol was

being adopted.
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. One of the features of that policy of

decontrol was that as soon as tenants vacated any

property after a certain date, that property became

free of control entirely. The result of that simply

was this, that in due course v.-e had throughout the

country, a great many properties which had been freed

from control, v/here rents were charged according to

whatever the traffic might bear, v/here very much higher

rents in some cases v/ere charged, and quite legitimately

charged, than those properties that remained under

control.

In other words, where these properties had

been freedfrom rent control, there existed a very unfair

and unequitable situation.

Nov/, as the hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost) has

mentioned, if the building of houses had continued at

the steady and increasing ratfe that we had up to the

last year, then the v/hole situation might have rectified

itself in due time and these inequities that appear to

have developed, might have turned out to be temporary,

but that is not v/hat happened.

A year ago, the Federal government decided

that it v/as time for them to discontinue controls and,

of course, the pov/er to deal v/ith the matter reverted

to the provinces and that was the reason why. we
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passed the Act in 1951 known as the "Leaseholds Re^^ulations

Act."

ViTien we took over rent control we v/ere first of

all faced with the great ine.quities that appeared as

between those properties that had been freed from con-

trol and those properties v/hich were still under con-

trol. . Therefore, in passing the Act, we passed a

measure which in the first place, sinply took over the

Federal regulations as they Vv^ere and gave us full

power to make amendments as and V'.rhen we saw fit. Of

course, it required some time and a great deal of

investigation before v/e were in a position to decide on

the matter of policy and v^hat sort of changes should

be made. The Act came into force on April 30th, 1951,

and it brought into effect a continuation of the rental

regulations that were then in force in Ontario under

the Federal regulations. It was at that time the

governraent decided to set up a rentals comralttee and

that committee sat over a period of several weeks. The

hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) has mentioned the

composition of this coramittee and the very constructive

work that was done and I wish to second v/hat he has

said about the work that was done by the various hon.

members of the committee, especially including those

hon. members of the Op; osition Party, who sat on it, and

approached this problem in an impartial way. I think
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great headway v/as made under all the circumstances.

This committee not only held meetings in the Parliament

Buildings but also moved about into some of the cities

of Ontario such as Toronto, Hamiltnn, V/indsor, London

and Sarnia. The comi.iittee had intended to move into

some other of the cities but a certain event of some

importance --at least, of some importance to us --took

place and the comnittee was dissolved before Y/e were

able to proceed any further on the itinerary.

The first thing that was done on the

recommendation of this committee was to pass what v^^as

knovra as a "Freeze Order" which was to have a temporary

effect, so that all the rents as of Ajril 17th, 1951,

were frozen by regulation ,so that no landlord could

increase any rent that was in effect at that time. The
that

purpose of that order was/during the time the committee

Vv-as sitting and before any general regulations were

amended, it would be impossible for any legitimate

increase of rents. , That "Freeze Order

v/as finally dissolved some months later after the

rents coriimittee made its first report. The committee

reported on Au.'.ust 1st, 1951, at least they reported

shortly before that but regulations v;ere passed

following this report, on A..iust 1st, 1951, and these

regulations v/ere in all respects, designed to carry out
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in detail the recommendations of this Select Committee.

The regulations that were passed at that time

were, to this effect, first, all dwelling which were

formerly decontrolled under the Federal decontrol policy

under the latest regulations of the Federal Government,

as they became vacated, were brought under control

again and they had to submit to appraisals and evaluations,

just as they had in the earlier days of control.

Secondly, certain additional provision^ v/ere

made for increases of rent, certain new reasons for

increases ... . v/ere provided, whereby a landlord could

apply for an increase in rent. These were enlarged to

the following three classes of cases: where there v/as

substantial renovation or repair; where there was sub-

letting by a tenant; where there was an increase in the

municipal taxes. I might say that in the ..course "lOf the

proceeding of the rent committee, the committee

sat in the various cities I have just mentioned

and many deputations came forward, many representatives

of groups of interested organizations and also

individuals, and we had the advantage of

'

. every conceivable viewpoint on

every aspect of the v/hole rent control problem.

(Page C-1 follows)
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In the third place, these amendments provided

that the landlord was to be given the right on six

months' notice to recover possession of a dwelling if

he desired the dwelling as a residence for himself

or members of his family. This widens the fonner

regulations to some extent, - if he desired it for

his family it was not necessary to prove need, as

previously. In other words, the landlord, as the

result of this amendment, if he wished to put into

that house either himself or members of his family p—

.

which relationships were defined — all he would have

to do would be to give the six months' notice,

Follov;ing that, a number of these six months' notices

were given, and landlords were able under these

circumstances to get possession of their property.

In the fo\irth place, it was provided that

two-year leases that might be made between a landlord

and tenant where the tenant was already in possession

of the property'- would be effective to fix the maximum

rental without the necessity of applying to a rentals

appraiser. Tliis may require some little explanation.

Under the rental regulations, once a tenant

was in possession the tenant had what is described

as security of tenure. No system of rent control can

possibly be effective unless some security of tenure

is provided for; and it was only under certain

conditions and for certain reasons that a tenant could

be evicted from controlled property. So that, if a
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tenant was once in possession he oould not be put out

unless he came within some of the special provisions

in the reg\ilations« It was thought it might be a good

departure at that time to provide for the greatest

possible freedom of contract between the landlord

and tenant^ when the two parties had a reasonable

equality of bargaining power, so that the tenant

oould not be overborne by a landlord who had the right

to put him out. If the landlord did not have the

right to put him out, the landlord could then come to

him and say, "I will give you a two-years' lease on

certain terms, if it is worth something to you to

have that definite security of tenure. That will mean

that, even if I want the house for my family use I

won't be able to put you out during those two years,"

The idea of this provision is that gradually, we hope,

a number of landlords and tenants will get together

and work out leases on a reasonable basis which will

be fair to both parties.

That has been followed by a. very large nimber -

some thousands — of two-year leases of that kind being

entered into. We do hear complaints. There are

cases where landlords have misrepresented the position

to some extent. Perhaps they have got a higher rent

from their tenants th&n they would have had if the

tenant had been fully aware of the position. But by

and large, the information we are given by the

'Administration would indicate that, althou^ these
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two-year leases represent on the average some increase

in rent, they do not represerjk anything like the great

increase that mig'.it have bean expected, and they do

represent what is a fair rent decided upon by two

parties dealing at arms' lengbL without having any

outside appraiser or official determine in an

arbitrary way what that rent v»lll be^ I think that

on the whole that provision served a very useful

purpose and relieved tho situation to a very great

extent.

At a later tine, some further regulations

were passed. These amendments that I mention were

the result of specific recomwerclations of the Committee,

There were a number of othor uatters which the Committee

discussed and upon which it was not prepared to make

unanimous rooommendations: and Eom.e of these matters

were later considered by Cabinet Council; and further

amendments were brought in and included in the

complete revision of the regulations to :'hich the hon.

Premier has referred.

First, rental boards «re provided for to

replace the Court of Rental Appeals which had been

set up under federal regulations, and these rental

boards are given somewhat enlarged powers. One of

the complaints constantly received in the sittings

of the Rental Comjnittee wp.j that the Rental Court of

Appeal was not always a suitable tribunal for the

purpose of deciding the peculi'^'r problems which arise
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between landlords and tenants. The only power that

a judge had was to consider an appraiser's appraisal

of property and decide whether that appraiser had done

the right thing within the limits of his specifio

authority to appraise. The result was that very few

appeals were ever allowed. Also it was one of the

complaints that these rental courts sat during the

daytime; they were carried on with some formality

the formality of a oo\irt, and many tenants found it

extremely inconvenient to present their cases, and

very often they were not in a position to employ

counsel even though they thought that it might have

been of assistance to do so.

In some cases, the personnel of the rentals

boards which are contemplated by these amendments

may be the same as those who sat on the former courts,

— the courts which are still sitting. They might be

members of a court of revision; they might be others

who are appointed from outside. An object of the

change was that in most urban areas these boards would

be free to sit in different parts of a city, perhaps

in a place convenient for people to go. One of the

prime functions of these boards would be to attempt

conciliation between the two parties. They would not

be bound down by a too rigid set of rules as to

appraisals. If they were satisfied that a landlpfd
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and a tenant who came before them were in a position

to present their cases fully and satisfactorily, and

could bring them to an amicable compromise, then they

would fix the rent on that basis, if they were satisfied

that it was fair, and that would be the maximum rent.

This is the principle behind the change involved in

the amendment.

In the second place, the rental appraisers

who appraise these properties are given a somewhat

greater latitude under the new amendment to fix the

rentals at the generally prevailing level as of

January 1st, 195E, and in coming to their conclusions

they are permitted to look at the level of rents that

has been established in that area under these two-year

leases if there are a sufficient nimiber of them to

show any trend or any sign of a change. They are just

permitted to look at them, they are not bound by them,

They may find in some cases that two-year leases have

some elements of unfairness in them. But they are

allowed to look at them as one of the measuring sticks

by which they can decide what is the generally pre-

vailing rent in the area.

In the third place, there are certain

restrictive by-laws in many of the cities which have

been overriddenby the Federal rent control regulations,

and many premises were turned into boarding houses

and other types of business of that kind which would
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never have been allowed under the municipal by-laws.

That was one of the regulations known as Regulation

200. We have by this amendment changed that, and we

now revert to the municipal by-laws. It is up to the

municipality to decide whether a restrictive by-law of

that kind should apply or whether it should not, but

this does not affect any existing business that has

been established; it will prevent any new business of

that kind being established legally under the

regulation where a municipal by-law prevents it.

In the fourth place, the landlord's rights

in respect to obnoxious and destiMctive tenants are

somewhat enlarged.

In the fifth place, where a tenant is

sub-letting, the landlord is given greater consideration

in the matter of increasing rents.

In the sixth place, as the hon. " Premier has

pointed out, a provision is included for exempting

municipalities where it is felt that rent control

is no longer necessary, and it is simply provided

that where by order-in-council a certain municipality

is exempted from rent control, the effect of that

would be that within six months of that order that

municipality will be entirely free from control

unless in the meantime the municipal council by

resolution requests that the control continue. It

does not in any sense shift the responsibility for

the rent control administration upon the municipalities,
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but it merely gives the munioipal council the right,

if they feel that there is still a need for rent

control in spite of the exemption that may be given

by order-in-counoil, to insist that the rent control

be continued. I believe that that will have a very

wide and beneficial effect upon decontrolling those

areas of the province where rent control is no more

than a nuisence • and is unnecessary.

Finally, after taking over the rent control,

several offices have been opened by the province.

When we took over rent control there were only two

offices left in Ontario, — one in Ottawa, one in

Toronto, We took over these offices. Now we have

opened offices in a number of other municipalities.

Hamilton, London, Windsor, Sarnia, Belleville, Sudbiiry,

St, Catharines and Guelph have offices which have been

opened in the last few months, and consideration is

being given to opening additional offices at Kingston

and at the Head of the Lakes.

That, Mr. Speaker, is an outline of the history

of this matter from the time we took it over up to

the present day. We are in hopes that the revised

regulations will be a great convenience to the legal

profession and to the public, and that the s\immary

which is attached will also be of greet assistance.

This is a problem to which, I suppose, we

can hardly hope ever to find a perfect or fully

satisfactory solution. The problem of rent control
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will exist so long as there is an acute shortage of

housing acoommodation. The only cure is more houses.

So long as we have an expanding population, expanding

immigration, and a cutting down of the building of

houses, rent control will continue with us whether

we like it or whether we do not. The most we can do

is to see so far as is humanly possible that the

regulations work out as equitably and are administered

with as much common sense as we can expect under the

oiroiomstances.

For this reason the rent control committee

of this house is being re-appointed for the purpose

of looking at the changes we have made, considering

them, watching the way they work out as they are

applied, and recommending from time to time new

changes and improvements, always keeping an eye on

weaknesses which may develop. We think that this

committee, if it does its work as well and as

conscientiously as the committee which was established

in the last session of the last legislature, will

make a further contribution to the solution of this

problem. In a matter of this kind, no regulations

can be regarded as final. They must be constantly

under scrutiny; and as weaknesses develop and changed

conditions arise we must be ready at a moment's notice

to make the changes which appear desirable.

MR. FaRQUHAR R. OLIVER (Leader of the Opposition)

iir. Speaker, there is of course no issue between the
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government and the opposition in regard to the motion

of my hon, friend the Prime Minister (Ivlr. Frost),

Muoh as we would like at times to rid ourselves of

controls of one kind and another, anyone who is

conversant with the housing situati'on in the province

of Ontario today, particularly in the larger areas of

population, would be unwilling, I am sure, to agree" to

L

decontrol so far as rents are concerned. I agree with

the Prime Minister that the committee that sat on

this problem last year did — in my judgment — a

magnificent job. lly examination of their activities

convinced me that they conducted themselves around

the problem to be examined and that they did not

display a political bias of any kind. A committee

which works in that atmosphere and with that goal in

mind can do very much towards solving or at least

alleviating a problem of this particular character.

The committee that is to be formed as a result of my

hon, friend's motion today will, I am sijre, carry on

with the same ideal in mind and the same piirpose in

view,

I have found from what I know of rent

controls that the difficulty in the past appeared

to be that people did not know what the regulations

were, and when they found the regulations, it was

almost impossible to interpret them. It would seem to
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me as a layman, Mr, Speaker, that one of the moves

forward that could be made would be to acquaint the

public generally as widely as possible with these

regulations and to help in any way to interpret them

so that the people would know exactly what their

rights are in respect to rent control in a given

situation.

(Take D follows)
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I would like to ask the Hon. Prime Minister,

in regard to the motion he has introduced, if the

motion he has presented this afternoon gives the

Comraittee as wide powers as it had last year?

im. FROST: Yes.

I'"R, OLIVijR: Precisely the same powers?

IIR. FROST: Yes.

IIR. OLIV.:.R: There is one more question I

would like to ask of the Hon. Attorney-General

(Mr. Porter) which came to my mind when he was speaking,

VJere the recommendations forv/arded to the lixecutive

Council to be incorporated into regulations forwarded

as unanimous recommendations?

im. PORTER: Yes.

¥iR, OLIVER: There v^ere no recommendations

which were not unanimous?

IIR. P0RT:>^R: That is right.

MR, OLIVSR: Does the Hon. Attorney-General

feel that should be the policy of the Committee this

year?

121. PORTLR: That was the policy at the time,

and, as I pointed out, we subsequently made some

changes which resulted from discussions which were

carried on in the Committee, but about which the
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Committee was not prepared to make unanimous recommenda-

tions. Some of the members of the Committee had not

quite made up their minds, whether it was the right

thing to do or not. I do not say they were divided

on the subject, but they were undecided. Of course,

the new Committee can look over those, and can make

some further changes if they wish, I do not think it

should necessarily be the policy of the Committee to

expect only unanimous recommendations to be adopted,

but in view of the novelty of this problem to this

Government, we thought it was the wise thing '

,

to move a little slowly, and we felt as long as the

recommendations v/e,-sent forward were unanimous, it

would meet with the greatest satisfaction, and perhaps

be of more benefit in the later experiments we wished

to make, and which might work out better later on.

I may say to the hon, members that the

regulations will be published in the Ontario Gazette,

and a short summary will be printed, and sent out to

every barrister and solicitor in the province. They

do not all subscribe, but, nevertheless, they will

all be sent out, and that will enable them to more

readily advise their clients. Copies will also be

available for any other section of the public which
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may request them.

in. OLIVEit: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask one further question or make this comment, I

am sure the Government will appreciate the great good

that will come in getting this Committee's work

started as soon as possible,

M, J. B. SALSBSRG (St. Andrew): Mr, Speaker,

on the motion: I am in favour of the motion before

the House, insofar as I am in favour of the continuation

of rent control, but I am afraid we will require to

control the rentals so long as this Government pursues

its present policy on housing, which is a very negative

one, a policy which fails to encourage the construction

of new homes, which does not help the people of small

means to acquire houses, not even to the extent that

the Government did a few years ago, when they had a

second mortgage scheme in operation.

Furthermore, Mr, Speaker, we will be obliged

to retain rent control so long as the Government

fails to carry through what was the major plan in

the Conservative program for a number of years,

namely, the construction of low-rental houses in

this province, and so long as the Government

fails to honour a very important pledge which was made

particularly by my very good friend, the Hon, Attorney-
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General, when he publicly promised to the people of

Ontario that slums would be cleared within ten years,

]\-IR. PORTLR: I do not know that I ever made

any such promise, I was just perhaps expressing a

hope.

im, bALS3Z;RG: No, Mr. Speaker, the Hon.

Attorney-General did not express a hope. He made a

very positive promise,

I'TR. PORTx^R: Oh, no.

MR. SiiLSB^RG: And he had no objections to

the widest publicity being given to that promise,

which was adorned with his very pleasant picture,

IIR. PORTj^R: I would like to see that. '.7e

will table that one,

Jffi. ShLSBLRG: May I advise the Hon. Attorney-

General, Mr, Speaker, that I kept that treasure, and

I shall be glad to-morrow to bring it down to the

Chamber.

MR, PORTJLR: Vie want it to-day. It will

be too late to-morrow.

MR. SnLSBERG: I will give it to the

Hon, Attorney-General. I am always ready to accommo-

date the Hon. Minister, and will make sure he will

have that in his hands to-day.
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I would like to remind the Hon. Attorney-

General that six of those ten years have gone, and

there has been no slum clearance, as far as this

Government is concerned. There has been no construc-

tion of homes, as the situation requires^ and so long

as it is the policy of the Government to

do nothing, as far as housing is concerned, and so

long as that policy is continued, the people in

the major industrial areas of the province will be

facing the crisis in which they find themselves at

this moment.

That being the case, the Opposition I am

sure will undertake to change the situation, as far

and
as they are able, /to propel this cumbersome Govern-

ment into motion, but we will require rental regula-

tions in the meantime,

I want to say, Mr, Speaker, as far as the

old regulations are concerned, I think a great error

was committed by the Governraent in not making known,

and providing in the regulations, what agreement

could be arrived at on a voluntary basis between

landlords and tenants on a two-year lease,

MR, PORTER: You are only in favour of

compulsion.
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MR, Si-i.LoB:.i,RG : I am, -like yourself, in

favour of controls, because you do not do anything,

MR. POKTi^R: I said "compulsion".

I'S., Sx-LbBiRG: I said nothing about "compul-

sion". I was trying to express a critical point of

view about your regulations v/hich were widely pub-

licized, that landlords and tenants could agree on

any amount.

And may I say, Mr, Speaker, in this unhappy

state of affairs, \'ihen so many people are so hard-

pressed for quarters, that regulation was tantamount

to an automatic increase of rent of about fifteen

percent,

im, PORTER: No, no; nothing of the kind,

Iffl, S>i.LS3ERG: When so many people are

crowded together with such a small blanket to cover

them, and so horrible a frost around them— and now

we have more than one "Frost" — with everybody

pulling at the bit of blanket to cover his freezing

body, it stands to reason they will accept the best

they cai^L, under the circumstances. This at a time when

they know they cannot move, and the landlord asks them

to please agree to a two-year lease, provided they

give twenty-five percent more rental, they dodged,
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and hesitated and struggled for a moment or longer,

and then they gave in.

im. PORTER: Not necessarily.

ViR. SaLSBERG: I have had people coming to

see me, and the crisis is very serious.

I'iR. PORTIR: You may have badly advised them.

lOl. SaLSBERG: I am aware of the cost of

living, and when I was informed of their incomes,

I advised they should try and not pay more, because

they would be taking food and other things from their

children, if the rents went up. But they said, "But,

Mr. Salsberg, what are we to do?" and I said, "Hold

out as long as you can, you are not obliged to," and

they said, "No, we are not obliged to, but the land-

lord will create conditions which will be unbearable,

so we had better sign."

Every hon. member in this House knows what

are the facts of the case , and what the circum-

stances are. The hon. members who support the

government — I do not expect them to bang the desks,

but I am glad to see smiles on their faces, because

they know that what I am saying is true, but they are

not able to express their feelings, because they are

supporting the Government,
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I repeat,, it vras tantamount to an increase

in rentals throughout the province,

Mr, bpeaker, I conclude my few remarks in

regard to this motion with the statement that I am

in favour of it. I hope the Committee which has been

set up will enable the hon, members of this House,

and for that matter any group or any public-spirited

organization to appear before them and make represen-

tations and suggestions, and I hope that their studies

and deliberations will benefit the people of this

province.

But the most important thought I want to

leave with the Hon, Prime |Minister is that the

problem can be solved in one simple way, the con-

struction of new housing units by the thousands.

This government has the power, despite shortages in

some areas, although the shortage of housing

construction materials, I am told, has practically

disappeared; there is an abundance of bricks, so

much so, that the brickyards are laying off workers;

there is an adequate supply of plumbing, and we can

get all the lumber we want, and this Government has

the power to basi.cally solve the problem by going

into the construction of houses.
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I'!R. FROST: Mr, Speaker, let me keep the

hon. member (Mr, Salsberg) on the right track. He

leaves the impression that we can just press a button

and build thousands and thousands of houses. We just

cannot do that. It is not as simple as that. It is

an involved, difficult problem. May I say there is

only one way for us to achieve the building of fifty

thousand houses a year in this province, and that is

by having thirty-five thousand or forty thousand

houses built by private builders. Governmental inter-

vention in the housing problem directly can only

possibly deal with a small corner of that problem.

I mention that to the hon. member (Mr. Salsberg)

because I want to keep him on the track. It is a

problem we are intensely interested in, but it is not

a simply matter to build thousands and thousands of

houses. It is a very involved problem, and involves

the whole field of credit,

l!R. SALSBERG: I!r. Speaker, I am thankful

to the Hon. Prime Minister for trying to- keep me

on the right track, I appreciate that.

MR. PORTER: He gets off so easily.

MR. SALSBERG: I am, of course, on the right

track, but I can hardly credit the Hon. Premier for

that, I agree with the Hon. Prime Minister you
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cannot press a button and get houses. But I do say

that a government, and a government commission which

can undertake to build the great hydro project they

are correctly and properly undertaking, which can

undertake to tunnel through rock, dam rivers, and turn

the flow of lakes into the opposite direction, can

surely undertake, if they wanted to, the construction

of houses on a vast scale,

Mr. Speaker, the remarks of the Hon, Prime

Minister really saddens me. From what the Hon, Prime

Minister said a moment ago, I draw the conclusion

that all the headlines in the papers, all the

prominence given to certain words in the opeech from

the Throne, and other utterances made by the Hon,

Prime Minister, hold very little in store for the

people, insofar as housing is concerned, and insofar

as this Session is concerned.

The Hon, Prime Minister's remarks indicate,

I think, all too clearly and sadly, that the Government

has no plan for entering the field of housing, the

only plan which could really solve this critical

problem for the people,

Mr, Speaker, I think you will agree, there

will be other occasions on which we can discuss this
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matter, and we will pursue it further at that time,

] otion agreed to,

m. SPEAKER: Motions,

THi:; COUNTY COURTS .iCT

HON. D.JiA PORTER (Attorney-General): Kr.

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by I'r. Challies,

that leave be given to introduce a. Bill intituled,

"An act to Amend the County Courts Act", and the same

be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

TR. PORTER: Hr. Speaker, the purpose of this

Bill is to bring the County Court offices in line with

the other offices already mentioned in some of the

other Bills, as to the hours of remaining open, and

also it makes some changes in the opening dates for

the sittings of the district courts at certain places,

THE GENERaL SESSIOr.S aCT

HON, DaNA PORTER (Attorney-General): Mr.

Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by Hr. Challies, that

leave be given to introduce a Bill, intituled, "An

Act to Amend The General Sessions Act*', and that the

same be now read a first time.
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Motion agreed to; first reading of the

Bill.

MR. PORTLR: Mr. Speaker, this Bill makes

certain provisions for the opening dates of sittings

of the Courts of General Sessions of the Peace in

certain named counties. In addition, certain changes

are made in connection with some of the counties.

THE SHERIFFS aCT

HON. DaNA porter (Attorney-General): Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by I'r. Challies, that

leave be given to introduce a Bill intituled, "An Act

to Amend the Sheriffs Act," and the same be now read

a first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the

Bill.

¥R, PORTER: Mr, Speaker, this Bill brings

the Sheriffs' offices in line with the other court

offices, and provides for the changed hours of work.

It also makes provision for a slight change in the

fees for sheriffs' certificates, under certain circum-

stances

.

THL JUDICATURE fiCT

HON. DaKA PORTiZR (Attorney-General): Mr,

Speaker,' I beg to move, seconded by I'.r, Frost, that
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leave be given to introduce a Bill intituled, "/in act

to Amend the Judicature Kct", and the sane be now

read the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the

Bill.

I'Tl. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, this Bill, in

addition to bringing the general court offices in

line with the nev; working hours which have already

been mentioned, introduces a subject of some con-

siderable importance.

May I say, Mr. Speaker, that the Government

proposes to approach this change with an open mind.

This Bill, like all the other legal Bills, will be

referred to The Legal Bills Committee, so that all

representations may be considered, and this whole

question gone into very carefully.

As the hon. members no doubt are aware,

the Judicature Act provides for a certain type of

jury known as the "Special Jury",

The "Special Jury" section is very rarely

invoked. Occasionally, however, — particularly in

cases such as libel cases and sone cases where

highly technical evidence is to be brought before

the court -- the party has the right to a special

jury, a jury that is called and supposed to be
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selected in a somewhat different v/ay from the ordinary-

jury.

A great deal of consideration has been given

to the position of the special juries over a period of

years. The matter was discussed by the Select Com-

mittee which sat when Mr, Conant v/as Attorney-General,

under his chairmanship, and various recommendations

were made at that time. But the whole question of

whether at the present time a special jury is still

a necessary adjunct to our system of justice, is a

very wide-open question.

(Take "E" follows)
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To-ciay v/ith the general understanding of citizens as

a whole and problems of living and probleras that might

be mechanical and scientific, there may be less to be

said for a special jury than there vvas in the early days

when it ivas introduced and this Bil!- proposes to abolish

the special jury.

That does not mean by any means that this Bill

affects the right to a jury nor does this Bill touch

the question of the grand jury. There is no proposal

to deal v/ith either of these institutions which we still

regard as very fundamental institutions in our system

of justice but a special jury is a jury that may be

called at the instance of a party to litigation in civil

cases where the party deposits a sum, I think it is

$400., and requests a special jury. There is then a

special panel called and from that panel the jury is

selected. Nov/, one of the features of it is that the

man v;ho is prepared to pay that extra money has a

different type of tribunal than the man who is not

prepared or who perhaps is not able to spend that extra

money and that is one of the features of the special

jury which seems to make it an anachronism at the

present time.

There are certain types of cases for which

this special jury should be preserved, such as a libel
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case or cases of that kind but I think they are matters

that can well be discussed by the Legal Bills Committee,

However, it has been decided to bring this Bill for-

ward and to allov/ it to have the very fullest possible

discussion whatever the outcome may be,

THE JU'ROHS ACT

HON. DMA PORTER (Attorney-General): Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Challies, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled, "An Act to

Amend the Jurors Act", and that same be now read for

the first time.

Motion agreed to^ first reading of the Bill.

MR. PORTER: Mr. Sjeaker, in the first place,

this Bill provides for a slight change in the selection

of Jurors. '.'fhere the latest voters' list has not been

completed it will be allov/able to look at the assess-

ment roll for juries in ordinary cases. The other

provision of this Act is complementary to the

abolition of special juries v>,'hich has already been

mentioned.

S'ijCURITIES ACT

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General); Mr,

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled, "An Act to Amend

the Securities Act", and that same be now read for the
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first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

MR. PORTER: J/Ir, Speaker, this amendment

deals with the prospectus of a company, a copy of

which under the present Act, is sent out prior to the

completion of a stock transaction in cases of mining

companies and industrial companies and so on, who are

selling their securities to the public.

The change involved is simply this; that when

the initial literature is sent out, or the initial ^offer

is sent out to the public, it should be accompanied

by a summary of the prospectus, that is, a summary in

terms that the public might be expected to understand

more readily than the full prospectus that is filed

Vi^ith the Securities Commission. The form of the con-

tents of the summary is to be approved by the Securities

Commission. Then, when the transaction is completed

and the confirmation note is sent out, ' a copy

of the full prospectus will be sent. It is con-

sidered this will improve the machinery in these

transactions.

MOTHERS' ALLOV;MCE ACT

HON. \7. A. GOODFELLOV/ (Minister of Public

Welfare): Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Welsh,

that leave be given to introduce a bill intituled,
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"The i.iothers' Allowance Act, 1952", ani that the same

be now read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

]VrR. GOODFELLOW: Mr. Speaker, although this is

entirely a new re-drafting of the Bill, there is very

little change of principle. It has been felt advisable

to dispense v^^ith the Comraission and place the adminis-

tration under a director. i7e did that last year in our

Public Assistance branch, vie felt it vrould be better

administrative practice and due to the fact that the

Commission was mentioned so many times in the old Act,

we felt it was advisable to re-draft the old Act this

year.

Last year we found that in the administration

of the amendment to the Act, whereby an

allowance may be granted to a mother up until the child

was eighteen years of age provided the child was showing

good progress at school or the child vms disabled,

v/e had made no provision whereby a mother could qualify

for a mother's allowance if she had not been receiving

mother's allowance before the child was sixteen, and

the amendment "_•-'

a mother may q.ualify for the mother's

allowance whose child may be seventeen years of age

and is making good progress at school or is disabled.
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Vie are also making provision wiiereby the

allowance can be continued in respect to a disabled

husband if a mother is receiving mother's allov/ance

as long as any child is qualifying under eighteen years

of age,

HOMES FOR THE AGED ACT

HON. ViT. A. GOODFELLOV/ (I/Iinister of Public

Welfare): Mr, Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. y.^elsh,

that leave be given to introduce a bill intituled, "An

Act to Amend the Homesfor the Aged Act", and that same

be now read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

Iffl. GOODFELLOW: Mr. Speaker, this is a very

minor amendment at the request primarily of the City

of Toronto, V/e found it necessary under the existing

Act for the head of the municipality to sign all

applications for admission to a home for the aged and

it applies to any city of less than 100,000 that some

other person can be designated to sign the admissions

to homes for the aged.

OLD AGE ASSISTANCE ACT

HON, W. A. GOODFELLOV/ (Minister of Public

Welfare): Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. V/elsh,

that leave be given to introduce a bill intituled, "

"An Act to Amend the Old Age Assistance Act ,1951", and
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that same be now read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

MR. GOODFELLOW: Ib^. Speaker, this is merely

a clarification of local authority as to giving the

municipalities the authority to appoint someone to take

applications under the Old Age Assistance Act which v/as

passed at the last Session.

AUXILIARY CLASSES ACT

HON. •.;". J. DUNLOP (mnister of Education):

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Foote, that leave

be given to introduce a Bill intituled, "An Act to Amend

the Auxiliary Classes Act", and that same be now read

for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

MR. DUNLOP: I/tr. Speaker, this amendment is

an amendment intended to do away with an obsolete name,

namely"School Medical Inspector" of whom there are none

nov/,and to set up a Board made up of the principal of
and

the school /an Inspector, Vliere there are tvro or more

Inspectors in a city or town, any one of them may be

nominated to be on the Board and a psychiatrist or

medical practitioner form the third member, the idea

being to make it simple to arrange to have a child,

who is a.slov; learner, admitted to an auxiliary class.
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CONTINUATION SCHOOLS ACT

HON. \7. J. DIMLOP (Minister of Education):

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Foote, that l^eave

be given to introduce a Bill Intitu.led, "An Act to

Amend the Continuation Schools Act", and that same be

now read for the first time.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

MR. DUNLOP: Mr. Speaker, this amendment is

intended to relieve county councils of the obligation

that has been theirs for a long time, to pay $500, a

year to the agricultural department of a aontinuation

school In the county. It is felt that the continuation

schools v/ith their agricultural departments can now be

fully looked after by the Department of Education in

the usual way. So, we are asking that burden on the

county council be removed,

MR, SPEAICER: Introduction of Bills.

HON. G. A. WELBE (Provincial Secretary): Mr,

Speaker, I beg leave to present to the House the

following reports:

34th annual report of the Civil Service

ComiTilssion for Ontario for the year ending March 31,

1951.

31st annual report of the Public Service

Superannuation Board of Ontario for the fiscal year
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ending March 31, 1951.

Report of the Provincial Auditor and the

Public Service Superannuation Fund for the year ended

March 31, 1951.

im. SPEAKER: Orders of the day.

HON. LISLIE M. FROST (Prime Minister): Orrter

No. 2.

Sm/EIARY CONVICTIONS ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Second Order, second

reading, Bill No. 37, "An Act to Amend the Summary

Convictions Act", Mr. Porter.

MR. J. B. SALSBEHG ( St .Andrew) : Mr. Speaker,

I would like to ask the hon. Attorney-General (Mr«

Porter) —

IVm. PORTER: If you v^ill let me explain it.

IVER. SALSBERG: I thought you explained it on

first reading.

MR, PORTER: I have to persuade you now. It

is a little different, more cautious. This Bill, as

was mentioned on first reading, arises as the result

of an amendment that was made to the Criminal Code

in 1948,

(Page F-1 follov^s)
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The Cod3 was amended to provide that in summary

conviction cases there can be a further appeal to the

Court of Appeal from the decision of a county court judge

on appeal from a migistrate decision. Appeals from

a magistrates decision in summary conviction cases

generally go to a county court jud^e, that is the

regular practice, and the county court jud^e generally

hears the evidence de novo, that is he doesnot have

a transcript of the evidence before him as the Court

of Appeal has, he hears the witnesses and tries the

case all over again. Then there has been a right of

appeal under the provincial Summary Convictions Act,

which reads now as f ollow;

"If the Attorney-General for Ontario

certifies t h5t in his opinion a judgment or decision

of a county or district court on an appeal under this

^*ct involves a question of law of sufficient importance

to justify an appeal, an appeal shall lie therefrom to

the Court of appeal."

Now that is the section which in this Bill is
be

proposed to/repealed and the reason for the repeal is

that in 1948 the Criminal Code was amended to deal vdth

this matter. Section 769A of the Criminal Code provides

now for appeals to the Court of Appeal and it reads as

f ollov^s:
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" An appeal to the Court of Appeal as

defined in Section 1,012 a^^ainst any

decision of the court under the

provisions of Section 752 or Section

765, v/ith leave of the Court of Appeal

or a judge thereof, may be taken on

any ground which involves a question

of lav^r alone. Provisions of Sections

1,012 to 1,021 inclusive shall, insofar

as the same are applicable apply to an

appeal under the section. A decision of

the Couxt of Appeal shall have the some

effect and may be enforced in t he same

manner as if it had been made by a judge

at the hearing. "

Now that covers the sort of case that was

previously covered by the Provincial Statute and

therefore it overrides the Provincial Statute, so t hct

the section that is to be repealed has really become

superfluous.

MR. J. 3. 5..'iLo3Z::G- (St. Andre:;): Mr. Speaker,

v;hat I v/ant to ask the hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Porter)

is something tht't may have no relation to this Bill, and

this is a case v^/here I will be very glad to be guided

by the hon. Attorney-General. The point I want to raise

is about individual citizens who have been convicted

and wish to appeal but just have not the money to provide

for the expenditures involved in an appeal. VJhat is the

hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Porter) offering people in that
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position? May I say that I have in mind particularly

a case that received a lot of publicity some months

ago viThen a citizen vi^as convicted of an offense which

was evidently a serious one and he had no money to

make the ^ peal and the newspapers gave a lot of

space to this. The matter was brought to the.hon.

Attorney-General's (Mr. Porter's) department and

at that time I think his department refused to do

anything or declared that they had no authority.

I cannot recall v/hat the argument but evidently

there was a rejection of the wide-spread demand th^t

the funds required for the appeal be provided by the

government.

Now this question may have nothing to do with

this Bill and if so I will not pressfor an explanation,

but if the hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Porter) would

care to make any comment on this question at this point

I would appreciate it and I '?m sure that other hon.

members of the House would as well, "i/ould the hon.

Attorney-General care to?

MR. PORTJJR: I spe-.k last. I do not speak until

everybody else has had an opportunity.

MR. oALSBEhG: Oh, I beg your pardon.

MR. PORTJR: V/ell, Mr. Speaker, I t hought the
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hon. member (Mr. Salsberg) knew by now that on the second

reading of a Bill it was time for argument in connection

vdth any point that arises in the Bill. However, the hon.

member (Mr. Salsberg) has asked a question as to the

provision of costs for impecunious litigants.

I'lR, 3AL33SRG: _ A question on second reading.

MR. PORT-JR: And if the hon. member (Mr. Salsberg)

will recall Information that v\^as given to this House

a year ago, v/hich apparently he does not, he would know

that the Law Society of Upper Canada has now made provision

for the very situation that the hon. member (Mr. Salsberg)

mentioned and that if a person is involved in litigation

and is unable t o pay the proper bill, then there is a

fund provided for free legal asristance under those

circumstances.

That is done entirely by the L-iw Society of Upper

Canada.

MR. SAL3BZ;RG: The"hon. member" remembers very well

what took place about this —
MR. FORT .31: "Veil, I am not going to answer qny

more questions. I have said all I am going to say, and

the hon. member (Mr. Salsberg) is out of order.

MR, 3aL3BE..\G: Y/ell, it is Mr. Speaker's prerogative

to decide that

.

MR. SPSAOR: Order, Order , please.

M-i. SJilSBiJG: Not the hon. Attorney-General's (Mr.

Porter)

IvS. 3P_,.:iK:R: Orc'er, please.

MR. 3.ii3BA:G: ^'nd it is too early for the hon. Attorney
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General (Mr. Porter) to start tbf't.

I'/IR. oPJ.JK:^: Order, please.

Mil, S:iL3B_SG: I vail, Mr. Speaker just say that

this reply —
MR 3F.;iK JR: Order.

M-L. S:iL3BE?.G: - does not cover the point I had

in mind and I will bring it up on the proper occasion.

MR. SPiOGR: Order, please. Let us please ke-p

things in order, shall ^./e?

MR. S-LSBjiRG: ./hy of course.

MR. oPj._-XIR: V'/hen Mr. Speaker rises, I thi;ik the

hoa. member ,Mr. Salsberg) knov/s well enough that he

has to give way. The explanation requested is entirely

irrelevant and in my opinion has nothing to do with

the Bill, end I am ready to put the motion.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill,

ADMINISTRi'-TIGN OF JUSTICE gilPENS .S ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Third order, second reading

of Bill No. 38, "An Act to amend The Administration

of Justice Expenses Act".. Mr. Porter.

HON. DMA POnT^l (Attorney-General); Mr. Speaker,

I move second reading of Bill No. 38, ".In ACt to amend

The Administration of Justice Expenses Act".

I hardly think this Bill needs any further explanation

Mr. Speaker, than was given on first readino.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill.
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CU-.TODY OF DOCm'LjNTS .-.CT

GLrX. OF THE HCU'iE: Fourth order, second reading

of Bill No. 39, "An ^iot to amend The Custody of Documents

Act". Mr. Porter.

HON. DANA POnT H (Attorney-General): Mr. Speaker,

I move second re. ding of Bill No. 39, "An Act to amend

The Custody of Doc\;iments Act".

I think also this Bill, Mr. Spc-aker, does not

require very much further explanation.

Motion ag^-eed to; second reading of the Bill.

DIVISILN CCU,;T3 ACT

OLii;:-iK OF THJj] HOU /xi;: Fifth order, second reading of

Bill No. 40, '^in -xt to amend The Division Courts Act".

Mr, Porter.

HON. D.a^A P0.:TIR (Attorney-General): Mr. Speaker,'

I nove a second re ding of Bill No. 40, ".ji .^ct to amend

The Division Courts Act".

Motion agreco. to; second reading of the Bill.

THE :j:vidlnge act

GL'ISK OF THE HOU 3E: Sixth order, second reading of Bill

No. 41, -'An ;--ct to amend The Evidence ACt". Mr. Porter.

HON. D.'JIA PO..TAR (rvttorney-General) : Mr. Speaker, I

move second reeding of Bill No. 41, ''An -^ct to amend The

Evidence ^ct".

Mr. Speaker, in tLis Bill the first section corrects

a typographical error as will be seen from the Bill in the
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Bill Book. The second section provides for the taking

of oaths by certain members of the diplomaticand

consular services so th:t an officer of any of Her

Majesty's diplomatic and consular services exercising

his function in any country other than Canada, including

an ambassador, envoy, minister, charge d'affaires,

counsellor, secretory, attache, consul-gene. al, consul,

vice-consul, pro-consul, consular agent, acting consul-

general, acting consul, acting vice-consul and acting

consular agent, or an officer of the Canadian diplomatic,

consular or representative services exercising his functions

in any country other than Canada, including, in addition

to the diplomatic and consular officers mentioned in

clause'^ji' a high commissioner, permanent delegate,

acting high commissioner, acting permanent delegate,

counsellor and secretary, or a Canadian Government Trade

Commissioner or an Assistant Canadian Government Trade

Commissioner exercising his functions in any country other

than Canada, so that they may now take affidavits which

apparently they couldn't under our Act before.

This is just further co-operation v/ith the Federal

Authorities.

HON. ' L.. M. ?R0:T (Prime Minister) : "Further

co-operation''.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Seventh order, second reading of
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Bill No. 42, "The Justices of the Peace Act, 195£''. Mr.

Porter.

HON, D-Jl^.v PO::-:T-Jl (Attorney-General): Mr. Speaker,

I raove second reading of Bill No. 43, "The Justices of

the Peace Act, 1952",

Mr. Speaker, this being a general revision of

The Justices of the Peace Act, the only point I might

mention is Section 11 where a change was made as I

mentioned on first reading. I think hon. members are

fairly familiar v/ith the functions of justices of the

peace, their powers and manner of appointment. I may

remind hon. members that, although the appointment of

a justice of the peace in the first instance is recommended

by the Attorney-General to the Lieutenant Governor In

Council, nevertheless before he can function he must

appear before a county court 4.udge and satisfy the judge

that he is qualified to act as a justice of the peace

and that there is need for that aduitional justice of

the peace in the district. The intention is that the public

shall be protected in that such persons as a matter of

fact have certain privileges and powers of quite wide .

Implications. Section 7 shows what some of these powers

are:

"A justice of the peace acting vdthin his

territorial jurisdiction,

(a) may take informations or issue

search warrants or summonses or

v/arrants returnable before a magis-

trate; and
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(b) may hear and dst ermine prosecuti^s

under municipal by-laws. "
.

In addition to that there are certain previsions

in the Criminal Code where tv/o justices of the peace

sitting together can hear certain types of oases,

A justice of the peace, furthermore, has power to draw

certain documents. Section 11 provides that:

"Where a person v;ho is a justice of the peace

is em.ployed on salary in any capacity connected

with a magistrate's court, the authority

which employs and pays him in such capacity

may require him to pay over to it all or

such portion as it determines of the fees collect-

ed by him as a justice of the peace, and

where his salary is p^id out of the revenues

of the magistrate's court such fees or the portion

thereof so determined shall be paid over

by him to the magistrate and shall form

part Ox the moneys thjt accrue to the

treasurer of the municipality."

MR. i;.J. GRUHMETT (Cochrane South): Mr. Speaker,

my remarks in connection with the principle of this

Bill apply more specifically to omissions, that is

sections of the old Act -which have been left out of the

new Act.

Take for instance Section 7 of t he present Act,

which has not been carried forward into the nev/ Act.

Section 7 provided a disability for sheriffs and coroners

being appointed as justices of the peace. I v;as wonaering
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why that had been left out of the present Act, I

think that disability should be carried into the

new Act,

Section 8 (2) of the present act provided that

a justice of the peace shou]d take his oath v^fithin

three monthe or his a.ppointment would be cancelled.

That section also has been omitted, I think that

was a very necessary provision, a justice of the

peace should be compelled to take his oath of

appointment v/ithin a certain period of time.

Section 8 (3) of the old Act provided that the

oaths of the ne /ly-aopoint ed justices of the peace

had to be filed in the officd of the Clerk Of The

Peace, At the present time, under the new -H-ct, the oaths

are to be filed in the office of the Inspector of

Legal Offices,

Section 8 (4) of the old Act stated that "the

Clerk Of The Peace shall keep a list of J.P.s open

to inspection without fee." Now there is no simlliar

in the new Act, no provision whereby the Inspector

of Legal Offices should keep a list, I v;as just wondering

how one would eventually know who the J.P.s were. Just

where is the record kept Vi^hich will show the active J.P.s

in the Province?

Section 8 (7) provides a fine of fifty dollars for

acting without having taken the oath. There now is no

continuation of th-it provision in the new act, that section

has been completely omitted.

Section 11(2) of the old -f^ct placed a limitation of
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power on the J.P., he might act outside his jurisdication

only irnder the direction of a magistrate or the Inspector

of Legal Offices. In your new Act, Section 7 (2) shows

that the J. P. is still subject to tthe direction of

the magistrate but removes any direction of the Inspector

of Legal Offices. I think it should be the other way

around, The Inspector of Legal Offices should have

full control over the J.P.s.
I

Those are the notes/have made in c onneotion with

the Bill and I was wondering if the hon. Attorney-General

(Mr. Porter) could explain them.

MR. PORTZR: I will see if there is any further

discussion first.

Mr. Speaker, I should have mentioned in connection

with the other Bills which have had second reading to-day

that I propose to refer all these Qills to the Legal

Bills Committee, and I think that might be a very good

place for these points to be raised because at that
of the Department

Committee we can have the officer^ appear and go into

those matters in great detail, and if it is decided t hat

some of those sections should be restored, then of course

the Committee may do that.

MR. GRUM-STT: That is fine.

Motion agreed; second reading of the Bill.

(Take G follows)
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JUVENILE AND FAIVIILY COURTS ACT

HON, DADii PORTER (Attorney -General) moved

second reading of Bill No. 43, An Aot to amend the

Juvenile and Family Courts Act.

He said: I might give the House a certain

amount of information about the Juvenile and Family

Courts in general, and then the proposed amendment

oan be seen in better perspective.

The Juvenile Courts are set up as the result

of a section in The Juvenile Delinquents Act, which is

an act of the Federal Parliament passed in 1908, and

subsequently revised in 1914, That measure provided

for a different manner of handling charges against

children than was generally applicable in 3uoh cases,

and it contemplated the setting up in the province of

Juvenile Courts for the purpose of treating particularly

with juvenile problems that came before the courts and

provided for a dixferent method of handling them with

reference to penalties and so on. In the province of

Ontario a Juvenile and Family Courts Act was enacted

which went further than merely providing the machinery

for Juvenile Courts: it provided also for something

which was quite new, namely a system of family courts

before which disputes between husband and wife could

come, rather than a new type of tribunal, and be

settled as a result — in many cases — of conciliation





Instead of having to be threshed out by means of a

lawsuit, although of course the courts could deal

with the matter if the parties were unable to arrive

at a settlement.

Nov/ the J"uvenile Courts have expanded substan-

tially, in the province. Immediately after the First

World V/ar Juvenile Courts v^rere established as such and

have been functioning ever since, so their his-tcry, as

hon. members will see, is not a very" long one. There are

48 provincial jurisdictions, either county or district,

under The Territorial Jurisdictions Act, and at present

there are Juvenile Courts in the following counties or

districts: Brant, Carleton, Cochrane, Dufferin, Essex,

Grey, Halton, Haldimand, Huron, Hastings, Kenora, Kent,

Lambton, Lincoln, Middlesex, Muskoka, Nipissing, Norfolk,

Northumberland and Durham, Ontario, Oxford, Peel, Perth,

Peterborough, Prince Edward, Renfrev/, Simcoe, Stormont,

Sudbury, Temiskaming, Thunder Bay, \."aterloo, V/elland,

Wellington, V/entworth, York. There are also Courts in the

cities of Toronto, V/indsor, Oshawa and Kingston, and in

the tovrn of Port Colborne. The last Court to be set up

was established in the County of Peel this year. It

is estimated that the jurisdictions of these various

Courts cover considerably more than seventy-five per

cent of the population of this Province.

In the areas where there is no Juvenile

Court set up, it is usual for the magistrate to deal
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with juvenile and family cases, by virtue of his

appointment under the following social Statutes:

The Children's Protection Act; The Deserved Wives'

and Children's Maintenance Act; The Minors' Protection

Act; The Parents' Maintenance Act; Section 13 of The

Married Women's Property Act, being the i-^ccion dealing

with the Orders of Protection, The nunbei- of Courts

functioning has increased in the last ten yoars from

eighteen to forty. The method of setting v.p these

Courts has been the same in that the ini-tlal step

has been taken by the municipal Council, sometimes

irrespective of whether the municipality is in a

county or a district, and after different representations

have been made to the Honourable the Attorney General,

who administers the Statute, and his approx'-al secured

to the setting up of the Court and the nomination of

an individual to be the judge, an Order-in-Counoil

is passed, asking that the Court be set up, and naming

the judge, and this is forwarded to Ottawa to the

Deputy Minister of Justice, asking that The Juvenile

Delinquents Act be proclaimed in the area referred to

in the Order-in-Oouncil, and that the necessary

publication be made in the Canada Gazette.

After the publication in the Canada Gazette,

the judge is sworn in, and arrangements are made to

secure the services of a court clerk and a court

reporter and such staff as may be necesssry in the

case of the more populous areas, and after ell these
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individuals are sworn in, the Court commences to

function.

It has been the practice- until now to

allow the requests to come from municipalities,

rather than have the Department suggest to

municipalities that courts be established, and it

is apparent that this system has worked reasonably-

well, as now thirty-six out of the forty-eight

counties or districts in the Province are areas where

Juvenile Courts are functioning. There have been

instances where, for example, a court was set up in

a county, discontinued, and then started again, and

others where one municipality in a county would have

a Court and then finally all would join together, and

other instances still where at present there are two

Courts within the one county, such as Toronto and

York, Ontario and Oshawa,

The purpose of this amendment is to provide

for a Court to be set up for an area consisting of two

or more counties. There may be one or two instances

where that would be desirable in the near future, and it

is a further step in making The Juvenile and Family

Courts Act a very practical statute for the conditions

that are arising, '

I may add this, that in the development of

the Juvenile Courts a very great deal of the success
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Of these Courts depends upon the probation service,

and it may be of interest to note that the Government,

a few months ago, appointed for the first time a

Chief Probation Officer for the Province of Ontario

to coordinate the services of Probation Officers who

work . in the juvenile and family courts, and it, ,

from time to time, to make re.comiaendatious. x'oi? an

improvement and enlargement of that service. I may

say that probation, in the sense that it is used in

the courts to assist the judge in determining the

proper sentence under all the circumstances, is in

its infancy in this province. Compared with the

progress that has been made in Great Britain and some

other jurisdictions, probation has not progressed on

such a large scale as in some places elsewhere, and

that may be one of the reasons why in this Province

we have, on a per capita basis, so many people in

penal institutions compared, for instance, with Great

Britain. In Great Britain today more than half of

all convicted persons are out on probation, so that

penal institutions are denied the privilege of keeping

them and the taxpayer is relieved of that very great

expense. In addition, because the probation service

over there has been developed to a very large extent,

and intensively, and most of the probation officers

are persons well trained for that sort of work,
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and because the persons who go out on probation do so

upon the recommendation of a probation officer who

has a thorough understanding of the case, who has

looked into the whole background of the man's career

and situation in society and the sort of work he can

do, the result very frequently is that he does not

become a repeater to the same extent as he might if

he found himself in a penal institution, although I

must say that now conditions here have entirely

changed as a result of the labours of my hon. friend

and his predecessor. Indeed they have done so much to

improve the reform institutions that one might almost

think that this sort of provision is not necessary.

It is, however, a very important development in the

enforcement of justice in this Province. If we can

prevent people from getting into penal institutions

and can set them up in a way that they will not

likely repeat offences, we are striking at the very

initial roots of the problem, and society and the

administration of justice and of penal institutions

will be relieved of a great deal of expense and a great

deal of dissatisfaction.

The whole question of probation is a very

interesting one if one considers what a judge is faced

with when he is appointed to the bench. A judge of the

Supreme Court or the County Court is invariably chosen

from the legal profession. A family court judge is not
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necessarily so chosen, nor is a magistrate. These, of

course, are provincial appointments, and in this

Province we have always been very flexible about these

things. l/Ve choose a good man, no matter what his

occupation may be. In most cases it is desirable that

a man have some understanding of legal procedure and

it is generally a sound practice to appoint members of

the legal profession; but when we find a man who has

the qualifications although he is not a member of the

legal profession we frequently appoint him as a

magistrate, or a juvenile or family court judge, as

the case may be. In most instances the judges who

have to decide what the sentences are to be in criminal

trials are members of the legal profession. Some of

them have had a practice which has never brought them

into contact with the criminal courts at all. Regarding

those hon. members who belong to the legal profession —

•

and today the House contains such a profusion of lawyers

that it has got a "new look", and I have to be so much

more careful than I wac in previous sessions — I

believe it will be found that every one of them has had

to some extent a different type of practice. Some of

them, perhaps, have had no occasion to practice in the

criminal courts. But of course lawyers who act for the

accused in criminal cases tend to develop a little

bias in favour of an accused,* they think that perhaps

after all he is not such a bad person. On the other hand
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a man who has been a crown attorney during most of

his professional life may have a slight bias the

other way. But a judge, as soon as he is appointed

to the bench, is faced with a problem of deciding

what sort of a sentence he is to impose as the result

of the information that is before him. Now, with a

proper system of probation, with trained personnel,

you have men who can come before the court and give

an outline of the background of the accused and

assist the judge in coming to a conclusion that the

man should be given a tough sentence, or a lenient

sentence, or be let out on probation. Probation is

a sound policy as long as it is confined to justifiable

cases, but that can only be assured if we build up

a v/ell -trained probation service to handle these

cases with a view to reducing the number of convicted

persons who will go into penitentiaries and reform

institutions,. As a result, society will benefit in

many ways.

That may be somewhat of a digression.

Nevertheless, looking at this very simple amendment

of the Juvenile and Eamily Courts Act against the

.whole background of development of Juvenile and I^mily

Courts in this Province, considering the great

progress we have made, and viewing the prospects

in developing the probation service which must be

built up to go along with it, I think you will see
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that a provision which will enable the setting up

of a court to cover two or more counties where there

may not be sufficient business in one county to keep

a judge occupied, would be a very desirable provision

indeed. '

,

MR. W. J. GRUMMSTT (Cochrane South):

I wonder if the Minister would tell me whether there

is an ambiguity in that subsection 1, which reads as

follows

:

"(1) In every city, town or county, or

In a district composed of two or more

counties in which The Juvenile Delinquents

Act, 1989 (Canada) is proclaimed, there

shall be a court of record to be known as

the "juvenile court" of the city, town,

county or district, as the case may be,"

Should not another word, "district", be

inserted as follows:

"In every city, town, county, district,

or in a district composed of two or more

counties. ..."

MR. PORTER: There may be some merit in that,

Mr, Speaker. I do not want to speak until there has

been further discussion, if there is any,

I may say that I propose to refer this Bill

to the Legal Bills Committee, as I have referred all

the Bills up to this one, and that might well be
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considered there. In the meantime I would like to

give it some further consideration myself»

]VIE. GRUlvMETT: That is satisfactory. My

thought was that the Bill as it reads at present

excludes districts. Our northern portion of Ontario

is divided into districts, and I think you need to

insert "districts". The word in the sentence "district

composed of two or more counties" means a totally

different set-up from the ordinary district, so I

think perhaps the word "district" ishoiJld be inserted

after the word "county", and that would clarify the

situation.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

Bill

.

AN ACT TO AMEND THE PARDLE ACT

HON. JOHN V\f. K)OTE, V.C. (Minister of Reform

Institutions) moved second reading of Bill No, 48

an Act to amend the Parole Act,

He said: Mr» Speaker, this Bill deals with

the very important question of rehabilitation, and

is similar in its intention to Bill No. 43 which has

just been moved by the Attorney -General (Hon. Mr,

Porter) so far as concerns its purpose, — to keep

people out of our custodial institutions, ViTe think

that an adequate rehabilitation service will cut down
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the number of repeaters coming to us ; and although.

the cost of such an increased service will be

considerable I believe that the obvious savings will

be rec^ognized and endorsed by anyone who gives the

bill any study. There woiild be a great saving in

reduced legal and custodial costs. We hope that our

plans will not be confined to building larger

institutions but rather will be applied to training

and rehabilitation to get people gainfully and

happily employed in civilian life. The obvious

benefit by way of increased earning power of people

who can be kept out of our institutions is apparent, as

is the saving which will be effected in the cost

of caring for their dependents. Of course the great

object which will commend itself to all is the gain

in terms of human happiness and welfare.

In the past the ' Parole Board , with the help

of the parole officers an-d of ' the John Howard Association,

has carried on a rather limited program of rehabilitation.

(Take "H" follows}
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The Chairman of the Parole Board is also

the Chief Rehabilitation Officer. We found that this

was far too much work for one man. Then, too, the

territory which is to be covered in the Province of

Ontario is far too big for the few assistant parole

officers we had.

Then there are a good many people discharged

from our institutions who were not on parole at all,

and they primarily did not come under the juris-

diction of the assistant parole officer. These people

need help. We began to supplement these services

with rehabilitation officers, and we based them at

our institutions.

The opening for the clinic for the treatment

of alcoholism at Mimico necessitated the services of

two rehabilitation officers. We find that perhaps

the most important part of this \vork is dealing with

the people after they leave the institution. We

began with two officers, and then added a third to

the general staff at Mimico, where we have so many

sentenced to short terms, and so many repeaters. In

fact, some of these people have come back to us four

or five or six times in one year.

We have three officers at the Guelph
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institution; we have one at Burtch, near Brantford;

one at Monteith, to cover the Sudbury area, and we

have one at Burritts Rapids, near Ottawa, and one at

the Andrew Ilercer Institution.

These rehabilitation officers have the

advantage of knovring the men and women while they are

in the institutions. They have the opportunity of

becoming acquainted with them and knowing their

needs and their ambitions, and understand some of the

reasons which have put them there in the first place;

and they are able in a great measure to direct the

training programs of the institutions, because they

are in touch with the labour market, and they know

for what trades there is the greatest demand at the

time, and they are able to fit in a man's plans and

ambitions with an intelligent training program.

Then there is a great deal of work for them

to do in forming contacts with employers throughout

the province. This is a job which takes a great deal

of time. For one thing, it is very difficult to

place a man who has lost the confidence of the public

on account of his record. The John Howard Associa-

tion, to which we give a grant each year, has done

wonderful work in preparing the minds of the public
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to receive these men and women, and it is due in a

large measure to the successful work they have done,

that the public has a more receptive attitude toward

parolees and discharged prisoners. This is a situation

which needs constant attention. We have found that

when our rehabilitation officers have obtained positions

for men, and have received from the industrialists a

willingness to accept them, it takes very careful

planning in placing these men, V/e have one officer

who had arranged with twenty firms to receive men who

had been discharged, but one by one these firms dis-

continued taking our dischargees, because they did not

fit in, and v/e saw we had made a mistake in allocating

certain men to certain jobs.

We required more wisdom in this respect, and

it was required that we follow them up.

This is the job we are doing now throughout

Ontario, Many of the men have been placed in out-of-

the-way places, such as Camp Borden, where a good

many civilians are still employed by the Ordnance

Department, We have noticed a great improvement since

these men began to work, and the indications are, we

will be able to save a great many from drifting back,

and becoming unemployed.
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Another thing that is necessary to do, is

to arrange accommodations for men and women who are

getting out of our institutions. The resources we

have in Toronto to-day are very, very limited, and

the men go mostly to one of three or four main hostels,

but the accommodation is limited, and is reserved in

many cases for old-age pensioners and the like. Some

of the services, like the Salvation Army, have done

splendid work, but they are not able to provide for

the young man in the environment he wants, until he

goes back to work. There is a tendency to get them

out of the community life, when they go to the hostels.

We are trying to rehabilitate these men. The officers

have spent many days travelling around the country,

telling the people who have rooms to rent what their

problem is, and we have been successful in finding a

large number of private homes which will take these

men in, and they can then fit into the community, and

we try to place them in the area where they have not worked

previously.

At present some of them may have jobs in New

Toronto or Mimico, and are staying at the Salvation

Army, for instance, and travelling back and forth, and

they were not being accepted as part of the community

life, and that is very important.
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This Bill provides that the Chairman of

the Parole Board will have his full time available to

give consideration to the work of studying these

cases and hearing them. The Board is enlarged so

we have now nine members. We have in mind two or

three people who have taken a great interest, and

possess great ability in this field, whom we hope to

attract to the Parole Board,

In the second place, the Bill provides that

those who were formerly Assistant Parole Officers,

those who have been added as rehabilitation officers,

will come under one department, under their own chief,

who will be located in Toronto, and who will direct

the program.

In a year's time we hope to be able to

see what difference this has made in our results.

Already, they tell me at Mimico, there has been a

greater decrease in the number of repeaters. Now

that the Board is properly set up, I think we can

hope for better things,

im. J. B. SALSBERG (St. Andrew): Mr. Speaker,

frankly I am reluctant to get up —
IVIR. PORTER: No; we are always glad to hear

from you.
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MR. SALSBERG: I believe it would be entirely

improper for a measure of such importance as the one

before this House to go through without comment from

someone, and I am ready to sit down if some other hon.

members are ready to speak.

I speak very frankly. I think the measure

is important, but I do not think it goes far enough,

I think the principle of it is extremely important —

¥R, FROST: I may say, Mr. Speaker, that we

are not desirous of taking an important measure, such

as this, and rushing it through the House, If the

hon. member (Mr. Salsberg) or any of the hon, members

of the House want more time to consider it, we will

be glad to have a motion to adjourn the debate,

MR, SALSBERG: Not because of what the Hon,

Premier has said, but owing to the importance of this

Bill, Mr, Speaker, I do move the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

MR, FROST: Mr. Speaker, I move the adjourn-

ment of the House, and in so doing, may I say that

we will continue to-morrow with the debate on the

address in reply to the Speech from the Throne, and

we will be looking forward with pleasure to listening
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to the Hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr, Oliver)

and the Hon. Leader of the C.C.F. group (Mr. Grummett)-

t'TR. Harry KIXON: And the Premier, I presume.

MR. FROST: I might say something.

Mr. Speaker, I move the adjournment of the

House,

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 5.34 of the clock p.m.
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SIXTH DAY
PROCEEDINGS

of the

FIRST SESSION OF THE T "ENTY-FOURTH LEGISLATURE, HELD

IN THE PARLIAJ^ENT BUILDINGS, TORONTO, ONTARIO, THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY 21st, 1952, et seq..

Hon. (Rev.) M. C. Davies, Speaker,

Presiding,

Toronto, Ontario,

Thursday, February 28, 1952.

The House having met. 3 0' clock p.m.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting petitions,

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees,

liTi, G. W. PARRY: (Kent V/est) : Mr. Speaker,

I beg leave to present the first report of the

Standing Committee on Standing Orders, and move its

adoption.

THE CLERIC ASSISTJ^J^T: Mr. Parry, from the

Standing Committee on Standing Orders, presents the

Committee's first report, as follows:
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The Honourable the Legislative Assembly of the
Province of Ontario,

Gentlemen:

Your Standing Committee on Standing Orders
begs leave to present the Committee's First Report.

Your Committee has carefully examined the
following Petitions and finds the Notices as published
in each case sufficient :-

Petition of the Corporation of the Town of New
Toronto, praying that an Act may pass repealing Section
2 of Chapter 106 of Statutes of Ontario, 1937.

Petition of the Board of Trustees of the Ronan
Catholic Separate Schools for the City of Sarnia,
praying that an Act may pass fixing the number of
Trustees at eight, to hold office for two years, four
to be elected annually.

Petition of the Corporation of the City of Fort
William, praying that an Act may pass increasing the
amount chargeable for sewer tax and for other purposes.

Petition of the Corporation of the Synagogue and
Jewish Community Centre of Ottawa, praying that an Act
may pass exempting the Corporation's lands, etc, from
taxation except for local improvements.

Petition of the Trustees of Massey Hall, praying
that an Act may pass incorporating the Trustees of
Massey Hall as a body corporate and politic.

Petition of the Corporation of the County of
Waterloo, praying that an Act may pass establishing a
Waterloo County Roads Commission, and for other purposes.

Petition of the Ottawa Association for the
Advancement of Learning, praying that an Act may pass
changing the name of the Corporation to University of
Carleton College, and for other purposes.

Petition of St, Patrick's Home of Ottawa, praying
that an Act may pass authorizing the transfer of all
its assets, etc., to the Grey Nuns of the Immaculate
Conception.

Petition of the Corporation of the City of Oshawa,
praying that an Act may pass providing for changes in
the procedure for imposing a special frontage rate for
the construction of water-mains, and for other purposes.

Petition of the Canadian National Exhibition
Association, praying that an Act may pass to pixsvide
that notices of appointment of representatives of various
associations must be given toy 12 noon on the third
Yi^ednesday of January in each year.
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Petition of the Corporation of the City of Toronto,
praying that an Act may pass to authorize the
regulating and erection of television antennae, and
for other purposes.

Petition of the Roman Catholic Separate School
Board of the Town of Timmins, prayin^i; that an Act may
pass providing for the election of the six members
of the Board ty a general veto of the separate
school ratepayers.

Petition of the Corporation of the To-oti of
Hespeler, praying that an Act nay pass vdthdrawing
the said 'Town froru the County cf Waterloo.

Petition of the Corporation of Credit Foncier
Fran CO -Cana di on, -oraying that an Act may pass removing
the limit of $100', 000. DO on tl.o value of real estate
which may be acquired by the Corporation.

Petition of the Corporation of the Township of
McKim, prayi;->'5 that an Act may pass permitting the
cost of service connections between the lot-line and
water-main to be averaged between the users in water
and sewer area No. 6 in the said Tov/nship.

Petition of the Corporation of the Town of Fort
Erie, praying that an Act may pass providing that all
Committees, Coirmissicns and Boards established under
the Department of Education Act. The Com^nunity Centres
Act and The Public Parks Act may consist of the same
persons.

Petition of Sarnia Young Men's and Young Yi^omen's

Christian Association, prayin,'^ that an Act may pass
exempting the lands, buildings, etc., of the Association
from taxation except for locaj. improvements.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

(signed) G. W. Parry

Chairman

,

^Page A-4 follows)
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ME. SPEAiSR; ' Motions.

Introduction of Bills.

GENERATION OF ELECTRIC POVffiR IN INTERNATIONAL

RAPIDS SECTION OF THE ST. LAVJRENCE RIVER

HON. L. M. FROST moves first reading of a

Bill Intituled, "An Act to Approve an Agreement Between

Canada and Ontario respecting the Generation of

Electric Power in the International Rapids Section of

the St. Lawrence River".

He said: Mr. Speaker, this Bill, of course,

is the Bill dealing with the Federal-Provincial

partnership relative to the development of the St.

Lawrence River, both at the Canadian and International

section, and this is an agreement between our province

and Canada relating to the development of the portion

of the river known as the "International section".

There v/ill be a complementary Bill introduced

by the hon. member for Grenville-Dundas (Mr. Challies)

dealing with the relationship between Ontario and

the Hydro Electric Power Commission.

This is, of course, an historic measure;

it is one vi^hich will fundamentally affect our province

and, indeed, our country.

I will not say anything further about the

Bill at this moment. I think the general background
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is something viith which the hon. members are reasonably-

familiar. The Bill which has been introduced now

carriBs as an appendix, the agreement which was nego-

tiated, and which was signed in Ottawa on the 3rd of

December last. I have asked the Clerk of the House

to arrange to have this Bill printed by to-morrow so

that the hon. members may have the opportunity of

studying it over the week-end, and we propose to call

second reading on Tuesday or '.Jednesday of next week,

which I think will give the hon. members reasonable

opportunity to familiarize themselves with the contents

of the Bill.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

PO'-JER DEVELOPMENT IN INTERNATIONAL SECTION
OF ST. LAWRENCE RIVER

Hon, G. H, Challies moved first reading of

Bill, intituled "An Act Respecting Development of Power

in the International Section of the St. Lawrence River,"

He said: Mr, Speaker, The Bill which it is

my privilege to present for your consideration, is the

necessary complement to that which was introduced by

the Hon. Prime Minister. The purpose of this second Bill

is to assign all of the rights now vested in the

province of Ontario to the Hydro-Electric Power

Commission of Ontario, so that it may perform the

necessary works and all that goes with them, to
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develop the C:..nadian share cf the paver available in the

International Rapids section of the St, Lawrence River,

The Bill is introduced at this time, so that the

Commission may be in a position to proceed with the neces-

sary work the very moment that approval is given by the

proper international authority.

Secondly, its intrrduction should be convincing evi-

dence to convert, if necessary, any one in Ontario, Canada,

or elsev/here, who r emains sceptical of the sincerity of the

province of Ontario, or the Dominion of Canada, when they .

say they intend to go ahead "on their own", in the develop-

ment of the St. Lawrence for both power and navigation.

The Bill also places both this; province and the Com-

mission on record as being determined to proceed without any

delay.

Should any one question the sincerity of the province

and the Commission, or their ability to undertake and

finance these great works, it should only be necessary to refer

them to the Commission's recent achievements. The inter-

national agrcoment which was necessary, before our present

activities in further developing the power possibilities

of the Niagara could bo begun, was only ratified by the

United States Senate in August, 1950. Tho Commission and

its contractors went to work at once. They now hcve well
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over 3,700 men ongrgod in construction on the project.

Expenditures to February 16, 1952, exceed $35,000,000,00,

Excellent progress has been rrcde on the pcwer-houso site,

and by the contractors v^fho are undertaking the construc-

tion of the groat pressure-tunnel under the city of

Niagara Falls. In the meantime, v/hat has been the

perfor;.:ance of the other party to the Niagara agreement?

Our co-partners hcv. done- nothing. They have not yet

decided v/hat they will do or hov/ they will do it.

These tv/o complementary Bills end the great results

which will surely flow from them, will remain an imperish-

able monument to the aggressive action and the wise fore-

sight of our hon. Premier who, immediately it became clear

that the United States Senate was going to refuse to

sanction an Intornati onal agreement on the Seaway, de-

clared publicly th§t Canada should proceed on its own with

the development of the Seaway and that the Province of

Ontario and the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario would pledge themselves to proceed at once v/ith

the development of power on the international section

of the St, Lawrence River.

let me emphasize again that we are very sincere

in our deti.rmination to carry out this great development.

Ontario must have more power. If the present trend

continues we know that the gr - at development program

already in progress, whereby new hydro-electric and
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fuel-electric generating stations will be added, is

not likely to provide us with adequate reserves of

power during a period of some two or three years between

1954 and the earliest date at which wo could expect

power from the St. Lawrence even if we get immediate

agreement and are onabled to start construction in 1953.

Therefore, this Bill was introduced in all

sincerity, and due to the gravity of the situation, we

feel that immediate action permitted by this Bill is

imperative.

The hon. Premier has drawn my attention to the

fact that when I referred to "our co-partners" I meant

by that the partners to the agreement on the American

side of the river,

MR. W. L. HOUCK (Niagara Falls): Mr. Speaker,

may I ask the hon. Minister (Mr. Challies) if that is

not a fight between private and public ownership on the

other side of the river.

MR. FROST: We do not know.

Motion agreed to; first re-ding of the Bill.

THE POWER COAMISSIONS ACT '

HON. G. H. CHALLIES moved first reading of

a Bill intituled, "An Act to ^imend the Power Commissions

Act".

He said: Mr. Speaker, these amendments, with
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the exception of one, arc made necess'^.ry to include

the St. Lawrence Development Act of 1952 with the Niagara

Development Act of 1951. It is with regard to the

powers of expropriation and financing by the government.

The only change in polios'-, ---s far as the

Commission's activities are concerned, is the question

of the appointing of a Commission's representative on

one of the three city commissions. As the hon, moiiibers

knov/, in Toronto, Hamilton, nnd Ottawa, the Commission

appoints one member of a board of three. We have had

in two cities cases where the appointee, because of

illness, was not in a physical or mental condition to

resign, and there v/as no way by which any other appoint-

ments could be made. This Bill merely provides, if

the member appointed by the Commission wishes to resign,

refuses to act, or is unable for any cause to perform

his duties, the Commission may appoint his successor

for the remaining term, of office, and such successor

shall bo eligilile for re-appointment.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

Mr. R. M. dryers (V/aterloo South), moved first

reading of Bill intituled, "^Ji Act Respecting the Town

of Hespeler".

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.
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]\/[r. W, S. Brr.ndon (York V>^est),' moves first

rtc-.ding of Bill intituled, ".x „ct Rrspecting the Town

of Nov/ Toronto".

Motion r.greed to; first reading of the Bill,

Ivir. W. L. HOUCK (Ningc.rr. F-^.lls) , moves first

reeding of Bill intituled, "iji i-ct Ecspecting the Town

of Fort Exie".

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

Mr. W, J. Grummett (Cochrane South), moved

first reading of a Bill intituled, "In Let R. specting

the Town of Timrains Separate School Board",

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

Mr. D. H. Morrow (Crrleton), moved first

reading of a Bill intituled, "Ln ^-ct Respecting the

Synagogue and Jewish Community Centre of Ottawa".

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

Mr. Arthur Frost (Bracondale
)

, moved first

reading of a Bill intituled, "An Act Respecting the

CancT-dian N. tional Exhibition Association",

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

Mi. D. H. Morrow (Carleton), moved first

reading of a Bill intituled, "iji .'^ct Respecting So.

Patrick's Home at Ottawa",

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

LIr. Kelso Roberts (St. Patrick) , moved first
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reading of a Bill intituled, "iuv x.ct Respecting the

Credit Fancier Franc.o-Canadien".

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

(P.'.£e B-1 follov^rs)
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CITY OF 3.-.aKlA oCHOOL BQJiRD

I'^R. 0. F. YlLLZW^mE (Glengarry): Fr.

Speaker, in the absence of Ir, Cathcart, I move,

seconded by Fr. ^Tarrander, that leave be given to

introduce a Bill intituled, "An Act respecting the

City of Sarnia Separate ochool Board," and that same

be now read for the first tine.

Fotion agreed to.

oAitNlK YOUNG i/IEI^'S AKD YublViG iTuLiN'S

CHRISTIAN Ko,jOCIiiTION

l^. 0. F. TILLLNEUVE (Glengarry): Fr.

Speaker, in the absence of Fr. Cathcart, I move,

seconded by Mr. Warrander, that leave be given to

introduce a Bill intituled, "An Act respecting the

City of Sarnia Young Men's and Young Women's Christian

Association", and that same be now read .for the first

time.

Fotion agreed to.

m. SPEAKER: Orders of the day.

HON. LLoLIE F. FROST (Prime Minister):

Order Number 1,

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: First Order, resuming

the adjourned debate on the motion for an address

in reply to the speech of the Honourable the
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Lieutenant-Governor at the opening of the oession,

lift. F. R. OLIVSR (Leader of the Opposition):

Fr, Speaker, in rising to make some remarks in the

address in reply to the Speech from the Throne, I

want first of all to express my pleasure at the

return of the Hon. Minister of Agriculture (Mr.

Kennedy) to the House and welcome him back here,

because in these times I go along with other hon,

members that he has a very heavy responsibility to

carry, and it is well that he is in the House and

able to participate in the debate to the end that

the soundest conclusions may be arrived at,

I want also to congratulate the two new hon,

members of the Cabinet since we last met in Session

here, the hon, member for Elgin, the new Hon, Minister

of Public 'forks (Mr, Thomas), We have known the hon.

member for Elgin (Mr, Thomas) for some years, and

we have a very high appreciation of his sterling

qualities and, within certain well-defined limitations,

we would wish him well in his activities as Hon,

Minister of Public Works, In respect to the hon,

member for Eglinton, the new Hon, Minister of

Education (Mr, Dunlop), I can say at once and with

meaning that we are particularly glad to see him
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in the House and taking active control and direction,

I hope, of the Department of Education, Our great

hope is that he has not arrived too late on the scene.

His pronouncements thus far have led us to believe

that he will make every effort possible to get back

to a basis of sanity in dealing with educational

problems in the Province of Ontario. I have every

reason to believe that he will make much progress

along those lines, because, although hon. members may

not be aware of it, it so happens that the Hon.

Minister of Education (Mr, Dunlop) was born in the

riding of South Gray, and so has received from that

place the impetus that will carry him. on to discharge

his very heavy responsibilities with credit to himself

and to the province,

I would say also, and then I am done with

these personal references, that we all miss the

Hon, Minister of Highways (Mr, Doucett) from his seat

in this Legislature. ¥e all regret very greatly the

accident that has caused his absence from this Chamber

and his inability to participate in the discussions of

this particular Legislative Assembly, and we hope for

him the earliest possible return to health and to his

position as Hon. Minister of Highways, actively concerned

with the affairs of highway construction and maintenance
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in the province.

Now, I'r. Speaker, speaking directly to the

motion, that is, that we thank his Honour for the gracious

speech that he has delivered to us, that of course,

is a time-honoured institution in the Parliaments of

the British Commonwealth of Nations that we should

have the opportunity early in any Legislative Session

of speaking on general subjects on the Speech from the

Throne, Now, in this particular capacity, Mr. Speaker,

I want first of all to say that the Speech from the

Throne has come to mean to me at least, down through

the years, not a stating- of the exact position of

governments in relation to proposed legislation, but

stating that position in a very general and a very

fluid way, setting out, as it were, the broad outline

of some of the legislation that the Government proposes

to introduce into the current Session of the Legis-

lature,

Therefore, it is difficult for any hon.

member to say at a glance whether he approves or

disapproves of certain forecasted legislation. It

all depends just v;hat emanates from that vague

promise in the Speech from the Throne, emanates in

the form of the legislation introduced in the form
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of Bills on the floor of the Legislature itself,

ViThile we may in general terms say that we

do agree with some of the measures pr posed, the final

reckoning will com.e when the Bill assumes shape before

our eyes on the legislative desks of this Province,

As we meet, Mr, Speaker, in this First Session,

' which the Government will agree is a memorable

occasion, just back from a fresh mandate from the

people of the Province of Ontario, and, to put it

mildly, in my opinion, the people overdid themselves

on this occasion. I believe that in talking to the

man on the street they already appreciate that they

have erred in this regard. However, in our democratic

institutions where the free people of the world can

express themselves in elections, they have a peculiar

habit of rectifying those conditions at the first and

the earliest opportunities, so that, in this Legis-

lative Assembly our deliberations- h8re will be

affected, I think, by the world conditions that

prevail among the countries in the international field.

Anyone who has read and studied the reports

of the NATO Conference at Lisbon must be interested

that emanating from that conference have come agree-

ments by the participating countries to share in a
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much larger sense the responsibilities for the

preparation for peace among the free nations of the

world. Those v;ho have studied the. outcome of that

conference in that light will have found, I am sure.

that

our leaders have agreed on our behalf to commit this

country to even heavier expense, in order that the

days ahead may be free from v/ar, and that we may

travel the ways of peace and build in this country

sound institutions from which we can make this

country greater and stronger in the affairs of the

world. There was a time, of course, in the days of

man and in the life of legislators, when we could look

upon the world picture and not be too concerned about

its impact upon our local situation, but, those days

are gone. There is an inter-dependence between

nations to-day that makes us all liable to participa-

tion in the affairs of nations if v;e wish to see those

affairs conducted on a high plane and a high level.

So, as we discuss the affairs of this

particular province, v/e will feel, I suggest, the

impact of world conditions upon our political and

upon our economic life,

I want to digress, Mr, Deputy Speaker, just

for a mom-ent, to say that in my judgment, and this is
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the judgment of a layman in this regard, there is a

twofold attack that must be made in order to stop

the inroad of "isms" that are completely at variance

with our way of life and way of thinking. It is not

in my judgment a one-front attack. The one-front

attack, of course, is before our eyes every day, the

building-up of armies, the creation of machinery, and

the getting ready to face, if the eventuality arises,

force with force. That is one way we have to prepare

the free nations of the world to combat what we do

not like in the international field.

But, I think we appreciate this, too, that

there is another way almost equally as potent to

combat the thing we know as Communism, and to stop

its initial march into the bastions of free countries

of the world, and that is that we should lend ourselves

and our efforts, both in our home sphere, our province

and country, and in any way we can in the international

field to alleviate the suffering of mankind generally,

to bring food and shelter and clothes to the backs

and the mouths of those people throughout the world

who need those things so badly. Some day we will

be able to say that as we have conquered the tools

of production in this country, and it can no longer
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be said that there is any danger of people starving

in Canada for want of food, if the distribution opera-

tions of our country were effective, sorie day we will

rise up and be able to say and evolve a plan of

distribution of goods and services that are produced

in such abundance in one country, to other countries.

Now, we have not been able to do that

effectively, ''Je have not been able to do it on a

scale commensurate with the problem, and until we do,

we shall have to remember that armies alone will not

stop Communism, but there must be a twin ally, and

that is a feeling on the part of the people of this

country tov/ards the feelings of the needs and aspira-

tions of the people in the other parts of the world.

Here in Ontario it seems to me that we can

best discharge our responsibilities by using that

simple phrase of keeping our house in order. I'Je can

make our greatest contribution by seeing to-day in

this province of ours that our people are fed, and

that they are clothed, that they have an opportunity

to work, and that they have a house to live in. If

we do that, we v/ill have discharged in a very great

measure, our responsibilities in the world picture

which is so very great and very grave to-day.
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As we go through this Session, I believe

that all Ox us are imbued with the ideal that we

should bend our legislative efforts toward correcting

conditions in this Province that will make our people

happier and mke their future more secure, I have

always believed, and 1 reiterate again this afternoon

that one of the greatest allies of Communism is dirt

and filth aid things like that
,
people who have

nothing to wear and nothing to eat, they are the

ones upon v;hi ch this ism preys, and under which it

multiplies.

It seems to me our greatest contribution,

therefore, vrould be to see v;ithin the limits of our

powers and of our legislative ability to make our

people happy, to see that they have something v;orth-

while to live for, and that the horizon does not

remain stationary, but grows brighter forever in

the Province of Ontario,

Then, from that viewpoint I approach not

only the Speech from the Thione itself, but the

measures th?.t we should adopt in this Province that

were not mentioned in the Speech from the Throne.

Nox/, traditionally v;e have had the mover

and the seconder speaking for the Government, and
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I want to say at once that I was impressed with the

manner in which they discussed public problems. It

may have been that they paid very close attention to

the script before them, but that, of course, is

excusable, especially upon their first speech in the

House. These two men come from constituencies, the

City of London, and the Provincial Riding of North

Wellington, that were represented in the last House

by Liberal members, and I think all the House will

agree who knew those two members that they made a

contribution to the public life of this Province,

As we go forward in the business of this

House, I hope those two hon. members will again

participate in the discussions, and that they will

also give of their best for the Province and for

the things the Province stands for,

I am not going to say anything about the

speech of the hon. member for Wellington North (Mr,

Root) who is, of course, my neighbour up there, and

I have known him for some time. He and I have one

thing in common, at least, we have earned our living

from the top six inches of the soil. He has one thing

over me, he did not enter politics until he was pretty

well on in life — perhaps not so far on — but later
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than I was, and, therefore,! suppose he has amassed

some of this world's goods before entering the

political arena. That is a mistake some of us made,

and if we had it to do over again, we probably would

not repeat it. But, I do want to say a word oT two

about the hon. member for London (Mr, Robarts),

I listened carefully to his speech and two things set

out in that speech, I wish to draw your attention to

for a moment. He said, in the course of his remarks,

this rather amazing thing: he said the Federal Govern-

ment is taking more from the people of Canada by way

of taxes now than it took at the peak of spending

during the Second '.^orld War, Mow,

hear the hon. member (I'r, Robarts) make that statement,

using solemn tones and being very serious about letting

these words go, you would think he had unearthed some-

thing that was, to say the least, a bombshell in

the political affairs of this Province and this

Dominion, that the Dominion Government was spending

more now than at the height of World War II. V/ell,

I doubt if there is any jurisdiotion in _

the Dominion of Canada that is not spending mcVQ now

than it was at the height of World War II.
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Certainly, if the hon, monber (Mr, Robarts)

took the time to look it up, he would find in the

Auditor's Report, that in the Province of Ontario in

1945, we collected by way of taxes ,417,000,000, and

in 1951 we had collected ^265,000,000, from ,pll7,000,000

in 1945 to $265,000,000 in 1951, and so if the Federal

Government has sinned, then they are not alone in the

crime that they have committed. We have done that in

the Province of Ontario, and we are not alone; we are

not charged with the responsibility for preparations

for defence; we are not charged with the great national

problems that are part of the jurisdiction of the

Dominion Government, and the danger, of course, of

statements like that is, that the innocent ones who

read that in the paper, or hear those words, are

inclined to think that here in Canada we have a

Government that has no consideration for the people

at all, and just goes on taxing for the sake of

taxing.

In this Dominion of Canada, our Dominion

Government is charged, as hon. members know, with

a very heavy responsibility, and they are discharging

it, in my judgment, in a very satisfactory way.

Now, the other statement the hon. member

(Mr. Robarts) made, and about which I want to say a
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word, came later on in his speech when he was talking

about Dominion-Provincial relations, talking particularly

about the proposed agreement between the Province and

the Dominion on the exchange of taxation fields. He

made this amazing statement. He said that eight of

our ten provinces are existing largely by hand-outs

from the Federal Treasury under a system which Ontario

and Quebec have very properly refused to subscribe to.

Well now, it is true, as hon, members of the

House know, that eight out of ten of the provinces of

Canada have an agreement with the Dominion Government

on the taxation fields, and it is true, also, that

these agreements run for five years. I think I am not

mistaken in saying that they terminate some time next

month, and already some of the other provinces of

Canada have re-signed agreements for another five years,

which is, in itself, an indication that they do not con-

sider that this was any mere hand-out from the Dominion

Government.

Wow, I want to come to the Hon. Prime I'inister

just for a moment in regard to this particular statement.

There is one thing that the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr.

Frost) is, above other things. He is an astute poli-

tician. There was a time when we said that and we
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hoped it was not true, but now we have learned it is

an actuality, and that the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr»

Frost) can lead a sort of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

life sometimes, and that he has given a demonstration

of his ability in that connection in respect to the

Dominion-Provincial relations, and the taxation field.

Now, when the election was on, the co-

operative spirit of the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr,

Frost), could be seen at a glance, he was so willing,

so willing to co-operate with Ottawa, that you would

think they were brothers under the skin. No one would

doubt from his statements, particularly the way he

made those statements, that he was insincere when he

said that he was anxious to do everything he could "tp

co-operate with the Federal Government at Ottawa.

Then, after the election is over, the Hon.

Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) seems to put on a coat of

a different colour, and the hon, member for London

(Mr, Robarts) speaking the other day, and I assume

he was speaking for the Government, said that these

agreements and the money that comes under them, were

hand-outs, and that Ontario and Quebec have very properly

refused to subscribe.

Now, about two or three weeks ago, the announce-
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merit was made from the Minister of Finance at Ottawa,

of the amount Ontario would get under a new deal which

would commence, I think, next l^Iarch, which is a month

away. Now, the figure as I have read it and can

understand it, is a very substantial improvement upon

the amount the Dominion offered for the rental of

those fields in the past number of years, and it

represents an amount quite considerably greater than

the revenues this Province received from these fields

in the last few years. How that can be considered a

hand-out, and how we can say in one breath and with

apparent meaning that we were justified beyond any

doubt in not signing those agreements, and in virtually

saying that we have not signed them in the past and

are not going to sign them in the future, I doil't know,

I think
/the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) would be better

advised to continue the position he occupied when

the campaign was on, and to make, if that is possible,

a reasonable agreement with Ottawa for the rental

of these taxation fields.

He has said time and again, and I believe

he means it, that he knows, as we all do, that

Ottawa faces very heavy commitments in the years

that lie ahead, and if this will help the financing

of these great projects and the paying for these
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great services which must be rendered by the people of

Canada, then we should not dismiss with a wave of the

hand any suggestion that we should participate in a

rental field, these particular taxation fields,

I want to hear from the Hon, Prime Mnister

(Mr. Frost) in this particular matter, and I hope that

the hon. member for London (Mr. Robarts) was not

speaking for the Government completely when he made

that rather astounding statement the other day in

moving the address in reply to the Speech from the

Throne,

I want to just for a very few moments deal

with another subject that has Dominion-Provincial

implications, «nd that, has to do with our unemployed

people in the Province at the moment,

I want to be perfectly frank with the House

and to say just what I think should be done in respect

to this great problem; for, Mr. Speaker, a great problem

it is. You cannot have the many thousands of people

that we have in this Province to-day who are willing

to work and who cannot find a job, . . . .

' and not realize that we have a great

problem on our hands. The Hon. Minister of V/elfare

(Mr, Goodfellow) in speaking the other day, made it
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quite clear that we accept in this Province responsi-

bility for the unemployed unemployables — I believe

that is the right term — but we disclaim any respon-

sibility for unemployed employables. The first point

I want to make, Mr. Speaker, in regard to that position

is this, that this _ statement of the

Government policy on the part of th? Hen. Minister of

Welfare (Mr. Goodfellow) was not from any agreement

that they have with the Dominion Government, That

was an arbitrary decision on the part of the Provincial

Government. It is just a position they take in respect

to this matter, without seeking to get an agreement on

a three-level basis, Provincial, Municipal, and

Federal, It was the outcome of discussions within

the province itself, within the Government itself,

and they came up with the decision that we are in no

way responsible for the payment for relief of those

people who are employable and yet are unemployed,

I want to say on that question, Mr, Speaker,

to make myself quite plain on it, I agree to an extent

and a very considerable extent, that the Dominion

Government have a major share of responsibility for

looking after the unemployed people who are employable.

I agree with that. I believe that after all, national
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policies have more to do with current unemployment

situations in particular localities, than any other

cause, I would agree, therefore, that the Dominion

Government should be primarily responsible, but not

wholly responsible, I do not think this Province is

on safe ground when it says to the people of Ontario

and the people of Canada that we will not pay a single

red cent for people in our Province who are unemployed,

because we think the Dominion should pay the whole of

it.

I remember, as the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr.

Frost) does, that back in the days of the "dark

twenties" we had just such a situation as this.

(Take "C'» follows)
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The Dominion would not accept responsibility; the

province v/ould not, and the raunicipalities could not.

And we had the dickering back and forth v/hich does not

hasten a solution to our problems. I do not know how

permanent our unem.ployment situation is going to be in

this province. I believe at the moment, when spring

opens up, a lot of it \7ill be dissipated, but I think

v\re should prepare nov/ for the day when it may return,

I do not think it is safe for us to say in this House

that the unemployment problem will disappear in the

spring, and \iill not reappear again. I think now is the

time, Mr. Speaker, for the three levels of government

to come to a decision as. to the line of demarkation in

regard to their responsibilities for this particular

problem, I believe, furthermore, if we went to the

Dominion government, and if we assumed some responsibilities

ourselves, rather than throv: it all in their lap, there would

be a measure ' of co-operation which would result in

an agreem-ent which would be beneficial to the people,

particularly those vho are unem^ployed, and would on the

other hand say to the people generally that we care after

all; that v/e feel v/e have a responsibility for our fellow

men, and v/e feel v/e have a responsibility for creating

conditions of employment for our fellow men.

I do not for a moment think we should help the
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fellow who will not work even if he has the opportunity,

but I think we should £o out of our way to help the man

who will work if an opportunity is presented and there

are thousands of those people who are unemployed in

this province to-day,

I want to say a word on another subject, Mr.

Speaker, and it has to do v/ith the Bill the hon. Prime

Minister introduced to-day for ratification of the

agreement between the province and the Federal govern-

ment for the development of the St, Lawrence waterway,

I want to say at once that on the general

principle of facilitating the development of power on

the St. Lawrence, we are with you one hundred percent.

But, Mr. Speaker, I think that we should keep this in

mind, that this presents an opportunity and a challenge

to the people of Ontario and the people of Canada that

we should grasp and hang right onto. It provides us

with an opportunity of calling on our imagination, if

you will, calling on our engineering ability, calling

on our man-power and calling on our money to do a

great and magnificent job for the people of Canada and

of Ontario, And I will say that I agree v/ith the

hon. member for G-renville Dundas (Mr. Challies) when

he said this afternoon we were not fooling when we

spoke about developing the St. Lawrence, but that v/e

do mean it with every breath we possess, and we intend
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to pursue this great development until it is com-

pleted. I think it vdill av/aken the people of the

United States more than anything else to see that we

are determined to do this Job and carry it through to

a final conclusion. It was of interest to read in the

Press of the United States within the last two or three

days, the discussions in regard to this matter and to

see where one of their Sera'tors said, "I believe they

mean business on their side of the border". Of course

we mean business on our side of the border and it will

also serve to show them that we can do a big job with-

out hanging onto the coattails of any neighbour, no

matter how great or hew influential that neighbour may

be.

V\fhen the Bill comes dovm we will naturally

look at its provisions, but on the principle and policy

of the development of the St. Lawrence, in conjunction

with the Dominion government, we are at one, and we

will back you up to the limit.

I wait to say just a word on one more subject

which has already been touched upon in the debates of

the House. it has do with with housing, I under-

stand from intimations and from the Speech from the

Throne that the government mil bring dovm some

legislation which they hope will facilitate the
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building of more houses in the province of Ontario,

I am quite aware of the difficulties which lie in the

path of increasing the number of houses built in thie

province. I do not need any lecture nor any more in-

formation on this particular subject. But, in spite

of that, Mr. Speaker, I refuse to believe that this

great and wealthy province of Ontario should not and

could not do more than they are doing at the present

time. This problem is one v/hich presents a great

challenge to the people of the Province of Ontario and

to this government; it is a problem which cuts across

party lines; it is a problem which means something to

every person in the province. No matter what course

we have to pursue to attain the desired end, we have to

develop a policy in this province v/hich will really

build houses for people to live in. I want to say

frankly to the hon. Prime Minister that as far as I am

concerned — and I am sure those who sit around me will

agree — we are not concerned v/hether we have to spend

a few million dollars in order to attain that end,

I think the end itself will justify an expenditure

on the part of the Provincial government to make sure

this great crisis in our history is overcome and that

people v/ill have places in v/hich to live. I hope

the legislation which comes down will really tackle

the problem and have some chance of success.
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I do not v/ant to say much about the Provincial-

Municipal situation. The hon. members of this House

who v^ere here a number of years ago v;ill recall that I

had the opportunity — and used it -- to bring this

problem before the House on a number of occasions, and

I was rather interested the other day to read the

proposals of the Mayors and Reeves Association and find

that they follov/ pretty v/ell the recommendations I m^de

to the government almost four years ago. I brought

this subject up a number of years ago, because I loiew

that not only was it a great problem, but it was a

developing problem, and one v^hich v^as going to be

aggravated, as the years went on.

The position of the municipalities to-day is

not very good, from a financial point of view. Every

hon, member in this House knov/s it, and every hon,

member in this House knov/s the reason why. I hope we

will have the report from this Committee before long.

We have had some experiences in this House with reports

of committees. We had at one time -- I do not recall

at the moment just how many years ago it v;as -- the

occasion where we looked for a report month by month

and year by year, until the time ran up to about six

years, I hope that will not be the situation in respect

to this particular Committee,
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MR. FROST: What did the hon. Leader of the

Opposition do v^ith the report then?

im. OLIVEE: ViTiat did we do with it? V/hat

did you do with it? Do you know where it is to-day?

Seriously, A'Ir. Speaker, — and I think the

hon. Prime Minister will agree with this — if the

report of this Conimittee is to be delayed for years,

then I think they should seriously tackle the q.uestion

of interim assistance to the municipalities. The

hon. Prime Minister suggested a few days ago in this

House that there was a possibility that an interim

report would be presented to the Legislature. I hope

he Y/ill pursue that angle, because the municipalities

do not want to vi^ait — indeed, they cannot afford to

wait — for years for this report to come in and for

the government to act upon it,

I do not want to go into the question of

provincial-municipal relations to-day, because it is

properly before the Committee appointed by the

government, and I knov; they will report sometime, and

I hope before too long.

I want to touch for a moment or tv/o on another

subject not mentioned in the Speech from the Throne

which, in my judgment, should have occupied a major

space in that address. That has to do with conservation.
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I do not Y/ant to dv/ell at anj length on this subject,

but I v/ant to emphasize to the hon. Prime Minister

again that he is missing a great deal in respect to

conservation in this province. All the farm papers

are in agreement that there is urgent need for a

conservation policy in Ontario. Even the Globe and

Mail this morning took the government to task -- in

a mild v/ay, of course — for not having a conservation

act brought before the House at this particular

Session. The problem, it seems to me, is one which

if we do not tackle pretty soon, we will not be able

to at all. ilt the present time you have farm people

and people in the urban sections throughout the province

of Ontario, who are talking about and are interested

in conservation. You have Authorities set up in

various parts of the province, and now is the time to

strike in regard to conservation in this province.

Any delay, even beyond this Session, may well be

disastrous to the whole principle of conservation, and

all that it means to the province of Ontario, There

is, v/ithout any doubt, a gre^t field for endeavor there

which the government has failed to use; they have failed

to implement the report of the committee, they have

failed to do anything about it; they are just letting

it slide. The disastrous part of the whole situation is

—
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-- and the hon. Prime Mirdster will agree with me, I

ani sure — that people once concerned- about a problem

and then having to v/ait and seeing nothing happen, are

gradually but surely having their interest damaged in

the q.uestion of conservation. You will find that unloss

something constructive or definite is done in the very

near future, the interest the people had in this

great problem wall have almost disappeared. I think

the hon. Prime Minister will agree with me, too, that

when you set up conservation Authorities in various

parts of the province, and the people go to the Author-

ities with the idea of getting the job done, when they

run up a.rainst a stone wall of inactivity, with nothing

being done by the goverrauent , in a feiv months the

interest of the people lags and the v/hole thing falls

flat, I ask, I plead, I implore •
"

the hon. Prime Minister in the days that

remain in this Session to implement in a large way the

report of the Committee on Conservation, before it is

too late.

I see that the hon. Minister of Agriculture

(Mr. Kennedy) has left his seat, but I want to say

just a word about the farm picture. The picture at

the present moment is not good. I think we all realize

that the prices of farm products had begun to fall even

before the outbreak of the foot and mouth disease in
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Vi'estern Canada and now the market for cattle and hogs

is completely deraoralized in Toronto and other centres,

and the situation is anything but bright. I think it

can be said on behalf of the farraer that they are

v^illing to accept their just share for cutting down

the cost of living, but they do not v^rant to be charged

with the full responsibility, I will have an opportunity

to speak later to the hon. Minister of A- riculture

about these matters. I know he understands them and

appreciates them, and I hope that b'' working together

we can gain some knowledge and arrive at a solution

to these marketing problems.

Mr. S;eaker, I do not v/ant to speak at any

greater length this afternoon, 'u'o v.ill have ample

opportunity to discuss various measures when they come

dovra in the House,

But I do want to say to the House that in the

position which the groups occupy in this legislature

at the moment there is a lesson which I think all of

us can learn. It is not
'

the lesson

which the hon. Prime Iiinister thinks it is. Waat I

had in mind was this: the government in this Lef^islature

is in a very strong position numerically. They have

almost all the Sc-ats, even though they obtained only

forty-nine percent of the votes, Vfe have very fev/ Scats
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even though v/e obtained fifty-one percent of the votes,

I am not one to cry over spilled milk. It has happened,

I can foresee it v/ill be a little disastrous to the

province, but we have to make the best of it . I look

on this situation in this light; that the stronger the

government is numerically, the greater their responaiblity

to govern well, and the smaller the 0;-:.osition is, on

their shoulders restB a great Besponsibility to uphold

the age-old functions of an Op;_-osition.

So far as we are concerned, in this particular

section of the House, we are going to viev: the Lcf^islation

that comes down v/ith a critical eye, "'e are not going

to oppose La- islation just for the sake of O;- cation,

but you can depend upon it we vdll op_ ose as vigorously

as we can the measures which we think will conflict

v/ith the best interests of this province. V.^'r think that

is proper. Not only is it proper from a political

standpoint, but it is certainly preferable from a

provincial standpoint, in the interests of the people

generally. We vill not be concerned, in the days which

lie ahead, about small, insignificant matters, but we

will give every attention and the closest scrutiny to

those things which are of great importance to the

province. We will not be slov/ to criticise where, in

our judgment, criticism is due.
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The government, on the other hand, can adopt

one of tviTO courses. They can either give vent to their

feeling.s and ride roughshod over the Opposition, Some-

times I think that is the better course. I think I

would enjoy it more. Or they can pursue a course

consistent with the dignity of the responsibilities

they carry or they can appreciate if they will — and

I hope they will, in the interests of the province --

that the people generally are afraid at the present

time — and I imagine with some justification — that

their large majority is going to fSve them the feeling

that they are called from some place higher than this

to carry on the affairs of the province.

Of course, the government can pursue whichever

course it likes, but so far as we are concerned here,

we are aware of the responsibilities of the Opposition;

we are acq^uainted with the historic background of

Opposition down through the years in British Parliamentary

institutionsand even though we are small in numbers,

we will do our very best to see that the functions of

the Opposition are properly discharged in this

Legislative Assem.bly,

Mr. Speaker, in conclusion, I want to say to

the House that even though the government came back

v/ith a very large majority, and- some people might say

that the people endorsed the government holus bolus,
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that everything they did and everything they intended

to do was Given the stamp of approval. - I do not share

that opinion. I feel there are some thin: s the

i;,overnraent has failed to do which they certainly should

have done, and I believe there are also things which

the government has done which they should have avoided

doing. To make my position particularly clear, in

regard to these remarks, I want to move, seconded by

Mr. Nixon,

That the Motion for an Address in reply to

the Speech of the Honourable the Lieutenant-

Governor now 'aefore the House be amended by

adding thereto the following words :-

But this House regrets:

1. THAT no definite interim assistance is being

provided by the Government for the relief of

Municipalities pending the report of the

Provincial-Municipal Committee;

2, THAT the government has failed to provide

adeq_uate assistance to meet the rising costs of

Education in the Municipalities.

3, THAT the government has fal led to disclose

any plan to remedy the obviDUS defects in The

Labour Relations Act. (1950)

4, THAT the government has failed to forecast

legislation which would implement the unanimous

recommendations of the Select Committee on

Conservation.
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HON.'L. M. FR0 3T (Prinffi Minist er-") : Hr. Speaker,

may I join with what my hon. friend, the Leader of the

Opposition (llr. Oliver) has said relative to your election

to preside over the proceedings of this Assembly, which I

know you vi^ill do in the best tradition, and in the \/ays

you have demonstrated in the past, v/ith dignity and fair-

ness.

I would also like to join in the word of congratula-

tion extended to the mover and seconder of the Address in

reply to the Speech from t he Throne. This was done by two

very able young men, of whom I feel much vi^ill be heard in the

days to come. I am. sure they will make, in their time,

v/orthy contributions to the affairs of this Province, and

to the proceedings of this House. May I also congratulate

my friend, the hon. Leader of the Opposition. There are

things here, !ir. Speaker, which make me feel at home in

this Assembly, the surroundings, many of the faces here, and

in particular, the smiling face of the hon. Leader of the

Opposition, and that of the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Nixon).

IjH. EAERY NliJLOlI (Brant): You have more than two friends

on this side.

MR. FROST: I am looking at these tv;o at the moment.

Aftor all, they are the mover and seconder of this amendment

condemning the government, and so I address myself to them in

particular.

In regard to the Speech from the Throne; may I say that

I am disappointed in the fact that the hon. Leader of the Oppo-

sition would not have found at least this opportunity of com-

mending the government, instead of finding some reason to condemn
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it. I despair of ever having a Throne Speech prepared which

will satisfy the hon. Leader of .the Opposition, as much as

I have endeavoured to do so in the past. However, I ask him

to be of good heart, because out of the last nine speeches

with which he has disagreed, in language similar to that he

used this afternoon, has come the most progressive legislation

which this province has ever seen. I want to congratulate

him on the address he delivered this afternoon. It was one of

his usual very able s::^eeches. Ke always make an able speech,

and this afternoon's was no exception.

Another matter he mentioned is one upon v\^hich I want to

touch briefly. That is in reference to the positions of t he

government and the opposition.

As I said on the very memorable night of the 22nd of

November last year, we might, vdth some justification, have

regarded what occurred on that day as a great political vic-

tory. However, the government and its supporters are not

coming here in an atomosphere of a feeling of jubilation,

for v/hat may, in time, be rated as a great political victory.

We come here in a spirit of humility, recognizing the responsi-

bilities .• the events of the 22nd of November have imposed upon

us. V/e regard that event, not as a matter for jubilation,

but as a matter of responsibility to give to the people of this

province, of which the hon. Leader of the Opposition has spoken,

as "good government". That is the feeling in which we come

here today, the feeling with which v/e caaie here at the comraence-

ment of this Session. I may say, LIr. Speaker, that our feel-

ing will be as I expressed them prior to and during the election,

a feeling of co-operation, and a ^ood feeling toward the people
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and tovmrd all governments. May I say to tJife hon. Leader

of the Opposition that I have not retreated from the stand I

have taken in this province in relation to other parties, other

governments, and other people v/ho may not agree with us. Our

position is the same - one of co-operation.

.'/e have great rights toi4)hold in this province. Any

government worthy of its salt must represent the people it is

elected to represent. That, Mr. Speaker, v\^e will endeavour

to do. At the same tine we recognize that any great partner-

ship, such as the partnership of the Canadian governments, the

prime necessity always is the ability of governments for the

common good. That will slway ; be our attitude. As I said

the other day in connection with perhaps a minor matter, v/e are

not looking for opportunities to disagree v/ith other governments;

v/e are looking for opportunities to agree with them. If there

are disagreements, v/e hope t o be able to conciliate and mediate

them, in order that we may get on with the business of government.

As red;ards the 0;p.PDsition: any co-operation v/e can extend

to them will be extended. I hope there \'dll never be a time

during the course of this gover.ament vAen v>/e v\rill ''ride rough-

shod" over the Opposition, because it is sr.iall in numbers. I

can assure the hon. members opposite that such will never be the

case.

IvER. OLIVER: I was not afraid of t hat

.

MR. FR03T: You expressed some concern about it. If the

hon. Leader of the Opposition says he is not afraid of the govern-

ment doing that, he at least expressed some concern, in that he

impressed upon us the position of the Opposition in parliamentary

government.
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I repeat, Mr. Speaker, that we will extend to all the

hon. members opposite in Opposition, every facility for

the performance of the constitutional functions it is their

duty to perform. .7e will lean hackv/ard to give that assistance,

I may say that we will do our bsst to see there is no question

or no ground upon v/hich they can oppose us. For years I

have been endeavouring to convert the Opposition. I have tried

to do that on various occasions. I think there is an indica-

tion that v/e have been, to a degree, successful, but vi^hile we

have not been able to convert the hon, members thejiiselves, at

least vire have been able to convince the people who elect the

hon. members, that our government is worthy of support. V/e

will continue to endeavour to do that.

V/e have set as our objective the giving of good govern-

ment to the people of this province. We will do our best to

be a good government, to be, as I have said before, the peoples'

government, and I say to the hon. members opposite in oppo-

sition, if the Opposition is as good as we are a government,

it will be the best Opposition this province has ever had.

Mr. Speaker, there are many points which the hon. Leader

of the Opposition has mentioned, in his very able speech. I

will attempt only to touch upon some of them.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition referred to the unem-

ployment policy. May I remind my hon. friend that the policy

we are presently following in connection v/ith the problem is

exactly the same policy which was formulated by the government

of which he was a mamber, back in 1942, at the time of the

passing of the amendment per.aitting the passage of unemploy-

ment insurance. The government which the hon. Leader of the
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Opposition then supported took the position - and I believe

very rightly - that the matter of employables was &

matter for the senior government. We have followed that

prllcy since that time.

Mr. Speaker, in connection with the amendment

which was proposed, and which I sincerely hope will
and which

not pass this house, /contains a m^easurs of censure

imposed, because of the government's alleged failure

to go into the matter of conservation.

(Take "D" follows)

,
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I was much interested in hearing my hon.

friend (Mr. Oliver) say that in the matter of conser-

vation, the Government had done nothing, that it v^as

just letting thin£,s slide — these are his words —

and that people felt that they v/ere receiving no co-

operation from the Government , and he implored and

prayed that the Government would do something in

connection v^ith the report of the Conservation Cora;nittee.

Mr. Speaker, the Conservation Committee sat

as a result of direction from this House some two years

ago; they did not sit for five years, they did a very

useful job in some five or six months. They prepared

a report under the chairmanship of the now Hon. Minister

of Public Works (Mr. Thomas) which is worthy of study

and perusal by every hon. mem.ber of this House, I

commend the report to the hon. members as an excellent

report.

My hon. friend, the Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. Oliver) would have us believe that we have taken

that report and put it on the bottom shelf of the table.

That is not the case. v7e have done these" things, and

I would just like to impress them on my hon. friend

(Mr. Oliver). I may say that inherent in the Speech from
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the Throne, in many phases, is the matter of conserva-

tion, in connection with agriculture, in connection

with lands and forests and other things. Let me give

this very brief report to the House, because the Hon.

Minister of Public Works (Mr. Thomas) will be dealing

with this at some length later on.

Above everything else, I would not want the

people of this Province to think that we in any way

were overlooking this great problem, and I can assure

hon, members that great sums of public money are

being expended on it. One of the general recommenda-

tions of the Committee was that a Minister should be

appointed responsible to the Premier of the Province,

At the outset, we formed a Committee representa-

tive of the Departments of the Prime Minister, Agricul-

ture, Lands and Forests, Planning and Development, and

Public ''Jorks, and we chose as the Secretary of that

Conmiittee, the Secretary of the Conservation Committee,

Mr. Crown, a very able gentleman. This was in November,

1950. The object was to act as a clearing centre for

information on provincial conservation activities,

and particularly in the fields of research, education,

operation, and co-operation, and to advice generally on

matters of conservation with a view to integration.
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Novr, sir, this report which my hon. friend

(Mr. Oliver) says we have let slide, and about which

we have done nothing, of the eighty-four recommenda-

tions in ths report, US of them are already implemented,

19 are presently being given study, and there are

17 which ere being held in abeyance at the moment,

making a toval of SL,.

To show our intention in this matter, one

of the actions which the Government took was the

appointment last fall of a Minister of Public 7orks

who would be charged with the co-ordination of con- .

servation efforts.

(Page D~l+ follows)
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I would say, Mr. Speaker, that that in itself was a

great step in connection with this problem,

J'ust let me briefly tell you of. some of the things

that are being done and the millions of dollars that

are being spent, the Department of Lands and

Forests; the hon. Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr,

Scott) will be speaking on that subject shortly, I

see here expenditures of nearly a million dollars in

connection with matters mentioned in the report,

municipal reforestation, nursery extensions,

extension of forestry service, soil siirveys, certain

types of experiments in scientific matters, seed

production experiments, forest genetics and the

construction of dams throughout the Province for the

conservation of water. There you have, Mr, Speaker,

nearly a million dollars.

Let us look at the Conservation Authorities,

I see during this year something of the order of

$2,000,000. being spent on conservation work.

One of the recommendations of the

report, was in connection with co-operation

between the three levels of government and particularly

with the Federal Government. We have been able to

achieve that partnership. It is true that

because of the demands for defence purposes, tho Federal

Grovernment has asked us to withhold certain work.

Nevertheless we are proceeding with such gigantic

works as the Fanshaw Dam vtoere a minimum expenditure
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Of between $4,000,000. and $5,000,000. is roquirod

Thisis in progress at the present time. The

Hon, Minister of Planning and Development (Mr.

Griesinger) will mention these natters more speoifically,

These are things which are positive, and we have

formed a partnership in oonneotion with our senior

government and also with the junior governments,

I may say in connection with Lands and

Forests that there we have a very close liaison with

the Federal Government , We have as a consultant to

the Government, .General Kennedy who is associated with

the great works being done on the east slope of the

Rockies and who is giving us the benefit of his

advice in connection with many of these things.

This, Sir, is a very many-sided problan

indeed. For instance, in connection with the Department

of Agriculture, at the present time soil surveys in

oonj unction with the Federal Government, involving

millions of acres of land —
im, H. 0. NIXON (Brant): Well, that is not

new at all,

MR. FROST: It is not new, but nevertheless

at the present time instead of 'letting things slide,"

as my hon. friend (Mr. Oliver) said we have nearly

nineteen million acres of soil survey completed in

Southern Ontario. That is a big thing. Regarding

the work we are doing in connection with soils and

agricultural engineering* Just recently we acquired
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a farm at Guelph, near the College Farm, and fvirther

studies in that important study are under way. We

have experiments in erosion and in other things

carried on by the Department of Agriculture,

In Public Works we have what has been done

in connection with drainage, which my hon. friend

(Mr. Oliver) knows is extensive, following the passage of the

Provincial Drainage Act, which I think was before

this House following the report, in which the

Government very greatly increased its grants and

assistance in regard to draiiago. There again we have a

veiy large sum of money expended and very large sums

of money laid out in connection with those matters.

Consider the whole field, for instance of

forest management, which of course is a phase of

conservation. On that important matter we have spent

millions of dollars, V/e have now the first forest

inventory in the history of America about to be

completed, where our great forest lands have been aerially

photographed and checked by ground crews, with the

result that we are getting more and more information

concerning the great problem of conservation and of

protection of our resources wherever they may be in

this Province.

I would say to my hon, friend (Mr,

Oliver), and I think he is bound to agree with this,

that no government in the history of this Province

has done more for conservation than this Government
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has done in the last two years, and I think my hon,

friend (Mr, Oliver) to start with might take paragraph

4 out of his anoDdmont and forget about it,

I will say ' ' to my hon. friend (Mr. Oliver),

that I share with him the concern of our people that

we should never let up on this problem, I share his

concern on that subject and I may say that our

concern is emphasized by the action we have taken

in selecting the chairman of the Committee which made

this great, monumental and historic report as an hon.

Minister in this Government who is cterged with the

oo-ordination of the various Departments of government

that have ths subject of conservation in their charge,

Mr. Spoel:3r, if I may work back in this amendment -

I see that "the Government has failed to disclose any

plans to remedy the obvious defects in The Labour

Relations Act of 1950", I have listened very

intently to what my hon. friend (Mr, Oliver) said on

that subject, I was anxious to hear what he might say

on the subject and, he never said a word about

it at all, -- not a thing.

MR, OLIVER; I did not mention it,

MR, JROST: He did not mention labour v*ien

he came to this amendment which condemns the Government,

I would be interested in hearing what my hon. friend

(Mr. Oliver) has to propose in connection with that

very important oubject.
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MR, OLIVER: Well, you will oertainly hear

what we have to say on it,

MR, FROST: . . I would have expected that

on a subject of such importance, as • my hon, friend

(Mr. Oliver) would have taken the first opportunity

of impressing upon the House his views in connection

with that problem.

If I may, I should like to refer

to that subject. I will not evade it as my hon.

friend (Mr. Oliver) has done, I will deal with the

subject and tell my hon, friends of the success and

indeed perhaps some of the failures we have had in

connection with that great new subject of labour

relationships. In so doing may I say this? The hon.

Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley) is not here but I

think we can say beyond a shadow of doubt that our hon.

Minister of Labour with his ability, with his good

humour, with his knowledge of human relations' is

making the greatest contribution to industrial peace

anywhere in the Dominion of Canada, Indeed I may

say we have a Minister of Labour who is unique in

his success and in his methods of handling this

problem, and that the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr.

Daley) is indeed a great Minister of Labour,

Labour relations will be dealt with in

its many aspects during the sittings of this

Legislature, The Minister of Labour will be making

a comprehensive statement at a later date, I should
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like, however, to make some reference to this

important department which has greatly engaged the

attention of the Government during the past year.

There are many points which might be referred

to, including the effect of the Gale decision, the

facts of which are sub Judice, the administration of

the Act, the Labour Relations Board, Workmen's

Compensation and many other things, I shall to-day,

however, confine myself to the general objectives

of the Act,

As I have said before, Mr, Speaker, in what

we do it is after all perhaps about 25% per cent

laws, rul-Qs and regulations, and about 75 per cent

common sense. That is where you get the best results.

The legislation and practice in connection

with labour relations have only been the outgrowth

of the last nine years. Many of us were in this

Chamber in 1943 when the first collective bargaining

legislation was introduced and put into effect here.

The present Act, Sir, is not the last word, I want

to emphasize that we are dealing with a particular

and a peculiar subject where the administration of

it and the jurisprudence connected with it have to

come from experience. As the Throne Speech states, —
"The Labour Relations Act of Ontario was designed

to enable labour and management to bargain collectively

and to provide an atmosphere in which differences

can be composed r"
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That, Sir, is the purpose of the Act.

It has been the desire of the Government through-

out these years that Government intervention in labour

relations should be at a minimum. We have desired that

our conciliation services should be designed to bring

the parties together, but not to dictate. Ls a result,

by and large, a fair degree of success has been achieved,

Quite admittedly, what we have done and v\fhat we are doing

is not perfect, but by care and experience we are con-

stantly endeavouring to perfect our practices in the

broad field of labour relations and labour jurisprudence

where v/e have been breaking nev^' ground.

During the past fev; months there have been

four strikes Vifhich have attracted wide public attention

and comment,- the Timmins Strike, the T,T.C. Strike, the

Ford Strikes, and added to this is the Consumers' Gas

Settlement. These experiences are fresh in mind. There

is one conclusion v/hich stands out and that is that there

is no substitute for agreements freely arrived at around

the bargaining table, and no artificial manner in deal-

ing with it can substitute for that principle.

From time to time arbitration has been advanced

as a solution to labour-management problems. This

method v;hen voluntarily arrived at has made its con-

tribution to industrial peace. There is a difference

between voluntary and compulsory arbitration.
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There are objections to compulsory arbitration from

industry and labour. It is not hard to see why. By

imposing compulsory arbitration the Government

assumes the role of telling both labour and management

what they must do. If the Government were able to

appoint infallible and all-seeing arbitrators then,

of course, all would be well. We, however, have to

deal with human beings with all of their human

qualities. Let us consider our experienee-.-.

In the four disputes which I have mentioned we

appointed Boards of Conciliation. Our appointment

was limited to the Chairman. We did our very best

to appoint chairmen who would conciliate differences

and help the parties to arrive at solutions. As a

result, in th^Jse four cases, we found that in one

case the conciliation finding was almost wholly

acceptable by labour and unacceptable to the industry

and, in another case, the finding was agreeable to

industry but unsatisfactory to labour, in the others,

the findings were generally unacceptable to either

side. All of which demonstrates the impossibility

of finding infallible arbitrators. In the end,

there is no substitute for agreement arrived at

around the bargaining table in an attitude of give-

and-take and based upon the wide knowledge of the

parties negotiating in connection with the business of which

they are a pait. in the complicated Ford dispute,

what arbitrator Could possibly be qualified to tell
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the Company what it must do? V^at arbitrator could

possibly be qualified to tell labour what It must

do? After all, these people Icnow their business

better than anyone else and they have to come

together around the table and argue these things

out and settle the differences between them in

the interests of the industry of which they are a

part.

There conceivably are oases where public

interest and convenience might necessitate a form

of compulsory arbitration. We in this Chamber can

see that possibility. It is to be hoped that good

sense and moderation will prevent the necessity, of

action by the Legislature. As a matter of fact?

such a situation has never arisen. It would only be

in the most extreme case and would depend upon the

merits of each individual case. The principle of

compulsory arbitration would never be successful

in general application, for the reasons I have

given.

There is another factor in labour relations

which has become manifest over these years, and that

is the increasing responsibility which rests on

organized Labour. There has been a spectacular

growth of labour organizations in the Province over

the last nine years. Those of us who have been here

have seen that, from those days of small beginnings

when the Labour Relations Act was first introduced
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nine years ago. With this has oome great nev/

responsibilities to labour. Labour has become a

very real partner in industry and of course must

be interested in the success and the expansion of

industry and through it our ability to maintain

our high standard of living, and be ; able to do

business in the markets of the world. In the

development of our Province and our economy the

responsibilities of labour and management are very

great indeed.

Prominently; in this is the fact that the

strike weapon is one which should be very sparingly

used. The use of the strike weapon has its effects

on the public and the individual and upon public

convenience and, therefore, should be used only in
cases.

the extreme/ That is the part of gDOd sense and

moderation. Remember, the component parts of

industry, whether it be labour or management, are

dependent upon the opinion of the public, in the

end, upon "Old Man Ontario", and it is well that

public opinion should be taken into consideration.

With the grov7th of labour responsibilities

is the question of the protection and conservation

of property which should be paramount. If strikes

become a necessity, they should be orderly. Property

should be protected and the laws of the land should

be scrupulously observed. Picketing should be

peaceful and in accordance with the Criminal Code of
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Canada, There is no doubt that the public expects

and insistsupon this, and remember, we are all

servants of the public, It is what the public says

that goes. The observance of these things is

important from the public standpoint. The observance

increases the public confidence in the ability and the

stature of the parties concerned to carry out their

vast responsibilities with a minimum of Gtovernment

intervention. And that. Sir, is the way it ought

to be, labour relations must be centred around a

table. It. is just as simple as that. Non-observance is

to forfeit the all-important thing — public opinion

—

because it is a negation of democracy.

Again I say, the plan of our Act in Ontario,

which has brought the greatest degree of peace between

labour and management in the history of this Province,

is to enable labour and management to bargain

collectively and to provide an atmosphere in which

differences can be composed, and in which both labour

and management can carry out their high responsibilities

in connection with the development and betterment of

our Province. Our constant endeavour will be

to strengthen our laws, our practices and our

administration to that end.

That, Sir, is a position with v/hich I think my

hon. friend (Mr. Oliver) can hardly disagree.

I think perhaps he might strike out clause 3

of his amendment and agree with us that our
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-dminl stration of the law and the suooess v/e have

achieved is unparalleled in the histoiy of this

Province,

Mr. Speaker, I should like in conclusion —
because time goes very rapidly — to say something

about our fiscal position, if I may, in a brief

sort of way. This is a matter of great importance

and great difficulty and one to which hon. members

in this House will be wanting to be giving a great deal of.

attention. As a prelude to what I say, may I refer

to two editorials, and perhaps I might entitle this:

"The Tale of Two Editorials". Both are taken from

my old friend the Toronto Star, which paper I read

carefully and diligently. As I said before sometimes,

when I find that I am taut with the day's

work, I pick up the Star before I go to sleep, in

order to relax and •' get a little sense

of humour back into my system.

MR. 1/V. J. GRUMIETT: (Cochrane South):

Reading the "funnies"?

MR. FROST: , lihe "Tale of Two

Editorials". January 14th, 1952. I read this with

great interest:

"qUEBEC'S Film IISCAL YEAR"

When a provincial treasurer of Ontario

announces a surplus, he is speaking in terms

of ordinary account o.nly. In Quebec they

have a different system. They do announce
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an ordinary account surplus, but they also

include the over-all result ^ that is, revenues

minus current and capital expenditures

combined. The Quebec budget speech for the

fisoal year 1952 which will end with March

(eight months actual and four months estimated)

indicates a surplus of $63,598,000. — "

that is a lot of money, —
" — on ordinary account, v;hich is reduced

to an over-all surpliis of $1,169,000. when

capital expenditures are accounted for."

the jnouths of

That is, charged against it. That would make /my hon.

friends' the merabers for Brant (Mr, Nixon) and

Grey South (]\/Ir. Oliver) water indeed.

"This is the sixth successive over-all surplus.

The ordinary account surplus is certainly

an impressive one — sufficient to meet

$68,4£9,000 of capital expenditures and have

well over a million dollars to spare. The

province's net debt has been reduced by

$52,000,000 since 1945 and now stands at

$256,000,000."

Mr. Speaker, I will turn now to the editorial

of February 27th — just yesterday:
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"ESTIMATE $166,030,

ACTUAL i^l5,483,683"

Now this soul-searching question :

"1/Vhy does the province tuck away nearly

$21,700,000?"

Now remember, hr. Speaker, in one case $63-|- million

is tucked away and that is a "Fine Fiscal Year",

—

"V/hy does the province tuck away nearly

1)21,700,000 into tho sinking fund, when less

than $7,200,000 v;as forecast as a reasonable

allocation? The obvious answer is that

this reduces the shock to the public of a

surplus huge beyond all reason; although

$15,500,000 is certainly a shock in itself.

Subtracting from $37,182,032 the $7,198,000

forecast as a reasonable diversion to sinking

fund, it would se :;m that the province col-

lected nearly $30,000,000 too much in taxes."

Now, Mr. Speaker, let me depart from these

two editorials, and

refer my hon. friends here to budget speeches vvhich

have been made in the past, certainly over the ]oast

eight or nine years and particularly the Budget

Speech of 1944, which deals with the great problem

of the net debt of the Province. Now, Sir, first
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of all — and this has a rolationshlp to Fedoral-

Provincial rolations which have beon referrad to by

two hon. liieiLbers of this House -- the Budget of 1951

was prepared on the basis of ten months actual ex-

perience and two months forecast. The tvro months

forecast took in the all-important month of March,

when corporation tax returns are payable — and I

shall come back to this important question in a moment

— with the result that the returns from corporation

taxes in the last days of that month were such that

the surplus did increase to Sh.15,483,000, a figure which

was almost entirely due to the tremendous corporation

tax returns which this Province received. That, of

course, is an appraisal of O.-.tario's huge expansion,

the development of this Province and the revenues

which come from legitimate taxation in connection

therev\?ith.

Mr,. Speaker, to refer to the figure which my

old friend The otar likes to refer to of §37,182,000,

is without taking into effect two very important

things, firat the sinking fund and, secondly, our net

debt position, to which I vi^ant to refer. In some

regards it is like referring to a corporation's

profits befor3 depreciation and before provision for

Federal taxation. It is the end results, Mr. Speaker,

which coun-f.

Let us take the position of our sister Province

of -Quebec, which I by no means criticize , and our more
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modorate position. I read an article in The Financial

Post -- some hon. monibers no doubt read the sane

article a week or tv^o ago -- in connection with the

capitalization with the passing on to posterity of

the caoital costs of oublic works.

(Take "E" follows)
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The Financial Post argument was that a middle course

should be taken, that these things should not all be

saddled on the present-day generation. Of course,

to bring it into bold relief, the argument between

is
Quebec and ourselves / that Quebec is paying all of its

capital costs, highways, buildings, etc., from current

revenues. That is a tremendously strong financial

position, and not only is it doing that, but it is

applying a surplus over and above that, in this case

one million dollars, to the reduction of old debt.

That is the story of the Quebec financing.

However, Mr. Speaker, to that end the

Province of Quebec, and without any criticism from

me, in its wisdom, has all of our taxes we have here,

has a three percent sales tax, on top of that a direct

sales tax, has a meal tax, a tobacco tax, and this so-

called capital tax on corporations is double what ours

is , and their gasoline tax was recently raised from

eleven cents to thirteen cents. It is possible, of

course, we might be able to do the same thing as

Quebec is doing, but is it the wise thing for us to

do? Our policy is a policy very much more moderate

than that.

As the first Star Editorial says, we pay all
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current expenses from current accounts, including a

provision to retire old debt over a period of fifty

years. That is where the seven million dollars ' ';

mentioned, comes from. That is a provision we aim

at, paying all our current expenses, our ordinary

expenses, plus some seven million dollars and some

odd hundred thousand dollars in the retirement of the

debt of the province which accrued, some 140 million

dollars which accrued v;hile the Hon, Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Oliver) was in office.

In addition to that, we do this. We aim at

applying any surplus that we can get in these days of

great buoyancy in the reduction of the current capital

costs, only carrying to posterity a portion of the

costs we incur.

For instance, we may be able to do this:

vie may have forty million dollars of capital costs for

the building of highways and public buildings, and

we might have surpluses that may amount to twenty

million dollars or twenty-five m-illion dollars. V7e

take that twenty million dollars or twenty-five

m-illion dollars and apply it against the current

capital expenses, and then v/e carry the balance into

net debt. You can see the great difference between

our position and that of Quebec.
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In- future days it jnay be different.

I am able to come to this House this afternoon

and say that we have the lowest taxation of any province

in Canada and we have that intentionally because our

people have more burdens; these are days of high costs

of living, and v/ith the high

costs that we have, costs of government, v;hat would

you do? Is it not something to be able to go to the

people? Apparently they did commend it. We were

able to go to the people and tell them that we have

no sales tax in the province, we have no tobacco tax,

we have the lowest combined gasoline and license tax

in Canada. Vie are able to say these things to the

people, and these are benefits that we are able to pass

on to our people.

It has been said, Mr. Speaker, that in

Ontario if you do hot drink and if you are not the

owner of any corporation-taxed shares, and you do not

drive a car and you do not go to a theatre, that you

do not pay the provincial government any taxes at all.

That is the policy we have been following.

There have been a lot of thirgs said about

surpluses, . and I am sure the

hon. members opposite are very much ashamed of what
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they said during the election. I am sure the Hon,

Leader of the Opposition (Mr, Oliver) with his vast

experience in this House and with the wd se counsel of

the hon. member for Brant (Mr, Kixon) who sits at his

side, would know that what he was saying was for

political consumption. If we had not followed that

policy of applying surplus, and every bit of surplus

we could get, to the payment of a portion of the

capital costs, to-day the net debt of this Province

would be one hundred and thirty giillion dollars more

than it is to-day.

As it is, we have made a very fair degree

of success in connection with our net debt position.

Unparalleled in the history of this province is the

record of these last years. In 1940 the net debt of

the province was 50? million dollars; up to the 31st

of last March, I am able to tell this House, that all

we pass on to posterity to be paid out of taxes is

something in the order of fourteen million dollars,

which is the amount of my surplus last year that

rolled in from corporation taxes. Fourteen million

dollars is all that has been accrued in those eleven

years, which is, es I say, unparalleled in the history

of this Province,
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I tell the House that our net debt of

521 million dollars, as it was at the 31st of Farch

last, was all accumulated from the beginning of the

century, up to 1940. From 1940 on up to the present

time, we have been able to ' limit

this increase to the trifling amount of fourteen

million dollars,
. ,

I know the hon. members opposite will say-

that is a great record, it is a record which is un-

parallod in the history of this Province. Still,

it is not as good a record as the Province of Quebec;

but, on the other hand, we have very much lower

taxation, and we are not going to take their

extreme view.

While that has happened, the per capita debt

of our poople has boon in the samo period reduced from

^136.00 per capita down to spll5.00 this last year, and, this

of course, with a debt of three hundred million dollars,

Now, we are dealing with a different dollar

with different assets.

Mr. Speaker, if I may conclude — the

Press sometimes accuses me of saying that many times

in the course of a speech, and I will endeavour to

say it once on this occasion — on the matter of our
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position in connection with tax rentals, — and I give

you this statement this afternoon as an indication of

how difficult a problem that is, how difficult it is

to fully appraise the situation, and how difficult it

is to judge the potentials of this great province of

ours. I must admit that I do not like the subsidy

idea; I never did like the subsidy idea.

Not long after ray Treasuryship, going back

to 1943, when I soo the increase we have given to the

municipalities from eighceen million dollars up to

over one hundred million dollars this last year, and

how little satisfaction we seem to have produced in

doing it, it makes me fearful of all subsidies. There is

not anything that stands in the place of independence

for all, and it is very difficult to assess that in

terms of dollars and cents.

At the same time, I can assure the Hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Oliver) that we are

most anxious to do a good job for Canada, not only

ourselves, but for Canada. On the other hand, I do

think he puts a little wrong emphasis on this when

he says it is our business to help the Federal Govern-

ment in these difficult times. I will agree with that

in part, but certainly the poor province and the
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municipalities can hardly support the administration

with all of the taxation powers and all of the

revenues. After all, the plight of our municipalities

in the province has been difficult, because we have

been compressed by the weight of Federal taxation.

On the othef hand, I will agree with the

Hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr, Oliver) on this,

that it is our desire to be co-operative. We want

to be understanding in what we do, and we hope that

the Federal administration on their part will be

mindful of our pi;X)blems,

I just prepared this little memo before I

came in here. Our discussions with the Government of

Canada and Mr. St. Laurent on fiscal arrangements and

other matters have been conducted in a spirit of

complete frankness and goodwill. I am very glad to

come here this afternoon and pay tribute to Mr, St.

Laurent's understanding of these problems. I hope

he will be able to carry them down the ladder to

others with whom he has to deal.

It is recognized that because of the great

extent and diversity of our country, problems are

varied and complex. 'That will suit one province will
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be unsatisfactory for another. Mr. Speaker, that

is true in this country of ours, in this province of

ours. Oft-times what we do for one municipality is

unsatisfactory for another municipality. The hon.

member for Cochrane South (Mr. Grummett ) knows ho/j

difficult it is to deal with mining districts ;wbat is

good for Timmins, is not good for Temiskaming or

Whitney or other places. It is a very difficult

problem, and Ontario follows the pattern.

I can assure you the attitude of the Prime

Minister of Canada has not been one of "take it or

leave it". I can assure you that that has not been

the attitude of this Government, V/e have been seeking

solutions which are in the best interests of our

people.

In my term as Treasurer of the Province

since 1943 there have been many changes made in fiscal

arrangements between the Federal and Provincial

Governments, Back in 1946-47, proposals for renting

tax fields from the provinces were made by the

Federal Government which were ultimately accepted

by eight of the provinces. They became effective

on April 1st, 1947, and they expire this coming month.

In Ontario, with the future so full of uncertainty, we

here on this side of the House were very loath to part
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with taxing powers which enable the Governraent to

carry on its vast undertakings. We were, frankly,

dealing with tax potentials which were highly un-

certain.

It was thought probable that for an initial

period of five years, we might obtain more money under

a rental agreement than we would receive from the

exercise of existing tax rates in our own fields.

That is what I thought myself; the fact is, I might

have expressed that in the House. It was, however,

considered that some loss might reasonably be borne

if we retained the full use of our taxing powers.

Yet our independence was worth a good deal, and there

did not seem to be the carrying-out which would justify

a change in our attitude,

I say to the hon. members here that is

a problem of the present agreement at the present

time; there is the question as to whether a great

province such as Ontario should make an arrangement

with the Federal Government if it appears that the

province can get along under its own steam with its

own taxing powers. Kow, I am able to make this very-

striking statement to the House as I did last September,

full of some doubt at that time, but I might say, bom

of optimism, because there was a conflict in view.



I
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I did advise the House of something v;hich

I am now able to speak of with more certainty, and

that is the way I get back to the heading of taxes

that rolled in and have been rolling in since. I

budgeted back in 1944 for fifty million dollars cor-

poration tax returns, and I am able to tell you that

this year it will run over ninety million dollars. You

can see what that potential is, what the future of this

great province is. Probably our ability to collect

taxes is just a measure of our responsibility, because

with increased tax sources, increased responsibility

is met at every turn of the road.

The Hon, Leader of the Opposition (Mr,

Oliver) said there was nothing about education and

the requirements of our municipalities, but inherently

they are there.

Now, I am able to speak with certainty that

occupying only a portion of our taxing fields as we

are, and with rates which have obtained in succession

duties and corporation taxes since 1947, and with no

Provincial income tax and no rental with respect to

this source from the Federal Government, by nsxt

March 31, we shall have received more revenue from

our own tax sources in those five years than we would
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have received had we rented the fields to the Federal

Government, That is a very striking statement. This

is due to the phenomenal growth of corporation taxes

which was so dramatically illustrated last March, In

short, our judgment has not only been vindicated, we

have done even better. VJithout imposing a personal

income tax, we have received more revenue than we

would have obtained under the agreement for the

rental of three of our direct revenue sources. In

saying this, I cast no reflection on the Federal

Government, In the light of conditions in 1947,

I am sure they felt their offer was generous, and

I will say personally that I felt that they were making

a good offer at that time. It all indicates the care

that has to be taken in these matters.

Our experience in the five-year period may

be summarized^ and , rather than refer to it

here, Mr, Speaker, I will table the summary, and hon.

members of the House who are interested in this may

get it. There are several copies. As a matter of

fact, the Federal rental would have produced in those

five years, 447 million dollars; we will have collected

455 million dollars. There are certain adjustments of
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backlog of taxes and arrears of payments on the

Federal subsidy; therefore, we will top the Federal

payments by v7, 900,000. I have always contended

and I think the House unanimously agreed, that the

Federal Government really owe us the five percent

of income tax collections, and if they were included,

we would top it by :rt'79,OGO,000.

The fact remains that for the last five

> ears we have been able to stand on our own feet

without hurting anyone; indeed, having straightened

Lhe Federal provision, and having provided greater

services for people with our powers undiminished,

and ready to go ahead and finance the Seaway, the

highways and other great projects. The fact that

Ontario has continued to raise its own revenues

has been an aid, rather than a detriment to the

federal Government, and the Honourable Mr. Abbott

at the last Conference in December, 1950, made

generous reference to Ontario's and Quebec's prudence

and restraint, which I read before in this House andso

v.dll not read it again.

The Province is giving Federal proposals

intensive study and consideration. There are many

complex factors involved. \'Ie have gained a great deal
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by not rushing in and suspending our tax powers. We

have collected slightly more from our own sources than

v,e would have received under the rental plan, and we

are prepared to consider proposals made from time to

time in a spirit of understanding and co-operation.

I think that is right and proper.

(Take "F" follows)
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I think that is right and proper. I have found in my

experience that no one has all the answers. The

ansv/ers probably cone from a variety of people and a

variety of sources, and the answer is really given by

the ability to take all the answers from several sources

and combine them. For that reason, we have endeavoured

to take a wide-open viev: in connection with this problem

as the background for us all to foster the spirit of

understanding and good faith of all governments with

the result that it will be possible for the Federal-

Provincial governments to achieve very great things

Indeed.

I knov/ the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Nixon)

v.-ho has had his bitter experiences in that regard, will

agree we have done a good job, and when he looks at

the Niagara deal, the Old .-^- e Pensions, the J^nendment

to our Constitution and the arrangements in connection

with the Trans-Cf:.nada Highv/ay, I think he will agree

we are, after all, very fair negotiators.

Mr. Speaker, in conclusion, I come back to

this;; the promise I made last Fall I renev; at this

time. It is a promise of government calculated to

give £,ood government
,
government which is based on co-

operation, understanding and good-will of all people,

and vdth all governments. That is our objective.
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I again renew, in all humility, the pledge

we have made before, that we vvill do our best to give

the people of this rrand old province of Ontario that

thing which is raore irai-ortant than anything else, just

simplj'- cood government,

MR. 7/. J. GRUIvl'iETT (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, in view of the lateness of the hour, 1 am

wondering if the hon. Prime Minister would aj^ree to

let me adjourn the debate at this time. I know I

cannot finish to-day, and I prefer not to be interrupted

in the midst of my address.

MR. FROST: Certainly. Mr. Speaker, would

the hon. member for Cochrane South (Mr, Grummett) move

the adjournment of the debate?

MR. GRTjl&iETT: Mr. Speaker, I move the

adjournment of the debate.

Motion agreed to,

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister): IVIr.

Speaker, I move the adjournment of the House, and in

so doing, nay I say that v^fe vdll meet at 2:00 o'clock

to-morrow afternoon and proceed v/ith government Bills

and Orders. I expect the Session to-morrov/ will

probably be short.

k'otion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 5:30 of the dock, p.m.
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2 o'clock, p,m.The House having met.

Prayers,

IVIR. SPEJiKER: V/e have to-day as guests in

the galleries, students from the London Normai School,

London, Ontario, I am sure that we, as members, are

very, very happy indeed to have these future teachers

sitting in v\rith us on our deliberations to-day.

May I suggest to the hon, members the

importance of trying to follow through the schedule

of photographing. I know that none of us like to have

our photographs taken, but it is important we shall

have the appointments kept in so far as possible, in

order that a complete photographing of the hon. members
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may be finished within the appointed time. I think all

of us have been notified as to v/hen to go, and I do

sincerely hope that this will be follov;ed through,

IVith regard to Hansard: may I advise the hon.

members that, with permission from the Speaker's office,

it will be possible for individual hon. members to

secure one hundred copies of major speeches. That does

not mean that every time an hon. member gets into a

little discussion, he v/ill be given one hundred copies

of that discussion. But v;e will be very happy, if you

secure the necessary authorization from the Speaker's

office, to see that each individual hon. member, giving

a major speech, may have one hundred copies of such a

speech. They v;lll be delivered within a Very few days

after the speech is given, and I tru'^.t this vdll meet

with the approval of the hon. members.

Presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Ml. W. AOTRDOCH (]^:ssex South): Mr. Speaker,

in the absence of Mr. Pringle. I beg leave to present the

second report of the Select Committee appointed to select

lists of members to compose . the Standing Committees

of the House, and move its adoption.

THE CIERK ASSISTi'^IT: ¥^ , Murdoch, in the





absence of Mr. Pringle, from the Select Committee

appointed to prepare the list of members to compose the

Standing Committees of the House, presents the Committee's

second report, as follows:

Your Committee recommends that the Standing

Comraittee on Lands and Forests be composed as

follov/s

:

"Messrs. Allen (Middlesex South), Dempsey,

Fullerton, Gordon, Grummett, Herbert,

Johnston (Parry Sound), ?:elly, Lyons,

Mapledoram, Myers, Noden, Villeneuve,

\7ardrope, V/ren - 15."

"The Quorum of the said Committee to

consist of seven members,"

Motion ag^reed to.

MR. SPZ/JZER: Reports by Committees,

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

in presenting to you the motion relative to the appoint-

tient of the Chairman of the Committee of the \7hole

House, may I say that in past years there has been a

variation in practice. In some cases, as in the last

sittings of the last Legislature of Ontario, an

appointment v/as made for the whole period of time.

I think before that, there v/ere cases where the

appointment was m^ade year by year, and it is to

that practice, Mr. Sneaker, that I v/ould like to revert
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at this time.

During the last Legislature, the hon, member

for Middlesex North (Mr, Patrick) sitting to my right

to-day, acted in a very acceptable manner in connection

with the Chairmanship of the Committee of the Whole. He

rendered great service to the people and to the

Legislature. This, year he is acting as Chairman of a

very important Committee of this House, namely, the

Agricultural Comraittee,

For the period of this Session, I would like

to move, seconded by IJlr, Porter;

"That Ilr. Downer, Member for the Electoral

District of Dufferin-Simcoe , be appointed as

Chairman of the Committee of the ^hole House

for the present Session."

I may say the hon. member for Dufferin-

Simcoe (Mr, Downer) is a former associate of mine, going

back to the days of 1937, some fifteen years ago. He

has been associated during that period of time with a

number of the hon. members who are presently sitting

in the House, and on this occasion, v/e think it is very

fitting to nominate his appointment as Chairman of the

Committee of the V/hole House, who will preside over the

House when we move that you, Ivir. Speaker, do now leave

the Chair, and we consider certain matters.

Motion agreed to.
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The Deputy Speaker in the Chair,

MR. DEPUTY SP~ii-C1R: I wrould like to thank

the hon. Prime Minister for this expression of confidence

and s^ to the hon. members of the House that I will,

to the utmost of my ability, be fair and impartial.

Thank you very much.

Introduction of Sills,

Ken. Gccrso H, Dunbar moved first reading of

a Bill intituled, "I^n Act to Repeal the Suburban Area

Development Act",

He said: Mr. Speaker, this is an Act which was

put in the Statute in 1921. It has not been used very

much, in fact, I think only by one council, that of

the Township of McKim. It provided that the elected

board could instal water mains and sewers, and had

jurisdiction over electric lights, police, fire, and

things of that nature. The Township of McKim was the

only tovmship which took advantage of it.

The Act is now changed. Each township has

the power. The elected representatives now have the

power to define an area in which the services shall be

performed, I think it is better legislation as it is

nov/, because it is conducted by the elected representa-

tives of the townships.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.
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Mr. Speaker in the chair.

I'M. SP:iiJ:G:R: introduction of Bills.

Orders of the day,

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister): Ivlr. S. eaker,

I "beg at this time to table the answers to q_uestions 2

and 3, standing in the names of the hon, members for

Ottavm East (Mr. Chartrand) and Brant (Mr. Nixon), who

have expressed some desire to knov/ what the costs were

of the comraittees set up last year in connection with

rentals and with the administration of justice,

I table the answers to those questions, and

may I point out to the hon. merabers in Opposition that

this year I am beating my record of last year, in

starting to answer questions,

J/'IR. OLIVER: Just so long as you keep it up,

MR. FROST: Vve will keep it up, I can assure

you,

IvIR. HARRY KIaON ( Brant ) These , of course, v/ere

very easy questions,

MR. FROST: They are all easy for us.

I'IR. S.'.LSBSRG: You will be reminded of that

later on.

HON. D-^JNIA P0RT3R (Attorney-General): They wore

not embarrassing questions, although intended as such,

MR. SPIixiiLTC:.: I regret rising to my feet again,

but some of the hon. maiibers may be wondering why the
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national flov/er of Vv'ales has now b.een placed on my left.

To-morrow is the day of our patron saint, and it has

been the custom for the last few years for the '•elsh

Players of Toronto to draw to the attention of the House

and myself, the significance of the fact that St, David's

Day does fall on Hcrch 1st.

That to us, of course, is a very, very

significant and important day even more important than

St. Patrick's Day when everybody wants to be an Irishman,

except a Welshman; with St. George's Day v.'hen everybody

wants to be an Englishman, except a I7elshman and with

St, Andrew's Day when everybody wants to be a Scotsman,

except a '.'elshman. The '/elsh are the '.'.'elsh people, and

I am very grateful to the members of the ^Yelsh Players

Society for remembering us on the eve of St. David's

Day.

ivm. T. D. TH01'.i/iS (Ontario): Mr. Speaker, I

an very glad to join with you to-day in paying tribute

to St. David's Day. It is a little premature as St.

David's Day is not until to-morrow, IvLrch 1st,

V/e are very proud of the land of our birth,

because Vv^e come from a little nation of about two million

people v;ho have made a great contribution tovmrd the life

of Greet Britain, To-morrow night you, sir, myself, and

millions of other "/elsh people throughout the vrorld will

join in singing hymns and songs of V7ales, and pay tribute
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to that great little country, 17e are very proud of

the land of our birth, and v;e are also very proud, Mr.

Sjisaker, that we are now Canadians,

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

perhaps I may just add a word on behalf of all others

in the House. Apparently there are two '."elshmen here

and I \,ill add a v.^ord of congratulation from all of the

rest of us.

I sav/ the basket of flov/ers going up to your

Throne a fev; moments ago, and I tried to rack my brains

as to what conceivably could have taken place on the

29th of F'jbruary. At first I thought perhaps the flowers

were to mark the 2 9th of February v/hich only occurs

on our calendar once every four years. I am very glad,

Mr. Speaker, that the matter has been clarified, and
r

I take this opportunity to-day, on behalf of all hon.

members of this House, to wish you and your countrymen

the very best oh the first day of March, St, D.-. vid's

Pay.

MR. SVZI^'XK: G-.c.ers of the day.

THE COUNTY COURTS ACT

Hun, Dena Pcrter ( A:torney-General) , moves

second reading of Bill No. 57, ".in Act to Amend the

County Courts Act",

He said: Mr. Speaker, this Bill was explained
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on first reading, and there is nothing very much to add

at the present time. The hon. members will recall it

establishes the 8&c:o provislcns for wotking hblirs

as some of the other Bills \'?e have before us and it

makes it applicable also to the county court offices.

It also provides certain changes in opening

dates for sittings of the county courts, mentioned in

Section 2, for the purpose of general convenience.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill,

(Page B-1 follows)
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GENERAL SESSIONS aCT

Hon. Dana Porter (Attorney-General) moved

second reading of Bill No. 5S, "An Act to Amend the

General Sessions Act".

He said: Mr, Speaker, this Bill merely

provides for a change in the opening dates of the

sittings of courts of the General Sessions of the

Peace in certain named counties.

I'^otion agreed to; second reading of the

Bill.

THE SHERIFFS aCT

Hon. Dana Porter (Attorney-General) moved

second reading of Bill No. 59, "An Act to Amend the

Sheriffs Act".

He said: Mr. Speaker, in addition to making

a slight adjustment of the sheriffs' certificate fees,

where the number of names are many, this Act also

brings the sheriffs' offices into line with the

working hours provided in certain other Acts refer-

ring to court offices. Finally, there are certain

obsolete words that have .been deleted 'from one of

the Sections of the Act,

LIR. J, 3. SaLSBLRG (St. Andrew): Does that

mean that henceforth the sheriff will not be able to
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execute evictions on Saturdays'? If. so, I am very glad,

I"R. PORTLR: I think, perhaps, if the hon.

member (llr, Salsberg) could find a seconder, he would

have proposed an amendment to the Act whereby the

sheriff would not be able to enforce evictions in any

case on any day.

IE. SkLSBZRG: Uell, r;r. Speaker, I can imagine

where eviction would be necessary; for instance, if a

Government stays too long in office. I would not want

to make it too general.

VR, PORTLR: Then, as long as the hon. member

(rir. Salsberg) is content that vie remain in office on

Saturdays, perhaps he will have no objection to that

Bill.

MR, SALSBERG: I do not mind the Government

being in office on Saturdays if I could get them out

of office the rest of the week.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill,

JUDICATURE ACT

Hon. Dana Porter (Attorney-General) moved

second reading of Bill Number 60, "An Act to Amend

the Judicature Act".

He said: I."r. Speaker, this Bill, as well as
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some of the others mentioned, provides for a change

in the working times and the times at which offices

are open in connection with the Supreme Court. The

main change, however, that is proposed in this Bill,

is the abolition of the Special Jury, as I explained

on first reading, the repeal of the sections of the

Judicature Act with reference to Special Juries does

not in any way affect the jury system fundamentally,

it does not touch at all upon the ordinary juries,

nor does it touch upon the Grand Juries. This is merely

for the purpose of abolishing that special section

which provides for Special Juries in civil cases, and

as I stated on first reading, I propose that this

Bill go before the Legal Bills Committee,

As I said before, the Government has an open

mind as to this legislation, and we will welcome dis-

cussion, and the viewpoints of any groups who have any

views that they viish to bring to bear on this subject.

Innovations or changes of this kind might have far-

reaching effects, and we want to make sure that any

interested groups who might have something to say about

it have the fullest opportunity of presenting their

case before this step is finally completed. We want

to hear them, even if there are not overwhelming
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reasons against this legislation, and if there

are some reasonable doubts as to the safety of this

course at the present time. It may be desirable not

to press this legislation forward, but, nevertheless,

this Bill does come before the House and in due course

before the Legal Bills Committee, and it may be fully

discussed then.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

Bill.

THE JURORS ACT

Hon. Dana Porter (Attorney-General) moved

second reading of Bill I\io,6l, "An Hct to Amend the

Jurors Act".

He said: Mr. Speaker, this Bill covers two

main points. The first point is that it will permit

the local selectors of juries to make use of the

Assessment Roll returned in the year in which the

selection is being made, instead of rv' ^erring to

the Voters' Lists in the case of where the current

voters' list has not been certified or published

by the court. This will be not only a convenience,

but it will give greater assurance of the most up-

to-date possible list being available, from which
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juries generally may be selected.

Certain other sections of the Act are in

line with the airendnent to the Judicature Act

which proposes to abolish special Juries,

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

Bill.

THL SECURITIi:S ACT

Hon, Dana Porter (Attorney-General) moved

second reading of Bill No, 62, "An Act to Amend the

Securities Act",

He said: Mr, Speaker, in considering this

amendment to the Securities Act, perhaps I should

outline very briefly some of the main principles

involved in our securities legislation, so that this

might be seen in its proper perspective. The

Securities Act which is now in the Statute Books is

one of a series of statutes which have been passed

over a considerable number of years, the main purpose

of this legislation, of course, being to give some

reasonable protection to the public who are offered

securities, especially when these are being sold by

way of primary distribution. In other words, the
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main provisions of this legislation deal with what we

might generally call "promotional securities", securi-

ties that are in every sense a new issue and a new

undertaking, where in most cases there is a considerable

speculative element involved. Although that may not be

a . complete statement as to the scope of this Act,

nevertheless, most of the activities of the Securities

Comraission to be set up under this legislation deal

of
with that very matter/ promotional securities, which

. may be of a highly speculative nature, or, at least,

not by many means in the "gilt-edge" class. It has

always been kept in mind in all the legislation which

has been passed on this subject in Ontario that we have

two aspects of this problem to deal with.

One, of course, is we wish to make it possible

in every conceivable way for people who desire to

purchase speculative securities,

sold for the purpose of raising money for the develop-

ment of mines or the development of oil wells, or the

development of new assets which at the present time may

be in a natural state. In all activities of this kind,

the gambling- element, the speculative element is a very

prominent feature.
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There are a great nany people v/ho desire to

invest money in this sort of way, and for those who do

that, if the venture is a successful one, they might

make a very large profit as the result of the trans-

action, but, of course, they always take the chance,

and most people v/ho invest in this sort of security

know that they are taking the chance of losing perhaps

all the money that they put in. Nevertheless, if it

v/ere not for the fact that a great many people are

prepared to take that risk, many of our natural resources

in this country, particularly in our mining districts,

v/ould never have been developed at all,

'Therefore, it is alv^ays important in con-

sidering legislation of this kind, not to create such

prohibitive and such onerous regulations that people,

who are quite able to make up their own minds, will be

discouraged from entering into transactions of this

kind, that v/hat we sometimes term "risk capital" will

dry up and perhaps be diverted elsev/here.

Under the present Securities Act which was

passed a fev/ years ago, there are various provisions

v>'hich set forth regulations to be follov/ed in the

case of a new enterprise which is to be promoted and
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presented to the public. Everyone of these enter-

prises, as soon as it becomes incorporated, as soon

as they are prepared to issue shares to the public,

must make a filing of complete information on the

statutory forms required before the Securities Commis-

sion. The Securities Commission then, if it is

satisfied that the regulations have been complied with,

accepts the application for filing. It is not the

intent of this Act that any Government commission

shall or can give any guarantee or absolute protec-

tion to every person who may, no matter with what

motive, decide to buy shares in an enterprise. It is

quite beyond the scope of the functions of the

Commission, and I would submit that it is "not a sound

principle to attempt to pass any opinion on the

merits of a speculative enterprise.

So long as the Commission is satisfied that

the fullest possible information, the fullest possible

disclosure of all material matters is made to the

person and is available to the person who is asked

to buy the shares, The main principle underlying the

present securities legislation is disclosure, and if

any person receives information about a new issue of

securities then, as long as the disclosure is made, and
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as long as no mis-statement of fact is made, or as long

as he is not induced by some fraudulent means into

that transaction, it is entirely up to him to decide

whether he wishes to risk his money on that information,

or whether he does not.

That is the principle underlying the pro-

ceedings of the Securities Commission,

I do not need to go into great detail in

the matter. This legislation has been discussed before in

this House many times, and I think, on the whole, the

hon. members have a pretty general idea as to the

purpose and the functions of the Securities Commission

and what the ain^and objects of the legislation are

intended to be

,

The amendment that is before the House to-day

deals with suo-section 1 of Section 47 of the Securities

Act, A new section is substituted for that.

The present section provides that:

"Every person or company registered for

trading in securities under this Act who
receives from any person an order or sub-
scription for a security to which section
3S, 39 or 40 is applicable after having
solicited such person to purchase such
security shall, before entering into a

contract for the sale of such security
and before accepting payment or receiving
any security under any such contract or
in anticipation of making such a contract'
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deliver or cause to be delivered to such
person a copy of the prospectus or amended
prospectus, v/hichever is the last filed
with the Commission, together with,

(a) a copy of the last financial statements
and reports accepted for filing by the
Commission, where financial statements
and reports are required to be filed;
and

(b) a fair and accurate summary of the report
on the property of the company —

"

There are certain other sub-sections there,

but I do not think I need to deal with them. The

main purpose and intent of the section is contained

in the words I have read, that before any transaction

is completed, a copy of the prospectus of the company

and the financial statements, and a fair and accurate

report on the property must be delivered to the

prospective purchaser,

I might say that the prospectus is a

document which is prescribed under this Act, and it

contains a great deal of information about the

organization of the company, the number of shares

outstanding and the properties the company

owns, a description of them, and a great deal of

information which is relevant in considering the.

purchase of the securities.

One of the difficulties that occurs is
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simply this, that by reason of the fact that this

prospectus is delivered, or must be delivered prior,

to the transaction, it is very often found when people

receive this rather complicated document, sometimes

with a great deal of legal information in it, all very

relevant, perhaps, but to the layman it may be some-

what difficult to follow, one of the difficulties

is that most people do not pay a great deal of atten-

tion to it, and rather than be bothered with reading

it, they limit themselves to the more glowing account

of the prospect that is portrayed in the more colour-

ful literature that accompanies it.

This has been cause for some serious con-

sideration for quite a long time by the Commission

and by the broker-dealers who are engaged in

activities of this kind, I think, in some cases,

that instead of sending out the prospectus perhaps

in some cases it has been omitted in the

literature that is sent out, tiut very often it is

almost impossible to prove that. At any rate, what

is now suggested, and what is now put forward is

that two things Should be done. In the first place, '

a summary of the prospectus containing material

information in a more readable form than in the
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formal document should go out with the first circular,

pamphlet or letter sent to the prospective purchaser,

so that in addition to the material which highlights

the merits of the property that is being sold, the

purchaser does get something which he can readily

follow, and v;hich can assist him in making up his

mind. If a prospective purchaser receives that

sort of information and throws it into the waste

paper basket, I do not know that there is anything

that any Government or any Government official can

do to protect him very much more, but the most we

can hope to do is to make sure that this material

information is placed in his hands in a form that he

may be able readily to understand, so that he may

come to some coriamon-sense judgment as to what he

wishes to do.

The sections as amended will provide that

with the first pamphlet, circular or letter sent or

d^elivered to a prospective purchaser, there shall

be a copy of a summary of the prospectus, financial

statements and reports required as set forth in the

Act in a form that is acceptable to the Commission,

so that before these are sent out, the Commission

would have to satisfy itself that it is a fair summary
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of the information in the official prospectus, and

that it is presented in a way that is in proper per-

spective, and will give reasonably full information

of what the prospectus contains.

It also goes further and says that such

summary shall contain a statement at the end in

easily legible letters. Very often they use small

print in order to discourage people from straining

their eyes. This provides that the letters shall

not be smaller than the letters in the main portion,

and that a copy of the prospectus will be sent on

request.

Then, the next section as amended provides:

"Every person or company registered for
trading in securities under this act who
receives from any person an order or sub»
scription for a security to which Section
3S, 39 or 40 is applicable shall, at any
time not later than the delivery of the
written confirmation of the sale of suCh
security, deliver or cause to be delivered
to such person a copy of the prospectus
or amended prospectus, whichever is the

last filed with the Commission."

After the deal is through, after the

subscription is offered and accepted by the brolter,

the broker then comes to the point of sending out

a statement confirming the details of the trans-

action. Therefore, that is another document which
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has to be delivered in each case.

The first document that I have mentioned,

the summary of the proceedings, covers deals in which

the seller has solicited the purchaser, where the

broker goes out and solicits the purchaser. This

second section I have referred to, where the copy of

the prospectus is to be sent out, covers deals in

which the seller is not solicited, the purchaser comes

into the broker's office, or writes in without being

contacted at all. In that case he is entitled to get

a copy of the prospectus on confirmation of the deal,

I might say now that in connection v/ith the

v;hole securities administration, a great deal of

controversy has taken place in the last few years as

to the activities of some of the brokers, some of the

broker-dealers operating from the city of Toronto;

especially in the United States, a greai deal has been
*

said in the Press, a great deal has been said in some

of the magazines about activities of some brokers

operating from, the city of Toronto by long distance

telephone and attempting to sell stock across the

border.

The Ontario Securities Commission has,
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from time to time, been subjected to a great deal of

adverse publicity as a result of offerings being made

in the United States by local promotional houses through

the mails, and usually followed up by long distance

telephone calls if an initial sale is made, or if a

request is made for additional information. It is

true the solicitations are made in most cawes where

the securities have not been registered under American

Statutes, the Statutes of the Security and Exchange

Commission, or any of the State Commissions. Very

often they have been made in violation of American

laws. However, there is no prohibition in our Ontario

legislation, which is a Provincial Act, against solici-

tation by mail outside the Province. I do not think

there is very much doubt about it, that it is beyond

the jurisdiction of the Provincial Legislature to

legislate against the use of mails or the use of the

telephone if other specified requirements of the

Securities Act are met. Nevertheless, the Securities

Commission, over a period of some twenty-three years,

has perhaps suffered to some extent from a lack of

continuity, through various changes from time to time
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in legislation as we were feeling our way. In

addition to this, there has been a lack of centralized

records relating to policies and other details essen-

tial to the most efficient administration.

(Take "C" follows)
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But this has been, in the last fev years, to

a large extent, overcorae and cured by the publication

of monthly bulletins by the Securities Commission

regarding matters relating to policies and discipline.

The facts of and incidental to publicity, which has been

given this major problem, should be recorded for future

reference.

Now, Mr. Speaker, it is true that the utmost

co-operation exists between the Ontario Securities

Commission and the Securities and Exchange Commission

of the United States, a United States federal body

responsible for administration across the international

border.

Mr. Speaker, I think it might be useful for

me to add something more to that statement on second

reading of this Bill, and no doubt there may be some

discussion on the Bill, The hon. Prime Minister had in

mind adjourning the House at three o'clock this after-

noon, to enable the hon. members to get home, and,

therefore, I v;ould suggest that this debate be adjourned.

I, therefore, Mr. Speaker, move the adjournment

of the debate.

Motion agreed to,

HON. DANA POKTSR (Attorney-General): Mr.

Speaker, before moving the adjournment of the House, I
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may say that on Monday we shall proceed with particular

reference to Order No. 2, a continuation of the debate

on the Parole Act; OrCev No. 6, second reading of the

Vocational Education Act and Order No, 24, second

reading of the Auxiliary Classes Act.

Mr. Speaker, I move the adjournment of the

House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 3*10 of the clock, p.m.
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Prayers.

I(K. SPEAKER: Presenting Petitions.

Reading and Receiving Petitions.

Presenting Reports by Committees,

Motions,

Introduction of Bills,

3 o'clock p.m.

I JR. S. L, HaLL (Halton) moves, in the absence

of Mr, Fullerton, first reading of Bill intituled:

"An Act respecting the Township of McKim",
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Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

im. SPEAKER: Orders of the Day.

HON. ARTHUR WELSH (Provincial Secretary):

¥r. Speaker, I beg leave to present to the House the

following

:

The Annual Report of the Farm Institutions
for the year ended March 31, 1951.

The Report of the Minister of Lands and
Forests for the Province of Ontario, for
the fiscal year ended iJarch 31, 1951.

lit. oPEi-iKER: Orders of the Day.

SECURITIES ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Third Order, resuming

the adjourned debate on the motion for second reading

of Bill No. 62, "An Act to Amend the Securities Act",

1^^, Porter.

HON. Dana PORTER (Attorney-General): Mr.

Speaker, I was in the course of outlining the position

of the Securities Commission operating under the

existing legislation, in dealing with some of the

problems of securities distribution, and particularly

in connection with the problem which has arisen in

the last few years whereby a number of brokers have

been selling stocks on a large scale across the

border, by telephone and by nail,

I would like to summarize the various lines
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of activities which are being taken by the Securities

Goiniiiission, not only to deal with this special ;orobleia

-itself, but generally to protect the public in as

reasonable a way as possible in its purchase of

securities v/hich are issued for the purpose of primary

distribution.

In the first place, the Coinraission has power

to cancel licenses of brokers who offend against the

regulations and any of the provisions of the iict. j-^s

a matter of fact, the cancellation-of -license power

is a very broad one, and if a broker is carrying on

in a way that is detrimental to the business, the

securities Commission has wide powers to cancel his

license.

Secondly, the Securities Commission has

povrer to institute surprise audits in the offices

of brokers who are carrying on a brokerage business

where they suspect, or have some reason to believe,

that irregularities are being committed. I think it

can be readily understood that surprise audits might

have a very salutary effect.

In the third place, the Securities Commis-

sion is responsible for instituting prosecutions of

persons v^ho offend against the Act, and against the
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regulations in it, as well as, in some cases, to lay

charges which might arise under the Criminal Code,

In the fourth place, the Securities Commis-

sion has in recent months been carrying out a con-

centrated drive against the heavy mailings going out fr»m

some brokers' offices, and a number of licenses

have been cancelled, when the mailings appear to be

out of line.

Fifthly, cts I intimated the other day, the

principle of full disclosure has been adopted, and

as far as possible, is being put into effect.

And in the sixth place, there are certain

policies which have been adopted to ensure a sound

financial structure of the companies issuing their

shares to the public.

Those, Mr, Speaker, are the six points which

cover the main operations of the Securities Commission

with respect to these matters.

It has been so often said that a very heavy

volume of trading has been carried on across the

border. As a matter of fact, in recent months, and

in the last few years, some newspapers and publica-

tions in the United States have gone to very great

lengths to attempt to discredit securities of this
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country and this province in the United States, and

to "show up" some of the activities which they claim

are taking place from brokerage offices here. For

instance, we see the figure of "52 million dollars"

of securities being; sold across the border by mail

and by telephone, and the inference generally is

that all of that is done with fraudulent intent, and

any transactions, which are consummated, are consum-

mated as a result of fraudulent mis-statements. As

a matter of fact, the Commission has attempted to

analyze the amount of securities which conceivably

might be sold across the border, and the very best

estimate which can be arrived at, based upon a care-

ful analysis, and taking into consideration the

initial capitalization of the companies involved,

the average offering prices to the public, and various

other sources of information, is about a total of ten

million dollars a year in securities traded across the

border.

Some of these securities -- perhaps a large

percentage of them — are securities which are regis-

tered in the United States with the Securities and

Exchange Commission, and with the State Commissions,
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so it is only a portion of the ten nillion dollars'

vrorth of securities which might be traded in through

the mails and by telephone calls frora Toronto offices.

Of course, in many of these cases there

has been no actual fraud, in an ordinary sense. There

roay be some cases wnere fraudulent statements are made

over the telephone; there may be some cases in which

fraudulent statements are made in the mails, but for

the most part, for all we know, there is nothing of

the nature of actual fraud involved. The most that

might happen is that in som.e of these cases there

r.ay be some offences against the Securities Act in

the United States, or in one of the states, or against

a Federal Statute.

As I pointed out the other day, we have no

power here to prevent that sort of thing being done,

unless some complaints are laid, and we are furnished

with the necessary information. Of course, there are

many of these people who buy some of these stocks who

actually gain as a result of the transaction. It is

impossible for us to say, from any information we have,

just where profits have been realized, and where losses

have been incurred, Fany certainly have not involved a
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total loss, such as would appear from some of the

articles which were published in the United States,

From reading some of that literature, you would think

that not only was there an enormous amount of stock

involved, amounting to a vast sum in a single year,

but you would also be led to believe that in every

instance the stock was sold illegally, which in every

instance it was not, a.nd that in every instance it

was sold as a result of some fraudulent misrepresenta-

tion v/hich, also, is by no means the case.

(Take "B" follows.)
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As to the first point that I mentioned,

cancellation of licenses, there are many difficulties

in connection with this. V/e have changed conditions in

the country to-day, many newcomers have been attracted

to the business of selling securities and changed

conditions require larger working capital to-day than

for some time before. This calls for larger working

capital for those who wish to indulge in extensive

mailings and large-scale telephoning. If that is what

they intend to do, it makes for substantial resources.

Those who do not wish to run the risk involved or who

could not obtain a license in their own name muster the

services of others to act on their behalf. These are

what may be termed as 'Irresponsible dealers." In other

v.'ords, a certain registered broker acts as an agent for

some person who could not, for some reason or another,

obtain a license or for some person whose license would

be cancelled end would take orders, and in all respects

act in a general v/ay in which he was directed. These

are difficult to prove, however, obvious as they may appear

to be on the surface.

Furthermore, in our democratic system it is

difficult to deny registration for the applicant if he

can meet the ordinary req.uirements of the Act and

Regulations, unless something can be found, such as

a previous conviction. Despite that fact, the
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re 2'- strati on of fifty-three broker-dealers have been

cancelled since 1947, The number of registered brokor-

deaJers reached a peak of 212, and the number has nov;

bc:n reducod to 1G4. The Commission norm.all,y acuo

u\.jon compleints but in the face of t^is situation, •.;he

Commission realizes it has lost an important contact

v/ith the industry when the duty of audi-cing v/as relegated

to the Broker-Dealers' Association under the provisions

of the 1947 Act.

The second point I mentioned, the Introduction

of surprise audits v/hich may be called at the interesc

of the Securities Commission without notice . As a

result of this and other measures, many newcomers have

lost their registration before their operations proved

profitable and the establishment of a "front" is not

as attractive as it formerly was. As a matter, of fact,

since the 31st of March, 1951, only four new registration;

have been granted to broker-dealers. Ten registrations

have been cancelled over the same period. In the mean-

time, the Broker-Dealers' Association have introduced

new regulations in the matter of bonding and previous

experience v^rhich would tend to keep the future

registrations in reasonable bounds.

Then, in the third place, e.s mentioned,

charges are laid against the registrant in certain cases.
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In a period of a little over two years, covering the

year 1949 and 1950 and two months in 1951, the Commission

prosecuted ninety charges laid either under the

provisions of the Act or under the Criminal Code. The

charges laid against registrants are definitely in the

minority. The fact that ninety charges were laid does

not by any means imply that registered brokers were

involved, except in a few cases. Most of the charges

were laid against individuals trading without regis-

tration, who in the course of their activities , broke

almost every provision of the Securities Act. In some

cases, they broke provisions of the Criminal Code, It

is gratifying to note that the courts, in many instances,

are taking a different view of violations of the Act

than they formerly did. Under the Act it is provided

in many instances , there are penalties, fines and

jail sentences in the alternative, but a magistrate

may decide whether a case required a fine or whether

it justified a jail sentence. Vifhat happened was simply

this, that when fines were the order of the day, the

m?.gistrates felt that offences under the Securities

Act were of a minor nature and a fine was sufficient.

The offenders were inclined to look at this as though

it were sort of an additional licence fee and the

profits of their business was sufficient to absorb it
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and they went merrily on their way in the hope of

not being caught. However, latterly, magistrates have

been imposing jail sentences more v;idely than heretofore

and this itself is having a very salutary effect, IT-iere

is novj recorded in our records many fugitives from

justice.

In the fourth place, as a result of the compla.1n-cs

the Commission receives and the drive that it is making

against "across-the-border dealers", the Securities

Commission has been very much concerned about this

question, in spite of the fact that technically the

Securities Commission, acting under provincial laws,

may have little concern from a strictly legalistic

point of view in a matter of this kind which is

international in its aspects.

As early as March, 1948, the Commission took

the stand that registration should not be granted in

this province in order to enable a dealer to trade

almost exclusively outside Ontario. In September, 1949,

a notice was issued to all broker-dealers to the

effect that a dealer might go through the motions of

making an offering inside Ontario, but at the same time

devote almost his entire effort to effecting sales

outside Ontario. A further warning was issued in con-

junction with the Broker-Dealers' Association in
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December, 1950, follov/ed by an intensive drive directed

for the most part against the activities of promotional

houses who engaged in heavy mailings and telephone

Solicitations. The cancellations resulting early in

1951 were possibly the heaviest in the history of the

Commission. Over-selling iimerican citizens by repeated

telephone calls and other high-pressure methods were

an important factor throughout.

This scarcely indicates indifference on the

part of the Commission. On the contrary, it demonstrates

that trading conditions over the Border has been treated

as a major problem. The figure of fifty-three can-

cellations Include a very large percentage of dealers

who have few customers, if any, but who work through

mailing lists which they obtain from one source or

another. In less than three years the registration of, at

least, twelve promotional houses who used the mails

extensively, have been cancelled.

Many American citizens engaged in stock selling

moved to Ontario after a Federal Securities Act was

enacted in 1933. Some of these have established

permanent residences in Ontario. However, many who came

to Ontario during the Post V/ar years on the pretext of

establishing a permanent residence, have pleaded a shortage

of accommodation as an excuse for not moving their
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families to Ontario, If is an accepted fact that these

individuals, old and nev>' arrivals, as salesmen, are

responsible for an extremely high percentage of the

high-pressured sales methods used over the long distance

telephone. Almost invariably they are employed by

promotional houses sponsoring the most questionable

issues, "Boycott" is an ugly word, but no independent

responsible house v;ould employ some of these individuals

after having an opportunity to observe their methods.

It is gratifying to note that several of them are included

in a long list of unemployed salesmen at the present

time. Most of them have been employed by promotional

houses which have been subject to Fraud Orders, and issues

they have sold have been branded as fraudulent. Con-

sequently, they are part and parcel of the fraud as

determined by responsible United States authorities. Why

then, when they visit thoir American homes periodically,

when they spend their vacation during the slack seasons

with their families in the United States, do not the

United States authorities act upon their own findings?

Furthermore, abuses are not confined to this

side of the Border. American concerns operating in the

United States sell lists of names to Ontario dealers,

thus laying the foundation for extensive mailings.

According to the American explanation these are merely

ordinary commercial lists supplied in the ordinary course
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of business. This is net a fact. The Commission has

on file a circular issued by a New York concern offering

to supply the names of widows and widowers at the rate

of 250,000 monthly,, who have recently inherited estates.

Surely a classification along this line is not in any

way related to a commercial enterprise. It is definitely

identified with "stockateering" in its most vicious form.

That is an activity which goes on within the

borders of the United States, and which is within their

jurisdiction and can be dealt with, if they wish to do so.

Then; point five which has to do with the

prospectus and a full disclosure. This principle provides

the best hedge against paternalism. If the purchaser

takes the trouble to read the material supplied for his

protection, li^ many cases he would not speculate, or at

least not to the extent that he does. No doubt many

securities are sold before the purchasers have read or

digested the material. The initial sale, however, is

usually a minor consideration. Sales made in response

to solicitation through the mails usually range from 100

to 500 shares, at an average initial offering price of

thirty cents. It is re-selllng over the telephone as

many as five or more times wldch is open to the severest

criticism. By this

(Page B-8 follows)
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time, the purchaser has had ample time to study the

statutory material. There is, of course the possibility

that statutory material was never delivered. The

Commission is constantly on the alert to guard against

this possibility and despite the vigilance of the United

States authorities, v/ho are perfectly familiar with the

requirements of our Act in this regard, very few

complaints have been received charging failure to deliver

a prospectus and other statutory material.

The Ontario Act goes further than full

disclosure, by providing safeguards against an un-

conscionable consideration being given for the acquisition

of property or for promotional purposes.

The Securities Ccmmission has taken steps --

this was the sixth point I mentioned to-day — to do

everything possible to provide for a sound and equitable

corporate financing. VvTiat the average citizen wants who

purchases a stock of a speculative nature is a fair run

for his money.

•

It follows that in order to ensure this, control

must be exercised over corporate financing. Current

securities legislation enables the Commission to exercise

this control in certain important respects. Recent

policies adopted from time to time since the new Act

came into force, have improved the situation materially.
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These policies have now been consolidated and published

in the Bulletin of December, 1951. I'm sure the

Monthly Bulletin issued by the Commission which records

decisions that have been made, the cancellations of

licences, the reasons for the conclusions v/hich have

been arrived at and other matters that are of interest

to those v/ho are engaged in the business, has also had

a very v/idespread effect upon keeping the public and

those engaged in the business informed as to v/hat is

going on.

There are certain definite conditions as to

the number of shares which can be obtained in a certain

bloc, the amount of shares which can be issued as

vendors' shares with reference to the total capitalization

of the company.

These policies are the result of deliberations

and discussions with the organized industry, in fact a

substantial proportion v;ere suggested by the industry.

The true function of a Securities Commission is not to

devise regulations and policies, but to canvass the

opinion of the organized industry and adopt the

highest standards acceptable to the best element and

to enforce these standards throurhout. It is easy

indeed to devise policies designed to embarrass and

discourage the worst element, but the most difficult
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problem confronting any administration is to regulate

trading and the persons engaged in trading, without

retarding development and expansion by ill-conceived

policies. Many policies which may seem advisable in

order to curb the activities of consistent offenders,

may eventually unduly hamper an honest and constructive

endeavour to raise venture or investment capital. Our

objective is to have consistent but nevertheless flexible

administration in order to deal with financing arrange-

ments, which although they may not comply with the

policies in every detail, may, nevertheless, in the over-all

result exceed our requirements.

As a result, corporate financing has improved

materially over a period of years, Underv/ritings given

by registrants with financial responsibility ranging

from $30,000.00 to ^200,000.00 and more are now common,

in contrast with the days when an Issuing company optioned

all of its capital stock at prices ranging from five to

fifty cents.

Secondly, the placing of corporate financing

on a proper basis presents further important considera-

tions. It should, in some measure at least, prove a

lasting solution in eliminating undesirable^s v/ho have

been attracted by unreasonable profits and who may

fairly be classified as fly-by-nigjit operators. More-
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over, there will not be so much easy money to support

the continued activities of so-called fringe operators.

Now, before concluding, I would just like to

refer for a moment to that which has been suggested by,

and appears in the American Press with respect to this

whole problemo There is one very Illuminating and

interesting article that appears. in the Saturday

Evening Post of January IE, 1952. The title of this

article is, "I Sell Phoney Stock to American Chumps".

This is by Marcus Verner as told to Earle Beattie:

"This is the astonishingly candid
confession of a confidence man who
operates his sucker game just inside
Canadian law. And, in spite of his
warning, he says, you may fall for his
line tonight, when you take that
intriguing telephone call."

So, this man who is an acknowledged crook

writes an article and it is published in the United

States. Just for what purpose it is published, I do

not know. I suppose the main purpose of publishing

anything in magazines is to sell magazines. I do not

intend to read the whole article, although it is

quite vivid in many respects, but it says in part:

"There are about 9,000 men and women in
the United States who would like to lay
hands on me — rough hands, with a rope
and a handy branch nearby; cr maybe an
old-fashioned tar barrel with a flock of
feathers would satisfy their urge to get
justice from my hide. United States
Federal police, too, would like to put
the heavy hand on me if they could just
escort me across the United States-
Canadian border from my base of operations
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"here in Toronto, Ontario, because
likely they have several secret
indictments against me on charges of
fraud

.

You see, for the past fifteen years
I've sold gullible Americans |l, 500,000.
worth of Canadian mining and oil
securities', and about $1,400,000. of
it wasn't worth the gold ink we used tf*

print the gilt edge. That §100,000.
worth which made money for a few
supremely lucky ones was purely
accidental. I never meant to sell
anything but "moss pasture" — phony
stock — to get-rich-quick Yanks, who
are the easiest marks in the v/orld
because they believe in Santa Glaus.
Of course, my pals and I also sell to
other Canadians, but the big market for
mooches is south of the border, v/here
we drag in some $30,000,000. a year.

Last summer v/e hit our lowest ebb
in years because the Ontario government
tightened up its regulations and the
market was slow, until September, even
for good stocks. But for us the heat
has been on in more ways than summer
and we're soft-pedaling for a v/hile."

(Page C-1 follows.)
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Last March the Canadian post office banned
mail service to t enty-seven broker-dealers,
underwriters and their employees, but the ban
was lifted a few months later, after an outcry
about "dictatorial methods." And despite what

somj newspapers say, the Ontario Securities
Commisc.ion has been steadily driving the bad
brokers off Bay Street. In the past two years
thirty brokers have "blown their tickets" -
lost their licenses - some have surrendered
their licenses "voluntarily" and about sixty
others have given up. Another fifty have bejn
hauled into court, The Securities and Exchange
Commission in V/ashington has also made it warm
for us by getting the United States Post Office
Department to ban mail deliveries to and from
the stockees through fraud orders and cease-
and-desist orders, but we've managed to get
around that by changing firm names and addresses.
Then this past siimmer and fall the Ontario
legiElaturj's crime committee turned the spotlight
on phony-stock operations with a now rash of
headlines that didn't do our business any good.
But the big est scare of all is extradition.
Canadian and U.b. authorities agreed in October
to amend the Canadian - U.S. extradition treaty
so that we stockees could be taken across the
border to stand trial. However, we hear the
deal is still pretty vague with plenty of
loopholes and red tape, so wealthy stockees
can fight it out first through the Canadian courts.
This heat is nothing new to us, however, and
v\/e're just v/aiting nov«/ for a new gimmick to
get back in the boiler rooms full blast."

MR, SALbBSRG: "People say " is the next paragraph.

I am just trying to help you.

MR. PORT"i]R ( Attorney-General) : Do you want me

to read the next paragraph? That is an example of a very

recent article which is very much toned down compared

with what some of these former articles have been. There

is a recognition there that the policies of Securities

Commission have been "whanging them down",in the Words

of the Minister for Municipal Affairs. Now, there is

a recent one in a recent edition of Saturday Night for

February 23rd, 195£ entitled " Bay Street and Your Money"

by Fraser Robertson, Financial Editor of the Telegram and
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one paragraph I would like to read.

"Tids money would not bo at work in Canada,
•. vi-n'Vfestment men claim, if they were not busy

finding profitable jobs for it "to do. A few

millions in "sucker money" could be, and is^

attracted by high-pressure salesmen specializing
in "get-rich-quick" propositions. Despite lurid
articles in the United States presi and the
occasional Canadian journal, dishonest stock
promotion is not what the Toronto financial
community lives on. The Ontario Securities
Commission, \mder the firm direction of Chairman
O.E, Lennox, has closed up crooked operations in
the last few years so expeditiously that the .

con-men with sufficient cash to make them dangerous
have not found it profitable to keep on moving
round the corner. The Securities Commission
also has tightened up regulations on new stock
issues.

The Commission has had its recent success in
this clean-up chiefly because Bay S.treet sees
the wisdom of it. Members of the Investment
Dealers* Association, for example, are not
directly affected by shady promotions of mining
stocks. They could - and some of them do -
stand aside in lofty disdain. But changes in
the bond markets have made members of the IDA
anxious to cultivate the small investor both
in Canada and the U.S. and this cannot be done
successfully if Toronto's financial reputation
frequently is contaminated. So the IDA, in
addition to keeping its own members ethical gives
moral support to Chairman Lennox. Similarly,
the Toronto Stock Exchange, ranking second only
to New York, cannot afford to harbor crooks,
or have them touting its prospective customers.
Whether its members are fundamentally honest,
or merely can better afford now to be honest, it
too is a strong influence in the clean-up.

Most of the "Stop, thief" directed at Toronto's
financial community concerns operations or promoters,
They are the chief distributors of original shares
of mining and oil companies, particularly the
ventures that so seldom pay off, but without
which there would be no mining industry at all
in Canada or the U.S, Even when such ventures
are conducted with the most meticulous honesty,
the chances of ultimate success are slim. There
have been dozens of mining claims thattooked,
at first examination, to be as good or better
than Dome, Lake Shore or International looked when
first discovered. There are millions of acres
of potential oil lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
i-».lberta and British Columbia, Yet Imperial Oil
spent $30,000,000 and drilled more than 120
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uniSuccesEful holes before Imperial Leduc No, 1

proved in 1947, the t investment in oil lands
could pay off handsomely.

In the last three years, a sociological experiment
conducted by Mr. Lennox and the Ontario Securities
Commission has shown that Broker-Dealers, given
the chance and firm guidance, are just as honest
as any other group of businessmen. They have an
-ssociation, operating \mder the laws of Ontario,
which is rapidly teaching all but the toughest
reactionaries that self -discipline is easy. It
is also teaching members that old ways of
promotion are not, in modern times, the best,
and that whether they approve or not, promoters
must take into consideration today»s lively
public interest in protecting widows, orphans
and rich men's heirs,"

And finally, I nifeht refer to an article in the

New York Herald Tribune which appeared on February 25th,

1952, which bears this headline "Fraudulent Share-PuPhing

Across Borders Has Dropped Sharply in Recent Months-

Real Clean-Up Held Effected in Tighter Rules", And there

is a very constructive articles diowing some of the

difficulties with which the ComirAssion is confronted and

the gradual improvement that has ooourred as a. result

of the policies that have been carried on and I would

just like to say that one of the reasons for the improvement

that has been very much apparent over the last two or

three years when this high pressure •cross -the-border

selling became most conspicious has been due to the

Chairman of the Commission,

I would like to pay a tribute to Mr. Lennox who

has acted in that extremely difficult position not only

with very great ability and patience but vdth firmnoss,

Mr, Lennox was originally one of the oflicials of Supreme

Court of Ontario, a I^aster of the Supreme Court and his
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background had never been that of a financial man in

any sense of that term, For many years of his life

as a lawyer he had been engaged in official work as

a civil ser^~dnt dealing with the legal profession

in -Lie Master's Off ice, and when he was appointed

tc the Securities Commission he v>/as aaddenly asked to

tackle a problem which was quite different from

anything that had no doubt come before him in previous

years. But he has steadily and conscientiously applied

himself to working out the best and the soundest policies of

v^hichhe could conceive,
, in the first place to avoid

being too much of a bureaaorat and in the second place

being sufficiently firm to permit him to

control and to keep to the minimum the evils which

will always be alive in a business of this kind where

the public are being induced by glowing words of

future prospects to part v/ith their money, to

gamble, and .to take a risk»

So that, Mr. Speaker, in moving the second

reading of this Bill I have outlined the background

of the work of the Commission and the policies

lying behind the Act and I think that there is no

doubt about it that the general policy is along the

right line. The amendment that we are considering

to-day is not a now departure from the policy but

it is one that will strengthen somewhat further, and make

a little more flexible in one respect and a little

more tough in another respect, the requirements that

are provided for the selling of securities of this nature.
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I therefore move the second reading of the Bill,

MR. \VR3N( Kenora) : Mr. Speaker, speaking on

the second reading of this Bill, I would like to

point out that this group in the House are quite

willing to commend the Attorney -General and the

Securitie'S Commission for their efforts in this very-

important field. There are a few things, however,

which v\?e would like to bring to the attention of

the hon. Attorney -General and over the week-end since

his announcement in the House on Friday concerning

this present amendment, I have had two or three phone

calls and several telegrams from the riding I represenl:^

asking that some representation be made to the House

on this subject.

V/e are also interested in our Party in making

some observation. One thing which we are concerned

about in the north is the very unfavourable publicity

the actions of some of the broker-dealers in this area

are bringing on the Province and when they bring an

unfavourable attitude towards us it certainly reflects

veiy severely on any financing of properties in the

northern parts of the province. One concern we have

is the furth3r imposition that this amendment may make

on the prospective developer as against the relationships

of the broker -dealers

,

, Oince the prospect gets beyond the initial

prospect stage, and the initial financing stage, there

is little, if anything, that the individual prospector,

who, after all. found the property, will have to do with it.
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His future and the future of his property is almost

entirely in the hands of the broker or dealer who

takes up the financing of the particular property.

The Securities Act generally is doing a fine

job of protecting the avera£e investor but it is in

a similiar way doing a certain amount to hinder the

activities of the initial discoverer.

I was very interested to learn from the Attorney-

General's remark that suprise audits were being made

of broker-dealer firms but there is one other field in

which we feel the Attorney-General's department and

the Securities Comraission should act* and that is

in the initiating, probably with the co-operation

of the hon. Minister of Mines, surprise visits to

properties, not only to determine their financial

condition but to determine the authenticity of the

information which these people are submitting somotimes

in a professional sense,

I happen to live in an area which has bean

recently quite prominent in the mining field and I have

seen properties there which the promoters in Toronto have

related to be excellent prospects,

which were worthy of tho investment of a -considerable

amount of money and I know people in the east who

have invested in some instances considerable sioms in

properties which I and my associates in the mining

industries know to be perfectly worthless property.
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The effect that has in a relatively unknown

area sometimes is that when we do something that is

right we have that much more difficulty in making

our voices heard and securing the capital we find

necessary to proceed vdth development.

I notice in the Securities Act itself

that the qualifications of people who submit these

reports concerning the physical characteristics of

the property are at the discretion of the Commission,

that is to say, the mining, engineering, geologists

or prospectors, if acceptable to the Commission can

submit reports.

There are an increasingly large niimber of

men going about the northern parts of this Province

passing themselves off as mining engineers and

reports — whether all of them go through the Commission

I do not know — are given over their hands which many

times are not worth the price of the paper they are

written on and I would like to see if it is possible

that the Commission do require that any report that

is issued over the hand of an engineer, should be that

of a professional mining engineer or a professional

mine geologist and then, if there are statements made

or descriptions circulated which are not true to fact,

that man through the Association to which he belongs

can be brought to task and made to explain the reasons

for making those statements.
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registrations of people dealing in this type of

securities, I am wonderiixg how many of these licenses

have been re-issued after they were cancelled, I

sincerely hope there were not too many because I feel

again that what we need in the north more than anything

else is capital and the more capital we can encourage

into the north, the sooner the north is going to develop,

and I think that any persons who are dealing with

securities — and I am particularly interested in

those trades whiciL have to do vdth the north — I

think that any firm or any individual who has mis-

represented himself or the firm or the property/

for which he is soliciting these funds, I do not think

that that person should be entitled to go back and do

business again in this Province,

I do not think there is much else I have to say

on this matter.

Ur, Speaker, I de want to say In conclusion that

we commend the Attorney-General on the fine work of the

£ec\irities Commission. We vrould like to see the hand

of the Securities Commission considerably more strengthened

than is the case in this amendment,

MR. SaLSBERG: Mr. Speaker, this Bill could not be

objected t©; it is undoubtedly going to be helpful in

attaining the end that all of us would like to see ^

achieved. But the Attorney-General went to extreme

length in dealing with this legislation and one got

the impresiion that he v>/as giving an exhaustive treatment

of the problem which was dealt with by the investigation
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committee that occupied so much public attention during

last summer.

It would be of interest to know, I am sure

to all people in this Province whether this Bill is

all that the Attorney-General or the government think

is required in order to meet the problems that were

revealed during that investigation. There are members

who served on that committee; they had an opportunity

of listening to many witnesses and the people of the

Province believe that as a result of the public hearings

of the problems, as a result of the evidence received,

that something very important would result, that there

would be more fundamental overhauling of the legislation

and of the entire machinery that has to do with this

problem.

While the Attorney-General has not told us

whether it is the intention of the government to re-

establish the committe3 on law enforcement or whatever

the title of the committee v;as, I think It was generally

accepted that the committee would be re -constituted after

the strange interlude we had and that the committee v»^ould

pick up from v;here it left off,

THE ATTORIGIY-GEI^IERAL: It is still in an interlude.

MPl, SALS3ERG: I am i-.! a very interesting interlude.

Novi/, I think it is correct to say that the public expected

the re-establishment of this committee, an extension of

the investigation and that the people of this Province

would, as a result completing the work of such a

committee, receive a report which would be a rounded-out
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impartial opinion of a oommlttee, that included members

of bhree groups of the House and that such a report

v.'ould once and for all establish the facts of the

situation in a very clear way, would explode myths,

if such existed, about the situation and would also

Indicate what legislative action was required.

(Take D Follows)
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The Committee, as we all know, came to a

very untimely death. The Hon. Attorney-General did

not know on the day they met for the last time, that

was to be the last time they would get together. If

he knew, he did not tell the members of the Comjiittee,

They are here, and I do feel they should get —

MR. PORT-jR: They are not all here.

I^'IR. SaLSBERG: I thought they would get up

to-day and have something to say, but apparently they

ere waiting for me to start.

As I say, the Cornnittee came to an untimely

end; no report was submitted; the Hon, Attorney-General

did not, in his very lengthy and very interesting

explanation, refer to that Committee, He did not

indicate T^rhat the thoughts of the Committee were

abouc this matter, but he presents us with a Bill,

which is quite acceptable; it is a step in the right

direction, and is one v/hich justifies us in asking,

"Is that all that is brought before this House,*' to

the people of this province, to the people of this

country — I almost said "Dominion" — to, indeed,

the people of Korth America, whose eyes were focussed

on this very important Committee, and who were fed

with pages of astounding revelations by the Press
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of this continent.

I think, Mr. Speaker, we are entitled to

ask at this noment whether that is all that was re-

quired. If that is all, then the situation could

not have been as bad as it vras pictured, or as was

referred to by some of the witnesses who appeared,

I think that this House, and the Province -- and I

say this with all sincerity — are entitled to the

opinions of the Government on this question. If there

had been no Committee investigation, and in the normal

run of things, a Bill of this sort had been brought in,

we would have said that it was a satisfactory addition

to the legislation; but it is hardly adequate in view

of what has taken place.

As I have said on previous occasions in

this House, I am no expert on the stock market, or,

as the Hon. Attorney-General calls it so dignifiedly,

"the securities market". Some of these things can

hardly be considered as "security" for anyone except

to those who sell them, and some of them seem to

have secured themselves very securely for quite a

while.

The article the Hon, Attorney-General read

is a long one, and when he stopped reading, I suggestcl
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he continue with the next paragraph. I followed him

closely aa he was reading the article, and with your

permission, Mr. Speaker, I will continue by reading a

few lines from v/here the Hon. Attorney-General left

off. The follox^ring is the paragraph:

"People say, ^""Ihy aren't the stock crooks
arrested for peddling moose pasture?' It
isn't hard to find us. */e operate right
out in the open, in offices on Bay, Adelaide,
Queen, Simcoe, King and Riclimond in downtown
Toronto, and we're registered with the
Ontario Coraraission. The answer is that itfe

hard to catch us in the act. lie obey half
the regulations, but we become outlaws on
the other half — mostly the phone calls to
mooches, when we make extravagant claim.s
for the stock. The commission can't check
easily on phone calls, and even when they
do nab us and take our licenses away, we
dodge in behind a front. That is, we get
some salesman with a clean record to set
up as a broker, and we work through him,
I'ost of the big men are now using fronts,
and as one front falls they set up another."

I suggest. Mr. Speaker, that the Hon,

Attorney-General should have continued reading this

paragraph » at least, as there is an indictment there

of the machinery for enforcing the law,

I am not saying that the Government is

guilty of anything. I do not know. But I say in a

magazine like this, when they print a paragraph like

the one I have read, that is a challenge to the govern-

ment. They say, "^.7e hide behind the fronts, and as
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one front falls, v;e set up another,"

im, PORTER: Is this nan who gives all this

information a friend of yours?

IvIR. SALSBxiiRG : I have no connection with

racketeers, stockateers, marketeers, or securities

salesmen of any sort.

I'IR. PORTER: Then I presiome the hon. member

(Mr. Salsberg) cannot vouch for the accuracy of the

statements?

1'/.^. SALoBiRG: I would like to ask the Hon.

Attorney-General, who labelled the article as "crooked",

If he knows who the author is, he should tell us, because

it is generally assumed the name given here is a fic-

titious one,

MR, PORTER: I only know him from what he

says

,

mi. SALS3ERG: If the Hon. Attorney-General

knows, I ask him to come out and perform a service to

the people of this province by naming the person who

authored this article and who, in his opinion, is

crooked,

Iffi. PORTER: I think the hon. member (Mr.

Salsberg) will find chat the person who is respon-

sible for this article, is v;riting under a fictitious
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name, and the real person has no existence whatsoever.

I-E. SALS3ERG: ''Jell, if you called a non-

existent thing a ''crook" —

MR. PORTER: There is no slander about that.

riR. SALSBERG: You are simply playing safe.

The only thing you are calling a ''crook" is a rather

nebulous or fictitious "it."

]\ffl. PORTER: At any rate, we understand one

another now perfectly.

I/E. SaLSBERG: The Hon. Minister and I always

do«

¥R. PORTER: Perhaps the hon. member could

name the person,

im. S>iLSBERG: The "hon. member" said he did

not know, and it is now up to the iittorney-General.

The Hon, Attorney-General has at his disposal the whole

machinery of the Government. Surely he can a scertain

this fact.

MR, PORTER: The hon. member for St. Andrew

(Mr, Salsberg) said, he thought this was an existing

person, and I am sure he would like to assist the

Government, and I am also sure if he has some informa-

tion from some devious channel in which we do not raove -

ViR, SiiLSBERG: The Hon. Attorney-General is
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implying that his machinery for law enforcement is

useless and helpless. If he cannot find out, then I

think we should have another Committee set up to

investigate the Department. The Hon, Minister is

presumed to have at his disposal all the sources of

information from trained investigators. In fact, the

Securities Commission appointed a retired member of

the police force to help them last summer; certainly

he can find out who this is, I think the people of

this province would like to know. When the Hon,Minister

said that the person who wrote this was a "crook", he was

giving information which justifies us in concluding

that he knows who it is. Whoever it is, this

Government is challenged. They say they are evading

the law, and they are hiding behind fronts, and when

one front is found, they appoint another. What will

the Government do about it? That is the point I

wanted to make, but it took a little longer than I

anticipated, because of the exchange of words between

the Hon. Attorney-General and myself, which I enjoy

and welcome, and sometimes provoke.

But I wonder» as a number of people are

wondering, whether there was not something which re-
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quired investigation in the first place,

Mr, Speaker, I think the House would welcome

a few words from the Hon. Attorney-General, first, as

to whether or not the investigation convinced him and

his Department that this Bill was all that was required.

Secondly, whether he intends to continue the investiga-

tion which was launched and conducted as long as the

Committee could legally sit, and whether there is other

legislation dealing with this very serious problem

which he intends to introduce during this Session.

Iffi. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, I listened with

very great interest to the remarks of the hon. member

for Kenora (Mr, Wren). I believe this is his maiden

speech in the House, and I wish to congratulate him

for participating in this debate. The remarks he

made, I am sure will be very useful to us. He men-

tioned, in the first place, the prospectors, and the

inference was, I believe, that possibly this section

might have some effect on the prospectors' activities

in connection with the promotion of prospecting units,

or syndicates, or vrhatever they might be,

I can assure the hon. member that this

section does not apply at all to the prospecting

syndicates section of the Act, It has no bearing
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whatsoever upon the section of the oecurities Act which

deals entirely with prospecting syndicates.

In Part VI of the Securities act, Section

37, there are provisions which provide for the promotion

by a prospector of a small syndicate, with a capitaliza-

tion not exceeding thirty-five thousand dollars, which

enables the prospector to raise som.e of the initial

prospecting expenses. This section has to do with

promotions issued to the public under that particular

section of the Act, after corporate existence has been

brought about under the Companies Act. So I do not

think this can in any way affect the position in which

prospectors find themselves, for the initial work

which they may do,

I think this section is designed in two

ways; one, it makes it a little less onerous on the

broker who wishes to protect customers. Under the

Present iict he has to send out the full prospectus

before he closes the deal, but in this Bill he only

sends out a summary, with the initial literature.

Under the present Act, he sends out the literature,

and later, when an enquiry or order comes in, he has

to send out a separate prospectus. This amendment

eliminates that rather onerous and troublesome feature,
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Vi'hich did not accomplish as much as it was intended,

and this gives the information contained in the pros-

pectus in the first instance to a person before he

his even shown any interest in the stock at all.

The hon, member also mentioned the cancellation of a

number of licenses and wanted to know how many of

those cancelled have been re-instated. I have not

the exact figures before me, but I understand there

are approximately a dozen over a period of four years

who, for various reasons, were re-licensed.

After all, some cancellations are brought

about due to a variety of causes; som.e of them are

more serious than others, and where the Commission

thinks it is justified, and that they will be fair

in their dealings with the public from then on, they

are pretty flexible about these matters, and in some

cases they have issued licenses which were cancelled

probably for some technical defect or default in the

past. But, generally speaking, it is very seldom

that once a license is cancelled, a person may be

re-instated.

The hon, member also mentioned that the

engineers whose statements are accepted should be
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qualified engineers. The Commission does not rely on

a policy of accepting only the statements of engineers

who may be members of an engineering association or

another professional group of that kind. But it accepts

the statements of persons whom the Securities Commission

thinks are sufficiently qualified to give the sort of

statements they are giving, and in all cases they

consult v/ith the Department of Mines to get the fullest

information they can as to the qualifications of the

persons who sign the statements. It is true they do

not confine themselves to any professional engineering

group, but, on the other hand, they just do not take

anybody ^s statement; they make certain investigations

to satisfy themselves the statements are from men who

are reliable and reputable, and who they have reason

to know, understands what they are talking about.

Now, coming to the hon. member for St.

Andrew (Mr, Salsberg),

It is true that the legislation introduced

here which is now before the House on second reading,

is not what the hon. member would consider "block-

busting" legislation at all. But if the hon.member

followed with any care — which apparently he did —
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ine proceedings of t.he Crime Committee, which appeared

in all the newspapers at great length, he will appreciat.

t'lat the public had adequate opportunity of following

l'vo"'! day to day the proceedings of that Committee,

..:d the hon. member will perhaps come to the conclusion

:!iat there v;as very little that was either su^^gested or

:ould seem desired in the way of any future changes in

.he Securities Act.

I have outlined the six points — the

'inderlying points — of the policy of the Securities

Commission, ani the main point is full disclosure,

which is exactly the same point applied in the Act

administered by the Securities and Exchange Commission

in '.Washington, and which has been considered the only

sound approach to this problem. As long as we can

make sure there is full disclosure of material points,

then a person is entitled to buy anything he likes.

But as long as there is not full disclosure, but an

attempt to conceal, or an attempt to make misrepresen-

tations, that is the point with which we are mainly

concerned.

That policy has been adopted. Not only

\/as the Act under consideration by the Committee, but
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the policy of the Cornraission was very, very carefully

gone into. It went on for days and days, and I cannot

conceive how another day would have added anything in

the way of information to the information the Committee

already had with respect to the Securities Commission,

IHR, SaLSBERG: It could have come to a

conclusion,

MR, PORTER: Since the Committee no longer

exists, it is impossible for it to come to a conclusion,

But I may say that the person responsible for recommend-

ing to the Government what policies should be pursued,

was on the Committee in the capacity of Chairman,

although the hon. members opposite objected very

strenuously at the time of the appointment. But the

people of this Province were apparently satisfied,

because on the 22nd of November they expressed com-

plete satisfaction with this Government for almost

everything it did. I would say that there was no

great feeling of apprehension, on the part of the

public, because the Attorney-General was the Chairman

of that Committee, and in listening to what went on

in the meetings, the questions and cross-examinations,

hearing all the witnesses and examining the policies,

in which we were helped very materially by the hon.
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member for Niagara Falls (Mr. Houck) who contributed

a great deal to the work of the Committee, and by the

hon. member for Cochrane South who is always a valuable

man in work of this kind, vre secured a great deal of

information, the result of which is the main, funda-

mental policies which have been carried on. I do not

think there is any question about that. There were

many details in connection with administration which

might have been brought up, and in which some improve-

ments might have been made, but we had all the informa-

tion, and we took the responsibilities for the policy.

It is unfortunate we did not have a voluminous report

from the Committee, because it would have been a very

fine report, but, on the other hand, not only the

Coimnittee, but the public, got all the information

available, and this Government did, as all govern-

ments have to do, take the responsibility for the

policies, no matter what the report might be. There

was very useful work done by every member of that

Committee, and I can assure the hon, members that it

has by no means been lost.

This important question of "full disclosure"

was one which engaged a great deal of the time of the

Comjnittee, and as a result of the discussions, this
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amendpent was decided on as being a most satisfactory

amendment, and the one which is really necessary at

the Dresent time, because there was no suggestion

that the Statute in its fundamentals was defective.

As a matter of fact, I think it was generally agreed

that the Statute itself served a very useful purpose,

and there was very little, except in some very minor

matters, which could possibly be done to change it.

(Take "S" follows)
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This seemed to the government to be one step in the

right direction v\rhich we should incorporate in the

Statutes. I think that answers the question as

fully as I am able to give it.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill.

THE PAROLE ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Second Order, resuming

a debate on the motion for second reading of Bill No.

40, "An Act to Amend the Parole Act".

MR. J. B. SALSBERG (St. Andrew): Mr, Speaker,

I mnved the adjournment of the debate on this Bill when

it was last before the House because I felt that, owing

to the lateness of the hour, legislation which dealt

with such an important social problem should justify-

more discussion than was possible at that time. I

want to say, Mr. Speaker, that the Bill to e:ctend the

Parele Board and the intention to introduce the parole

system in a more extensive way than heretofore, is a

progressive step and such legislation deserves the

full support of the Legislature. I am particularly

pleased with the emphasis given in the lengthy intro-

duction by the hon. Minister of Reform Institutions,

(Mr. Eoote) and the hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Porter)

on the rehabilitation aspect of the problem. The

system that wq.s employed until now really limited the
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application of the parole principle to a very shocking

degree, in my opinion. I think the rehabilitation

aspect was hardly touched upon in the past. My contact

with this problem has led me to conclude that in many

instances, prisoners v/ho were denied an opportunity of

properly presenting their appeals for parole, or who

were unjustly denied parole, were, to a very large

extent, repeaters. These men were bitter, hostile,

and resentful, and certainly society was not much

concerned with the detention of such people.

I think we should recognize, and that is the

important thing which I think should be emphasized in

dealing with this Bill, that although it is a step

forward, it is only scratching the surface and is an

indication of a piece-meal approach to a major social

problem. I think, and I say it quite frankly, that up

to very recently, the main theme of our policies was

of a penal sort rather than of a reform character,

that is, until recently that there was more emphasis on

punishing offenders than on reform. Having said that,

Mr. Speaker, I hasten to add that the present hon.

Minister of Reform Institutions (Mr. Foote) is. In

my humble opinion, the best hon. Minister of Reform

Institutions we have had in many a long, long year,

J think the hon. Minister (Mr. Foote) wants to
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bring about reform and I think he has made a number of

important beginnings, but I think, nevertheless, that

he suffers from v/hat many hon. Ministers of the Crown

unfortunately suffer, . an inescapable responsibility

to pressure and tendency to jump to the defence of

their Departments,even when they are convinced that

criticism is justified and necessary. I suggest

that sort of attitude is at no time justified and

certainly unworthy of the present hon. Minister of

Reform Institutions (Mr. Foote). There is a response

to criticism, a resentment when matters are made public

and while it is common, Mr. Speaker, I think that such

criticisms and suggestions are necessary for the more

rapid advance in a progressive direction.

I have had some unpleasant experiences v/ith

this problem in the last fev>; months. It so happens, that

without seeking it, a number of prisoners in Burwash

felt the need for complaining about conditions and for

reasons they best know, communicated with me. That is

what happens v/hen you get a certain reputation, you

get letters from people who ask you to raise an issue

and fight for it. I received this document from

Burwash signed by a fairly large number of prisoners.

The complaints are of a serious character, they complain

about the fact that there was flogging of prisoners, that
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prisoners who are obviously, in their opinion, mentally

disturbed, were treated very roughly, and given the lash,

that the food situation was very bad, and so on. It is

interesting to note, that after some months of attempting

to investigate and confirm, if possible, the charges,

when I brought this to the attention of the hon.

Minister (Mr. Foote) and the public, in the absence of

the hon. Minister (Mr. Foote) from the city, there was

immediately a full denial of all the charges which were

made by the prisoners and a vtiite-washing of everything

in Burwash. That was during the absence of the hon.

Minister (Mr. Foote) from the city. I think he had no

chance to see the letter I sent him, or read anything

about it, but there was an immediate statement issued

that everything was all right. That is the sort of

attitude which retards development of a progressive

character because the fact is that most of the charges

were made in handwriting by prisoners in the Institution

and it could have been investigated. Not only that,

but a little while later I received a petition about

the food situation signed by nearly two hundred

prisoners at Burwash. That is rather serious when a

couple of hundred men will go to the trouble of cir-

culating a petition, signing it, and sending it out.

The attitude in the Department was that
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all was well. I state here, ¥j: , Speaker, that the flat

rejection of any proposal and the hasty denial of any

of the charges can hardly be warranted when we deal

with an institution in v/hich there were so many riots,

trouble, all sorts of things and difficulties of which

almost every hon. member in this House is aware*

The fact is, that the lash was used, or the

strap, whichever you call it, corporal punishment was

administered in Burwash more than in most other, if

not all other penal institutions in this province. I

think that is definitely so. It is a fact that there

were complaints continuously about the food situation

and the signatures of these men in their position v/ould

seem to support that. There is no doubt, in my opinion,

but that mentally retarded people are sent to Burwash, and

I would say, to other institutions ,who do not belong

there, who have no business being there, who should not

be sent there in the first place by the judges in the

courts or whoever was responsible,

Mr. Speaker, I v;as at a terrible disadvantage

because v/hen this matter reached the public, there were

a number of newspapers v/ho made almost violent attacks

on me. In particular, the columns of the S.udbury Star

excelled themselves in attacking me and began present-

ing a series of articles which presented Burv/ash as
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the finest hotel in North America. I v/as afraid if it

was read by manj'' people, there would be a line-up to

get in. I v/as at a disadvantage, and I say that here

i.n the House because the hon. Minister (Mr. Foote) and

I discussed this matter after the formal exchange of

letters. This was an off-the-record conversation, I

do not say that the hon. Minister (Mr. Foote) agreed

v/ith the charges I presented on behalf of these people,

but I would have had to resort to an off-the-record

conversation in defence of myself v/hen these charges

were made by newspapers. I did not know, and it did

not matter ,' insofar as the meeting v,as concerned, but

I am convinced that the hon. Minister (Mr. Foote) knov/s

that all was not well, and still is not well, I know

he would be the first one to admit it. Ee is trying

to improve it, but we will never improve things if we

completely deny charges vrhich are essentially correct.

-e will not accomplish much by telling the people that

criticism is unfounded and unjustified.

. I am inclined to think that the publicity

given the matter, and the fact that we have an

hon. Minister (Mr. Foote) of the type v/e have in the

Department, that the use of the lash was discontinued

in Burwash from the time this public issue was raised.

I think that is true.
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HON. J. V/. FOOTE (Minister of Beform

Institutions): It had not been used before that.

IVIR. SALSBERG: The hon. Minister (Mr. Foote)

says it was not used before that. I am unfortunately

obliged to say here that I disagree with him. It was

used before that.

Rffi. FOOTE: The lash? You said the lash was

used?

IVIR. SALSBERG: I sometimes get mixed up between

the lash, strap, or the whip, whichever they used--I will say

"corporal punishment**', and I am on safer ground,

im. FOOTE: Much safer.

MR. SALSBERG: It v;as discontinued after this

fuss was made and because we have the hon. Minister we

now have in the Department. I think the hearing of the

situation was constructive and may have influenced the

hon. Minister (Mr. Foote) to invite authorities from

the United States to help his Department bring about

these changes v/hich are long overdue in that Department.

I am sorry to say there is still a lingering

resistance to this criticism which reached, in my

opinion, a level o'^ persecution and vengeance by some

in that Department because thirty or so from Burwash

were taken out in t^^e darkness of night, chained to-

gether and dispe.rsed in local jails of the province and
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are being kept in those local jails, to the best of

my knovled'.e, v/here they do not belong.

(Pare F-1 follows)
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Some of them think it is because they aired their

grievances. I know there v;as a statement from the

Department that this was done in order to do away with

troublemakers and the people who interfered with the

carrying through of the wholesome program that the

right officials are trying to institute. I think that

was the statement issued.

VvTiile, I maintain, Mr. Speaker, that this

does not Justify the manner in which this was done, the

chaining of the men together. These men v/ere taken

out, as I say, as I was later informed by them, and I

have been deluged with correspondence. I have here

letters -- volumes of them, from these people and their

relatives because of the fact that I attempted to air

their grievances in public. They were taken out Monday

night from a gathering of prisoners without being told

where they were going, they were chained land they were

sent to North Bay, Sudbury, Toronto and around to a lot of

other little jails.

Now, these men v;ere sentenced to reformatories,

not local Jails, and If they are especially difficult

cases, which they may be, certainly our reformatories

are for the purpose of handling difficult prisoners.

But I suggest, Mr. Speaker, it is wrong to send a

prisoner who may have a year or a year and a half left
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to serve and let him rot in a local jail which is

possibly uneq.uipped for the handling of people for that

length of tiriie.

I do not know what happened in the last few

v-eeks because I, too,Avas intimidated and failed to reply-

to many of these letters (I have them all) for fear

that the exchange of correspondence might bring upon some

of them additional punishment. I know that the Minister

would not countenance that and I seek no favours from

the hon. Minister of Reform Institutions (Mr. Foote) —

I have no need to seek favours; He knov/s I speak the way

I do because I sincerely believe it, and when I say that

the hon. Minister would not--I know it to be correct,

in my estimation of the Minister—want it.

. Even I, as a member of the Legislature, was

intimated enough in the intererts of the men not to reply

to these letters. Some of these letlers are the most

moving documents you could get.

HON. G. H. DUWLOP (Minister of Education):

V'/here does the intimidation come from?

MR. SALSBERG: The intimidation is that some

of the thirty who had been chained together and

^ *
. shipped out at night, think that this was done

to them because they sent the information which I later

used. They think so. It may not be right and I am not
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sure. Y/hen some of them landed in the Don Jail, they

sent me a batch of letters signed by twenty of them or

so or whatever the number of them was. I have it right

here — a letter from the prisoners in the Don Jail

who came there from Burv/ash asking me to come and see

them. I went down after proper arrangements. I want

to thank the hon. Minister who gave the instructions

that I be permitted to see them. He was out of town

and I can understand the officials there were hesitant

for a moment, and they v^anted to consult the hon.

Minister* In any case, I v\rent down and saw them. One

of the men I sav/ was immediately transferred to

Windsor r^d. ""^.3 svvoos^d. to be sent where the offence

was committed by him in the first place. After he was

transferred from the Don Jail to V/indsor, he fell, and

I do not know whether he has recovered now. I have a

letter here from his mother with a copy of the letter

she sent to the hon. Minister complaining about the

conditions down there. After I had spoken to him he

was transferred to Windsor and one could perhaps make

the comment that the men were punished somewhat for

sending out communications.

But I say it is wrong to have men, no matter

how difficult they may be, who were sentenced to serve

in a reformatory, shipped into local jails some
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with fifteen months and more of a term yet to serve.

I have a letter here from one person who told me that

he was serving a sentence of forty-four iionths and there

were fifteen more to serve and he pleads

"Please do something; I do not v/ant to remain in a

local jail". I have the letter here from the young man.

It is really moving. I am not " going to burden the

Hcuse by reading all of them or even some of them

but let me just read part of this letter, which I think

is written very intelligently and cannot help b.U-t move.

I am skipping one paragraph for reasons that the hon.

Ivlinister will understand V'hen I show him the letter

lateron. It saj^s:

"In the last fev; days you have proven yourself

to be the only person who is willing to give us

any assistance and you are the only one who

speaks the truth,"

I might say, stopping here, that I have another letter

from a prisoner who tells me he v\n:ote an article to

the Sudbury Star refuting the charges and he has a

copy. I'l'ell, the police came to the Don and- got the

copy of the article he sent to the Sudbury Star

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General):. Did

any of them send an article to the Saturday Evening

Post?

im. SALSBERG: V/ith your influence, you might
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arrange that. I also v^ias informed by one • of these

people about the Sudbury Star Article and that a copy

of the Sudbury Star was posted up in Bunvash. The

prisoners tore it dovra and pinned up the clippings of

the intervie^v I gave to some papers and some papers

carried them and put another note underneath, "This

is the truth".

However, let us go back to this letter:

"I cannot tell the reform officials v.'hy they

have troubles ...

and it ends with:

"but more sensibly refuses to work".

He is referring to the incident I spoke of

in public:

"There is only one way to describe the

library facilities recidivism is

on the upsurge".

You notice here he uses the word "recidivism",

a word not often used and one that applies only to

the breaking of the law. Even I had to look it up to

see if I was right, in the first place. This young

man is obviously a fairly intelligent man. He

wrote to a member because this member made state-

ments publicly. He appeals for improvements; he

appeals for changes and I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that

as I said at the outset, that while this Bill is a
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step in the right direction, it does not deal

specifically with the situation,

I might say that the situation in Burvvash

is one that drevi^ the attention of the people more than

most other instances but it is not the only one. I

recall very distincly what difficulties arose q.uite

periodically and quite regularly in the Mercer

Institution here -- so much so that there was a riot

and trouble for two v/eeks and after that difficulty,

the then Minister made a public statement which was

carried in all the newspapers that he v/as going to

tear down Mercer and going to replace it with a

modern institution because you could not do very much

with the old Mercer.

(Page G-1 follov/s)
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You vrill note I said, "the then Minister", 'iell, the

old Mercer still stands. It has not been torn down,

and has not been replaced, and I am sure that nothing

much was done.

I am sure that even in Brampton, which,

by and large, to my knowledge is seeking to apply the

correct approach to the problem of the younger people

in the main, is a very welcome thought. But even yet

I think there is much to be done. I am not so sure

whether repeaters should be sent there, whether those

guilty of certain crimes which they have committed

before, should be sent back to Brampton v/here the

younger people are located. However, that vms done.

There is a difficulty arising there, and I think the

Hon, J'^inister (Mr. Foote) knows what I am talking about,

I want to conclude by saying that what is

needed is to quicken the tempo of improvement and

reform, I think the Hon, Minister has started to

v;ork in the right direction; everything that he has

done seems to be an improvement, and is welcomed as

such by the people of this Province, but I do not

think it is rapid enough, and I do not think it is

full enough, and I respectfully suggest, Mr. Speaker,

that it is necessary to have an outside look into the
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situation.

I suggest, as I did before, that either a

Royal Commission or a Select Committee of the House be

set up for the purpose of investigating the conditions

in our reform institutions, I did not do that implying

any lack of confidence or faith in the objectives which

the present Hon, Minister has set for himself. But I

think the situation does require an examination from

the outside, and not just from the members of the

staff or the department, I think such an examination

would benefit the work which is being done, and I

think the Hon. Minister needs a great deal of assis-

tance.

I want to appeal to the Hon, Minister and

to the Government right now to agree to the setting-up

of the Select Committee to look into the conditions at

Burwash and the other institutions, and to report to

the Legislature and make its recommendations, which the

Government and the Legislature can consider at a later

Session, I say to the hon. Minister there is nothing

to be lost, but there is everything to be gained, I

think there are reforms necessary in the handling and

treatment of offenders even before they come under the

responsibility of the Minister and the Department. I
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think some reforms are necessary in the courts of law.

I think that before a sentence is passed -by a magis-

trate or judge, in a great many cases there should be

a consultation with social workers and psychologists,

before the sentences are passed. If that were done,

I think the job of the Department would be easier, and

they would not be flooded with people who are mentally

disturbed, psychiatric cases, which are thrown into

Burwash or into Brampton, where they do not fit, and

where they do not belong. They are not reformed there;

they are not improved. You get nothing for the money

spent on them, speaking in terms of expenditures.

Sometimes they are just a drag on the continuance of

an otherwise good growth ,

What I am suggesting is neither extreme

nor novel. There are parts of the United States where

this has already been done in some cases, where the

cases are discussed, even before a conviction.

I have spoken too long already, but this

is a very serious social problem, and it deserves

attention, even if it does require a few more minutes.

After I became involved in this, people

began calling, and ringing my doorbell, and it was

pathetic to see some of these boys who had only been
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released perhaps that same morning, and who, unless they

were helped in the right direction, would be putting them-

selves into positions where they might be shipped right

back again.

There is one case that comes to my mind of

a young fellow who came to my house one night. He had

been released from Burwash the day before, and it was

astounding the difficulties he got himself into in the

first twenty-four hours. That young man should not

have been s ent to Burwash in the first place; he should

have been treated by specialists who understand the

problems, and it was uncivilized to attempt to punish

a lad like that, when he needed sympathetic treatment.

But he was punished and sent to Burwash, and he came

back with, to use their own language, a "beef" about

everything up there, and if he had been allowed to go

about for twenty-four hours, the probabilities are he

would again have been before some court. That is wrong.

I appeal to the Government to recognize that this is a

matter in which we should not be partisan, nor seek to

make political capital out of it. I will say to the

Hon. Minister that during the election I never spoke

about this problem, although it was quite an issue

then; frankly, because I felt that this was one matter
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out of which we should not try to make a political

issue, and also out of regard for the Hon. Minister

v;hom I believe sincerely wants to bring about improve-

Tients . flut I return to it now that the election is

over, and this is the first Session of the new Legis'

lature, and I appeal to the Hon. Minister to agree to

/lie setting-up of a Select Committee to delve into this

matter. This is as important as the work of any

Committee which will be set up to investigate any

matter. It deals with human lives. It is something

that in my opinion is extremely important, and if I had

my way I would move the Hon. Minister of Reform Institu-

tions from t he rear seats to the front, although v;e in

the rear are no less important simply because we are in

the rear, but I would focus the attention of the public

onto his Department, by moving him forward.

I ask that such a committee be set up and

that it be representative of all shades of opinion.

Let us have experts; let us go through our institutions

to see what changes have taken place, and to recommend

further changes where necessary, and let the work in

that field be placed entirely into channels of reform,

and in an endeavour to heal some of these people, rather
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than punish them.

V7ell I know as long as this system exists,

it will create this crop of offenders against the law,

because of its very nature, but in the framework of the

law, much more can be done, and I believe a Committee

of this sort would make an important contribution toward

the betterment of conditions,

HON. JOHN FOOTE (Minister of Reform

Institutions): Mr. Speaker, I think the hon. member

(Mr, Salsberg) has gone far afield from the Bill and

its title, although that insofar as it deals with the

rehabilitation it may be to the point, because the

process of rehabilitation begins within the institutions

themselves, in the training of the men, not only in their

work, but in their thinking and endeavouring to create

more constructive and hopeful attitudes toward society

when they get out.

I think the hon. member knows from his dis-

cussion with me that I have no resentment at all of any

criticism that is levelled at the Department. I am not

unresponsive to that, nor unappreciative of it.

At the time an enquiry was demanded into the

affairs at Burwash, and particularly that a Select Com-

mittee of the House be set up, I did not feel the
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Department should undertake this on the urging of one

hon. member of the House. If it is the wish of the

Legislature that such a Committee be set up, I have no

objection to it whatever, but I think the hon, member

will agree with me that this is the opportunity to dis-

cuss the whole question, and I would want to hear from

other hon. members who are doubtless interested in this

whole subject.

I say that as far as I am concerned, Mr,

Speaker, I am not at all antagonistic to any suggestions

which may be made or any criticisms, but I would say

this — and I am sure the other Hon. Ministers on this

side of the House who have had the responsibility for

this Department, and indeed also the hon. member, for'

Brant (Mr. Nixon) who had it at one time, that it has

to be realized that we have a responsibility for main-

taining discipline in the institutions, and we are faced

with certain situations which we have to tackle, according

to our best judgments.

The criticisms which were made originally in

response to the correspondence which the hon. member for

St. Andrew {Mr. Salsberg) received, were not true, as I

explained to him. No one had been lax in any one of

our institutions. The strap is used in accordance with
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the law, and no person is given corporal punishment

before having received a certificate from the doctor

and psychologist or psychiatrist saying that he is

mentally responsible fer his actions, and he is physic-

ally able to stand the punishment. I am not an advocate

of corporal punishment any more than the other hon,

members. It is not true to say that as a result of

the manner of the hon. member for St, Andrewte(Mr, Sals-

berg) handling, that corporal punishment has ceased.

It has not. But, as it stands at the present time,

no corporal punishment is administered without the

permission of the Minister, and I make sure I have all

the case before me and the certificates from the

psychiatrist or the psychologist and the medical

officer,

MR, SALSBERG: That was not the case before,

HON, m. FOOTE: But it is true that all

the people in our institutions are very much loath to

resorting to corporaL punishment, and it is used only

as a last resort.

The hon. member said that some people were

strapped who were mentally disturbed. I think at the

time the statement was made, the word used was "insane",

I can assure the hon. members that has not happened.
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No one was punished without a certificate saying he was

sane.

I'Jhat happened, as I explained to the hon.

member, in some cases, was that a prisoner who had

shown some very unusual behaviour, in the opinion of

the superintendent, at times was "putting on a show",

and was sent to the Ontario Hospital at Penetang, and

one of the reports I read immediately after that

enquiry stated that this prisoner had been sent to

Penetang for treatment, but when he found that there

was no opportunity for escape, and he was not going to

have the same facilities for living that he had at

Burwash, he went to the Superintendent and said, "I

put on a show, but I could not get away with it, so

send me back ."

MR. SALSBERG: That was not the case of the

person I mentioned to you at all. That was another

case.

MR. FOOTE: It was one of them. There was

one person, as I told the hon. member off the record,

but vriiich I will now put on the record, who, after a

strapping — some time after -- was adjudged insane,

and was sent to Penetang and was treated there. He
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was not sent to Burwash afterwards, but was sent to

Mimico, and is there yet, and has benefited greatly

by the psychiatric treatment.

It is not easy to get the services of a

good psychiatrist in a place like Burwash, Cases have

been referred to the Ontario Hospitals, and the Depart-

ment has used the whole psychiatric facilities in the

city of Toronto. However, now there is a v ery com-

petent psychiatrist in Sudbury working under one of

the federal g rants, with permission to do private practice

to supplement his income, and we have engaged his

services, and used them very extensively,

VJe also have a psychiatrist on the staff

at Burwash who interviews everyman who comes in, and

tries to adjust his training program in line with his

ability, and who deals with the difficult cases, as

best he may.

As the hon, members may be fully aware, the

fact is that people with whom we have to deal in

Burwash are not the easiest in the world to handle.

These people are sent there because usually they have

been unable to get along in society. They have broken

the law repeatedly; they have the wrong attitude toward
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life, and I think there is no hon. member in this

House who will deny that these people constituta a

ver^y great behaviour problem. Those are the people

with whcm we have to deal. So much for the statement

that people were lax. They were not lax. If prisoners

were strapped, they were not strapped before we received

a certificate from the doctor or the psychiatrist.

Another complaint has been made about food.

There is nothing wrong with the food in Burwash, You

will see when I introduce the estimates how much money

we spend for food in that Institution, and you will

find out then how much we grow at the Institution

itself. These men have the very best food that is

procurable, and it is well-prepared. Of course, we

have had complaints. We will always get them. On

the same day we have had a complaint that the roast beef

v;as too well-done, and that it was too rare. Trouble

like that, is always to be expected. Even in the army,

soldiers complained about the food, forgetting that in

their own homes many times things went wrong and did not

suit them. If any hon. member of this House had the

food day by day provided at Burwash, he would feel

remarkably well-looked after.
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After these criticisms came forward, I

told the hon. member (Mr. Salsberg) that he was free

to go and visit that institution; that he could go at

any time. He asked to visit the Don Jail, and after

receiving permission to visit the prisoners, v/hich is

necessary, he was given every opportunity freely. We

have nothing to hide.

I have told the members of the Press Gallery

that they are free to go, or to send in a representative

from their papers any time they like. I told them they

can go to Burwash and visit the Institution, and can

talk with the guards, the officials, and with the

prisoners themselves. As a result of that, I would

say that the observations were all in our favour. I

have been there myself. I have not headed this Depart-

ment very long, but we have inspectors going there

steadily, and they are not expected when they go; they

go at odd times, very often without any knowledge on

the part of the people they are going to see, and I

think we can take their word for the fact that the

food is good and well-prepared, and I have a number

of letters from prisoners who have been there, speaking

of the kindness and consideration they have been shown.
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With regard to those people who were removed

from Burwash; I would say that the removal of that group

of twenty-four was rather in line with the thinking I had

that v;e should use corporal punishment only as a last

resort, and instead of applying it in this case, these

people who were troublemakers were removed. Why should

it be a hardship on them? They hated Burwash. There

was nothing right about it; "the food was rotten" and

'feverything was wrong," but the minute they got out, they

wanted to go back.

M. SALSBERG: The local jails are not fit

for people to be in for a half-year or a year. There

is nothing for them to do, there are no work shops, and

all they can do is to lie around,

MR. FOOTE: I realize that. In the United

States where corporal punishment has been abolished, in

every state except one, they have to find a method of

discipline, and what do they do? They put them in

segregation, and on a restricted diet, and leave them

there until they can behave themselves and go back into

the regular institution, and the places where they put

them have conditions worse than those which exist in

any jail. There has to be some way of disciplining these
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people; there has to be some punishment.

In the beginning, it is simple restrictions

of certain privileges. For instance, in Burwash, the

men have a library which is a good one, and a man may

get as many books as he likes. I have gone to the camps

and spoken to the chaps up there and asked them if they

were getting enough. In one case I was told it was

difficult to get the books. They brought down an

assortment, but they thought they should have more, and

I directed that more be sent up. The turn-over in the

Burv;ash Library is larger than in many of the smaller

libraries throughout Ontario.

Then they have the movies, and they have a

school. They have a Forestry School up there with a

graduate Forester who is in a position to train them

along the lines which will be of help to them after they

are released. The first punishment may be the withdrawal

of the privileges, such as going to the shows, or attending

the Library. From there it increases. We may come to

the point when we can do nothing with a man. Then

what is the punishment? In the United States it is

segregation under very unfavourable conditions. In our

case, rather than by strapping, they are taken out and

put into the County Jails, If my memory serves me
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correctly, the gentleman who was removed to V7indsor,

vja.s removed at his own request, in order that he could

be near his family. That is the nearest I have come

to retaliation on any man,

m. SALSBERG: His mother lives in Toronto.

im. FOOTE: I do not ;vant to deal with this

eubject in an unsjmipathetic way, be.cause I am willing to

admit the sincerity of the hon. member for St.Andrew

(I'Ir. Salsberg) , and of any other hon. member who speaks

in the House, but I say again, in regard to c ertain

criticism, that what we are doing is exactly the same

thing that is being done in the States, to avoid corporal

punishment,

A situation could be created whereby you

would either run the department, or a small minority in

the Institution would run it for you. We cannot have

that, and every hon. member knows it,

I appreciate the kindly remarks made about

the progressive program we have formulated, but in

justice to those who have had this Department before,

Ministers, Deputies, and members of the Staff, I say

most sincerely that I am only following along the

progressive lines which have been laid down by them.

I have just received a letter from Doctor
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Sanford Botes, who was formerly head of the prison

system in the United States, in which he says, in a

personal letter, that a report will follow shortly, and

he also says:

"I can only say I v/as deeply impressed with
the set-up of your Institutions and the

^ evidence of thoughtful work you have put
into the system over these many years,"

I do not think the people of the Province

know enough of what has been done in these Institutions.

In Guelph, for instance, where the industries were

built up, not to produce cheap material for the Govern-

ment, but to provide a training system for the men, it

has proved so progressive, that the industrial output

at Guelph to-day is larger than all the Federal Prisons

in Canada combined,

''Ye feel that in the Ontario system, we have

the best training schools of any place in the country.

Speaking of Brampton, which has come under

some criticism — rather veiled, I will admit -- and

I think I know what the hon. member is getting at --

may I point out that the class ratio for a period of

four years for these jobs was Sl%, which is extremely

high. I do not think that can be reached anywhere on

the continent.

(Take "H" follows)
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No boy is sent to Brampton unless he has been screened

by a Committee which assesses his intelligence and his

aptitude and his ability for co-operation.

T7hile we are on that subject, I would like

to say this, just to show the danger of speaking too

much about criticism in public that is rather unfounded

and irresponsible criticism, that in Brampton we were

obliged to dismiss one of the instructors because he

was found to be utterly incapable, and because the

qualifications that he gave us were not substantiated

when we checked on them. That man threatened before he

left that school that he would make an expose of this

Department through one of the papers that would take

it up, I might say there was no responsible paper in

Toronto that paid any attention to it.

Here is something that happened after that.

I had a request from a mother that her boy should remain

in the County Jail, the district jail, rather than be

sent down to Brampton, because she had read in this

paper, -- people send this news around — that condi-

tions down there were terrible and she did not want her

boy in there. This boy stayed for a considerable time

in the district jail. She came down one day to see me,
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and I told her to go and see Brampton for herself and

see vrhat she thought of it. This boy could have been

there in healthful conditions learning a trade, and

quite happy while he was restrained in the district jail.

After investigation the boy was sent down there. That

was where he should have been.

Therefore, there is a danger in getting a

broad impression that things are worse than they are by

a long shot.

I do not think anyone ivho has had the

responsibility for reform institutions, or any other

person, could ever get up and say everything was wonder-

ful in these places. Me have to deal with people, we

have difficult people as inmates, and sometimes we have

difficult people on staffs. We have to do the best with

what we have and, on the whole, our intention is good and

it works well, I might say that occasionally we have

staffs who do not deal very well with the inmates and

probably cause a great deal of trouble, but we try to

train these men to do better, or get rid of them.

In all penal institutions you will find the

kind of things that you do not like, but you will find

them in schools or other places, Why on earth are people
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alxi/ays so surprised when something goes wrong in a

prison? They seem to be more surprised if' it happens

in prison, than if it happened in another institution

or school in the country. Why are they so amazed about

that? I v/ould expect that there would be a good deal

of trouble.

I would say at the present time at Burwash

we have 600 men who profit by the kind of life we

offer in an institution, and I assure the hon. member

(Mr, Salsberg) and all other hon. members here that we

are in this business for one purpose only, ani that is

to t ry to rehabilitate these men a nd women and young

people, to train them, encourage them, use them as well

as we can, and get them out into civilian life where

they are rehabilitated in every sense of the word, well-

accepted in the community. That is our intention, and

that is the idea of everyone we have working for us.

If the opinion of the hon. member for St,

Andrew (Mr, Salsberg) is at all general, and you feel

that you can do a better job, you can help us by setting

up this Committee. I have no objection to the Committee

whatever, but I would prefer to go on in my own way,

seeking: the assistance of the best men and women in this
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field and meeting things as v/e are able to.

In closing I would say this, that we have

too often the idea that we have to go out of this

country to learn anything, or to find men who are

competent. The expert is usually the ordinary man

away from home. There are men in my department who

know as much about this business as anyone in the

United States, and I think they will tell you that

when you go down there. Our people have used a good

deal of originality in this field, and I would like

to pay tribute to them. I do not believe in running

down our home product, our own Canadians, I intend

to make use of the services of the best people in this

field, and anything that is practicable, we will do.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

Bill.

MGISTRATES' ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Fourth Order, second

reading, Bill No. 44, "The Magistrates' Act, 1952",

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General) moves

second reading of Bill No. 44, "The Magistrates' Act
,

1952",

He said: Mr, Speaker, this Bill was fully
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explained on first reading, and it would hardly be

necessary for me to repeat it at this stage.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

Bill.

REGISTRY ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Fifth Order, Second

Reading, Bill No. 45, "An Act to Amend the Registry Act".

HON. Dana PORTER (Attorney-General): Second

Reading of Bill No. 45, "An Act to Amend the Registry

Act".

He said: Mr. Speaker, I might say we

propose to refer this Bill to the Legal Bills Committee,

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

Bill.

SURROGATE COURTS' ACT

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Sixth Order, Second

Reading, Bill No. 46, "An Act to Amend the Surrogate

Courts' Act",

HON. DaNA PORTER (Attorney-General) moves

second reading of Bill No. 46, "An Act to Amend the

Surrogate Courts' Act".

He said: Mr. Speaker, I propose that this

Bill also be referred to the Legal Bills Committee.
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Motion agreed to ; second reading of the

Bill.

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr.

Speaker, at this point, I will move the adjournment of

the House. In so doing, I might say that to-morrow we

will proceed with the Throne Debate, and on '//ednesday

with second readings of Orders 21 and 22, the Seaway

bills.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 5.35 of the clock,

p.m.
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NINTH DAY

PROCEEDINGS

of the

FIRST SESSION OF THS T ENTY-FOURTH LEGISLATURE, HELD

IN THE PARLIAivSNT BUILDINGS, TORONTO, ONTARIO, THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY 21st, 1952, et sea.

Hon. (Rev.) M. C. Davies, Speaker,

Presldlna;,

Toronto, Ontario,

Tuesday, March 4th, 1952.

The House having met.

Prayers.

im. SPEAKER: Presenting Petitions,

Reading and Receiving Petitions.

Presenting Reports by Committees.

Motions.

Introduction of Bills.

CITY OF OSHAV.'A

Mr. T. D. Thomas (Ontario) movess first reading
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of a Bill intituled, "An Act Respecting the City of

Oshawa."

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

CITY Qg FORT WILLIMi

Mr. C. Mapledoram (Fort V/illiard) moves first

reading of a Bill intituled, "An Act Respecting the City

of Fort vailiam".

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

TRUSTEES OF IVlASSEY HALL

Mr. T. L. Patrick (IvLLddlesex North), in the

absence of Mr. Roberts, moves first reading of a Bill

intituled, "An Act to Incorporate the Trustees of Massey

Hall".

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

OTTAlVA ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVMCE OF LEARNING

t.4r. T. L. Patrick (Middlesex North), in the

absence of Mr. Morrow, moves first reading of a Bill

intituled "An Act Respecting the Ottawa Association

for the Advancement of Learning",

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

MR. SPEAKER: Introduction of Bills,

Orders of the day.

CLERIv OF THE HOUSE: First Order.

Resuming the adjourned debate on the amendment to the
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motion for an address in reply to the Speech of the

Honourable the Lieutenant-Governor at the opening of

the Session, Mr. Frost,

ON SPEECPI FROM THS THRONE

m. W. J. GRUIvaviETT (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, before taking part in this debate, I v^rish to

Join Vi^ith the previous speakers who made reference to

the death of our gracious and noble King George VI. I

am sure it was a great shock to all of us when we learned

over the radio that he had passed away. It was a shock

to us who live in the Conimora^ealth of N'ltions, as he

was our King; it v/as a shock to the world at large

because he, as a man, exemplified the highest ideals

of family life. I am sure it v;ill be as a family man,

and the head of a family, that he will be remembered

throughout the v/orld at large, '/e, in the Commonwealth,

mourn him as our King.

King George VI vms a comparatively young man

when he passed away, being only fifty-six years of age.

Usually men may expect a much greater span of life, I

believe, if we go back to the reign of King Edward VIII,

and up to the present time, the average age at which

kini;;:S have died has been seventy-two years, therefore,

King George VI could have expected to have reigned

approximately sixteen or se vent edi years more, but
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unfortunately, he was cut down.

King George VI v/ill be reraembered as one of

our greate.st kings, a man who, not expecting to assume

this high office, stepped into the position, and filled

it with dignity.

We wish to extend to all the Royal Family

our sincere sympathy in their loss. We wish to extend

to his daughter, the lovely Princess who has to assume

the role of i^ueen, our sympathy, for the position v;hich

she must fill. Undoubtedly this position will set her

apart from her family, and compel her to lead a more or

less lonely life. She should have been for years the

happy, home-loving girl, whom we knew, and could have

expected many years in which to live vrith her family and

her children. But she has been thrust into this great

position, and I am sure she will fill it with dignity

and honour.

It is rather significant, Mr. Speaker, if we

look back over several of the reigns of the past, and

go back to the reign of Q,ueen Victoria, v/e note that

she also ascended the Throne at the age of eighteen.

The reign of Queen Victoria, I believe, can be known

as "The Keign of the Empire". During her reign the

nations v/hich comprise the present Commonwealth grew

into manhood and became independent, within the Empire
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set-up. After the reign of Queen Victoria, in which we

saw the "age of Empire" reach its climax, we passed

into another era, the era during the reign of four kings.

During the reign of Q,ueen Victoria, the

attitude of our people, our statesmen, our writers and

our great thinkers might be amply demonstrated by-

something which Kipling wrote in reference to Canada,

where he stated:

"Daughter I am in my mother's house, but

mistress in my own".

That period has passed away, and the separate

dominions of the Commonwealth are no longer daughters

v/ithin their mothers' homes; they are sister nations

within the Commonv/ealth,

Just as Q,ueen Victoria's reign saw the great

advancement of the Empire reaching its greatest heights,

so I believe, Mr. Speaker, that the reign of Elizabeth II

will be known as"the age of the Comrnonwealth".

Mr. Speaicer, I wish to join also with the

previous speakers who have referred to the illness of

the hon. Minister of Highvv-ays (Mr. Doucett), I am sure

we all sincerely regret the unfortunate accident last

autumn which placed him in the hospital. We hope that

in the not too distant future, he v/ill be with us again

to lead his very important portfolio, and demonstrate

to the House his genuine ability, and we hope, when he
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does return, his accident may not have left any

permanent disability or scars.

Also, Mr. Speaker, I wish to refer to the

recent illness of the hon. Minister of vVelfare (Mr.

Goodfellow) . Vie have noticed he has only been in the

Eouse on a very few occasions this year. We hope that

he has fully recovered, and will soon be able to be

back here, leading his department in the government.

Also, Mr. Speaker, I am very sorry indeed

the hon. Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) has not

been able to be with us on very many occasions this

year. He is one whom we all respect and love in this

House, and I am sure that each and every one of us

hope he will return in the not too distant future,

I wish to extend my congratulations to the

two new Ministers, the hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Thomas)

who has been appointed L'linister of Public Works, and

the hon. member for Toronto-Eglinton (Mr. Dunlop) who

has been appointed Minister of Education. To each of

these two new hon. Ministers, I extend my best wishes

in their v;ork.

I wish also to congratulate the mover and

seconder of the reply to the Address from the Throne,

Each of these tv.^o ncwly-clccted hon, mcmbors made an

excellent presentation to this House. Particularly

did I like the remarks of the hon. member for
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V/ellington North (Mr. Root) as he , I believe, has

follovv'ed a coarse of action which I myself have follov/ed,

and have advocated in the House on many previous

occasions, and that is, to refer back to his own riding

and tell the House something about the problems of the

people who sent him to this Legislature. The hon.

member for Wellington North did that in his speech, and

I congratulate him on taking that stand.

The hon. member for London (Mr. Robarts) gave

an excellent address, vith aoi-e of which I agree, and

with some of which I do not. Perhaps I shall first

deal with the portions of his address with which I am

not in accord.

He made a statement praising the recent

victory of the 'tDory" party in England in the recent

election. I wonder if the hon. member remembers that

in that election. Labor secured one quarter of a million

more votes than the victorious Conservative party.

Surely, the number of votes S3cured would indicate that

it was not the "great victory" v/hich the hon. member

for London believed it to be.

Also, in regaril to Ontario, he v/as very loud

in his praises of the recent victory of the present

Conservative government^ Of course, as we look around

and see how small the number '^f Oppcsitiou members is,
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perhaps it was a "greet victory", but v/hen you take

into account the number of votes cast, I think you

ought to think again. Fifty-one percent of the votes

cast in the election on November 22nd were cast in

favour of Opposition members. It was Just the

circumstance of votes recorded in the different

ridings, or perhaps a multiplicity of parties in

Opposition, which placed the Conservative government

in the position it is in to-day. May I remind the

hon. members opposite that perhaps some day the fifty-

one percent will catch up with them. They should keep

that in mind.

HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): V/e

always do

,

IvlR. GRUIVMETT: I am glad to hear that.

Mr. Speaker, may I refer to some portions

of the speech by the hon. member for London (Mr. Robarts)with

which I agree?

Firstly, I agree most heartily with him in

his remarks about the accidents on our highways. I

think it is time we took note of the terrific slaughter

that is going on, on our highways. I do not know just

what the answer is, or just hov«/ the situation can be

remedied. The hon. member for London suggested the

establishment of additional patrols of highway police

officers, under the direction of the Provincial Police,
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I am not quite sure that is the solution. I believe

v/8 can solve this problem by increasing the penalties,

— increasing the loss of privileges. If a liian only

loses hi 3 driving privileges for thirty days, or two

months, or tliree months, or perhaps a year or two, that

is not a severe enough penalty. Let us make the

penalty, for instance, the loss of privileges for,

say, three or four or five years or more, and you v/ill

find that the accidents on the highways v/ill be cut down.

I have another suggestion to offer, and that

is one which I believe is used in some of the states in

the United States of America, V\rhere signs are put up

on the highways at the spots where fatal accidents

have occurred, just a plain skull and cross-bones. The

theory is that a motorist driving along the highway and

seeing this skull and cross-bones v>/ill automatically lift

his foot off the gas pedal, arid slov, davn,and I am sure

there are sufficient places v/here accidents have occurred

on our highv/ays so that he v/ould scarcely forget what

he has just seen, and again "step on the gas", I think

it v/ould be a good idea to indicate on our highways

certain spots at which fatal accidents have occurred.

That would bring home to our people the fact that a fatal

accident has occurred, because, after all, we are far

too prone to forget, and to accept them as common,
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every-day occurrences. We accept them as something

which must hapijen. Me forget that perhaps if one-tenth

of the casualties v;ere caused in a battle overseas,

it immediately becomes headline nev^^s, and we look on

it with much greater horror than we look on the weekly

slaughter on our highways.

(Page B-1 follows)
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I concur in the remarks made by the hon, member for

London (Mr. Robarts).

I also agree with the remarks of the hon.

member for London {¥r, Robarts) regarding education.

I think the new Hon. Minister of Education (I'^r. Dunlop)

has a big job ahead of him. He has taken over
.

port-

folio which for many years has been the subject of

criticism both within the House and without. The Hon.

Finister (I'r. Dunlop) has a big job ahead, bringing the

Department of Education back to t he standard which the

Province of Ontario deserves and expects. I think also,

¥r. Speaker, that the Hon. Minister of iiducation (Mr,

^unlop) is on the right track when he states that

perhaps we ought to get back to the consideration of

the three R's, Too many frills, I believe, have been

added to our educational curriculae. I can recollect

when I entered High School that our classes were con-

tinued throughout each and every year -- at that tine

they called them "years", not "forms".

When I entered Owen Sound Collegiate, there

was a certain number of pupils in the first year, prac-

tically the same number and the same faces were in the

graduating year. We considered it a tragedy if one had

to drop out during a year and two or three seemed to
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us a distinct loss,

I had occasion to make inquiries two or three

years ago regarding my home high school at Iroquois Falls,

and I was astounded to find that sixty or seventy pupils

entered First Form each year, but only six or seven were

graduating from Grade Thirteen. V/hat had happened to the

rest along the way? oomething is wrong with our educa-

tional system when the pupils do not remain in school,

I do not know what it is. That is the duty of the

Department of Education, and I hope the Hon, Minister

(Mr, Dunlop) will be able to find a solution.

Another remark made by the hon, member for

London (Mr, Robarts) with which I am inclined to agree

to a limited extent, and in a more localized application

than perhaps he intended, was when he referred to the

terrific amount of taxes collected by the Federal Govern-

ment, paid into the Federal Treasury. He claims this

deprives Ontario of much-needed revenue. In this regard

I can give him a local example which will perhaps bolster

his ideas along that line. In Northern Ontario, of every

tax dollar collected, ^&fo goes into the. Federal Treasury;

8% to the Provincial, and h.% is left to the municipali-

ties. That is the position facing the mining municipali-

ties, and we can appreciate the fact that the Federal
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Government collects the lion's share of taxation.

Mow, Mr, Speaker, I have cone to the part

of my address dealing vjith the Speech from the Throne,

both subjects or matters omitted therefrom, and those

mentioned therein.

Firstly, I v/ant to refer to the plight of

our unemployed employables. Yes, I know quite well.

that the Provincial Government will say it is the

duty of the Federal Government to look after the unem-

ployed employables. Perhaps it is the duty, but I

wonder if there is any distinct agreement setting up

that duty, or is it merely that it is a question of

"passing the buck''. The Federal authorities do not want

to assume the responsibility and the Provincial

authorities will not, with the result that the

municipalities have to, in the end. Municipalities

fight it; they send deputations to the Federal Govern-

ment, deputations to the Provincial Government, but

in the end they are the ones having to pay the bill.

The municipalities are closest to the

people who are suffering; they cannot see them starve,

and must give relief, I think it is time our Provin-

cial Government either had a definite understanding

with the Federal Government, or did something about

our unemployed employables.
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Many thousands to-day in Toronto are

unemployed and seeking relief, The municipal officials

of the City of Toronto are searching desperately for

a way out of the situation, and cannot find it, V7e,

as a wealthy province, should step in a nd find it,

I vjould just like to refer to an article

that appeared in the Toronto Daily Star of February

2Sth, 1952:

"Man Breaks Shop Window to Get Relief for
Wife Expecting Second Child:

Police of Court St. station impressed
by the story of David Holmes, 30, after he
purposely broke the law to get arrested
early today, are now trying to help him
land a job.

Expecting his wife to be taken any hour
to St. Fichael's hospital to give birth to
her second child. Holmes walked up to the
front of CenturyMotors, Yonge St., and
smashed the plate glass window in full view
of Constables Lloyd I'rc L eod and Donald
Arnott who were parked there. Holmes was
arrested on a charge of malicious damage.

Holmes told Sergeant Fred Davies he
had tried to get work and a home for his
wife and child, a year and a half old. He
had no money to take care of the hospital
bill so he went to the welfare department.

'They told me that unless I was a

cripple and couldn't work or was in police
custody they couldn't do anything for me,'
said Holmes, He said he decided to break
the window which would put him in custody
and then his wife would be looked after,

•We're going to try to do something for
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him,' said Det, Harold Ilagahey, Holmes
had not been drinking and investigation
showed his story was genuine.

Today Magistrate Prentice placed
Holmes on suspended sentence a'fter Major
Jolliffe of the Salvation Army promised
to provide food for the family,

Det. Ifegahey stated: 'The window is
valued at ^300. It is insured.' "

That is just one of many cases of need in the

city, and I think our Provincial Government should attempt

to do something, instead of merely saying, "That is not

our affair, that is the affair of the Federal Government",

Next, I want to refer to housing. This is a

subject that has been mentioned in this House on many

occasions. We have had long and, perhaps, bitter argu-

ments and debates on this subject here and still nothing

is done. Year after year the Government says they have

a new plan, they bring forvard some small amendment to

an existing statute and hope that it will do something.

They are merely waiting for time itself to cure the

situation, but time will not cure this situation.

Private enterprise will not cure the situation, private

enterprise will never build the houses that are required

in Ontario to-day.

A recent survey made by Central Mortgage and

Housing Corporation showed that Ontario to-day needs
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450,000 houses or housing units. That is a lot of

construction. Private enterprise will not cure that

situation, because the returns from housing do not

equal the returns from industrial construction.

Industrial construction or business construction

to-day pays a bigger return or dividend and, there-

fore, private enterprise will not cure the situation.

It is up to this Province to do something to build

homes for our people, I know the Government v;ill

say, "But, we have not got the money". We can

raise money if we want to build the St. Lawrence

Seaway, or if we want to undertake the great expansion

and conversion program of the Hydro-Electric Pov/er

Commission. In those cases money can be obtained for

those great undertakings, and, rightly so, I am not

criticising them in any way. They are needed. But

so is housing, and I hope that this Government will

undertake a program of home construction v/hich will

give to our oeople the security they need.

Housing shortages to-day results in m.any

broken homes, young people living with their parents

or parents-in-law are not happy. They want homes of

their own, and unless we give them, we are just laying

up a store of trouble and misery for ourselves in the
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future in broken homes and in delinquent children.

On the subject of labour, I am not going

to say very much; I am going to leave a little for

my colleague who will speak a little later on in the

debate. He is fully equipped to deal v;ith that sub-

ject. Hoi''ever, I just v;ant to say that in connection

with the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1 hope that

the Government will bring in amendments implementing

the recommendations of the Roach Commission.

That was a very fine report, and it contained

m.any fine recommendations which should be now imole-

mented, such as safety services and accident preven-

tion, I hope the Hon. Minister (Mr, Daley) has in

mind those recommendations and will now submit them

to the House. Last year we heard a long debate on

this subject, and a very able debate pointing out the

necessity of the improvements which were required,

I hope the Government is now prepared to see that

those are put on the Statute books.

Regarding mining municipalities, I wonder

if the Hon. Minister of Mines (Mr. Gemmell) is able

to tell us when the report of that special committee

set up to study the problem of taxation in mining

municipalities will make its report, or when the

report will be submitted to the House, I urge the
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Government to submit this report as soon as possible,

so that we can have sufficient time to study it and

so the municipalities affected will also be able to

study it. At long last we hope that the disability

under which the mining municipalities has suffered

will be cured by the recommendations of this Committee,

and that the Hon, Minister (Mr. Gemmell) is prepared

to put those recommendations into effect.

It is some considerable time since it was

first suggested in this House that a Municipal-

Provincial Conference should be held, I believe it

was in 1947 that the then hon. member for Fort William,

(Mr. Anderson) , suggested such a conference. The

Government has been promising us the conferences from

time to time, but nothing has been done, Eveiy year

the burdens of the municipalities get heavier and

heavier, and every year those burdens fall on real

estate. VJe have to do something to relieve the burden

that is now resting on the home owner alone in muni-

cipal taxation systems and schemes of to-day. The

home owner bears a disproportionate share of taxation,

and a conference of provincial and municipal authorities

could do much to relieve this situation.

Now, as to the old-age assistance. The hon.
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members who were in the last Legislature will recall

that last September when the Act was put into effect,

considerable discussion took place as to whether

or not the amount provided by the Act was suificiono.

I know the Government cannot increase the

amount in the Act, but the Government can pay a

supplementary subsidy, or bonus, and grant every

assistance to our senior citizens in the age group

65 to 69, The records of the V/elfare Councils of

different cities show quite clearly that the forty-

dollar payment is not sufficient. A clipping taken

from the Toronto Telegram — the Toronto Telegram is

a paper favourable to the Government — will indicate

outside thinking in connection with this situation,

I quote now from the Toronto Telegram of

February 22, 1952. This is headed:

"Lack of Plan :

Old Folks Age 65-69 3een 'Goats'.

Were better off when on relief.

Old people are being made the goats
of lack of Government planning, welfare
workers charged today. Hundreds of
Toronto's 65-69 year-old citizens, pre-
viously receiving more than ,y40 per month
from, city relief, now have been cut back
to the :|?40 a month provincial-federal
pension,

'It is just about impossible for an

old person with no other income to live
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on hp40 a month', said Mrs. Jean Good,
secretary of the old age division oi' the
'Felfare Council. 'i^vnd now there is a new
group of old folk being forced to do it.'

She explained that while they v;ere on
relief the city welfare paid the entire
rent, plus a food allowance, for Eiany of
these people who are completely unable to
work."

(Take "C" follov;s)
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" Averac;:e rent for a room would be about $7

a week," Mrs. Good said, " Now. the old folk say 'I

can pay ray rent, perhaps, but v/hat am I going to

eat?".

She added that when they phoned the city

Welfare Dspartment to ask what could be done they

were told they v^rere now provincial responsibilities.

And v/hen they phone the provincial department they

are told that the §40 is all they can get, that

there is no allowance for any extras no matter vi/'hat

their need.

"They just can't believe it," she said. "On

no level of government has any planning been done

on a personal basis,"

Take the case of Mrs. B--, a widow ^ age 65

and now eligible for the ^40 a month means test

pension.

On relief she was allowed this budget per

month:

Food $22.06

Plousehold supplies 1.00

Clothing 1.00

Shelter 19.42

Cooking fuel 2.24

Total ^45.72

None of these can she get along without. Yet

now with her pension she receives ^5.72 less a month,

Mrs. Good said that those v/ith small outside

incomes or v/ith friends or a kind landlady or helpful

church connections were managing. But those who had

no outside help at all were right up against it,

V'elfare Commissioner Rupert estimated that over

700 unemployable persons in this age group v/ere on

relief in Toronto. Of these 480 are being granted

pensions and the rest of the cases are still pending.

"V/e are keeping them on relief until they receive
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the pension, of course," said Mr.
Rupert. "But the policy of the city is
not to supplement Government assistance
even though a person will receive less
under the pension than he got on relief."

The plight of one couple was drawn
to the attention of the Board of Control
yesterday. Both husband and wife were
receiving the pension — a total of $80.
a month. But previously on relief they
had received $94.

Mrs. Good said that the Welfare
Council was now making a survey through
field workers to get an estimated
number of how many people were being
oppressed by the pension plan. The
council hopes to present a concrete case
to the three levels of government as
soon as they have the facts before them."

I think that illustrates quite clearly that

what was said in this House by members of all the

Opposition last summer has been borne out. The pension

of $40. a month is not sufficient and surely with all

the millions that our Provincial Treasurer can show in

his surplus, can we not set aside a few hundred

thousand dollars to supplement these pensions for our

senior citizens?

Next I want to refer to the problems of the

disabled and the pensions which are presumed to be

forthcoming in a Bill which we will consider at this

Session of the Legislature. Last September when the

hon. Minister of V/elfare told us that such a Bill

would be subsequently

(Page C-3 follows)
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introduced, I for one felt a great uplift, I thought,

'Nov;, the time has come when those in dire need and

v;ho are not covered by any other legislation are going

to receive some consideration". But later on, with a

shock, I saw that this pension was limited to those

totally and permanently disabled. That is a terribly

restrictive provision and I do not think it should be

included in the Act. \7ith the means test we can avoid

paying to those who are really not in need. With the

means test you can see that the person receiving the

pension is actually in need of it and the minute that

person is able to go back to work or recovers sufficiently,

then he can be taken off the pension. V/ith that

provision of"totally and permanently disabled" , how many

are going to receive the pension? How many doctors

will certify an applicant "totally and permanently

disabled?" A man might suffer a stroke. Is he"totally

and permanently disabled?" No, The doctor will un-

doubtedly say he may recover. He may recover in six

months; he may recover in two years, but in the mean-

time, he gets no assistance — not under this Act,

Under this Act you may rest assured that very,

very few v/ill receive assistance; in other v/ords, the

Act is merely an empty shell, an empty promise, and it

will not do the work that we expecte'd or which the

government promised.
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One thing I v/ant to commend the government

on is this advancement in the tree^tment of cancer. The

establishment of the clinic in London where the Cobelt

Bomb has been demonstrated, is a great step fonArard and

anything we can do to help relieve the suffering of

those afflicted by this great scourge, will, I am sure,

be approved by all our people.

The government in setting up this Cobalt

Bomb in London is following the lead of the Saskatchewan

government. Months before the Clinic demonstrated the

Cobalt Bomb in London, the Saskatchev/an government had

already put it into use,

HON. LESLI3 M. FROST (Prime Ivlinister); Our

bomb v/as the first,

MR. GRUMvIETT: I beg to disagree with the

hon. Premier. I am sure that the experiments with the

Ccbalt Bomb in Regina were in advance of the experiments

in London, unless of course they were kept secret at

London,

im. FROST: V/e beat them by a hair.

li/IR. GRUMIilETT : V/ell then, all right, follow

on in the footsteps of Saskatchev/an and make this treat-

ment free to those who need it, Saskatchewan does, in

that instance, I believe, lead the province of Ontario.

HON. MR.PHILLIPS (Minister of Health): There
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are fewer people ou' there.

MR. GRUI/JVEETT: The proportion of taxes is the

same. They are doing a wonderful job for a smaller

proportion, but they have similar revenues, ''"e have

other means here which they have not at their disposal.

We had a discussion yesterday on the

amendment to the Parole Act, I knov/ when speaking

on the Throne Speech Debate that it is not proper to

refer to legislation before the House, but it has been

the practice for quite a number of years now to waive

that restriction in the Throne Speech Debate.

The hon. Minister, I think, is a man who is

endeavouring to handle his Department to the best of his

ability and is doing a good job. I wonder if the cause

of some of the unrest in some of our jails is the

application of the indeterminate sentence. A man may

come before a magistrate who has a previous record and

be given a sentence determinate and an indeterminate

sentence as well. He presumes that because he has been

given an indeterminate sentence that v^fhen he has finished

the determinate sentence, he will automatically be given

parole. That is not the case. His' v/hole case is brought

before the P..role Board and there considered and perhaps

quite rightly the Parole Board v;ill say, "This man is not

a fit and proper person to receive a parole'*. Perhaps
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it is because he did not conduct himself in such a

manner as to warrant granting him parole. He presumed

that at the end of his sentence he would be granted a

parole, but he finds that the Parole Board has turned

him down. This, I believe, was the cause of a con-

siderable amount of the trouble at Burwash.

Another matter to which I wish to refer is

that of civil defence. I know that civil defence is a

matter for the Federal government primarily but I

wonder if a little prodding from the Provincial

government might not get a little more result. Ontario

has many vulnerable industries and many vulnerable

points such as the Welland canal, the Sault Ste. Marie

locks and so on, and great industrial organizations.

I am wondering if the Ontario government is waiting,

hoping that the lightning will not strike. I think

the Ontario government could do much to prod the

Federal government to have something done in the way of

enlarging the civil defence projects.

Another question which was not referred to

in the Throne Speech is that of Dominion-Provincial

relations. I wonder if the government cannot tell us

exactly what they intend to do in this connection. I

think the House is entitled to that information. l/Wiat

(page C-7 follows.)
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is the stand in Ontario and v/hat is the government

doinc about it?

Now, Mr. Speaker, for a few moments I want

to £0 back to ray own riding and refer as did the member

for Wellington North (Mr. Root) to some of the problems

of my riding. First, I x^^ant to speak on highways.

The hon. Minister of Highways (Mr. Doucett)

has done an excellent job in building main highways,

aiid in as.isting municipalities in Cochrane South but

there are one or tv;o bottlenecks which we v/ould like to

see cleared up. One is the connecting link betv/een Mata-

chcwan and Sv/astika, Matachewan is a town situated

in the riding of Temiskaming; Sv/astika is in the southern

part of Cochrane South. In order to get to Alatachewan

you back-track or leave highway 11 at New Liskeard, you

travel almost parallel with highv/ay 11 for approximately

sixty-five miles. Then, if you want to travel on north-

ward to Cochrane or Timmlns, you have to back-track to

New Liskeard and then go on up highway 11, v/hereas a

shortcut or cut-off from Matachewa i to Swastika would

mean only a trip of twenty-five lailes, half of v-hich

has been constructed and it has been constructed for at

least six or seven years,

I believe it was in 1947 the hon. Minister

(Mr. Doucett) promised that this portion of the high-

v/ay would be completed. At that time he said that the
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only hold-up v;as the necessary steel to erect a bridge

over a river, the Blanche River, I believe. If that is

the only thing holding up the construction of this

highway, why not put in a wooden structure over this

river and provi^.e us v/ith this highway. It is a very

necessary highvmy and one long demanded by the people

of Matchewan and Swastika.

Another bottle-neck is the Liglitning River

Road or higlway 101. On the estrene end of this high-

way touching the Quebec boundary reraains five miles of

uncompleted road. If this five miles v^^ere constructed,

we would have access to the province of Quebec, the

northern part of the province of Quebec, the Malartic-

Rouyn area and also tourists would come in from northern

Quebec into the northern part of Ontario, as well as

business trips wli.ich would be made much shorter. I

strongly urgo the hon. Minister of Highv/ay (Mr. Doucett)

to complete this short piece of road which has remained

uncompleted for the past three or four years.

Another such road requiring the attention

of the hon. Minister is what is knovm as the Warren Lake

road or the Ti-'ii.ilns-Chapleau road, connecting the Great

Porcupinp Camp vath the Timminp-ChflriTee.u highvray at

Chapleau. If this road were constructed, it would open

up a great area fcr tourists and also mining developments
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as well as timber and agriculture.

The road from Timr.lns to Chapleau would mean

the construction of a highway over which a person

travelling from Timmins to Chapleau could pass in

approximately tl:^ree hours' driving. At the present

time it takes nineteen hours from the time you leave

Timiuins until you reach Chapleau by train. It is only

a short section of road and one v^hich would bring in

many, many thousands of tourists to northern Ontario,

The Porcupine Chamber of Commerce has advocated the

completion of this road for some time, and I hope that

the hon. Minister will this year decide that this is

one of the"musts"on his road-building program.

I now wish to commend the hon. Attorney-

General (Mr. Porter) for something I believe I mentioned

last year and that is the establishment of radio controls,

V.'e can appreciate in the north the benefit of Provincial

Police officers being eq.uipped v/ith radios in their

patrol cars. It means that if anything should happen,

these cars can get to wherever the accident occurs or

wherever they are needed in a short period of time.

To illustrate to you how quickly radio can

move the cars about, I want to tell you of a personal

experience I had a few weeks ago. I had a telephone

call from the corporal in charge of the police detach-
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Eient at iviatheson telling me of an accident which had

occurred on the highway in which a raan had been killed

by a car, and he v/anted me to go down and investigate

ao Coroner. I told him that it might take me some

little time because the car v/hich I usually used for

trips, v/as in the garage and I vvould have to secure

other transportation. He then told me, ''Contact your

local constable and have him bring you down in the

patrol car". I picked up the telephone and immediately

rang the local police officer br"*" could not locate him

either at his home or in his office. So I then called

the corporal back and told him that it would be some

time before I could get dovna as I could not locate the

constable. He then informed me, "Call the radio

despatcher in Tirarains and have him order a car to

pick you up". So I called Timmins and explained the

situation to the despatcher on duty and he said, "Just

a minute". I heard him call the local constable in

his patrol car and I heard the constable ansvi^er back

that he had received the message and was proceeding

"CO carry it out, and about three minutes later that

constable \7as at my office door ready to pick me up.

He had been patrolling the highway less than a mile

outside the town. We did not know where he was, but

the mere fact of having a radio in his car meant that
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there was no loss of time in the eaergency. I think

that has been a great help in policing the north.

During the hearings of the Select Committee

appointed to enquire into the administration of Criminal

Justice in Ont£,rio held last sunimer, we v/ent thoroughly

into the question of salaries paid to provincial

officers, "."e found that in many instances these officers

were paid a great deal less than municipal officers.

For instance, an officer starting in the Ontario

Provincial Police Force was —
HON. DANA PORTER (Attorney-General): They

have been raised since, you know,

im. GRUmiETT: Mr, Speaker, may I say to tlje .

hon, Attorney-General (Mr. Porter) that I am going to

refer to that. The salary was ^2,140. a year ago fd.r

a man starting On the force. While we were sitting

on the Committee a report v/as carried in the Press to

the effect that V/indsor had taken on a couple of dozen

additional officers — "rookie policemen'/ and their

starting salary was set at $3,000. a year.

Now, I felt that there should be no difference

between the municipal officers and the Provincial Police

Officers. Surely our provincial police are entitled to

the same consideration as municipal officers.

As to what the hon. Attorney-General (Mr. Porter)
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said about having been increased, I am not certain

as to the amount but I think it is $400. — a

general increase, not-across-the-board but in some

cases some officers have received an increase of

approximately $400. They still are not on a par

with municipal police and you cannot police this

province unless they are.

MR. PORTER: Of course, Mr. Deputy-

Speaker, when the hon. Member talks of municipal

police, he just talks of one municipality. Compare

them across-the-board. What about the Timmins

police?

MR. GRm/METT: The Timmins police, Mr.

Attorney-General, are paid much more than the

provincial police in that area.

IVIR. PORTER: How much?

MR. GRUMvIETT: They are paid $400. to

$500. more at the present time.

Rffi. PORTER: I will look into that.

MR. GRUMMETT: In my own little

municipality, a little township, the township of

Calvert, we are —

MR. PORTER: Our police are paid

better than the "Mounties", as a rule, now.

{Page C-13 follows)
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MR. GRUMviETT: I will grant you that, but

that is no reason v/hy they should be paid less than

municipal police.

Iffi. PORTER: Of course, we have to spend all

our money contributing to the municipalities so that

they can raise their salaries,

MR. GRUlVilvIETT : V/here do you get the money?

You get it out of the municipalities. The municipalities

have paid it in the v/ay of taxes or their residents

have paid it in the v/ay of taxes. Screly they are en-

titled to the little pittance that you hand them back.

Bffi. PORTER: $110,000,000.

MR. GRTJldviETT: That is nothing for our great

and wealthy province.

The fact of v/hat I am stating about the

inequality of salaries is borne out by the fact that

the investigation last surmiier showed that almost twenty

percent to tv/enty-five percent of the provincial police

resigned each year. That is a terrific turnover,

MR. PORTER: That has changed very much

since. There are very feiv resignations now,

JVIR. GRUIvMETT: Just since v/e raised the

question in June or July last year.

IvIR. PORTER: It had nothing to do with
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that because this was being put fosn^^ard for sone months.

]\£R. GRUtvu,iSTT : Nothing v;as done about it.

The question vas rasied here last year in the House by

t-v/o or three hon. members. As a matter of fact, I

raised that question myself.

iffi. POHTSK: If you look up my statement you

v/ill see that I said v/e were contemplating the entire

revision because conditions had changed since the laat

statutory provision v/as made.

IviR. GRUMuETT: I grant that the hon. Attorney-

General did make that statement but v/hen we held our

investigation in June I was not aware of anything having

been done nor was there any reference by any of the

vltnesses at that investigation to indicate that there

was an increase coming.

liIR. POETIR: It v/as quite proper for them not

to mention it, because you could hardly have Civil

Servants appearing before a Committee disclosing what

the government might or might not do.

(Page D-1 follows)
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MR. GRUMMETT: Yes, but these Civil servants,

tir. Attorney -General, were being asked very pertinent

questions concerning the situation, and if they had

believed at that time there was a movement on foot to

remedy the situation, surely they should have told us,

' there is no need to go any further: this is being

remedied now".

MR. PORTER: I do not think they would have any

right to commit t the government in any wajr,

IHR, GRUMMETT: The Commissioner himself made the

definite statement that he believed the reason why

so many men were leaving the force was because their

salaries were not adequate, and he stated he believed

the force w®uld secure a better type of men if they

paid them higher wages. That is recorded in the evi-

dence of the committee.

Nowj Mr. Deputy Speaker, I come to another point

of my speech which I have covered year in and year out

for quite a n\imber of years, and I am going to say

something again about it. That is the problem of

neglected children.

First, I am going to read a few extracts from an

article published in a magazine I have here, but before

I give you the name of the magazine, let me hasten to

explain that I myself did not discover the article. This

magazine is entitled "The Chatelaine" , a women's magazine,

1^ daughter-in-law found the article ane handed it to me,

and I do not want the hon. members to get any false

impressions.
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I would commend this article to any hon. member

who wishes to read it. It is very lengthy, and I will

only read a few extracts,. It is by Fred Bodsworth, and

is entitled "Hunaways for Marriage". The first extract

I would like to read is as follows:

A Toronto police official, commenting recentlj'-

on the increasing number of men reported missing,
said: "We used to looklimmediately for foul play,
now we always investigate the home situation
first, for domestic trouble is the leading reason
now for men being listed as missing."

Authorities blame hasty wartime marriages, war-
time separations due to military service,
good times and crowded housing - in that order
- for today's bumper crop of desertions.

A reconciliation officer in Toronto's family
court, who talks to a score or more deserted
wives every week, told me: "During the war,
when soldiers were leaving for overseas,
there were many hasty marriagts that would never
have occurred if the parties had waited until
they knew each other better. Some married after
just two weeks acquaintance, then tried to
correspond for two years or more about a couple
of dances and a one-night honeymoon which were
the only experiences they had shared together."

Last year while speaking on this subject, the

then hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr, McLeod) asked the

hon. Minister of welfare if this difficulty to which

I am how referring was not a local one, pertaining to

my own riding in particular. The hon. Minister nodded

his head and indicated that he believed it was. I

want to point out that in the extract I have just read,

it is shown that the Toronto officials interview a

score or more of deserted wives every week. That

mounts up to an impressive total over & year,.

The next extract from this very illuminating

article is as follows:
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"Ifelfare authorities paint a grim picture
of the family havoc wrought by desertion. Often
the husband is caught and ordered by a court
to contribute to his family's maintenance,
but usually, whether the family is supported
by public relief or by the absent husbands,
the income provides only a bare existence.
Frequently the v/ife must do part-time work, and
all too often this results in neglected children.
Judge Mott told me the biggest cause of child
delinquency is the broken home,

"Divorce and death are final, " he said, "and it
is easier for a mother and children to adjust
to these situations. But desertion leaves an
uncertainty hanging over the home. The husband
might come back, he might not."

And tiae embarrassment and inferiority feelings
left behind with desertion victims often cause
serious personality injuries."

The next extract is one to which I believe hon.

members should pay attention, and of which I think

they should take note. It says:

"Using mothers* allowance statistics and the
records of non-support court cases as a guide,
welfare authorities estimate that 2,000 Can-
adian mothers and some 5,000 children will be left
to fight their own battles by vanishing fathers
in 1951 - 2,000 families to be added to the
already impressive total whose breadwinners have
said: "Here, Mr. Taxpayer, you can take care of
them from now on."

The number of desertions each year is increasing
alarmingly. One of the best gauges of the
desertion rate are mothers' allowance statistics.
Every province, except Newfoundland, includes
desertion as a condition entitling mothers to
allowance payments.

In 1946, for example, Ontario was paying all-
owances to 206- deserted wives: in September,
1950, it had 840. In 1948 &% of mothers'
allowances were being paid because of desertion;
at present more than 12^ are desertion cases.
Saskatchewan's mothers' allowance board had
52 deserted wives under its wing in 1946, 162
in 1949.

What financial burden are deserting husbands
dumping into the taxpayer's lap? In 1948
mothers' allowance payments to deserted wives
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and. children in Ontario amounted to about

f>20,000 a Jiontli; by September 1950 it was.

|53>000 a month."

I vroiidei- v.'hat it is to-day. That has been

climbing; steadily, This is a problem which I thirJi

wc ought to Tiee.,, and meet with firmness now,

iriotha."'* eTftra^t says:

I'll or:'.:.cia;L of Ontario »s Department of Public
V.'elfa:-c told 'U- .^ -'i'^altiply the mothers* allow-
ance iev>r;rcls fcr desertion by five and you will
be somewhere close to the total." At that rate
Canada today Lao about 15,000 deserted mothers.

Cour'iy i.-ecord.s pro\n de another view of the
d^sertioj. epidemic - the deserters who vanish
for <^ time., only to have the law finally catch
up witli. than..

In 1943 Canadian courts convicted 2,271 deserters
of non-support; ir. 1948, it v/as 4,857.

Most were ordered cf/ courts to contribute to
their families' support, but the taxpayer still
g^t^ otuflc v.'itb a share of the burden. Usually
the Guppor'; payments (average: |20 a week) are
iiituff icient 'oo fully provide for the deserted
familye"

] have Gtated before in this House that the

cases of desertion clearlj'- indicate that we, as a

people , consider property rights above personal or

humanity riglitSr If someone breaks into a store and

steals a suit of clothes, or runs..off with the cash

register our Municipal and Provincial police will

follow hin froai one shore of Canada to the other until

he is cautTht and punished. And quite rightly so. I am

not disputinic; the job done by the police. I commend

them for a good job woll done.
,

Dijt^ at the seme time, why could we not run

down the aome deserters, the homo breakers, in the
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same manner, and punish them as we do other offenders?

They are just as much criminals as those who have

violated our property rights.

MR. J.B. SALSBERG (St, Andrew): Vfeat depart-

ment of government would you say is failing to perform

its duty in that regard?

MR. GRUMMETT: Primarily, it may be the Depart-

ment of VJelfare, but what can the hon. Minister of

Welfare do if it is not in the statute? It is up to

each and every hon. member in this legislature to do

our part to see that these laws are strengthened, and

sufficient power is ^i'^-^en to the department to trace down

and punish these offenders.

This article goes on to say:

"Most provincial desertion acts allow a court
to order the husband to pay support to his
family, though under some the penalty for non-
payment is so light that the deserter can thumb
his nose at the vi/hole business, go t o jail for
a few days and be on his way again.

The catch, however, is that he must be located
first. And tracing deserters today is left
merely to municipal police in the wife's town
where the non-support charge is laid."

And a little fiirther on it goes on to say:

" What is needed," an Ontario government official
told me, "is a. luniform desertion law for all
Canada and a reciprocal agreement that takes
in all provinces, all of the British Isles and
the U.S. Then, with a law that would really
work, there would be a central registry &r
filing descriptions of deserters S;0 that
tracing tiiem could be carried out under a
nationwide system." •

The Hon. W.A. Goodfellow, Ontario's Minister of
Public Welfare, announced last October that his
department had launched a province-wide survey
into the causes of desertion and the adequacy
of laws relating to it, "It has become a
matter of major concern. Desertions must be
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halted. If we find the Deserted Wives' and
Children's Maintenance Act needs more teeth,
legislation will be submitted."

Mr. Speaker, I should like to see that legis-

lation brought down, and the sooner the better. This

is a problem quarrying for all attention, and I hope

that something will be done.

Next I want to read a short editorial from

The Timmins Daily Press, dated May 2nd, 1950. This

will show you that I have been speaking on this subject

on various previous occasions. It is headed "Heartless

Criminals", and it reads as follows:

" Wife desertion is one of the most heartless
crimes that a man can commit and we agree with
W.J. Griommett, K.C., M.L.A. for Cochrane South,
that the time is ripe to deal more severely
with those who are convicted of it.

There has been an appalling increase of
desertion cases in northern areas during the
past two years and it has become a fester on
the social life of the community. In this
district last year 66 cases of desertion
were reported to the authorities, according to
figures supplied to the Town Council at last
night's meeting by Welfare Administrator George
Reid. This is more than three times the number
of cases listed in 1945 whisn there were 21. It
is also 21 more than in 1948 when the total was
45.

In his efforts to bring the seriousness of
this situation to the attention of the prov-
incial government, Mr. Grimmett requested the
municipalities to obtain the figures for him
so that he could submit a comprehensive report
to the legislature on conditions now existing.
He believes the Provincial Police should be
empowered to hunt down wife deserters. And
he wants the Criminal Code amended so as to
provide greater punishment for deserting
husbands when found.

One of the weaknesses
desertion in the past
of the sentence given
there is a hesitation

in dealing with wife
has been the lightness
in such cases. Perhaps
on the part of the court
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to inflict further grief and humiliation on the
wives and children who have already suffered a

great deal under the circumstances , but imless
the gravity of the erring husband's offence is
brought home to him with greater force and pun-
ishment there is no way to curb the increasing
niimber of such cases.

There should be no sympathy for the offender.
These men in the great majority of cases leave
their families utterly destitute.

The helpless little children whose homes are
broken up are the worst sufferers. They are the
innocent victims of a domestic tragedy far be-
yond their understanding. It may be argued that
they are better off under the ministrations of
the organizations that are regulated by provin-
cial lav/ to provide for them, but it cannot be
said that they are happier under such conditions,
or that they are in any way compensated for the
parental care and love denied them. Efficient
and conscientious as welfare organizations are,
they can never supply the intimate affection of
the family circle which surely these little ones
received at some stage of their lives before the
break-up of the home occurred, and which they
cannot forget.

In 1949 in this district, 146 children were
involved in the 47 deserted families assisted.
The men responsible for making these or any
youngsters wards of the municipality, province
or Children's Aid Society, depriving them of
a home and family life have committed a crime
that will affect these children all the rest of
their lives. These men should be made to pay
dearly for their action. Such men are lower than
animals for even animals will care for their
young,

"

In connection with the same subject, I want to

refer to the children of unmarried parents. Last year

I told the House of a particular case which occurred in

my home town, A young unmarried woman was taken to the

hospital to have her baby. Shortly after the baby was

born, the supposed father called on her and of course,

the poor young girl presumed that perhaps at last he

was going to do the right thing and see that a marriage
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took place. He went several times, and finally he

came in with some female relatives, and he took the

baby and told her he was going to have it baptized.

An hour or so later he came back and handed the baby

to the mother. The mother naturally was thinking,

"when I get out of the hospital, there will be a

marriage", but when he handed the baby down to the

mother, he said " as soon as you get out of the hospi-

tal, 1 want you and this brat to get out of town. I

am going to be married and I do not want you around

the neighbourhood." I have told that story before.

But there is a sequel to it. Not long ago an old lady

came in to see me, and' told me her grandson had brought

a young girl into her home, and the woman v;ould seen

be going to the hospital to give birth to a baby. The

grandmother thought her grandson was imposing upon her,

because they wanted her to take care of the baby, and

she wanted to know what to do.

I said, "the only thing to do is to order them

out of the house, or have them thrown out". She said

she could not do that. She said that the young woman's

condition was such that she could not throw her out,

and I said "perhaps you feel that way, but if you do not,

you will probably be "stung" with the keeping of the

baby. However, she said she could not put her out,

X said "then why ask me for a solution of your problem?

Do you not know madam, that this is the second time your

grandson has been in trouble?". He was the same yo\mg

fellow to whom I referred a moment ago.
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, The old lady looked at me for a moment or two

and she said, "no, Mr, Griommett that is his fourth."

(Take E Follows)
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Now, Mr. Speaker, I have been longer than

I thought, but I have a couple more editorials here,

or articles from the Timiiins Daily Pros.: , which I wish

'Oo read, and then I will be through. They refer to

neglect of children again, not those neglected by the

desertion of their parents, but to straight neglect.

One is from the Timmins Daily Press of

January 22, 1952, and I v^'ould like you to listen to

the pungent way in which the writer of the article

expresses himself:

"Father in Hospital, Mother in Pub,
Kidaies in Filth

Four children, aged two to nine, bare from the
waist down, huddled on a wet mattress v^hile
their mother, drinking be ;>r in a loca^ beverage
room, was picked up by police.

There was no fire in the house before police
and CaS officials arrived at 10.15 last night.
The temperature reading outside was nine degrees
below zero.

Three other children, ranging in age from 11 to
15, were 'out'. All were rounded up and taken
to the shelter.

The 32-year-old mother, forbidden by law to enter
a beverage room, was locked iiju^jail by police.

.Pending furth r invest igc-.ti on by CAS officials,
charges may be laid, Donald Van Camp, C/^
superintendent, indicated.

According to a letter foijJid in the
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littered front room, the father is in a
Hamilton hospital with a broken leg received
when he rescued an engineer from a fall of
heavy rock.

Only food in the house v;as remnants of
>9.00 worth of groceries, bought out of

ip55 sent to a relative by the father, with
instructions to dole it out bit by bit to
the mother. The woman was given the re-
maining ^46 in a lump sum, it was learned.

The four-room shack, a converted bakery,
sits behind a neat row of homes, its ugli-
ness whitewashed by the pleasant but modest
appearances of the houses facing the street.

A hole in the front door window glass
was stuffed with rags. Inside was a battered
chesterfield, a chesterfield chair, their
cushions scattered on the floor among the
litter of clothes,, blankets and pieces of
a cardboard carton.

From atop a broken-down, old model con-
sole radio, a newish table model, in working
order, blared something about millions of
dollars in government spending,

Kitty-cornered across the room were
strung clotheslines, one of them sagging
under the weight of a urine-soaked blanket.

Following: the knock which brought three
of the four children into the cold front
room, they scampered back onto the filthy
bed and tried to hide their nakedness with
soiled blankets.

In the garish light from a single un-
shielded bulb, there was no line of de-
marcation between the dirt and the shadows,
Chesterfield cushoins and unwashed clothing
littered the floor.

Other evidence of neglect was found in

a second bedroom, presumed to be the mother's.
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Beyond the wall in a narrow toilet room
about a half a ton of coal impeded passage
to a plugged flushbowl, brimming with refuse.
Six inches away from the foot of the coal
pile was a narrow door which opened into a
spacious coalbin.

On the kitchen stove stood food-
encrusted pots and pans, one half-filled
with water.

Bread, a smashed egg carton and an
unopened box of soap flakes stood among
more unclean utensils on the table. In
a sideboard, close by, was breakfast cereal
a five-pound bag of sugar and a near-empty,
sticky tin of corn syrup.

Three cans of condensed milk bore heavy
axe marks, testifying to the attempts of the
children to get at the contents. On the
floor the axe lay beside a sharp butcher
knife.

Between the sideboard and the table on
the floor stood an empty wine bottle —
'Grandma brought it', one of the children
said.

As the children readied themselves for
the trip to the CAS shelter, their conver-
sation revealed the conditions under which
they have been living,

'I've got shoes for two of them, but
I have none for myself and my other brother,

'

the oldest of the four said. She was
capable and self-assured as she dressed her
three brothers.

'Momma got ^55 to-day', another volun-
teered,

'She washed the floor before she went
out tonight,

'

The oldest boy, S, took pride in
relating how his father had broken his leg
in saving another man's life.
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While CAS officials were helping the
oldest girl, 'Barney', a nine-month-old
rat terrier greedily lapped up a raw egg
which was broken on the floor.

Just after her sister and brothers had
been taken to a car, one of the older chil-
dren of the family, an 11-year-old girl,
came in 'from the show'. It was 10,45.

'Where is everybody?' she asked.

When told the others had been taken to
the shelter, she asked: 'Do I have to go
too? '

'I am afraid so,' Mr. Van Camp answered
quietly,

'Have you found moimna yet?' she asked
him.

He answex-ed: 'Yes,'

'Where is she?

'

The CAS official didn't answer. A

policeman said she was asleep in an hotel.

In the police station afterwards the
CAS superintendent said this situation had
been similar since he came here. He said
the mother had been charged with neglecting
her children late last year but was acquitted
by the magistrate.

Another CAS official, Geoffrey Morris,
said he had taken food and good clothing to

the family quite often previously. He said
the conditions had not improved any,

A police sergeant added that to his
knowledge similar conditions had existed
in this family for the past five years.

'This is only one of many in this town,

'

he said."
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Right here I wish to pay tribute to the Children's

Aid Society officials in Cochrane South, Donald Van

Camp and Geoffrey Morris are doing an excellent job

and deserve to be commended for the work they are

doing under very adverse circumstances. They have a

terrific job of looking after deserted and neglected

children in that area,

I wish now to read the sequel to that last

article, and then I am through, Mr. Speaker. It is

from the Timmins Daily Press of January 30th, 1952,

and it is headed, "Released on ^500 Bond, Mother

Given Stern Warning:"

'"//ith a stern warning that if she
appears in court again, or is in trouble
during the next year, she will be charged
with neglect of children and sent to jail,
Mrs. Edith Tomiuk was released on ^p500

bond and ordered to keep the peace for one
year when she appeared in police court
Tuesday afternoon.

In reaching his decision Magistrate S,

Atkinson told the accused she was to keep
her house in good shape and look after her
children — seven of them -- ranging in

age from three to fifteen.

'You've out-tired the Children's Aid
Society, ' the magistrate said. 'Don't
try to out-tire me. The next time you
will be sent to jail.'

After evidence had been heard in the
case. Crown Attorney S.A.Caldbick had
asked the court to take the children away
from her as bonding her wouldn't do any
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good and, he added, sending her to jail
won't do any good either.

On being charged with neglect of
children, the accused entered a plea of
not guilty.

Police Sgt. Rene Belanger told the
court that on the night of Jan, 21 a call
had been received from a local hotel.
Upon investigation they arrested the
accused who was on the interdicted list.
They had then contacted officials of the
CAS, and police officials along with CAS
officials went to the accused's residence,

D. C. Van Camp, CAS official, then
told the court of entering the residence
of the accused and finding it in a shambles.
'The three younger children, 3, 6 and S,

were being looked after by their nine-year-
old sister, '

•

About 10.30 p.m., he continued, another
of the children came in, and at 11,30 p,m,
the other two were located.

According to Mr. Van Camp, when the
house was entered broken windows were found,
the children were in various stages of
undress and huddled in one bedroom, and
the kitchen was littered with clothing and
pots and pans,

'In a bathroom three-and-a-half or
four feet wide, ' he said, 'at least a

half a ton of coal was piled so that the
toilet was inaccessible. The toilet itself
was plugged to overflowing. In a second
bedroom there was a pile of old clothes
and rags behind the door and at the head
of the bed there was a little wash-basin
(full) used in place of the toilet,'

Telling the court that Mrs, Tomiuk
had been receiving $45 a month from the
CAS since August of 1951, G. Morris, CAS,
added that he had personally taken addi-
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tional clothes to the house. Referring
to the state of the house he said that 'it

was not an unusual situation' for the
Tomiuk household.

It was also revealed to the court by
GAS officials that this had been the fifth
different house set up for the accused and
that each house had ended up in the same
condition.

In her defense the accused told the
court that she thought someone was looking
after her children when she left the house
and that she had not been in the beverage
room of the hotel any length of time.

She also told the court that she had
cleaned the house thoroughly before leaving,
and that the children had received a change
to clean clothing.

After much deliberation Magistrate
Atkinson reached his decision. The CAS
will continue supervision."

Mr, Speaker, I hope that we in this House

will now do something for our neglected and deserted

children in this Province. It is a problem that a lot

of us do not appreciate. You have got to get out

where it is happening. You have got to see it happen.

You have got to be in the courts,

Tiiceand again I have heard these cases in

court, and time and again I have seen these young

children brought up and made wards of the Children's

Aid Society, children who were entitled to a hone and

the care of their parents. Let us do all we can to

remedy this situation.
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Now, Mr, Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr,

Thomas (Ontario):

That the Amendment to the Motion for an
Address in Reply to the Speech of the
Honourable the Lieutenant-Governor now
before the House be amended by adding
thereto the following:

"And this House further regrets that the
Government has failed to supplement the
inadequate pensions paid to the recipients
of Old Age Assistance, or to provide relief
for employable unemployed men and women
and their families who are at present in
serious need."

(Page E-9 follows)

/
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HON. MACKINNON PHILLIPS (Minister of Health):

Mr. Speaker, in rising to speak on the Debate on the

Speech from the Throne, I would first like to congratu-

late you, sir, first, on the confidence which the people

of your riding, ^i^indsor-Walkerville, placed in you last

November, when they elected you their representative , and,

secondly, on being made again the Speaker of this House.

I feel that that is a very, very high honour, and as

a matter of fact, it must certainly give you a lot of

self-satisfaction to know that each and every hon*.

menber of this House, no matter to v/hat party he belongs,

stands behind you and accepts your ruling.

I understand that in the last Session we

had no divisions of the House on rulings of Mr. Speaker,

I feel that any expression of appreciation

of yourself should include as well your good wifel I

think that she must have a very steadying influence on

yourself. You always come here with & smile, so I

v;ould really like to get to know your good wife a

little better.

Next, I want to congratulate the Hon.

Prime Minister (Mr, Frost) on his victory last November,

As a matter of fact, to-day when I first received this

sheet with all the blue marks on it, I thought that we

might be called "Frost Blue Boys", or something. Now
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I ;ras just wondering what the two hon. C.C.F. members

would think about being in green. However, we will

let them reply to that themselves.

In the last tv;o years since the Hon.

Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) took office, he has. proven

to the people of this Province that this Government can

run its business affairs in spite of the present

inflation. He has shown them that he understands

their problems, the problems of the every-day person,

and that is most important, and I think that that is

why we have so many representatives in this House

behind our Hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost),

I would very much like to congratulate the

hon. member for London (Mr. Robarts) and the hon.

member for Wellington North (Mr. Root) on t he very

able manner in which they launched this debate. It

was certainly very evident to all of us that they are hon.

mombers, who will be a great asset to our deliberations

both in this and future Sessions,

Then I want to very, very sincerely say

to my hon. friend and neighbour, the hon, member for

Gray South (Mr. Oliver) — I can say this with all sin-

cerity -- that I am very happy to see him back in

his own as Leader of Her Majesty's Opposition. But

I cannot truthfully say that he has too many followers.
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However, he has a little band of men full of strong

spirit — I beg your pardon, Mr. Speaker, I meant to

say "a little band of men who are strong in spirit and

full of wisdom".

Now, to all our new hon. members I want to

extend a very, very warm welcome, and at the outset I

would like to tell them that we have in this House a

seer, and for those of you who have not read your

Bibles too much lately, a seer is a prophet. Last

year I remember the Hon. Minister of Municipal

Affairs (Mr. Dunbar) — I am very sorry to say that

he is ill and cannot attend the Session to-day --

waved his hand toward the then Opposition and say,

"After the next election there won't be one of you

back here, you will be annihilated."

(Take "F" follows.)
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MR, SaLSBERG (St. Andrew): He v/as wrong.

MR. PHILLIPS: I would not say that, by the

look of this House. I would say he was a very excellent

prophet, I want to say that the two hon, members of

the previous opposition that are now sitting in this

House have been a great credit to their own ridings,

and they have made a real contribution to this House,

In other words, when either of these hon. members got

up to speak in past years, they had something to say;

they had something to offer in the way of constructive

criticism. I would certainly like to congratulate

them,

A little argument developed during the

address of the hon. member for Cochrane South (Mr,

Grummett) regarding the Cobalt Bomb, I made a very

honest effort to see whether the Ontario Bomb was

first in Ontario or Saskatchewan. At the official

opening at London I was told that both borabs v;ere

made at the same time, that both bombs were really

put in the tv;o hospitals at the same time, but the

bomb at London had given the first therapeutic treat-

ment.

I do not think we should quarrel very much

about this for the simple reason that these two bombs

started their treatments at or about the same time.
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I feel, also, that it is my duty to speak

about that 1,1 membership of this House, the hon.

member for 3t , Andrew, (Mr. ^ialsberg). Let me say

that he has lost his nigh horse. As a matter of fact,

this team, in the last few Sessions, have been made

up of two nigh horses. For those who have not been

raised on t he farm, a "nigh horse" is the left horse,

and both of these gentlemen have gone very far to the

left. As a matter of fact, I think they have been

known as "leftists".

I cannot believe there is any hon, member

in this House who sought election, and who is now sitting

here, who ran entirely for selfish reasons. I like to

feel that when a person seeks public office, he is really

seeking that office because he wants to make a contribu-

tion to his fellov; men. I would feel very badly if there

were any of the hon. members here who were not above

selfish motives.

In closing my introductory remarks, I want

to congratulate all my cabinet colleagues. I have not

time to-day to mention many of the achievements of each

cabinet minister, but I think I should mention one,

and that is the Hon. Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley).

In the past few weeks the Hon. Minister of

Labour (Mr, Daley) has had to deal with two strikes,
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and I feel that each and every hon, member in this

House, indeed each and every person in Ontario should

thank the Hon, Minister of Labour for the way he brought

the parties together. It can truly be said that he is

a real peacemaker, I often wonder where he gets his

understanding, his patience and |:ood commonsense,

whether he was trained for it, whether he is a self-

made man, or whether — and probably this is the

fact — whether he got it from his good wife.

The purpose of my introduction to-day, Mr.

Speaker, is to put all hon. members in the right mood

to receive a little talk on mental problems. Before

I go into that, I would like to mention two or three

things. During my first three or four months as Minister

of Health in this Province, I received many deputa-

tions from municipalities and from individuals who told

me what the various States in the Union were doing for

their hospitals. Last summer I had the opportunity to

visit New York and Pennsylvania, and I found to my

surprise, that a few hospitals, chronic and tuberculosis,

are the sole responsibility of the municipality, I came

back here very happy that I was a citizen of Ontario.

Here we have in the capital grant field,

grants from the Federal Government and grants from the

Provincial Government, In the T.B. sanitoria, we have
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the capital grants plus large maintenance grants which

are also paid to our hospitals. In the last ten years

the operating costs of our public hospitals have gone

up four times, but the grants have gone up, under this

present government, since 193^, between six and seven

times. Besides that, we under-write the operating

deficit of our sanitoria.

Just across the border in those States,

they get absolutely no help whatever from their federal

government, or their state governments.

VJhcn we come to the mental hospitals;

they are run practically the same as they are here in

Ontario. I found they have the same problems that we

have. They have a shortage of highly-trained personnel,

etc.

One other question which I would like to

deal with very briefly, and that is the question of

the hoof and mouth disease. Vie have all read a great

deal in the papers. V7e have seen a lot of criticism

of the Federal Government. I am not giving you this

information from the standpoint of criticism, but

rather to give you the picture as we see it in the

Department of Health.
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This condition which is prevalent in some

parts of the West was brought there either by immi-

grants coming into our country, or by straw, hay, or

by bringing in beef cattle, etc. This condition is

due to a virus, the incubation period of which is very

short, only two to seven days. In human beings, I

think the most communicable disease is measles, and

we find that this condition is just as communicable

in animals as measles is in human beings.

This virus does not kill the animals ;as

a matter of fact, you get about a five percent mortal-

ity in cattle, and it is a little higher in sheep and

swine. Unless cattle are killed ,the way they are doing

to-day in order to stop the infection from spreading,

these cattle would eventually get better. However,

because of the soreness of the mouth, they cannot eat

and they get thinner and thinner. This organism known

as a virus is very virulent. It will live in clothes

or straw for years. It has been known to live in a

frozen state for over 100 days,

I think if we are going to attack the

federal immigration policy, it should be on three

points. The first point is that each and every immi-

grant that comes into this country should have a proper

physical examination, not only by the home doctors, but
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also by Canadian doctors.

Secondly, they should be dealt vdth frora

the standpoint of whether they are going to be able

to stand our climate. These immigrants come into au

entirely nev; environment v/ith different food, etc,

Vi/e find that they stay pretty well the first year,

but later become ill ?dth tuberculosis and many

other diseases.

The third thing we should know is, where

they have v^orked in the last five years, in order to

find out whether it is possible for them to bring in

such a condition as we have just described. I think

probably that is the most important thing about

bringing in our immigrants.

Each and every one of us is proud of our

Mounted Police. They get a great training; they are

trained in psychology, and that training assists in

finding out how a man thinks. That saying in the Bible

of "As a man thinks, so is he", is very true here.

A great number of these people in Central

Europe, as well as other parts of Europe, do not live

like we do, because they do not think as we do. The

moral standards of these people are different alto-

gether, and a great number of them are atheists.

(Page F-7 follows)
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Before a Canadian takes an oath, he thinks about it,

but these people, — what does an oath mean to then?

They do not believe in the Almighty, they swear to

anything. That is why I feel that besides the

physical aspect, our immigration policy should be to

find out how these people are thinking.

In 1913 we had 400,000 people come into

this country, about forty percent of them from the

British Isles. That was one of the largest inmiigration y

until last year, when we had 200,000 come in. Only

16^ of them were from the British Isles.

these people come in here, the

Federal Government is only responsible for fifty

percent of the cost of hospitalization in the first

year. The Provincial Government pays the other fifty

percent. That is, where the patient is an indigent.

After the first year, the Federal Government's respon-

sibility ceases, and I feel that is going to leave a

big burden on our municipal taxpayers. It is the

owner of our farms and our homes that we have tried

to relieve by giving more and more subsidies, more

and bigger educational grants and hospital grants,

(Take "G" follows)
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Now, what is the use of the province doing

that if the Federal governiaent is going to bring in

these people and after they become disabled with tubercu-

losis or anything else they are, after the first year,

really the responsibility of the home owner.

Dealing with our present medical health

program in Ontario. The first Public Health Act vtf-as

passed in 1882 and for many years the Health Department

dealt chiefly with the preventions of conr.iuni cable

diseases, v/ith sewage and garbage disposal and with

the v;ater supply to see that it was pure. Over the

years the Health Department has grown, until to-day we

have thirteen divisions. Our Budget, as you know, is

large. Our Budget to-day, as a matter of fact, is almost

five times as great as it was only six or seven years

ago

.

But to deal with our mental health program

here we do not deal in preventative medicine only. 17e

deal with prevention, diagnosis, treatment and re-

habilitation. In the health records of the citizens of

Ontario, control of diphtheria, typhoid, more attention

to tuberculosis and other communicable diseases, better

medical care, better education, better working con-

ditions, better nutrition, hygiene and sanitation, have,

all been responsible for a lowered mortality rate,
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a greatly Increased life expectantcy and a proportionate

modification of our population structure -- thus

influencing the vhole picture of health and disease,

and affecting the vmole structure of our society.

The v/hole program of the Departnient of Health

is directed tov;ards pressing and promoting a Vi/ay of

life in Ontario v-'hich v/ill have a health qbiective for

each citizen in Ontario of a sound mind in a sound

body. It is very evident when one studies the mental

health problems of this province that the place for

development of robust mental health and preventive

measures against mental ill-health must reach the homes

in the communities,

V/hether v/e have more mental illness to-day

than we had fifty years ago is problematical but v/e all

know that our whole economic structure has changed in

the last t\7o decades. V/e are to-day living in a world

which you might say has been speeded up, IVe have fast

expanding industrialization, '
'e have had a great

acceleration of transportation and communication and

I think probably that that has had something to do

v>/ith upsetting the stability of our people.

Now, there is one thing that I v/ould like

every hon. member to help our Department of Health dis-

pel and that is ignorance. To-day, we are trying to
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make our Ontcirio hospitals the same as any general

hospital, that raental illness is absolutely no different

from physical illness such as pnuemonia, appendicitis

or anything else and I am very happy to say to-day that

with our modern treatment and with early diagnosis,

that v;e are going to be able to defeat mental illness

the same as we have practically defeated tuberculosis,

V/hen v:e think that fifty years ago tubercu-

losis -- in fact, much less than that — tuberculosis

was considered an incurable disease, there was no

specific treatment — all they did v/as really get rest,

sunshine and good food. At that time they had a

mortality rate of one hundred per one hundred thousand

people. To-day our mortality rate in Ontario is

thirteen last year, while that for Canada is around

twenty-seven,

Nov/, I think we aan all be very, very proud

of that record. If we are going to attack this mental

health program -- and we know, q.uite technically speaki-

ing, it is fifty years behind general medicine develop-

ment -- if v;e are going to attack this, v;e m-ust attack

it first at the level of the comTiiunity with the

family doctor being the main person, I am glad to

say to you to-day that our universities. are realizing

this and they are taking up this problem and they are giving
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our medical students a great course during the course

of their undergraduate course, and then they get an

excellent three-year course follox'/ing graduation,

Nov;, if we were to ask, "Hot*;' would you define

the normal mental condition?" , and when I say that I

would saya normal mental condition"outside this

Legislature rather than probably inside — but it

m-ight be defined as"the ability of an individual to

live effectively with him or herself and with others."

Our problem deals with all ages. First we

have the problem of school children outside altogether

of the problem of our mental defectives. Then, we have

the fatigue and general inefficiency in induotry and in

our factories. Then, later on, we have our geriatric

problem and I am certainly not going into that subject

to-day but we have got to think of what is going on in

the home of that patient who is suffering from emotional

or a mental upset , and if there is any friction in his

family, the presence of any mental defective in his

family, his whole environment If he works,

whether his working conditions are satisfactory, whether

he is the man for the job he is doing and all those

things have to be taken into consideration in order to

deal with this great subject.

Last year, for those v;ho were here, I said
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that we were very short of highly trained personnel.

This year, I am very glad to say, v/e have added three

highly trained research men in psychiatry. We have

also taken on about ten other well trained psychiatrists

and v/e have twenty young men who will finish their

training about July 1st of this year, and we expect to

bring them into our service with us. With these new men,

and the old staff, we hope that we can provide modern

treatment to more and more people.

Very briefly, this modern treatment consists

of physiotherapy, electric shock, insulin and sub-insulin

coma. Those are the main things, but what else is

very important to these people v/ho are living away from

home and in our Ontario hospitals? I would like to

mention what we have done In the way of comfort, and general

welfare to aid treatment and also to aid our rehabil-

itation because v/e have to teach that patient to live

again in his own home and in his ov/n community.

The first thing we have pressed this last

year or two is occupational therapy, V/e train these

people in as many trades as possible, V/e try and' keep

them busy doing tho things they like to do. Secondly,

we have given them muoh more recreation -- moving

pictures, dances, picnics, parties, et cetera. That

all aids in their social behavior. Then, v/e have placed
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beauty parlors in these institutions, we have allovred

a great number of patients to choose their own dresses of

different patterns* Instead of going into a hospital

and seeing fifty in a waidwith the same dress on, v/e

give them each a dress of a different pattern.

,
Hlext month we hope to introduce nylon

stockings.
. You may not think these things are too

important, but they are important both to the comfort of

the patient and also it aids in their treatment and does

not cost the province really another nicklel and that is

also very important.

Up until this last year at our Orillia school,

we only allowed admission; of patients between six and

sixteen. Last year we started providing space for two

hundred or three hundred children under six years of age.

At the present moment, we have sixty of these children

at Orillia — thirty-five girls and twenty-five boys who

are under six years of age.

That presents a terrific problem to the super-

intendent of that Institution. These little tots, in

spite of the beslj^ursing care, get measles and dysentery

and other communicable diseases ,and there are complica-

tions whore they do not survive. They req.uire one nurse

to every two patients. She might take care of three —

while in the older age groups, one nurse could look after
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six, ten or twelve patients depe'nding on what

condition they are in. But I would like to stress to

this House that if any of your constituents have babies

who are mentally defective and you come to the Department

or to me to have them admitted to our institutions, I

want you to realize and tell the parents that even if

we gave each one of these babies a nurse — that would

take three nurses a day — they would still have the

same low resistance. There v/ould be the feeding

problem, they would more than likely get measles, and

with complications, and probably die. That is the big

reason v\^y we are not expanding this program too

rapidly. We want to find out what that mortality rate

is and if it proves fairly good, we hope to have two

hundred or three hundred beds at Orillia and another

two hundred or three hundred at Smith's Falls.

I may say considering our construction program

we now have room for 530 new patients at Smith's Falls.

We hope to have room for another 900 by the end of this

year. At Port Arthur we are going ahead with a 900-bed

hospital. They are pretty well along with the first

wing that holds 460 patients. This is going to* mean a

great thing to the north-western counties, because

heretofore all female patients have to be brought from

that country down to our Now Toronto hospital, and if

we get this
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hospital completed, we will be able to take, care of

the women patients as well as the men.

Then, in Brockville, the main building has

nov/ been completely renovated, model nized and made fire-

proof, and we hope by the end of this year to have

another 600 beds. At Queen Street, we are carrying on

with fire-proofing and modernization and inaide of

two or three months we v/ill have eighty-five more beds

there,

1 just v;Qnt to deal v;ith one more thing

before I conclude and that is psychiatric v/ards in

general hospitals, and, Mr. Deputy-S e aker, since v/e

made the announcement last fall that we were going to

give 4^8,500. a bed, to general hospitals for establishing

a community psychiatric unit with out-patients, we

have ;:ad tr^any congratulatory notes. We have had word

from ail over Canada -- not only other parts of Canada,

but also from the United States, stating that this was

the most progressive move that has been taken in the

mental health field.

Briefly, what does it mean? It means

that a patient can be treated at home, in his own home

hospital. He gets early diagnosis and it is just as

important to have early diagnosis in mental diseases

as it is in tuberculosis, cancer, or anything else.
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And the best psychiatrists have told me that thirty-

six per cent, of our twenty-thousand patients who

are now in our mental hospitals, need never have

been there, if they had had early modern treatment.

This program, with s*>8,500. a bed, will

save this province in the future, millions of

dollars because of the fact that we are going to

save this province from building thirty-six percent

more beds.

im, J. B. SALSBERG (St. Andrew): V/hat

about the maintenance later on of those special

wards?

DR. PHILLIPS: I may say as a matter of

fact, the one thing we require the hospital to do

is this: not more than six per cent, of the total

number of beds must be in the psychiatric units,

and a personnel team consists of one psychiatrist,

one or more psychologists, one or more nurses with

special training and several social workers.
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V/e are working on the regulations now,

and I cannot today state just what part the government

is going to play, but 1 knew we are going to play a

large part in connection with the psychiatric units.

IJB. SALSBERG: Pardon me; if the hon.

Minister (Mr. Phillips) will permit, I would like to

follow up that question. In other words, the

government has no definite policy upon financial

assistance for the continuation of these psychiatric

units?

MR. PHILLIPS: Let me say to the hon.

Member (Mr. Salsberg) that it is impossible today to

answer his question.

V/e come now to detention wards. V/e hope

to establish detention wards in public hospitals at

certain points throughout Ontario. V/e will need but

a very few of these, only in locations which are some

distance from one of our Ontario Hospitals, or, later

on, some distance from a psychiatric unit. These

detentions wards will be for the sole purpose of

having a patient placed there without certification,

except the say-so of the family physician. This will

mean that very disturbed patients will be the ones

who will be taken to the detention wards, and the

reason for that is to prevent any mental patient from

having to go to a county jail.

Mr. Deputy Speaker, there is very much more

I could say on the subject of "mental health". In fact,
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one could speak for hours and then not cover the

subject. V/hat I have tried to do today is to give you

a picture of the efforts we are making to meet and

solve our problems.

Regarding the question by the hon. member

for 3t. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) , I may say that we have

been working on these regulations for some tirae. They

are as yet only in draft form, and if I gave out infor-

mation from the draft, it might be that certain changes

v;ould be made, and I think it is better to say at this

time that the regulations are in the draft stage, and

at some later date the House will be advised exactly

as to what we are going to do.

MR. SALSBERG: Mr. Minister, could I follow

that up?

MR. FROST: We are now giving a grant of

^8,500. per bed, which is a great deal of money, and

which is an indication of the generosity of this

government in connection with this problem.

MR. SALSBERG: I am glad the government is

doing that, but it will obviously be a very costly

matter to maintain these units.

MR. FROST: Not necessarily. From the

Pilot case in St. Catherines, it does not appear it

will be so expensive. As a matter of fact, it is

the training of the general practitioners in the arts

of psychiatry which will perhaps provide the remedy.
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MR. SALSBERG: I do not think the hon.

Prime Minister is following the hon. Minister of Health.

MR. PHILLIPS: May I answer the question

asked by the hon. member for St. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg)?

He has been .most persistent.

V/e have only one unit operating, that at

St* Catherines, and the personnel are paid by our depart-

ment. What will be done in the others, as to operating

frosts and the payment of personnel, we do not know, but

v.'e are waiting to see what happens at St. Catherines,

^md the hon. member will simply have to wait a little

longer.

As the hon. Prime Minister has said, this

(-;overnment has been most generous in giving $8,500.

per bed as against $1,500. received from the Federal

C-overnment

.

I thank you very much.

(Page H-4 follows)
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IviR. SALSBERG: Mr. Speaker, if it meets

with your approval —
L'IR. FROST: V/e still have a half-hour,

and we oan do a great deal in that time.

ivIR. PORTSR: Just compress your speech,

im, SALSBERG: If it had been agreeable

I would have adjourned the debate now, but the hon.

Prirr).e Minister shakes his head, and I take that as

the signal to go ahead.

Mr. Speaker, in entering the debate on the

motion dealing with the reply to the Speech from the

Throne, I want to, very genuinely, commence by extending

my congratulations to you, Mr. Speaker, on your

re-election to your important position. We have had

the opportunity of carrying on, under your guidance

and direction, and I believe that the hon. members on

all sides of the House agree that you have proven to

be impartial, even though there may be moments when

an hon. member is not very satisfied. But you have

guided the deliberations of this House with even

justice and fairness, and we are confident you will

continue in the same manner.

I join the hon. Minister of Health in

going beyond congratulating yourself, and extend

congratulations to your good wife, who contributes

so much toward the development of a good spirit

amongst all hon. members of the House, and I can assure

you it is fully appreciated.
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Mr. Speaker, this is the first Session of

the new Legislature. It follows a general election

and at this Session, the government is enjoying an

unusually large support from the hon. members here.

The government was again endorsed, and came back with

a larger majority than it had before. I think we of

the opposition should face the fact and acknowledge it,

and govern ourselves accordingly. It is said that the

result of the last election was a personal triumph for

the hon. Prime Minister, and I am inclined to agree

that his personality played a great role in the outcome

of the election. The role of an individual is not

unimportant in politics. V/hether the result was because

of the strength of the government in the election

campaign, or the weaknesses in the opposition parties

is something which can be explored profitably; in other

words, whether the outcome was due to the good work of

the government or to some serious mistakes on the part

of the opposition, we cannot say at the moment. I

think time will pass judgment on that.

There is one thing I believe the government

end its supporters should bear in mind during this

Session and in the succeeding Sessions, and that is the

fact that despite the very large number of new hon.

members, the government does not represent the majority

of the popular vote of the people of this province.
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I think the government

should never forget that fact and should display a

certain degree of modesty. The majority of those who

voted in the last election is represented by the

decimated groups in the opposition.

(Take "I" follows.)
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Our electoral system is such that despite the fact that

the majority of votes went to the opposition groups,

they constitute a very small number in the House.

The outcome of the election has affected

many individuals politically and I want to say that

the failure of the former hon. member for Be11woods

(IVIr. MacLeod) to be re-elected, constitutes a loss to

this entire Assembly and I would say, Mr. Speaker, to

the Province. During the years of his membership in

this House he has achieved the highest regard from all

sides of the House and his contributions were alv>/ays

of a very high order. In fact he occupied a unique

place in this Legislature. I am confident that he

will return to this Legislature and will continue to

make the contributions of v/hich he is capable. But in

the meantime it has left me in a bit of difficulty. You

see, aside from the great political contribution that

Mr. MacLeod made here, his failure to be back with us

robs me of a seconder for motions and Bills, no mean

problem v;hen you want to move a lot of motions and have

a lot of Bills to propose. I was thinking, Mr.

Speaker, whether it would not be possible, with your

approval, for the Government, since it has altogether

too many hon. members, to set aside a pool from which I

could draw seconders. There is nothing outlandish

about it.

MR. •//. J. GRCJMIIITT (Cochrane South): They

might corrupt you.
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]VIR. SALSBERG: Oh, I am not afraid of that.

Some hon. members who sit on

this side and that side and all sides who support the

Government, may not have an opportunity to second any-

thing an.yway and I do not see why they should not be

given an opportunity to second a good motion or a good

Bill that this humble member would care to intro-

duce. 1 leave it v^ith the Government and I know that

the hon. Prime Minister (Lr. Frost), who appreciates the

Importance of the role of opposition to government, will

take it under advisement.

However, I want to assure the Government that

although remaining for the moment the only one'!hon.

membei"of this political group, I will do my utmost to

perform my duties and my tasks as a member of the

opposition. I trust that the Government will not find

me wanting in that role. I might however suggest some-

thing else to the Government and that is that I may be

deserving of some special consideration as one in the

opposition side, and that is that I am the only non-Tory

from the Greater Toronto area in this House, and perhaps

the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) will agree to grant

me special recognition as the Official Opposition for

Greater Toronto in this Legislature. After all, there

are a million and a quarter people in this area and un-

fortunately they are saddled with Conservative represent-

atives with the single exception of the member for

St. Andrew, and I think I am entitled to some special
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consideration,

I want to remind also my hon. friends who

come from the Greater Toronto ridings thit they too

should show some consideration or at least to bear with

me when I say things that do not please them. Remember,

I am the only voice in opposition from Greater Toronto.

And remember, my hon, friends,

that you did not receive the majority of votes, be-

cause in Greater Toronto, the Conservatives lost votes

in comparison with the votes they received in 1948, As

a matter of fact, as far as I am concerned, I too lost

votes. But I was speaking for the moment about the hjn.

Government members who come from Greater Toronto, and

I want to remind them that I am the only voice of

opposition from this great area and that they lost

votes when compared with the Conservative vote in

1948,

Now if it will help to bolster the morale of

the Liberals, I am prepared to inform them that their

party increased the vote in Greater Toronto in the last

election but by only a couple of thousands.

MR, PORT.^R: What was it before?

MR, SaLSBERG: as you see, I give credit where

credit is due.

The hon. Attorney-General (nr. Porter) asks

vi/hat it was before, I would have to put my glasses

on and I am not as expert as he is in manipulating

them. However, it is enough to know that they have

been increased.
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I want now to oongratulats the mover and seconder

of the motion on the Address. It is a privilege and an

opportunity the Government usually grants to some of

its favourite sons and I v«/ant to say that the hon.

member for London (Mr. Robarts) who moved the motion

— and I am sorry that he is not in the House —

proved himself to be a very fluent speaker. Unfort-

unately, however, he v\/as in a very unhappy position.

You S3e, the hon. membar for London began casting

stones at Ottawa for its taxation policy, and I think

they were stones that shoiold have bean thrown, but

he forgot or did not know that he lives in a glass house,

and while he was busy enjoying the job of throwing

stones at Ottawa for increasing taxes and not sharing

them with other levels of government, the hon. Prime

Minister (Mr. Frost) — unintentionally I am sure —
turned the projector on the glass house by releasing

figures of the enormous surplus that he had to report

to the people of Ontario,

(Take "J" follows)
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IvIR. V'J. H, COLLINGS (Beeches):, wot through

extra taxation,

m. F. OLIVER (Leader of the Opposition):

^'hy, of course, extra taxation,

MR. FROST: No.

HR, COLLINGS: Not any increased taxation.

MR. FROST: We have been decreasing taxation,

MR. SALSBERG: '/Jell, the hon. member for

London was enjoying himself throwing stones, and it

was said of him that he was very embarrassed and did

not know . that the projector was on him, that the

House in which he was, was a glats house, enabling

everything to be seen, which was very embarrassing.

It was unfair to him, as he tried to do a good job.

As to the seconder of the motion — and

unfortunately he is not in his place -- I want to

tender to him my most sincere and heartfelt congratu-

lations for the very fine address which he made to

this House, The hon, member for V/ellington North

(Mr. Root) brought to this House what m.ost of us

greatly appreciate and always welcome, and that is,

an attitude and experience of the people of the soil,

I confess, Mr. Speaker, I always have a weakness for

the hon. members who come from the countryside. There
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is a genuineness and sincerity in their speeches, which

rings true at all times, and I had that feeling while

listening to the address by. the hon. member for 'Jelling-

ton North.. I hope to have the opportunity of hearing

much more from him in this Chamber.

The Hon. Minister of Health (Mr. Phillips)

who has just spoken, delivered a very interesting speech.

He always speaks in an interesting manner, but I am sorry

to say, Mr. Speaker — and I will very carefully turn

the pages of Hansard to-morrow -- that he digressed from

g subject upon vrhich he is an authority, and moved into

an area where he is obviously not an authority, I was

extremely sorry to hear him speak about a section of

immigrants, those who came into this country lately,

and those who came into the country before the first

and second ""Jorld T7ars, in the manner which he did, I

am sorry that a man who is scientifically trained, should

approach so important a question in such an unscientific

manner, where, if I heard him correctly -- and I think I

did -- the Hon, Minister cast aspersions on the majority

of immigrants who came into this country in 1913, 1.914

and later on, I think he used the tenn "infidel", to

whom an oath means nothing, and made other derogatory

and offensive insinuations of that nature. I am
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extremely sorry he thought it necessary to do that.

It would have been far better had he left matters

outside of his jurisdiction and hia ken, to other

hon, members of the Cabinet who are better suited for

it, and who have more knowledge of the subject.

I felt I had to make these few remarks,

because I thought the statement of the Hon. I'inister

demanded some refutation, to say the least, before they

are m-ore fully digested,

I am now at the end of the preliminaries,

Mr. Speaker, and v/ith the consent of the Government,

I move the adjournment of the Debate,

Motion agreed to,

HON. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr,

Speaker, I move the adjournment of the House, To-

morrow we will consider 'Sills Nos. 6S, 69 and 70,

IHR. F. OLIVER (Leader of the Opposition):

Those are the Hydro Bills?

MR, FROST: That is right.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 5.55 o'clock p.m.
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Prayers.

3 o'clock p.m.

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting petitions,

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Motions,

Introduction of Bi^ls.

CITY OF TORONTO

Mr* E. L. Y/eaver ( Toronto-St, David ) , mxoves
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flrist reading of a Bill Intituled, "An Act Respecting

the City of Toronto".

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the day.

HON. ARTHUR V/ELSH (Provincial-Secretary); }Jlx,

Speaker, I beg leave to present to the House, the

f ollov/ing:

The annual report of the Research Council of

Ontario, for the year anded March 31, 1950.

DEVELOPlv'IENT OF POWER IN INTERNATIONAL RAPIDS

SECTION OF THE ST. LAV/RENCS RIVER

AGREEMENT BETV'/EEN CANADA AND ONTARIO RESPECTING

GENERATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 20th Order, second

reading of Bill No, 69, "An Act respecting the Develop-

ment of Power in the International Rapids Section of

the St. Lawrence River", Mr. Challies,

Hen. George H. Challies (Minister without

Portfolio); moves second reading of Bill No. 69, "An

Act respecting the Development of Power in the Inter-

national Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River".

Hon. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister), moves

second reading of Bill No. 68, "An Act to Approve an

Agreement between Canada and Ontario respecting

the Generation of Electrical Power in the international
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Section of the St. Lawrence River",

He said: Mr. Speaker, in order to avoid

repetition this afternoon, we are taking a somewhat

unusual course in proposing the second readings of Bill

No. 68 and Bill No. 69 at the same time.

These Bills are, of course, complementary.

In fact, they might have been contained in one Bill,

but for purposes of convenience, they y/ere divided into

a Bill v/hich ratified the agreement arrived at, I think,

on the 5rd of December last year, which is req.uired by

the agreement, and it seemed better to prepare a separate

Bill on that particular point, so the Bill could be

used by the Federal government, as ratifying the agree-

ment, and can be used in negotiations which I understand

are taking place with the authorities in the United

States.

We decided then to introduce two Bills,

separating the agreement between Canada and Ontario,

and Ontario and The Hydro-Electric Power Commission

of Ontario, so that as a matter of convenience, in the

subsequent dealings, there would not be introduced into

the negotiations with the United States, matters which

are purely domestic. That is the' reason, Mr. Speaker,

we decided to adopt that course.

In the debates in the procedure in the
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Legislature, it would, or raight, result in a good deal

of repetition if there were separate debates on these

Bills. However, if it appears in the course of the

debate on Bill No. 69 — and I understand the hon.

Minister (Mr. Challies) v^rill be referring to Bill No, 68 -

if there is something which requires some separate

debate in connection with Bill No. 68, we can proceed

vith that w^hen the Bill is called for the approval of

the hon. members of the House. It, of course, will be

necessary to call the Order again, because we have

departed from that Order, and have proceeded with

Order No. 20,

Mr. Speaker, my remarks, you will be glad to

know, v/ill be brief. I do not intend to go over the

details of these Bills, because the hon. Minister for

Hydro (Mr. Challies), the hon. member for Grenville-

Dundas, will be dealing with the details of these

transactions in particular, and I knov/ there are a large

number of hon. members of this House who desire to

speak on this, and I do not think it is necessary for

me to retard the matter by going into any of the details,

beyond giving perhaps some of the general background.

Mr. Speaker, first of all, may I say what a

pleasure it has been in the course of this matter,

arising sometime last July, to deal v/ith the Rii;ht-Hon.
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St. Laurent, the Prime Minister of Canada, and v.dth

those associated with him. in connection v>/ith this agree-

ment which we propose v;ill be ratified by the House by

Bill No. 69.

As I said to the House last Thursday, I am

always looking for areas of agreement. I am not looking

for places to disagree, but I am looking for places upon .

which we can make some progress by agreement. Again

may I say that throughout all the negotiations, which

v/ere difficult and Involved, and which were carried on

very largely by Hydro, and subseq.uently by the government

itself, during our conversations directly with Right-

Hon. St. Laurent and his Ministers, we received at their

hands, nothing but kindness and understanding, and I

think the Federal government has taken a strong position

in this, and has given the Canadian people a strong lead,

one which asserts our self-respect, and asserts our

independence, and I think creates a great deal of

confidence in our country,

I am indeed glad to take our position as

a partner with the Federal government in this great

project.

Mr. Speaker, in connection with the agreement;

you could go back, of course, to the agreements which

were made before. My recollection is there were at
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least tvvo agreements — perhaps more than that -- which

were made previously, and from which we received no

action, due to the fact that those who v/ere called

to be partners, apparently did not vmnt to be partners

with us. So that brought us up to the position which

became apparent last July, that if this job was going

to be done, Canada -- and Ontario in particular -- had

to do the Job alone. That is the position in which

matters stand to-day.

If I may refer for a moment to the agreement

which is appended to Bill No.,69, may I say that in that

agreement there was, of course, a good deal of give and

take. There v/ere places where we thought the Dominion

government was hard on us , and I have no doubt where

the Federal government thought v/e were a bit hard on

them, but we arrived at an arrangement. The arrange-

ment may not be, in all its detail, ej^erything we would

like. I suggest to the hon. members that there were

places where we v./oulri have liked some changes made. The

hon, members may be suggesting some of those changes to

us. But it takes two parties to make a deal, and there

are very great obligations underrtaken by Canada, and

there are great obligations which Ontario, through The

Hydro-Electric Power Coiiiriiission, is taking. We are

dividing up the job of the third person who has shovm
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reluctance to corae into this deal, and we have to

apportion that share and do the work ouselves.

I do not wish to transgress on the speech

by my hon. friend to my left (Mr. Challies) and by some

of the other hon. members of the House, who have g'iven

a good deal of time and study to this problem, but

I did want to refer to it, in this general way.

Here in this House this afternoon we are

engaged in considering a measure which, as I have said

before, is a historic measure, and these are very

definite and concrete steps in the fulfillment of a

project which has been before the people of Ontario,

and, indeed, of Canada, for some thirty years. The

issues involved are, of course, a partnership betv/een

Canada and Ontario permitting the construction of a

modern canal on the St. Lawrence, and, incidentally,

the development of tv^'-o and one-half million horsepower

which will be divided between Ontario and the State

of New York. Our part of this program relates

particularly to the power end of it, which runs from

a point near Prescott v;est to the level of Lake Ontario.

The issue is not "shall we have a canal?". The fact

of the matter is we already have a canal. The issue

is the enlargement necessary to meet the needs of

modern Canada and of modern America. Coincidentally
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v/ith this is the power development v.'hich v/ill con-

tribute to the betterraent of the v/ay of life of the

people on both sides of the imaginary line v/hich divlit.

us, those v/ho live in Canada, and those Y/ho live in

the United States.

As regards the St. Lawrence end of this j;reat

j.roject; the canals on the St. Lawrence go back in

their beginnings to the very early days of Canada. The

construction of the first canal at Lachine , and running

west, was begun by the early French in 1700. Some of

our American friends do not seem to realize that the

canal is there, but it needs modernizing.

Another canal which extended that at Lachine

was commenced in 1783. I think the first Surveyor-

general of Canada v/ho possessed the very fine name of

"John Collins", a name which has since been perpetuated

in another way, was the engineer on that project.

I think it was in 1847, one hundred and five

years ago, that the canal v/as finally extended through

to Lake Ontario. It is of interest to note that one

hundred and five years ago this little, struggling

country even then v/as big enough to build the canal,

v/ith all of the difficulties of those times, from tide

v;ater up to Lake Ontario,

Before it was even completed to Lake Ontario,
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in 1829, the first V/elland canal was constructed, which

conveys the information that as early as 1847 ships

could sail frora tidev/ater up as far as Sault Ste , Marie,

(Page B-1 follows)
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Around that time the early fur ' i-aders completed the

first canal near the rapids at Sault Ste. Marie xvhich

meant the way was open for travel about 2200 miles

into the interior of this continent.

It is very interesting to note what Senator

Connolly of Texas says about this canal. I might say

here that next week, I think on the 11th of TIarch,

the Governor of the State of Michigan, Governor

^/illiams, is coming here to pay us a visit in this

Chamber. It will be a great pleasure to receive

Governor Williams here, a great pleasure to have

a near neighbour who knows a groat deal about us , as v/e

know a great deal about his. people.

I think I shall have to ask Senator Connolly

from Texas to come up and see us. Senator Connolly is

a great American. He has a knowledge of things relating

to the United States, but apparently Senator Connolly

has not very much knowledge of the people of this

country of ours. He does not know about our strong,

confident, resourceful, and visionary Canadians up

here. He apparently does not know about our resources,

our financial ability, and our equipment to do a job

such as this; nor does Senator Connolly know about

the importance of these canals which I have mentioned.
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Senator Connolly is living down in

the State of Texas where apparently the only ice they

have^coraes from electric refrigerators, and what he

does not know about the freezing-up of this country,

is that it is merely an incident. The freeze-up for

four or five months of the year is not really an over-

whelming matter to our people at all. The canals

which are frozen up for five months of the year, despite

this disability, do a very big job. The Sault Ste.

Marie canal last year carried 24,000 ships with 120

million tons of shipping, or a little better,

in seven or eight months, which is five times the

number of ships accommodated by the Panama Canal, and

four times the tonnage. It carried many more, in

number of ships, than the total tonnage carried by

the Suez Canal and the Panama Canal. Senator Connolly

should know what takes place in eight months of the

year, and we think that emphasizes the importance of

this seaway.

The Welland Canal last year carried more

ships, but vrith half the tonnage of the Panama Canal;

the '.'/elland Canal carried 8,122 ships, with l6,2C0,00Q

tons of shipping. The Panama Canal carried 5,45^

ships with about double the tonnage.
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The St. Lawrence Canal, which is really the

oldest canal in Canada, small and inadequate as it is,

carried last year nearly double the number of ships,

but with one-third the tonnage of the Panama Canal*

On this little, inadequate St. Lawrence River^ Canal, was

handled 10,147 ships with 10 million tons of shipping,

as compared with something over 5400 ships and 32

million tons of shipping in the Panama Canal.

Again I say to Senator Connolly, the story

about this canal being frozen up for five months of

the year has worn a little threadbare. The fact is

that these three canals, together or individually,

rank with the greatest of the world's canals from a

traffic standpoint.

From a power standpoint, of course, there

can be no argument Ontario and New York State

need the two and one-half million horsepower. The fact

that we have hour after hour great quantities of water

pouring down to the ocean, making no contribution in

electrical energy to this great part of the continent

is something which cannot be explained away. These

important developments are needed in Ontario; they

are needed in New York State.

As I said before, back in 1937 or 193^
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Dr. Hogg, then Chairman of The Hydro-Electric Power

Comriission, made a verjr fine statement to one of the

Electrical Associations on the pov/er situation in

Ontario, Dr. Hogg told about the need for power, the

requirements v/ith which we were going to be faced,

and he mentioned the fact that the Ottawa River was a

river which was difficult because of the water

flowage variation in the river. He referred

to the St, Lawrence and to Niagara. I v;ell remember

that speech. As we are here this afternoon, Mr,

Speaker, we have turned back to Niagara, and if I

wanted to make a political speech, I could refer to

the "back to Niagara policy", which was rejected by

other people, but carried through by ourselves, I

could go on and tell about the development, which are

taking place there, and the fact that that power

is going to be required. 250 million dollars is the

amount which is going to be required to complete that

development in its first stage, anyway, and we have

found the money, and we are going ahead.

To-day all of the Ottawa River that Dr. Hogg

mentioned in 193 ^ is developed, and its power is

coming into tise in Ontario. • Hov/ever, we are still

short, so we have to turn to other sources.
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^'7e are looking forward to the possibility

of nuclear energy, and, as I said before, we think

there is a strong possibility, in co-operation again

with the Federal Government, of getting three or

four thousand horsepower from the Chalk River Plant,

which is a great nev; development. In the meantime,

we need our one and one-quarter million horsepower

from the St, Lawrence.

I have had the question asked by some hon.

members in this House the other day, "Is there a

possibility that with the development of nuclear

energy, that some of these developments we are now

engaged in, would become unnecessary?" I will leave

that to the Hon, Minister (Mr, Challies) who has a

great knowledge of electrical energy and the develop-

ment of it.

One of the statements which appealed to

me was made by one of the engineers, and he said,

"It is very hard to see where you can get electrical

energy that can be developed cheaper than by water

running over a rapids."

The other point he made which was very

illuminating to me, was that if some other form of

energy does come in, then it v;ould pay us to scrap every-
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thing else. It really does npt matter anyway.

However, they all assure me there is no possibility

in measurable time that nuclear energy would make any

more than a contribution, and certainly not a contri-

bution that would be anything approaching the cheapness

of hydro-electric energy, particularly as we have it in

the St. Lawrence,

Then, from the standpoint of paying for

this, — and that is always a consideration — in a

few days I will be telling about the strength of

Ontario's finances, due to the wise administration

of our assets and resources. I will wait and clear

that up at that point, but I would say that this

project will run us perhaps .250 million dollars.

That is a lot of money in the terms of ten or twelve

years ago; it is a lot of money in the terms when

Dr. Hogg made his speech in 193^; but, Mr. Speaker,

in the last half-dozen years we have financed pro-

jects involving about' 700 million dollars. X7e have

been able to find the money at reasonable terms and

rates, and there is nothing that stands in the way

of us getting an additional 250 million dollars for

this job.

^-'7e have the need for the power; we have
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engineering ability which is second to none in the

world, and we can do the job.

'/hen I was saying that I would like to ask

Senator Connolly to come up here, I have no doubt

Senator Connolly is a great fellow. I think we could

bring him from Texas, and perhaps he would bring a

cowboy's hat v/ith him, and we could show him a great

country with great possibilities. At that time I

would like to invite the Editor of the Saturday Evening

Post, in view of some of the articles which have appeared

in recent issues of that publication.

I Would like to show him the

country, also. Some of these people have not raised

their vision beyond the horizon of their own country;

they do not know all the possibilities of this great

country. The Saturday Evening Post quoted the

other day in a rather gratuitous manner, mentioning

the fact that Canada was prepared to go along without

any American assistance"which was remarkable," They

inferred that it was the custom of Canada to ask

them for money and to ask for assistance,

I might point out here to the Saturday

Evening Post, and the American people generally, that

we have never asked for, nor received from the United
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States a single, solitary '-.hing except the occasional

embargo. We have never received anything; we have

never asked for anything. Since the commencement of

history, we have been prepared to"paddle our own

canoe", and go it alone. The attractions of this country

are so great that American capital is coming over here,

and we are glad to welcome it in the hundreds of

millions of dollars. We hope that will continue,

and we are sure it will continue because of the con-

ditions that exist in this country now.

We are not asking the Americans for any-

thing. We deal with the people of the United States

as partners. Nobody knows better than we do that the

Americans are a great people, and we think they should

go into this great project, but if they do not want to,

we would like them to stand aside and let us go ahead

with this job ourselves,

]\fey I point out here that Canada has

contributed more per capita to the war-ravaged

countries of the world, than has the United States,

Our people, through the Government of Canada, have

contributed to the re-establishment of the world.

We have done it gladly, and with only a population of

fourteen and one-half million, we have given more
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per capita than has the United States, and we have not

talked half as much about it. I just mention that [bo

our friends across the line, and particularly to the

Editor of the Saturday Evening Post. I would certainly

like to have him visit us here.

As far a s the American people are concerned,

they are good neighbours, and we would like them to

extend to us the good-neighbour policy by not standing

in our way in connection with this great project if

they do not want to go in as partners themselves.

That is all I have to say on this occasion,

Mr. Speaker, in connection with the second

reading of this Bill. As a matter of fact, I have

said very little about the Bill itself, and I have

done that intentionally. I do not want to transgress

upon the time of the other hctn. members who have given

a great deal of thought to this problem, and particularly

the Hon. Minister (Mr. Challies). However, Mr. Speaker,

I commend this Bill, and I am sure it is a great and

historic step in this Province, toward the progress and

development of our country,

I would like to ask the indulgence of the

House to have the Hon. Minister (Mr. Challies) follow

me, and he will give a detailed explanation of this
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Bill. He will explain not only Bill No.6g, but also

Bill No. 69, after which the debate can follow in the

usual course.

1>®, F. OLIVER (Leader of the Opposition):

Ivlay I ask the Hon. Prime l^'Iinister (Kr. Frost), in

order to have a complete picture before the House,

if he can tell the House what the Americans v/ould

have to do to facilitate the building of the dam

across the river, so that power can be developed.

Will that be gone into by the Hon. Minister (Mr,

Challies)?

M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

the Hon. Minister (Mr. Challies) who will follow me,

will explain that point. Of course, the canal as

presently projected, has been altogether a Canadian

canal, and it generally follows the course as it is

now, -- the present course of the canal. The power

project could be carried out quite separate from the

canal, I suppose, if that were desired. As a matter

of fact, I think some three or four years ago we

did approach the International Joint Commission

and the New York power authorities, to ask for

authority -^o go ahead with the canal on the inter-

national section. That involved a partnership with

an American authority.
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We were negotiating with the New York State

power authorities, but, of course, there are other

authorities. I would like to go into that. As the

hon, member (Mr. Oliver) knows, there are private

interests , and federal interests also, that would be

interested in coming into that, in the fashion of

the Tennessee Valley Authority, or something along

that line in the States. We were not concerned with

who our partner was on the other side, as long as there

was someone who would go in with us.

(Take "C" follows)
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There are at least three competing authorities

that v/ant the povi/er. Nov/, at the time that proposal

was made, my recollection is the President intervened

Luid. vetoed the project on the ground that pov/er should

not be the vi^hole object of the St. Lav/rence development

and that he felt that it v/as in the interest of the

United States that no project should go on vlthout

a development of a canal. Of course, that is where

the Canadian government ties into the picture. The

Canadian governraent has taken the very broad and proper

view that if that is the condition that v/ould be

imposed, they would be glad to pick up the canal at

Prescott or v/herever the point of division is, and

carry it on down to Tidev/ater. That gives us, therefore,

everything that our friends on the other side have.

The canal on this side, of course, would be entirely

on the Canadian side, plus the pov;er which would be

developed by Ontario and by whatever United States

authority v^^ould be designated.

I think that answers the question of the

hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Oliver). Of course,

there has to be an authority on the other side, but,

as I say, that has never been initiated. There are

competing authorities over there which would like to

take on the job. The main point is the construotion of the
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indeed, i think there vie have mqde some quite

substantial concessions ourselves in order to get the

power — to assist the building of the canal.

There are certain works on the St. Lawrence

such as dredging and so forth that v/e v/ould do to

improve flow which v/ould prove to the benefit of the

canal and of the project and we will throw that in for

good measure in order to get it through.

MR. OLVER: vVell, there would have to be

Federal approval before the State of New York would be

able to make a deal with Ontario,

MR. FROST (Prime Minister): Vvell, I imagine

so. Here in this Legislature we have confined ourselves

to the business of Ontario and we have left the negotia-

tions with other ccuntries and other states to the

Federal government, #iich I think my friend will agree

is right and proper.

MR. ,T. B. SALSBERG (St. Andrew): Mr. Speaker, on

a point of order : We have before us a rather unusual

situation, to discuss the provisions of t\70 Bills, 68

and 69. I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that it is

impossible to deal vdth Bill No, 69 before we either

accept or reject the giving of our sanction to •

the second reading of Bill No. 68 or refuse to give
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second reading to that Bill, because Bill No. 68 deals

with the agreement arrived at between the government

of Canada and the government of Ontario,

If this House, speaking hypothetically , were

to refuse the second reading of this Bill; in other

words, reject the agreement, then Bill No. 69 would

automatically lapse.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not think we can assume

that Bill No. 68 —
MR. FROST (Prime Minister): Let me point

out to my friend (Mr, Salsberg) that we are not assuming

anything. ViHiat has happened is this: we have called

Bill No, 69, that is, the second reading of Bill No. 69,

The debate has not taken place; the Bill has not passed;

;the Bill v^ras simply called and placed before the House,

Bill No, 68 is nov^r before the House, As my hon,

friend (Mr. Salsberg) says , if it is rejected, of course,

the viThole thing goes dovm the drain. Of course, that

is right,

MR. SALSBERG: Down the St. Lawrence,

MR. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr, Speaker,

in debating Bill No. 68 reference can be made by

agreement to all the principles of 69, and if the hon,

members of the House decide in their wisdom to reject

Bill 68, why, of course, that ends the matter.
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Mr. Speaker, that does not preclude

further debate when Bill No. 69 is called again and

Si/olcen to, if necessary, by the hon. Minister, the Vice-

Chairmari c;f the Hydro Commission. That then can be

debated again. In other words, our Order then is this,

that \\'e, generally speaking ,discuss all of the principles

of these tv/o Bills and then Bill No. 68 is either

accepted or rejected. If it is accepted, then Bill

No. 69 comes up and if necessary, further debate can

take place at that time. The principles are the same.

MR. SALSBERG: Ve are dealing v/ith one Bill,

lio. 68.

MR, FROST (Prime Minister): And any comments

and opinions apply to both.

MR. SPEAKER: I would just like to clarify

that, if I may. To me, the two Bills are complementary

and I v/ould feel that while it is perfectly all right

for us to treat each individual Bill separately and alone,

from my understanding of the Bill, there would be a

great deal of repetition in discussing each individual

Bill. I think the hon. members will agree that v/hile

we are here to do the business of the province, we are

not particularly interested in each member discussing

Bill No. 68 and then repeating the same words in

discussing. Bill No. 69. I am, of course .prepared to
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put i.t to the House, but I think it is very well agreed

to that the two Bills are complementary and this v/ill

give a very v.'ide range of discussion.

IVIR. SALSBERG: Mr. Speaker, following up

the point of order I mentioned, we would have to vote

on No. 68 first.

MR. SPEAKER: Yes, that is quite correct.

}ilR. 0LIV3R: I was going to say that the hon,

Prime Minister agrees this is an unusual v/ay to put the

Bill before the House, and if we v/ere unfavourably

disposed as to the principle involved in these Bills,

then we v/ould have certainly strongly objected to this

procedure. But there is no such opposition to the

principle involved, and I agree v;ith the hon. Prime

Minister that I think it will avoid, to a degree at

least, repetition that would otherwise arise, and I am

perfectly willing to have them both considered together.

2/IR. SALSBERG: Again on a point of order, ¥ix.

Speaker, I must rise to disagree v/ith the hon. Leader

of the Opposition (Mr. Oliver) who assumes that there

is no opposition to Bill No. 68. That is what I had

in mind,

I, for one, would like to speak on the Bill

ccfore us now, but I am not convinced that the Bill

'^3 presently worded should be adopted.
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MR. SPEAIfflR: That is perfectly right. Svery

hon, member has a right to disagree with the Bill. I

think there is no attempt at all to stifle any opinion

by any member, and if the hon. member for St. Andrew

wants to express himself violently against the Bill,

tnat is quite in order.

HON. GEORGE H. GHALLIES (Minister without

Portfolio): Mr. Speaker, on speaking on the new Bills

Nos. G8 and 69, I think this would be an appropriate

time for a discussion or a short review of v/hat will

be involved if these Bills will be passed, and v/hen

the International Joint Comiv.ission's consent is received

to proceed v;ith the development.

(Page D-1 follov/s)
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The occasion of moving the second Reading

of Bill No. 69 entitled - "An Act Respecting the

Development of Power in the International Rapids •

Section: of the St. Lawrence River" - should be an

appropriate time to give a short review of what will

be involved after it has been passed and when

International consent has been given to proceed with

the development as outlined in Bills No. 68 and 69.

This consent we are all hopeful will not be further

unduly delayed.

There is one important fact well worth

recording and it is that, as far as this Legislature

is concerned, the major Political Parties are

favourable to the project so the task of the Government

in getting the Bill passed is one of simply (1)

Elaborating on the general aspects of the scheme;

(2) Stating the facts as to the necessity of the

power that will flow from the development and

(3) Showing that the Ontario Hydro, backed by the

Government, can afford the capital expenditure

necessary-

The Gulf of St. Lawrence, the St. Lawrence

River, and the Great Lakes extend some 2,200 miles into

the heart of the North American Continent. In fact,

half the distance from the Strait of Belle lie to

the Pacific Coast can be travelled over this great

inland waterway which has been aptly called the

"avenue of civilization" of North America. The
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improvement of this water route into the heart of the

Continent has been a continuous operation extending

through the years since the early 1800' s. The

obstacles met and overcome in providing the present

facilities v/ere many and varied and no doubt in the

oarly years must have seemed at times insurmountable.

The St. Lawrence River has played the role

of a collossus in the history of the two nations that

share its power and float their traffic upon it in

friendly co-operation. TO'-day we are concerned mth

the use of the great river as it is at present and as

it nay be in the future for power and for navigation.

The main reason for the Bill is the urgent need for

the full development of the potential power in the

International Rapids section of the River, a portion

of the boundary between the State of New York and the

Province of Ontario.

Owing to the immense natural storage of the

Great Lakes, the Niagara and the St. Lawrence Rivers

have the most uniform flow of any of the world's

largest Rivers. Because of this and their proximity

to great power- consuming regions, those sections v/hich

have rapids and falls have the most valuable water

power sites- in the whole world. For water power we

require both differences in elevation and as large and

regular a flow as possible. Nowhere are these factors

combined to a greater degree than at the main sites on

the rivers within the St. Lawrence Basin. This has been
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recognized and acted upon and on both the Niagara and

St.. LawT'ence Rivers several lar^e power developments

have been constructed.

The navigati onal possibilities of large

Rivers vvere predominant and the power-producing

possibilities subordinated until the coming of the

electrical transmission of energy about the end of

the 19th century. The present scheme for the improve-

ment of the St. Lawrence River is a combined navigation

and power project. Much of the discussion respecting

this has revolved around the relative importance of

navigation and power. In the earlier years of the

agitation for the improved v/aterway, the emphasis was

upon navigation. More recently the emphasis has swung

to the development of power. This is because nowadays,

whether at peace or in war, we use in the home, on the

farm, in commerce, and most of all in industry, greater

and greater amounts of electrical energy.

On the International Rapids section of the

St. Lawrence River an installation of 3,800,000 H.P.

can be made. For each Country this would supply on an

average of 6,300,000,000 kilowatt-hours per year.

Engineers have calculated that if this energy had to

be replaced by human effort it would require the work

of 38,000,000 men because one strong man working for

eight hours can produce only three-quarters of 1

kilowatt -hour, or 325 kilowatt-hours for 300 working

days in a year.

The productive energy capacity of Ontario's
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share of the output of the St. Lawrence development,

when completed, would he about 2.1% of the energy-

generated and purchased by the Commission for use in

Ontario last year. Our Province is primarily interested

in the development of power on the International

section of the river.

Shortly after V/orld V/ar II a determined

effort was made to obtain agreement between the United

States and Canada upon the plan known as the Power

Priority Plan, by which the Power Authority of the State of

of New York and The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario would jointly construct a 2,200,000 horsepower

development in the International Rapids section of the

St. Lawrence River. The two authorities were to make

provision for deep water navigation to the extent and

in the manner directed by the Federal Governments of

the United States and Canada. Once again it appeared

that every~bhing possible had been done to present a

scheme upon which definite, favourable action could be

taken but again frustration followed. The President of

the United States decided that the power project could

not be detached even temporarily from the navigation

project. There is no need for me to review the events

of the recent past. They are probably too painfully

impressed upon your memories but it is enough to say

that Canadian patience finally was exhausted. As

matters now stand, unless the Government of the United

States is prepared to enter into partnership with the
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Federal G-overnment of Canada immediately, Canada vdll'

undertake the construction of a deep waterway entirely

in Canadian territory, making use of Canada's ."wn

great resources. The President of the United atetaa

has agreed that if the United States Congress failr;

to act favourably to the joint project, he will witJi-

draw his opposition to the presentation of the joint

New York State-Province of Ontario power development

project to the International Joint Commission.

What we must do now is make ourselves ready

to proceed with the development of the power possibili-

ties of the St. Lawrence just as soon as our undeniable

natural right to do so is established by the Inter-

national Joint Commission and the Governments of the

two Countries concerned. This Bill makes it sure that

the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario is

already in a position to take swift and decisive action

and that not a single kilowatt-hour of potential energy

will be wasted through delays caused either by the

Commission or the Government of this Province.

Let us consider for a few minutes our power

supply situation in Ontario and the future outlook.

We have had, as you know, tremendous - yes, phenomenal -

increases in load over the past twenty-years.

Ontario Hydro has been faced with tremendous

increases in demands during the past 20 years. In

December-1931, the primary peak demands for all systems

t-^talled 808,308 kilowatts or 1,083,523 H.P. By
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December- 19 51, those demands had reached 3,067,025

kilowatts or 4,111,394 H.P. That is to say that

during two decades Ontario's demands for primary-

power have increased by 279 per cent. The increase

in demands for primary power in 1951 over 1945 -

the last year of the war - v/as over 65%,

During 1951 the Commission generated and

purchased 18.8 billion kilowatt -hours for its municipal,

rural and direct industrial customers in Ontario. This

was more than twice the total generated and purchased

in 1931 and almost 755& greater than the total only

ten years ago. It is estimated that the demand for

energy by 1956 will require all of the 5,300,000,000

kilowatt-hours from the St. Lawrence.

Hydro is able to meet this demand because

of the tremendous -^900,000,000. expansion programme

which was launched shortly after the end of the war

in 1945. To date, we have brought in 1,289,000 H.P.

and we have spent approximately $600,000,000. The

money expended, of course, includes generation,

transformation and transmission facilities. This

programme will have been completed by the year 1955 -

when we shall have added an additional 1,640,500 H.P.

Thus, the total amount of power which will have been

brought in over the 10-year period, 1945 to 1955,

will be 2,929,500 H.P.

Given sufficient water in the right places,

we believe that this programme will take care of the
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future expansion of this Province and maintain for our

people the highest standard of living in the world

until the year 1956. _

After 1956 and beyond we are greatly concerned.

It is for that reason that we, at Hydro, have been

pressing for the development of the St. Lawrence to

make sure that we are able to get that 1,100,000

H.P. low-cost, dependable power from the 240,000 cubic

feet of water rushing down hill each and every second

of every day. If International consent is received

this year, it will take favourable circumstances to

make power available by 1956 or 1957.

17e can get from the St. Lawrence power for .

2.8 mills per kilowatt -hour. V/e can deliver that

power into the large load centres and thereby into

the whole system at a total cost of something like

3.75 mills per kilowatt -hour. Our average overall

today for generation, transmission, transformation

and putting the power into the system is something like

4.73 mills per kilowatt -hour. Thus, we can take the

power out of the St. Lawrence, deliver it, transform

it and transmit it, bring it into the system at about

one mill cheaper than our overall cost today. If we

do not get the St. Lawrence the picture is this: •

V/e shall have to extend our steam plant

facilities. To generate the 6,300,000,000 kilowatt-

hours of energy that the St. Lawrence will give us, we

will need approximately 6,300,000,000 pounds of coal a
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year and It will cost almost 7.7 mills at the site

itself, "j/e will spend approximately $18,000,000, a

year to produce that energy on the St. Lawrence and if

we have to produce it from steam, it works nut at

something like $48,500,000, a difference of about

C-30,000,000 each and every year to produce that power

from steam. That will have to be paid for by the users

of pov/er in this Province - that is what we are faced

with in this Province and that is why we, at Hydro,

have been pressing and pressing for the St. Lawrence

Development.

Some have doubted or claimed to doubt that

Ontario Hydro can afford the estimated §200 million

required to develop Canada's share of the power

potential of the International Rapids. They need only

to refer to the financial statements of the Commission

and the member municipalities to have all their

doubts dispelled. The assets of the Commission at

December 31, 1951 totalled - $1,033,796,603. after

deducting 1^117 million of accumulated depreciation.

The Commission's total long-term debt stood at some

$690 million against which accumulated sinking funds

exceeded $165 million. Turning to the member munici-

palities, the returns received thus far indicate that

their combined assets have reached a total of approx-

imately ^350 million, against which they have total

liabilities of about $30 million, of which, perhaps,

two-thirds is funded debt. A business enterprise
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with ratios of assets to liabilities of that order

and built up during forty years on the soundest fin-

ancial principles does not need to hesitate to under-

take a self-liquidating Investment even of the size

required to develop the St. Lawrence.

The appreciation of the value of the power

potentialities of our large rivers is relatively new.

As a source of hydro-electric power the Great Lakes

System is unsurpassed. Ninety-five thousand square

miles of lake surface receives the run-off from

nearly three hundred thousand square miles of drainage

area — the greatest drainage area in the world. From

an average outflow from Lake Superior of 77,000 cubic

feet of water per second the run-off increases to an

average of 202,000 cubic feet per second down the

Niagara River and to 237,000 cubic feet per second •£

water from Lake Ontario. The large reservoirs that

supply the flow of the St. Lawrence River are so vast

that the variation in flow between maximum and minimtim

amounts of water is only a ratio from 2-1/4 to 1.

Compare this with ratios of 100 or even 20p to 1 in

other large rivers.

The project proposed for the improvement of

the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence

is known as the "Controlled Single Stage Project" and

includes not only the provision of a deep waterway but

also the development of the power resources of the

section. The main features of the project are a
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control dam in the river above the Village of Iroquois;

a dam in the Long Sioux Rapids at the head of Barnhart

Island; two power-houses to be located, one on either

side of the International boundary at the font of

Barnhart Island; channel enlargiement to effect reduction

i^n velocity sufficient to ensure satisfactory

vcslocitles for navigation and safe and economical

winter operation in the interest of power; the

necessary railway and highway modifications and the

necessary deepwater canals and locks to carry

na^^igauion around the control dam, main Long Sioux Dam

and Barnhart Island power-house to an elevation which

will provide an average head available for power ot

about 81 feet. The combined length of the two power-

houses will be approximately 3,500 feet. The proposed

installation will total £,£00,000 H.P. divided equally

between the two Countries. The construction of the

project will flood between 10 and 11 thousand acres of

land on the Canadian side of the International boundary.

It will result in the complete inundation of the

Villages of Iroquois, Aultville, Farran's Point,

Dickenson's Landing, V'/ales, Moulinette and Mille

Roches and the eastern section of Morrisburg. It will

require the relocation of about £6 miles of Queen's

Highway No. £, between Cornwall and Prescott and 17-1/2

miles of the Canadian National Railway's main line in

this area. The raised water surface will provide a

lake above the dam of over 40 square miles in the area.
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Under this Bill the Ontario Hydro assumes

all responsibility for the costs of the work and all

that goes with the works as described in this Bill on

the Ontario side of the International boundary

except what is required for deeper water navigation

which is a Federal responsibility.

I referred a moment ago to the impressive

financial strength of the Hydro enterprise. May I

add that much more than money is needed to ensure the

success of vast undertakings like the one we are now

considering. The organized skill and experience of

engineers and administrators are perhaps even more

essential than financial resources. The magnificent

generating stations and other plants that have been

erected throughout Ontario testify that Ontario Hydro

does not lack skill or experience. We shall accept

the challenge of the gigantic task before us with full

confidence that we shall be adding one more great

achievement to a list that every citizen of Ontario

can review with pride. In that spirit of confidence,

I move the second Reading of Bill No. 69.

(Take "^»' follows.)
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m. W. L. HOOCK (Niagara Falls):

Mr. Speaker: There are always occasions in one's life

that will continue to stand out. One of these I recall very

vividly when sonie 18 years ago, I made ngr first speech in this

House moving the Speech from the Throne and I an sure to-day,

yjr. Speaker, as I speak to this Bill, it will be an occasion that

will stay with ote for a l«ig tijue, as we are dealing with a

subject of great inqwrtance, not only to the welfare, econood-C

and future prosperity of Canada but core iiqportant than that, to

the great Province of Ctotaido.

The signing of an agreeoent between Canada and Qotario

at Ottawa last December marked an historic milestone in bringing

the St. Lawre: ar.d Power Project closer to reaUsation.

(bider tr.e .eras of that agre^Knt, the Canadian Govern-

isent entered into a contract with the Ontario GoveruBent to

develi^ the Canadian power ri^its of the intematicnal section of

the St. Lawrraice River with an appropriate authority in the Ihiited

States.

That agreoMut was not only historic: it was sigpifl-

cant for a naber of reasons.

First of all, it revealed vexy clearly that the St.

Lawrence Seaway and Power Project is an undertaking wbidi sen of

vision, r^ardLess of their political views, recognise as being

vital to the Aitnre progress of Ontario and Canada and of

ftim^Miil ill iaportance to the welfare of the people of this

Province and of Canadians generally.

The St. Lawrence Project is, therefore, one i4iiefa

transoends political considerations. It points np the fact th^
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the public men who have been working untiringly to make it a

reality are Canadians first and Liberals and Conservatives second.

The subject of harnessing the power in the St. Lawrence

has been a subject of negotiations between Canada, Ontario, United

States and New York State for over a half a century. To the

average citizen of Ontario and Canada, the St. Lawrence Power

Project is a mammoth undertaking that has seemed to have appeared

and disappeared from our field of notice, always without finality

one way or the other. It is no surprise now, in fact it is a

pleasant experience that at this very critical period in Canadian

History, when all our best energies are needed for a life or death

war, we are called upon to approve of this historical document.

We naturally in Ontario have always been interested in power,

the development of that power and the power needs of our

communities. One needs only to recall that only some thirty years

ago, the average household was using a half a horse-power for

lighting and one and a half horsepower for electrical appliances

and now we find that the average is well over two horsepower for

lighting and over twelve horsepower for appliances, and when we

consider the gigantic increase in industrial demand for power

and that industry in the Province is well over 95 percent electri-

fied, vre can well imagine that if something is not done and done

at once, that we here in Ontario will face a critical situation.

I know Hydro has always felt, not only the present

Commission, but all past Commissions, that their immediate and

important concern was not with the surplus of power but it was

indeed with the shortage of power. Every citizen in the Province

of Ontario should have a deep interest in this project.
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The negotiations between Canada and the United States

have now been going on for well over a half a century and these

negotiations finally terminated in the Treaty of VJashington in

1933, Wxhich was defeated in the Anerioan Senate end the Qveat

Lakes tJt. Lawrence Development Basin Agreement of 1941j which

after ten years, still awaits Congressional approval.

It is a matter of interest to note that to date Canada

has spent some $300,000,000 on various sections of the St.Lav^rrence

and the United States approvimately „->93j 000,000.

Fifty percent of Canada's expenditures were made

curing the period when her population was less than 75 percent of

what it is to-day and when each construction dollar represented

at least four of to-day's dollars. It is, therefore, reasonable

to say that, in terms of to-day's dollar, Canada's expenditure to

date has been about a billion dollars

.

The Financial Post in commenting recently on Canada's

decision to "go it alone" said it was the important development

in Canadian life in 1951.

While the Seaway is of tremendous importance to Ontario

and Canada as a whole, the power project is by far a matter of

greater urgency — a matter of immediate urgency — if the future

of this Province is to be protected,

Ontario Hydro officials have made this fact abundantly

clear on many occasions. Since the end of the last V/orld War,

demands for power have increased at a rate which is without

parallel in the history of the Province. This, in itself, is

convincing evidence of the unprecedented industrial expansion

which has been taking place coupled ^^dth the fact that the war
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in Korea has made a tremendous impact on all industries engaged

in producing materials and equipment for the United Nations 's

forces

.

Just recently. Hydro officials cited some highly

significant figures which clearly indicate the tempo of our growth

in Ontario. For example, mthin six years following the war,

industrial consumption of power had increased by nearly 25 per

cent, domestic use was up by over 97 percent and the use of power

by commercial establishments by more than 79 percent, and that is

not all; the monthly average farm use of power has increased by

more than 100 percent in 12 years.

The way in which the Ontario Hydro has been meeting the

combined demands for more and still more power from all classes

of customers in Ontario and the challenge of these critical days

is a tribute to the skill of hydro engineers. It must be

remembered that more than half the industrial output of Canada

comes from the factories of Ontario — factories which are using

more and more low-cost power.

There can be little wonder that our Ontario Hydro

Commission is deeply concerned about the continued delay in

getting action on the St. Lawrence. They realize, as do all

thinking people, that as Canada's leading mining, manufacturing

and agricultural Province, Ontario must have a new, large source

of low-cost pov/er in the next few years if it is to maintain its

present phenomenal expansion.

The St. Lawrence is the only answer, apart from highly-

expensive steam-generated pov;er or the development of sites which,

at present, would be uneconomic because they are far removed from
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Ontario's heavy load centres.

The need for additional power in Ontario is apparent

when the tremendous growth in load demand is studied, Sincp

July, 1950, about the time when hostilities started in Korea,

demands for power have been as m.uch as five times the original,

long-terra rate of growth. As a result, Ontario Hydro's record-

breaking, ten-year expansion program, involving an expenditure

in excess of 5970 million, designed originally to provide ample

pov/er for Ontario for many years to come, will now only keep pace

with demands up to 1955 or 1956 at the present rate of increase.

iJhen that program has been completed in 1955, Ontario's

dependable resources will have been increased by a little over

120 percent, but even with that tremendous addition, the 1,100,000

horsepower to which Ontario is entitled from the St. Lawrence,

will be required by 1956 if the present rate of growth is main-

tained. In fact, every one of the 6 billion 300 million kilowatt

hours a year from the St. Lawrence could be sold right now.'

The total potential power between Lake Superior and

Montreal based on the average amount of water available, is in

excess of 14 Million horsepower. This is greater than the total

installed capacity of all the hydro-electric plants in Canada

to-day. Of course, the development of the entire St. Lawrence

power potential is not economical or practicable. It is believed,

however, that a total installation close to 10 million horsepower

would be justified.

Of this 10 million, some 4,500,000 horsepower would be

at Niagara, 2,200,000 horsepower at the International Rapids

Section of the St. Lawrence, 2,100,000 horsepower at Beauharnois,
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and 1,100,000 horsepower at Lachine, Quebec

From this total installation available on the Niagara

and St. Lawrence Rivers, some 6,500,000 horsepower would be

available to Canada. Breaking this do^vn we find that 2,200,000

horsepower would be at Niagara, 1,100,000 horsepower at the Inter-

national Rapids Section, 2,100,000 horsepower at Beauharnois and

1,100,000 horsepower at Lachine.

Only about one-third of these total resources have been

developed to date. We have, on the Niagara River, 500,000 horse-

power from our plant at Que enston — the Sir Adam Beck-Niagara

Generating Station No. 1; aSOjOOO horsepower at the Ontario Power

Plant; 145,000 horsepov/er t the Toronto Power Plant, and about

100,000 horsepower at the "anadian Niagara Station. At Beauharnois

and The Cedars plants in Cfdebec, approximately 1,200,000 horse-

power has been developed.

On the St. Lawrence River itself, as the figures show,

about 5j400,000 horsepower would appear to be economically

justified at Lachine, Beauharnois and the International Rapids

Section. Of this, 4,300,000 horsepower would be in Canada and

1,100,000 horsepower in the United States at the International

Section.

I quite well recdl the Canada-Ontario Agreement, which

was signed in 1932 between the then Premier of Ontario, Mr. Henry

and the present Vice-Chain-^an of the Hydro Commission, with the

words that he uttered at t'at time as he said - "this is one of

the proudest moments of my life"

.
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Again, in 1941, when the Ontario Agreement was signed

by ^Ir. Hepburn and the Honourable Member from Brant, and now t^-

day, we are called upon to approve of this agreement, signed on

behalf of the Province, by the Premier himself and again the Vice-

Chairraan of the Hydro Commission.

V\re, as members of this 24th Legislature, will have the

opportunity I believe, to be able to boast in the future that we .

all have been a part of this historical agreement . Naturally,

all Legislatures have had many important Bills presented to them,

but to me this is one of the most important Bills that has ever

come before any Legislature

.

It is a pity to me that those who take a narro^^^ and

selfish view and those who fear that their interests may be

adversely affected, have been loud and persistent in their clamour

against the St. Lavo'ence Project. Large svims of money have been

spent for ingenious anti-St. Lawrence publicity and fortunately,

much of this deceptive propaganda has collapsed like a pricked

balloon, when subject to careful study.

During the interval between now and the last two wars,

the increase in industrial use of electricity has been enormous.

Thousands of factories have been established, technical processes

have been developed, personnel has been trained, power equipment

installed and a strong, broad industrial base has been laid.

On this broad base whole industry is capable of rapid expansion*

But for the existence of this industrial foundation and in the

last fifteen years, the production of munitions and supplies vital

for war, in quantities that would have any significant affect

upon the outcome, would have been impossible.
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This House will recall that a Treaty was negotiated

last year between the Canadian Government and that of the United

States, permitting a larger diversion of water for power at

Niagara. The Ontario Hydro Electric Power Commission lost no

time in beginning a development there, which will have harnessed

another big block of horsepo^^rer before the end of 1954 but we all

know from experience that demand cannot wait until 1954.

Future development of power from the St. Lawrence

certainly will serve the expansion of industry. That is it's

purpose and it's justification. Future demand for power is

growing rapidly. It is simply a matter of getting it in the most

economical manner. This is particularly important in Ontario

where still more steam plants are the only alternative to the

International Hydro Development in the St. Lawrence,

Personally I feel that the project is not one of

navigation alone, nor of pov/er alone. To achieve this maximum

objective, it is obvious that some form of international co-

operation is necessary for the successful development of the

International Rapids Section. ViJithout a doubt the final solution

lies either in the approval of the 1941 Agreement or in the 1909

Treaty between the United States and Canada,

VJe all know that Canada prefers approval of the Great

Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Agreement of 1941 with certain acceptable

modifications . Certainly the Government of Canada and indeed that

of Ontario deserves to be congratulated if approval of Congress is

withheld or action further delayed, that these tvro governments

are ready to go ahead with the Seaway and Power Project alone,

I think one significant thing that has stood out in all these
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negotiations, and that could well serve as an object lesson to

all countries, is the splendid co-operation that has existed

between the two levels of government, that of the Dominion and

that of the Province of Ontario and both the Prime Minister and

the Premier are to be congratulated on this splendid spirit of

co-operation and on the foresight they have for the future of

our Dominion and for the Province.

Ontario and New York flready have indicated their

^•dllingnose to undertake the basic power development in the

International Rapids Section, which is estimated would cost

something over 1+ hundred million dollars and this indeed would

be a normal public investment. We believe that it is not only

important for economic development but urgent as well for

national defence and that the benefits to our Province for the

cost of the power project will far outweigh its original cost.

It is hard to visualize the future industrial

importance of Ontario but we must look ahead with a vivid picture

in our mind, just what this 1 million, 1 hundred thousand un-

harnessed i\dld horses could do for the Province of Ontario when

this energy is available for the use of industry. One engineer

has estimated that the power going to waste in the International

Section of the St. Lawrence is equivalent to energy that could

be created by 28 million men.

Over the last few years a great deal has been said

concerning the decentralization of industry, and I think one

thing that worries, especially the Maritime Provinces, concerning

both the Seaway and the Power Project, is that it appears to have

a strong centralizing influence. I believe both Governments
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recognize the importance of carrying out insofar as it is possible,

an orderly and economic policy of decentralization of industry,

not only of our Country but our Province as well. In the

development of these power facilities,- the important objective

of decentralization of industry must not be forgotten. Steps

should be taken to see that this policy is followed in every

field in which it can be followed.

In considering this Power Project, we must not lose

sight of the old saying that "trade follows the flag". The

modern adaptation of this saying is that 'industry follows power'

.

Ever since the industrial revolution it has been the history that

industry developed where there was an adequate source of primary

power. I believe it is part of our national responsibility that

every power resource that can be developed, must be developed and

that it is the prime responsibility of this government or any

other government to do so.

Power resources are all a part -of our national heritage.

They are all part of the vision of development that the Fathers of

Confederation had. Unless we are prepared to see that every single

bit of natural resources is developed in Canada, we are not going

to meet the challenge and to achieve the destiny envisioned by

the pioneers - the Fathers of Confederation.

Almost all the opposition that the Seaway Project and

the Power Development as well are meeting seems to come from

extremely powerful lobbies in the United States. Lobbies that seem

to have bushels of money to operate on and seems to be accomplishing

what they have set out to do. It is also my firm belief that much

of the objection to these developments is coming from selfish big
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business interests who care nothing about the Country's welfare

as long as they will be well looked after, and another thing,

that should stand out prominently in all these negotiations

between Canada and the Province of Ontario is that politics have

j-dayed no part whatsoever. I am rather of the opinion at the

present time, and I hope I am v;rong, that it will be some time

before an agreement in this matter could be reached through the

United States Congress.

I quite well recall that some twelve years ago, vdien

I nQTself vras on the Hydro Commission, along with Dr. Hogg and

I'lr. Smith, my fellow Commissioner, we met the then Senate

Committee from VJashington in Montreal for three days. After

going all over the project we were left with the assurance that

it was only a matter of a few months before it would be approved

of by Congress and that was now some twelve years ago . Probably

no bigger football has ever existed in VJashington than the St.

Lawrence Project itself.

There are names and personalties which I could cite, ^/^o

have set themselves up in opposition to this Development and who

have been, and still are, able to defy the wishes of both the

major political parties in United States, and of every President

since President Coolidge

.

There is not much reason to believe that their power

has diminished in any way. V/e have seen how successful the

lobby has been in the past. They have in the United States, an

organization known as the National St. Lawrence Project Conference,

the sub-title of which is a nation-wide organization in opposition.

There are no less than 250 separate organizations within the
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framework of this one organization. Offices are maintained in

VJashington and the sole purpose is a constant lobby against the

Seaway and Power Project in the United States Congress.

In time of Peace, shortage of power is unfortunate.

In the event of V/ar, a power shortage is a national disaster.

Under no circumstances must this be allowed to occur. The answer

to the power shortage is indeed the unanimous passing of this

Bill through this Legislature.

There seems to be a feeling in the United States that

New York State should not be entitled to the power alone in the

St. Lawrence. Governor Dewey's bid to finance the power works

from the outset and distribute it by inter-state compact, has

been applauded by the State's writers in Congress, but Members

of Congress from States v/hose water power resources are already

in the grip of the Federal Government, are not likely to vote

independent for the Eirpire State, even though New York is willing

to put up the money.

As the best friend the United States has among the

nations, Canada is deserving of better treatment by Uashington

than she has had in relation to engagements for power developments

on rivers in vtiich both countries have a common interest.

Even in spite of the additional power that has been

added to the Commission in the last number of years, we still

must be eager for new developments, especially on th^ St. Lawrence,

as a further protection against the designs of John L. Lewis,

who is the Czar of the American coal miners, who occasionally

has put the pinch on Canada. The more water power we can develop,

the less coal \ve will have to buy from American miners. As it is.
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we are now developing considerably more electric power from the

Niagara than is the United States, but it is understandable that

we s?iould seek more and more when vre have relatively easy source

of development.

There is no argument against our showing impatience of

the procedure with i/ashington over the constant play of politics

by the New Deal and the Fair Deal with the St. Lawrence Power

Issue, Ue deserve to be congratulated that we have proceeded to

develop power on our rivers independently of the United States,

I think the Senate of the United States would do itself great

credit by leading the way at once to sign the Agreement.

The question of Federal and Provincial rights as it

engaged the attention of the Government at Ontario and Toronto

was decided in a recent Conference between Prime Minister Louis

St. Laurent and Premier Leslie Frost of Ontario. All power rights

were conceded to the Province quite as a matter of course. The

people of the State of New York have a sorry spectacle of senators

and representatives feuding with each other, urging legislation

which would put power development in inter-state service where

industry not only in the Niagara Frontier region but other places

as well could absorb the whole volume of it, largely needed for

the production of materials for national defence. They are

certainly playing right into the hands of the Fair Deal admini-

stration and if they have their way, more and more electricity

of steam plant generation will have to be provided for industry

in the Lake Erie end of the State of New York. VJhile V/ashington

manoeuvers wasted very precious time, Ontario has already started

to roll up steam shovels on its new Niagara Plant and are ready
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to do the same thing vdth the St. Lawrence Development. I believe

that the Hydro Commission will have their plant in Niagara Falls

in full operation at least 3 to 5 years before the Project on the

other side of the River is completed.

Such a prospect brings into sharp relief. Article 8 of

the Niagara Treaty between the United States and Canada, ^^*lich

reads "until such a time as there are facilities in the territory

of one party to use its full share of the diversions of water for

power purposes agreed upon in this Treaty, the other party may

use the portion of that share for the use of which facilities are

now available". That is to say, the Ontario Plant, completed as

it undoubtedly will be before the plant on the other side of the

River, will be free to use the diversion for the United States as

well as that allotted to Canada, until such time as the American

Plant is ready to begin operations . With so great a shortage of

power in Ontario, there can be no doubt that the Hydro Commission

would use the available diversions to the limit of its develop-

ment facilities.

We will have in operation two plants at Queenston and

others at Niagara Falls and Decew Falls and the United States

Government should hang its head in shame when it sees the Ontario

Commission is delivering to industry in the Province, power

developed from water allotted to the United States. Water v^ich

should be generating electricity for New York industry. This, we

should not be blamed for, but it only goes to show that we are

aggressive and doing our best to meet the demands for power and

industry and domestic use.
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As President Truman said in his message to Congress

pertaining to the Seaway, and Power Block and I quote "it sewras

inconceivable to me that the Congress should allow any local or

special interest to divest our Country of its rightful place in

the joint development of the St, Lawrence River in the interests

of all the people in the United States". It was the second time

in that week President Truman had urged Congressional action, on

the long disputed block. H e reminded Congress again that the

Canadian Government has officially proposed if Congress does not

approve the 1941 Agreement dealing with the Project, to construct

the Seaway at least as a Canadian undertaking alone. This, he

said, would be done simultaneously along with the construction

of the power phase of the development by Ontario in association

vrith an appropriate agency in the United States. President

Truman has continually supported the St, Lawrence proposal since

1935. It is a source of pride to me and perhaps more so than to

most of the Members of the House, because I happened to be born

and lived in the United States for many years, that this Project

alone is further proof that Canada can move more rapidly in

many ways than the United States, We in Niagara Falls know that

Hydro is working and doing its best in preparation to generate

power on a vast scale from the Niagara River. lAfhile nothing along

that line has been done across the river in New York State there

is a fight in progress between those who favour public and private

generation of the water of the Niagara for power purposes and at

the present time it seems that a complete deadlock has been

reached. In Canada the whole thing not only in regard to the

Niagara but the St, Lawrence as well, has been arranged by
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co-operative negotiations between our Federal and Provincial

Government, while across the line, may I again repeat, it seems

to have become a political issue and will remain there for a

long time, in spite of the urgent need for power and the navigation

of the St, La^^^rence. Governor Dewey of New York has repeatedly

said, that further delay of the St, Lavnrence would be a crime.

He claims that each year's delay costs New Yorkers at least

50 million dollars extra in their electric bill. He states that

New York stands ready, willing and able to develop St. Lawrence

power jointly with the Canadian Province of Ontario and this,

at no cost to the taxpayer.

He says that to proceed with the power project which

is still being blocked, by what he terms, a stubborn group of

Empire Builders in the United States Department, all that is

needed as far as New York State is concerned, is a license from

the Federal Power Commission and approval for the power develop-

ment .

GREAT ADVANTAGES

Development of the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project

would have a profound effect on the economic development of

Canada and especially Ontario. The development would:

1. Permit large deposits of high grade iron ore in
Labrador and Northern Quebec to be moved
economically to the Great Lakes steel centres;

2. Provide a low-cost method of transporting bulk
goods to the heart of the North American continent;

3. Enable the well-protected Great Lakes shipyards to

build ocean-going vessels and conduct a greater
range of repairs;
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4.

5.

St. Lawrence power would maintain and stimulate
industrial growth;

Save the heavy expense of extending steam-generating
facilities to meet soaring demands in Ontario.

The St. LaVvTence Seaway and Power Project is an

inevitable great and important development in the progress of

North America.

I am very happy indeed to say, as my Leader said so well

the other day, that v;e here in Opposition stand ready to support

this Bill and complimentary Bill, to the fullest extent. We feel

that it is definitely a step in the right direction and when this

power is generated, that Ontario will virtually be an arsenal for

industry and because of this could and will step ahead by leaps

and bounds because of the foresight, the aggressiveness and the

faith of our Governments in the future of Canada and Ontario,

Again may I repeat, that we as Honourable Members of

this Legislature, should consider it a distinct and high honour

that we are part of the 24th Legislature, approving of these two

historical bills.

(TAKE "F" FOLLOIVS)
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MR. C.G. mCODRUM (Leeds): Mr. Speaker, and

Mr. Prime Minister, may I as a new member be permitted

to digress for a moment in that I wish personally to

express to all the older members of this House my

personal appreciation for the assistance and the

6o-opGration and, shall I say, the many charitable

acts which have been extended to me and perhaps it

is not without signifanoe that those two v;ords

"charitable" and "acts" played a very large part in

the avalanche which took place in a by-election on

January 22nd last.

^Ir. Speaker as the representative for the

County of Leeds and living, as I do, in the Town of

Brockvi lie - also known as the "City of the 1000 Islands",

I welcome this early opportunity of speaking in support

of the historic legislation presently before the House.

At the outset, I wish to pay tribute to the hon.

Prime Minister (fcir. Frost) and assure him, as the good

people in the County of Leeds did on November 28nd last,

that we who live along the banks of the mighty and

majestic ^t. Lawrence that winds its course 1000 miles

to the sea, are not unmindful of the forthright action

which the government - under his able and inspired

leadership, has given, and is continuing to give, in

the matter of the St. Lawrence oeaway and Power Dev-

elopment .

The successful man has a plan and the honl Prime

Minister has clearly demonstrated that his government

has a plan for the development of the St, Lawrence
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project and that he, too, has the vision and faith in

this grand and great Province of Ontario to carry

through the Hydro project to a successfu.1 completion,

in spite of adversities which have and will be faced

as the plan moves steadily onward,

I am not minimizing the effort wl.ich has and is

being put forward by the Federal authorities working

in close cooperation with the Provincial Government

for the building of a greater Canada, yet the facts

are that immediately on the rejection of the Seaway plan

in July, 1951, by the American Congress, the Ontario

Government, under the hon. Prime Minister, proposed

an agreement with the Federal Government to go ahead

ourselves. An agreement was arrived at almost immed-

iately, Canada and Ontario have indeed served notice

on the United States in unequivocal terms of their

intention to proceed alone, if necessary. The Geaway,

with its vast power and industrial possibilities,

staggers one's imagination - but it will become a fact,

a reality that we of this generation will see and enjoy.

Our Province is ready for and in need of industry

- power brings industry and industry brings people,

A striking illustration of lack of industry and retarded

growth may be found in taking a brief glance at the

history of my own Town of Brockville, V\fhen reviewing

the growth of population of the Town of Brockville since

Confederation, it is noted that in 1871 the Dominion

Census indicates 5,102, >^ fair growth took place up

until 1911, when the figure stood at 9,374, but from
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1911 to 1951, the growth has only been approximately

£,500, in that the 195L census indicates 11,843,

This strikingly illustrates that the area comprising

the Town of Brockville needs the stimulation of industry

and there are already signs that industry is itself

awaking to the fact that Brockville and the County

of Leeds will be in the forefront of this great power

development in that at the present time plants re-

presenting hundreds of millions of dollars are pres-

ently negotiating, and in some instances, actually

in the course of construction within a fifteen mile

radius of Brockville. The population of Brockville

has already soared beyond the figure of 11 ,-843 and will

continue to soar.

An example of what industry can do for a

municipality or area is illustrated from the results

published by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics for

the City of Kingston, which is 50 miles west of the

Town of Brockville - a city, which, in my humble opinion,

is well and ably represented in this House by my friend

of many years, the hon, member for Kingston ( Mr,

Nickel), In 1871 the population of Kingston was 12,407,

and in 1931, 23,489. However, in 1940 the Aluminum

Company of Canada established in Kingston, and in

1942 the Canadian Industries Limited Nylon Plant -

with the consequence that in 1951. the population was

shown at 42 ,437.

Yi/ith the great resources of the St, Lawrence

Developmv^jnt there is no reason why there should not be
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and every Indication that there will be a similar

extersion along the entire territory from the power site

to Prescott , Brockville, Gananoque, and the Bay of Quinte

territory, as indeed to all parts of this great Provinoe,

As a stimulus to all this, the recent magnet-

ometer surveys made by the Ontario Department of Mines

h s revealed large masses of iron are existing at a

number of points in Eastern Ontario. One of these is

now being developed by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation

of the United State;-, who, it is believed, will transport

their ore to a point on the Bay of '^^uinte near Picton,

where boats of deep drau£,ht will be able to transport

it to steel mills, not only in Canada, but to plants

in the United States, I v;ould at this time particularly

emphasize that this is but a forerunner of what is to

come. The area is larce, the minerals are diversified,

and if we can have our people concentrate on the value

of our natural resources, and their significance to the

well-being of the people in Eastern Ontario great strides

can be made.

However, I again emphasize with all the power

at my command that it must be kept in mind that the first

move to be made is an adequate and dependable source

of power. Population, as I have stated, cannot be

developed except through the medium of industry. Once

industry is established, employment will be increased

and population will rise. The servicing of homes, etc.

of course is secondary - industry is primary, and if

the Co\inty of Leeds and Eastern Ontario is to assume its
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proper place in the general development of Ontario and

the Dominion as a whole we, who are privileged to live

in that pa.i f of the Province must forthwith look toward

the development of our minerals, natiiral resources,

manufacturing and agriculture. Through the medium of

St. Lawrence Power, this can and will be accomplished.

V\[ith the completion of the St. Lawrence Waterway

a channel capable of carrying boats with a draught of

27 feet can come to Brockville from all ports of the

World, I am reliably informed that a 27 foot draught

means that more than 90^ of all the commerce of the

world could dock at Brockville and in many instances

bring in raw materials from all parts of the World

that are not produced in Canada for the manufacture

of goods by the use of power from the development on

the Canadian side, at or near Cornwall, thus giving

employment to a vast number of Canadians. An example

of this is the aluminum industry at Arvida, where all.

the raw material is brought in from the Caribbean and

oouth America, using Canadian power to plaoe this

country in the foremost position in the entire world,

as far as aluminum production is concerned. Is it

any wonder thet, as the representative for the County

of Leeds, I not only commend the Government under the

hon. Prime Minister for the dynamic leadership which

has already spearheaded this development but which has,

in unmistakable words, told* our good friends across

the border that we are determined that this great power

development must and will go forward.
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It is true, and I emphasize, that the Towns

of Brockville, Gananoque - indeed the County of Leeds

- are in a particularly fortunate position with respect

to the utilization of the St, Lawrenca River Power,

This area v\;ill be located within reasonable transmission

distance, will have deep water to its doors, permitting

docks of adequate dimensions, and situated geogra-

phically almost midway betwe n the two large't cities

in the lominion. Further, I believe that the Tovm of

Brockvi].le is the nearest Town to New York City, which,

when considered that it is backed up by excellent

smaller communities within a radius of 40 to 50 miles,

together with excellent agriculture - leaves my Town

of Brockville and our sister Town of Gananoque in a

very enviable position.

When supporting this historic legislation I

wish to pay my personal tribute to a man, who in my

opinion, has and is rendering a service to the people

of Ontario, that only history will give proper credit

to, and I refer to the hon. Vice-chairman of the Ontario

Hydro Comiiiistion the hon. member from Grenville-Dundas

(Mr, Challies), Beyond peradventure of any honest

doubt, I am satisfied that all members of this Honour-

able House, regardless of party affiliations, will agree

thc^t he has made, and is making a very real contribution

to the people of Ontario, particularly in this matter

of St, Lawrence Hydro Development.
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MR. I'l. i:. KICKLE (Kingston): I'.'r. Speaker,

on the 3rd of June, I673, Count Front enac set out from

^^;uebec taking a look at the various posts along the

St, Lawrence River. He reached Montreal on the 15th of

June. On the 30th, with a force of some 400 French

and Indians in 120 canoes and some flat boats, he set

out to navigate the River. The rapids involved prodi-

gious labour. On July 12th, Count Frontenac reached

the head of the River rounding Cedar Island and saw

a sight that v;as to be historic — Kingston.

Hver since the days when Frontenac, that

intrepid mariner, first pitched his tents on the banks

of the St. Lawrence River where "Mingston now stands,

Kingston has played an important part in the indus-

trial, educational and military development of Ontario.

''That Frontenac found as an obstacle to progress —

the rapid flow of the St. Lawrence against him — we,

in our time, are turning into an asset for the develop-

ment of power.

On August 1st, 1951, we had in Kingston what

was known as "Diesel Day". It -'as the occasion on

which we celebrated the first diesel engine that had

been manufactured by the Canadian Locomotive Company.

I suppose that it is fair to say that here was a new
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piece of mechanical equipment that was going to take

the place of the old locomotive to move in all direc-

tions railway equipment across this great dominion.

August 1st was a beautiful day — there was not a

cloud in the sky. The ceremony for the new diesel

engine took place on the C.P.R. siding in Kingston.

The then Prime Ilinister of Ontario, and still Prime

Minister of Ontario, on that day made a short but very

important speech. As he rose from his place on the

platform, I can understand the thoughts which inspired

him as he looked ahead and saw our grand city hall,

built many years ago, when those in municipal authority

in my riding hoped that Kingston would be the capital

of the Dominion, On the Prime Minister's right was

Fort Henry, plainly visible to him, with its canon

easily to be seen, which fort was built to defend

this country against possible attack by the forces

of the United States of America in 1^12. Immediately

behind the Prime Minister were two Martello towers

constructed for the same reason as was Fort Henry

and within 100 yards of where the Prirae Minister stood

was the St, Lawrence fliver, bounded on the far side

by '7olfe, Howe and Amherst Islands, I am sure that

as the Prime Minister looked at the Canadian part of
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the head of the mighty St. Lawrence River where it

commenced Its majestic flow to the sea, he thought ^t

the great potential possibilities for power that the

St. Lawrence could give to the people of Ontario fcr

on this occasion, ho made a great and memorable

statement on that bright and famous August afternoon

when he said, "The power development of the St.

Lawrence is just as certain and definite as the sun

that shines above us this afternoon".

Last week there was a meeting in Toronto of

the municipal representatives of local Public Utilities

Commissions and their managers. Kingston was well

represented by Mr. James Halliday, a strictly honour-

able man, not given to many words, who, with his

colleagues, has devoted himself whole-heartedly to

the welfare of the citizens of Kingston as a member

for a great number of years of the Kingston Public

Utilities Commission, always supporting, in and out

of season, the power development of the St. Lawrence.

An outstanding physical characteristic, from

the water power standpoint, of the St. Lawrence is

the dependability and uniformity r>f its flow. In

this respect it undoubtedly ranks as the most Important

of the larger rivers of the world. You know, Mr.
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Sneaker, that Lake Ontario empties into the 3t,

Lav/rence River at Kingston, Lake Ontario, in itself,

is a huge reservoir or regulating basin 7,500 square

miles m extent and the d rainage area of the St.

Lawrence being over 300,000 square miles, places it

at once among the large rivers of the world, With

respect to its ordinary and low water flows, it ranks

among the first and it is probably correct to say that

its dependable flow is greater than that of any river

in existence which is adapted to power development.

It should be noted, Mr. Speaker, that the higher speeds

of flow do not obtain merely over a period of a few

days, weeks or months as in the case of ordinary

rivers, but actually obtain at times over a period of

successive years.

At this point, may I express the hope that

the elected representatives of the people for the

State of New York, our enemy in 1S12, and now our

proven friend, will join with this Province in the

overall power development of the St, Lawrence which

will mean so much to all hourly paid employees in

the State of New York and the Province of Ontario.

^.JTiat was thought to be a sound expenditure of public

funds for the building of Fort Henry and the Martello
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towers which I mentioned a moment ago, are now, I

should tell you, buildings which attract tourists from

our friends to the south who, like ourselves, in this

day ai'id generation wonder how our forefathers could

ever have thought that we could have waged a war

against each other.

The City of Kingston had prior to 1940

a moderate growth, which is shown by the Canada Year

Book to have populations as indicated:

Igyi 12,407

1391 19,263

1911 1S,S73

1931 23,4^9

1941 30,126

1951 43,437

However, in the year 1940 the Aluminum

Company of Canada established at Kingston their plant

for the manufacture of sheets, tubes, extrusions,

etc., followed in 1942 by the establishment of the

Canadian Industries Limited nylon plant. These two

organizations have had a very profound effect, not

only on Kingston, but on the whole territory lying

from Gananoque on the east, to Kapanee and Deseronto

on the west. An analysis as to this effect may be

indicated by the following figures:
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1947

52

5,345

$10,045,256

$17,469,294

I 1,002,974

1,881,799

1958

Industries *

63 .

Employees 1,256

V\fages and salaries $1,159,094

Cost of materials $2,199,712

Value of electricity $ 132,122

Value of products $4,240,070

I wish to emphasize particularly the increase

in the number of employees between 1938 and 1947,

which is thj latest year I can get statistics from

the Dominion Bureau. This represented an increase

of dQZfo, and an increase in wages paid of 765^, The

provincial average during this period is of interest.

Employees, 1938, for the whole Province 642,016 -

salaries $705,668,589. Employees, 1947 -> 1,131,750 -

salaries, 1947 - $2,085,923,966. You will note that,

the number of employees increased during this

period by 76% and the salaries and wages increased by

196%, whereas as previously stated, this same picture

for Kingston represents many times that of the Prov-

incial average both in employees and in wages paid.

You will note further that the power supplied

to industries in. Kingston in 1938 only had a value of

$132,000., whereas in 1947 this exceeded $1,000,000.

The increase in population I can assure you

does not represent the total picture, because at the

present time the industries in Kinr-ston are to a great

extent being supplied by labour from the small comm-

unities all around Kingston who are transported daily
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for distances up to 30 mileSj which would indicate

that in the future the population will naturally rise

in Kingston due to labour establishing their homes in

this locality.

I wish to emphasize that this could only have

been done by having ample supplies of low cost electric-

ity available. While this was accomplished during

a period of less than ten years and without the influence

of the St. Lawrence Seaway, the future industrial ex-

pansion in Kingston together with the Seaway will

undoubtedly produce an expansion in this area probably

beyond the imagination of most people.

It should be remembered, Mr, Speaker, that St,

Lawrence water power will be cheaper than steam power

and cheaper than Niagara power, V/e have the engineer-

ing ability, construction ability and the financial

ability to proceed with the St, Lawrence development

and, in my opinion, we should get along v;ith this

development at once.

To develop steam power costs three times more

than the St. Lawrence power will cost when developed.

The financing of this tremendous power project will not

cost the taxpayers of the Province a single penny -

and will not come out of what I might call the medium

of taxes but will be paid for by the users of this power.

Let me give you some information in relation

to the hydro -electric situation in Kingston:
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Assets of Plant

Other Assets
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1931

,281.37

264.620.65

Total Assets 1,065,902.00
(Excluding Equity)

1941

$ 1,207,903.88

355,450.48

1,543,554.56

Debentures Out-
standing
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thousand horse power will be developed out of the .t,

Lawrenc© project which is more than is presently toing

davoloped from the pov^er at Niagara,

The question of atomic* powor is something that

may be used when our grandchildren take our placos,

..tomic energy is something that may be of great use

to all of us in the future. It is one of the good

things that have come out of the terrible man pow ;r

sacrifice of dead, maimed and wounded men in the

second great war. .^t the present rate of demand for

power m this Province, no njore will bo available

after 1954. The ,.;t, Lawrence developmont is therefore

a "must" which will stabilize to a great extent the

cost of electric energy to gastern Ont.rio, Industiy

goes to power, not power to industry. Industry likes

to be reasonably close to the source of power and the

..t. Lawrence development should and wilj. , mean greet

industrial expansion in the city of Kingston.

Old han Ontario believed v^hat the Prime Minister

of this Province said at Kingston on ..ug\ist 1st, This

historic statement h s resulted in the legislation now

before the House for discussion and is going to become

a reality.

During my election campaign in Kingston, I made

a promise that I would do my duty as I saw it, proud

to represent Kin- ston v^hich is an historical part of

Canada, an outpost of Empire, and recognizing that

promise, it is my duty to support this Bill - and I do.

(Take G follows)
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Jffi. R. MACAULAY (Riverdale): Mr. Deputy

Speaker, I would like, if I may, to approach the

problem and topic before this House in a slightly

different manner, perhaps, than those who have spoken

before me. • I would, if I might, speak upon this

matter from the point of view not of the city in which

I live, vihich is of great importance to me, and which,

no doubt, will be spoken of by other hon. members of

this House, but rather from the point of view of the

Province itself, '"/hen doing so, I wonder, Mr. Speaker,

if I may be excused by hon. members of this House when

I use the phraseology "Dominion" and "Province", I

realize that our Federal Government has expunged the

word "Dominion" from all documents of state, and per-

haps from our statutes, but I think perhaps I may be

given some leev/ay by virtue of the fact that a gentle-

man for whom I have the greatest respect, the Hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr, Oliver) has used the

word nineteen tim_es, I notice, in his speech the other

day, which shows, I think, a certain presence of mind

and individuality.

I wonder, Mr. Speaker, if I might indicate

to this House that it would appear that Canada has

long had the dream of a seavray from the Atlantic coast

to the heart of the nation. Water transportation is
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at present the cheapest form of transportation, and

for a long time was our only form of transportation*

Truly I would say, sir, that the St, Lawrence seaway

project is to Canada in the twentieth century the

challenge of the century, both physically and economi-

cally. There are those, and reference has been made

to them-, who would debase and decry this project,

perhaps under the facade of expense or regional reasons.

Perhaps, also, those are the same men who are descended

from those who read an editorial, which was of interest

to me, contained in the Ottawa Morning Journal in iSSl;

"The Canadian Pacific Railway will run, if
it is ever finished, through country frost-
bound for seven months of the year, and will
connect with the western part of the Dominion
a province which embraces about as forbidding
a country as any on the face of the earth,"

Mr, Deputy Speaker, I hope as Canadian

citizens and as citizens of this Province, that we

may be worthy of our heritage, and that we may not

be, sir, a land or a province of myopics. We have,

indeed, a great heritage, we boast of our future and

our potentialities, and I think we take tremendous

pride in our consciousness toward international trade,

We do truly, sir, stand upon the sill both of prosperity

and posterity, We are on the hearth of economic wealth,
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there is an axiom, the source of which I have long

since forgotten, which goes, "He who would eat the

kernel, must also crack the nut," and I sincerely

suggest, sir, that that is equally true of the people

of this great nation.

We have in Canada a tremendous net of water-

ways, to which reference has been made, a large part

of which is to be found within the Province of Ontario,

and which presents to us, sir, possibilities of immense

proportions, both in water communications and power

projects. With reference, for a moment, to water

communication alone, travelling from Montreal to the

Eastern Seaboard, there is a channel approximately 35

feet in depth; travelling from Prescott to the head

of the lakes, there is a channel to the depth of 27

feet; but between Montreal, sir, and Prescott, there

is a bottleneck which, like most others, has two sides

,

that is to say, we must circumvent it for water com-

munication, but the bottleneck itself presents

tremendous power possibilities which we must learn to

harness. Ships of 20,000 tons or m.ore can travel east

to the Atlantic from Montreal, and of the same tonnage

from Prescott to the heads of the lake district, but

unfortunately between Montreal and Prescott only ships

of 3,000 tons, or approximately that, may travel.
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Now, as has been said by the hon. Minister

{Mr. Challies), we can build the water communications

so much desired and deserved by this great nation

without the help of the United States, We do not need

their help, but we do invite it. "./e cannot, however,

build the power projects without their assistance, and

we do invite that

.

Reference has been made by my leader, the

Hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) to the tremendous

capacity of the Soo locks, which I think is astounding

when one realizes, as was indicated, that 122 million

tons of shipping during the short period of time in

every year, are carried through those locks, a greater

amount, Mr. Speaker, than all that carried in twelve

months through the Panama, Suez, Manchester, Kiel, and

St. Lawrence—the St. Lawrence channel, actually, not

the river itself. Of the 122 million, approximately

92 million tons consists of iron ore from which comes

a great part of our economy,

With reference now, Mr, Speaker, to the

physical aspects of the canals themselves, ships must

be lifted from Montreal to Prescott 226 feet, from

Lake Ontario to Lake Erie 326 feet, and from Lake

Huron to Lake Superior 21 feet. As has been indicated
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by several of my hon. colleagues who have spoken before

me, the fourteen-foot canal through the St. Lawrence

now carries approximately ten million tons of shipping

a year, but it is estimated that if deepened to 23 feet,

it would be competent to, and will carry approximately

45 to 50 million tons a year. I think even the most

meager imagination can envisage the tremendous expansion,

exertion and stimulus that this increased tonnage will

bring to the industries and thus to this Province,

Perhaps ports will be created where ports do not now

exist, small harbours will be broadened to receive the

shipping of the world, and in any event I think it

incontestable that the economy of this vast and wealthy

province will be broadened and strengthened almost beyond

imagination. But we also need power, and, apart from

shipping water communication, such power is in existence

and can be created in fact from the region of the inter-

national rapids to the extent was indicated of

2,200,000 horsepower, of vhich half would belong to

this province, and which half, Mr, Speaker, is 45% of

the total power available in the Province of Ontario,

both by production and by purchase. We must either

plan now to turn to the St. Lawrence Seaway for power,

or else we must in a few years be forced to turn to.

other sources which are not now apparent, and nature,
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sir, has given us a form of power in the ot. Lawrence

at a discount, in fact at one-half of fehe cost, at most,

of man-made power by coal.

Against all this, sir, of course must be

cast the costs of these generalizations. In the

terras of 1952 dollars, equated thereto, the Dominion

of Canada has spent approximately a billion dollars

on canal development in Canada. Ontario's share xvith

reference to the development of Hydro power, v;ill be

approximately ,j200 to v250 million. But what none

of us must forget is that in twenty years the Panama

Canal paid for itself, and with the developing, widen-

ing and deepening of the Danube River, for example,

tonnage and passenger traffic increased to five times

vihat it had been before the development, the length

of ship was increased to ten times, and transportation

costs were cut by four-fifths.

It has been indicated to us by those much

more experienced than myself that we as a Province

and as a nation are capable and competent to carry

the financial load involved in these projects. The

real question, however, sir, is not whether we can

afford the projects, but whether we can afford not

to carry them out. It has been said by many that
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our national defence program will be crimped, but that

does not appear to be so, With reference to steel and

concrete, or cement alone, if the amount of steel to

be consumed in the seaway were to b e spread over a

period of six years, which it inevitably will be, it

would amount in any one year to only three percent of

what is normally in this country consumed, and in the

case of cement, only five percent.

Therefore, in conclusion, sir, I would just

like to say with reference to: '"/That will all of this

produce, both for the Province of Ontario and this

nation in which we live?", firstly, transportation

costs will be cut because the majority of the trans-

port which will be carried from east to west will be

of iron ore, and thus the return cargoes will

travel to the east of this nation at a decreased rate.

We cannot lessen the cost of transportation of wheat

and grain from the Prairies to the Lakehead, but we

can, and with the seaway will, reduce the cost of

transportation from the Lakehead to the markets of

the world, and will thereby decrease the price asked

and surely increase the markets available.

Perhaps many of us do not realize it, but

B,C, lumber now travels to Montreal through the Panama
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Canal, rather than crossing the heart of this nation,

and with the decreased cost of transportation from

west to east, our lumber from the western border of

this nation will find its way to the markets of the

world at a deci'eased cost by travelling extensively

and solely through our own nation.

The United States has developed its entire

mineral wealth from the Cambrian Shield which is only

five percent of its national territory. In Canada

the Cambrian Shield /lies from coast to coast and pro-

vides us with a mineral potentiality nineteen times

that of the United States. I would suggest, sir,

that when the potentialities of this country emerge

from the cocoon stage into reality, the world's markets

will be breathless in view of what will be accomplished.

(Take "H" follows)
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I really and most sincerely feel that if we are going

to think like giants,.

Steel and iron are the two commodities on

which the sole greatness of this country d epends in

the future. Steel may well be the latchkey to pros-

perity as far as this nation is concerned. There is

no doubt that iron ore is the womb out of which steel

is born. It has been said with reference to the iron

fields around the Great Lakes that they are not dimi-

nishing, and therefore, why should be worry about them

elsewhere? The fact is, they are not, and that can be

admitted, but they are operating at optimum, and it will

increase the cost of steel. That is why it is so impor-

tant to develop the Labrador Iron Fields; these fields,

it is estimated, will produce ten million tons of iron

ore a year without the seaway, but with the seaway

twenty million tons, » .
•

.

We must realize that 75^ to S^% of the

steel produced in the United States is produced in

the Great Lakes area, and that is why it is so funda-

mental, so cardinal, to produce and ^pvelop a water

course from the source of supply to the heart of the

industry. In addition, the canal facilities will

release much shipping, because all ships but the largest
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will be able to traverse the length of this communica-

tion and trans-shipment will be avoided in grain,

lumber and oil.

As has been suggested by the Hon. Prime

Minister (Mr, Frost) and others who have preceded me,

there is the importance of both power and the seaway

to Internationa], defence,

Mr, Speaker, the power project and the

seaway will affect every community, every municipality

within this great province, it does not matter whether

they be a township or an urban area, or whether they

be adjacent to the line or run of the communication,

— that is the seaway — or close to the power project.

Every municipality will benefit, not only the great

industrial cities along the way, but all, no matter

how far north they may lie.

In closing, I would like to say that I

think we should be very grateful in view of the tre-

mendous ramifications of these great projects, that

lie in the capable and responsible hands of the Hon,^

Minister (Mr, Challies) who long ago proved himself

capable of carrying the heavy responsibility.

It has been said, I believe it was Ivfelvoleo

who said in Twelfth Night, "Some are born great; some
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achieve greatness and some have. greatness thrust upon

them." No matter what else may be said of us as

citizens in a nation and in a province, let it at least

be said that v;e v/ere born great, that we achieved great-

ness, and that we did not stand idly by while greatness

was thru&t upon us.

FiR. A. H. COWLING (High Park): Mr. Speaker,

I do not know how some of the other hon. members feel,

particularly those that come from small places a s I do,

but some of the figures we have heard this afternoon have

made me c. little groggy. I would like to say it is a

real privilege for me to have the opportunity of dis-

cussing this very important project, this St, Lawrence

seaway project. I have followed this with great

interest during the past several years, and particularly

in connection with our Government and our Ontario Hydro,

This pro,-ect has been the subject of many long discus-

sions, and it would appear that now the time has arrived

to finalize this thing and get on with the job. To the

average man on the street, I do not believe they have

a simple explanation pf the difference betv/een the

navigation part of the project and the hydro-electric

section. For the benefit of the fellow that may

be thinking as I was, I would like to say that the
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Dominion and Trovincial Governments have decided between

themselves, and very amicably, that they will go on with

the Hydro, but the navigation part is strictly up to the

Dominion Government, either as an all-Canadian venture,

or in co-operation v/ith the United States, It is a

mighty fine thing to see the good spirit and the strides

that have been made and are being made betv;een our

Dominion Government and the Province of Ontario, In

my opinion this is due in no small part to the under-

standing and leadership of our Hon, Prime Minister

(Mr, Frost), It seems that although we may have

different views politically so far as the province

and dominion are concerned, when it comes to a show-

down on a matter of real importance, then we gan get

together for the common good of all Canadians*

The Hon. Prime Minister {Mr, Frost) is to

be congratulated on this stand in developing the St,

Lawrence

•

Ontario has become a terrific user of

electric power. The Hon, Minister (Mr, Challies) has

certainly given us an explanation of that, and

certainly it does not need repeating. However, we

are in the fortunate position of having a great

natural water-way, and to date no other source of power
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has been found to equal the simple flow of water under

a bridge or any other way you wish to put it. This

power is cheap, it is natural, it will last as long as

the world goes on. '^.'Je are indeed in a very fortunate

position to live right here with this great natural

water-way. Recently in Toronto, as you know, we erected

a steam generating plant which was a big job, at a ter-

rific expense. As I said before, I am not very good

on figures, so I v/ill not tell you what it costs, but

I do know to generate electric power through the use

of coal takes two and one-half times more money than

it does to have it the natural way. Consequently we

must proceed and look to the future and make every

possible use of this heritage of ours, the natural

water system.

(Take "I" follows)
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According to the very best authorities, if

we do not proceed with the further expansion cf Hydro

insofar as the St. Lawrence is concerned, the experts

say that if we do not proceed with this, we are going

to be short of power by 1954, and even if we do proceed

with it, Mr. Speaker, in all probability by the time

1956 rolls around, we will have to look to other fields,

The tremendous growth and development of this rich

province of ours is going to necessitate more and more

ways and means of locating power, so it is not only a

question of proceeding with this project; it is getting

on with the job, casting our eyes ahead, and having

enough vision and foresight to find other locations

where we can get more electric power.

The development in the Toronto area affects

all parts of Canada from an economic point of view and

although the expenditure is terrific, Mr. Speaker, the

influx of people to this area, the many industries

large and small, which are locating in the Toronto

area — and, Mr. Speaker, incidentally, when I refer

to the "Toronto area", I want my friends in the other

twelve municipalities to feel that I am including them,

too, and that here we will be just one big happy family-
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it shows that the grov/th of industry has been terrific

and it is ^oing to continue to be that way,

Ineofar as the seaway project is concerned,

it has been definitely stated by the spokesman for the

government of Canada that tolls will be charged sufficient

to take care of expenditures and to pay operating

costs of the development. Canada, recognized by all

the vrorld as being on the threshold of a great

industrial expansion, with its great natural resources

scarcely tapped, will throw open a seaway of over

two thousand miles to the commerce of the world, and

practically all will be closed to undersea craft in

the event of war.

Mr. Speaker, let us give that some serious

thought. V/e have two thousand miles of deep-sea v;ater-

way that can be completely closed off in the event of

war, and it could supply Canada and the United States,

and, after all^ this would be, as before, the arsenal

of the free world, V/e could carry on o^r v/ork of

defence and provide that defence without going out into

the open ooear?.. That is one of the most important points,

I think, Mr. Speaker,

Incidentally, one-half of all the deep-sea

commerce of Canada v/ill come through the Great Lakes

system, then the project is completed. One-guarter of
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all the deep-sea conrierce for the United States -- one-

guarter of the United States' deep-sea commerce would

come through the Great Lakes system — something terrific

to think about. The St. Lawrence Deep '.'ater and Power

"Project is inevitable. 1/e are going to have it, v;e are

unanimously agreed, all of us in this House.

Mr. Speaker, for a newcomer, it is a v/onderful thing to

see the way the hon. Leader of the Opvosition (Mr, Oliver)

and his Pc.rty get on v/ith this thing and discuss it on

a sensible, intelligent, friendly basis for the good

of everyone, as I said before.

Speaking of the terrific development In

Labrador -- and vie have read a great deal, Ivlr. Speaker,

about this development for the past several months —

I have been rather interested in this iron ore

proposition from up on the border of Labrador and (Quebec,

I cut a piece out of the Globe and Mail the other day

and I would like to read it now. It is on the financial

page. It says:

"Last sunmier when I went over the district

(he is referring to the iron ore district in Labrador)

and visited some drop-off points as v/ell as

the three hundred-mile railroad, four hundred

million tons of iron ore were still mentioned

as approved, but it was plain that geologist,

Dr. Moss and the chief executives, were no

longer v/orried about ore, knowing that as soon
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as transportation and markets were fully

assured, they had enormous territorities of

likely iron treasure to tap. One can expect

eight billion tons over the next century".

Mr. Speaker: -- eight billion tons over the

next century, '7ould we hold back progress like that

from Canada and the United States? I do not think so.

hon, members.

I am very pleased to see that the hon. Prime

Minister take time out to read the "Saturday Evening

Post" because I had the same article cut out too, and,

you know, it is very funny, Mr. Speaker, that often-we

read about the help we get from the United States and

certainly I am a great friend of the American people.

I have had an opportunity to travel extensively through

the tates and I like them very much, but I do believe

that the time has come when we, as Canadians, should

grow up and put on the long trousers and proceed to do

something on our own. For so many years so many of us

have said:

"Let us get the experts from the United States".

Once again, I refer to Toronto. V^'hen we begin to

check over some of the City's business, someone always

suggests that we ask the experts' in from the States, and,

Mr. Speaker, I remember just a dey or tvi/o ago when the
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hon. Minister of Reform Institutions (Mr. Foote) said

that an expert is somebody that is v/ith us from out of

town and I vi^ould like to apply the same thing here.

Certainly vi^e are friendly with the United

Sts.tes; v/e v/ant their help and co-operation, but we

do not need them to come over and tell us how to run

our show, and when you read something in an editorial

appearing in the Saturday Evening Post of March 1st,

1952, like this:

"As to Canada's threat to build a seav/ay alone,

there are commentators who say that any time

a country v/ants to spend its own money without

any contribution from the United States, this

we must see, if strictly from amazement".

Mr. Speaker, we are going to amaze them

this time, I feel guite sure.

You will recall reading in the paper some

little time ago — and v/e get back to the United States

again because it makes a good topic of conversation --

about the Senator in Illinois who suggested that possibly

they should annex Canada. Vi/ell, I do not like to think

that that is the general opinion down there, but,

believe me, Mr. Speaker, there are a lot of people

think Canada, and especially Ontario, is just a strip of

snov/-bound country north of the Great Lakes, and if we

proceed • with this great seaway project, a

lot of people are going to get an idea that we are a
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great, big, powerful nation, and that is just exactly

what we are.

By the way, Mr. Speaker, I was going" to say -

a word about our own government and the Ontario Hydro.

I wonder sometimes if the Hydro and possibly the govern-

ment have done just as good a job of public relations

as they might have done. I wonder if the average man

on the street has just a simple explanation of what

this is all about.

You read the papers and magazines and it is

the Great Lakes Seaway Project and the man next door

says: "That is fine, I hope it goes through, I do not

know what it is all about, but that is it". I thihk

we could do a little more and I like to think we can

do a little better public relations job, for the

average fellow, for the average man, for the average

voter. Tell him wtoat we are actually trying to do

in simple terms, show him how it is going to benefit

him, how it is going to benefit his children. It is

all very well, Mr. Speaker, to say the bond issues

are. $300,000,000. and ^900,000,000. That is fine, but

the average man is interested in how he will person-

ally benefit from such a project and I think it would

be good business for us to proceed along those

lines of telling him what the benefits are.

(Page 1-7 follows.)
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I have enough faith that our Canadian

citizens will think this thing out for themselves if

they are given some simple basis from which to start.

Naturally it is a great ocean port — and I

am going to refer to Toronto, Mr.- Speaker. There are

two or three observations I would like to make there.

Naturally, it is a great ocean port here in Toronto,

big with the industrial expansion. The greater

Toronto area will see a great development. We had a

discussion last year concerning the eastern section of

our city, Mr. Speaker, and actually concerning the

eqstern beaches. My colleague from the beaches will

recall that. We have been talking cleaning up the

beaches in the eastern section of Toronto for years.

Now, here is the opportunity. If the project goes

on as it is proposed, and there is no doubt in my

mind that it will, the eastern sea-wall will go away-

down there to the east end of Toronto, and, Mr.

Speaker, it will go a long way towards cleaning up

that eastern section of the city. It will tie in

what we call the "Keating Street Extension" down

there around the Woodbine Racetrack and- people again

will be able to use the beaches and enjoy the

recreation they should have.

Mr. Speaker, one other thing is traffic.
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V'e have, as you know, a traffic problem in Toronto

particularly in the dov/ntown area. The experts just

do not feel that in downtown Toronto we can stand

any iiore Industry, heavy or light; in other vords, we

cannot get the people down to central Toronto to work

there -- they cannot bring their cars. It just v/on't

stand it.

V/hen you consider places -- and I refer to

North iork,for esor-ple, and it is well known that North

York is an obviously residential municipality. There

are a lot of homes up there. Just imagine in North

York the great industrial development there could be.

(Page J-1 follows)
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T.Tr. gpaaker, the Industries ^ve could get int© that sec-

tion of the ^'reater Toronto area, would do a great

deal to holp reduce the taxes of the locality, and that

Is one thin- t" at we want to do. We have a great

many areas around Toronto into which Industry can gc,

and It is a plain as the nose on your face that some

day W3 will see ''oronto grow into a greater metropolis

than Nev; York or Chicago, as they have nothing in

those cities which we have ndit got here, and the St.

Lawrence oeaway is one of the things which will bring

that about.

\'hen I was preparing my speech, I let my

imagination run away x\dth me, I had been speaking to

one of the senior hon. mem.bers, and he said to me,

I'ake a few notes and then let your imagination take

hold of it," One of the things which I im_agined was

seeing that great, stately, "Queen l;'ary" , coming

into Toronto Harbour, but then I remembered that the

draft was only ti\renty-seven feet, and that the 'l<;ueen

I'Sry" was probably a little deeper than that, and it

would not be possible for it to get into the harbour.

But, the average ocean-going vessel can then come into

a port like Toronto, and the people here could hop on

her, go down the St. Lawrence, and across to the Old

Country for their business or pleasure.
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Mr. Speaker, these things are actualities;

they can take place, if we proceed with some action

on the seaway,

I do not think any hon, member in this

House liked the power shortage we had during and

after the last war. Every once in a while, Mr. R,

H. Saunders, the Chairman of The Hydro Commission,

told us that we had to conserve electric power because

we did not have enough. '!fe cannot go back to those

days; we must proceed; we must go on with this power

project. That is the only way. We have been told by

the experts that for the present and up until 1956

the St. Lawrence Seaway is a "must". After 1956, we

will have to look for other fields,

Mr, Speaker, may I say that possibly the

essential benefits from such a project may not affect

us too materially, but I am firmly convinced that the

necessity for proceeding with the St. Lawrence Seaway

and the hydro-electric power system is a very important

"must" in the development of this Province of Ontario.

I know if we have this development, and proceed with

the harbour development in the City of Toronto, and

with this hydro development,' whether it be all-eanadian

or not, that in the years to come we will have the most
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prosperous country, economically and industrially, that

there is in the world, because it will provide a

natural way to reach the western part of C^naciA An4

many of the '/estern States of the Union, and to me,

the cheapest way to provide that, is by the develop-

ment of electric power.

Let us not forget, Mr, Speaker, that whereas

this great Province of Ontario will benefit all along

the line, from Prescott to the head of the lakes, it

will also benefit greatly some six or eight states of

the United States, so let us not hesitate in connection

with this opportunity; it is a golden opportunity,

and I deem it an honour and a privilege to be a

member of this House when such an historic event is

taking place, and in the years to come, we will all

be proud that we had a part in the development of

this great project,

m. SPEAKER: It being six of the clock, I

do now leave the Chair.

At six of the clock p.m., the House took

recess.
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Toronto, Ontario,

Wednesday, March 5th, 1952.

8 o'clock, p.m.

The House resumed.

Mr. Speaker in the Chair.

MR. PETER MANLEY (Stormont): Mr. Speaker,

in rising to speak on the Bill before the House, at

the present time, I wou.ld like to congratulate you

on the high honour v;hich you have attained in being

chosen as the Speaker of this House, I want to con-

gratulate the people of your constituency for showing

the confidence they have in you, in electing you as

their representative, and I am sure that it is a

pleasure to them when they know you are again selected

to lead the House during this Legislature.

At this time, I also want to mention the fact

of how sorry I am that v/e do not see the hon. Minister

of Highways (Mr. Doucett) in his seat at the present

time. The hon. Minister had the misfortune to have an

automobile accident, and I might inform the House that

he v/as on his way to a- nomination meeting in my county

v/hen the accident occurred. Therefore, I feel a sense

of duty to express to the House my sincere sorrow at

his not being able to be with us this evening.

I also want to Inform the House that it v/as not

my Intention to make my maiden speech this evening. I
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do want to stick to the subject we are debating, the

St. Lawrence Seaways and the power development.

To me, this is a very important Bill before

the House. This subject has been agitating public

opinion for over a century; it has been the subject of

negotiations between Canada and the United States for

over half a century. These negotiations began with the

Treaty of Vmshington in 193S, v/hich was defeated in the

American Senate.

The Great Lakes St. Lawrence Development Basin

agreement of 1941 is still v/aiting their approval.

You will recall that in December last, the

Federal government at Ottav/a established an authority

for constructing a deep water-way between the port of

Montreal and Lake Erie in co-operation with the United

States, or, in the event of the United States failing

to participate in the agreement, then Canada v/as prepared

to 20 ahead with_the water-ways wholly in Canada,

This time I would like to congratulate the

government of the Dominion of Canada for the stand it .

has taken. I went to congratulate the province of

Ontario for having reached such a satisfactory agree-

ment with the Dominion, which ended with the signing

of that agreement last December.

I also want to congratulate at this time, the
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hon. Minister of Transport (Mr, Chevrier) whose untiring

efforts piloted the Bill through the House at Ottawa,

The present period of international interest

in the St. Lawrence began officially about the turn of

the century, involving the concepts of a deep water-way

v/ith uniform standards from the lakehead to Montreal,

This period has been marked by much talk, but no new

works in the St. Lawrence, but continued development in

the upper lakes.

Canada and the United States have co-operated

in a series of investigations, and every report has

favoured the development of the St. Lawrence River and

recommended a pov>;er development in the International

Rapids section.

Now, what is the proposed Great Lakes-St,

Lawrence Seav;ay? It is a tv/o thousand mile channel,

tv\renty-seven feet in depth, extending from the Atlantic

Seaboard to the heart of the North American Continent,

Coupled Vv'ith this is the large-scale development

of power at two sites at least.

The first is the International Rapids Section

of the St. Lav/rence river where it is proposed to develop

2,200,000 horsepower divided equally bet¥7een Canada and

the United States.

The second is in the Soulanges Section where an
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ultimate expansion to 2,000,000 horsepower can be

ace orapli shed readily.

The projected seaway extends from Montreal

west, to Lake Ontario, From the head of the lakes to

Prescott we have twenty-five foot channels capable of

handling lake vessels, the largest of them carrying over

20,000 tons.

From Montreal to the open gulf, the Federal

government has provided the St, Lawrence ship channel.

It has been sufficient to make Montreal one of the

busiest ocean ports in the v/orld. But between Montreal

and Prescott, there remains the 14-foot bottle-neck.

The largest vessels that can pass the small locks of the

present canals can carry less than 3,000 tons. These

canals have served Canada v/ell in their time , but that

time is now past.

V/hy is the project necessary from a power

standpoint? I have little occasion to dwell on the

need for power.

As a result of the rapid post-war expansion

of industry, together v/ith a constantly rising domestic

consumption, the province of Ontario has been for the

past few years faced v/ith an acute shortage of pov/er

to meet demands.

You will recall that Canada negotiated a
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treaty with the United States last year permitting a

larger diversion of v/ater for power at Niagara, The

Ontario Hydro-Electric Pov^fer Commission is progressing

with a re-developraent there at the present time, capable

of providing another 600,000 horsepov^er or so before the

end of 1954, but demand cannot v;ait, v;e must continue

and advance with other developments.

The Financial Post in its issue of November

10th q_uotes Mr. Saunders, Chairman of The Ontario Hydro-

Electric Pov.-er Commission, to the effect that present

estimates show demands for power can be met up to the

end of 1956 and that after that the Commission stands

at the cross-roads if the St. Lawrence power is not

available.

(Take BB follows)
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Both the power and navigation facilities

provided by the project will be important for a number

of industries in Ontario and new industries intending

to come to Ontario with its wealth of natural resources.

This is particularly important in Ontario where more

steam plants are the only alternative to an inter-

national hydro development in the St. Lawrence, My

county of Stormont v/ith its many industries is deeply

interested in the project of power, and also in cheaper

transportation.

I might say at the present time that we

have a number of industries located in Cornwall, one

of which I will mention, the Howard Smith Paper Mills,

which, at the present time, are employing help while

a lot of other industries are laying off nen. They

have to depend on the forests of this Province to get

their pulpwood, and getting a t ransportation system,

such as we are about to obtain, is something that is

going to be an asset to the paper industry of this

Province.

I am in agreement with the Bill before this

House, but I am also interested in rehabilitation as it

affects Stormont, I am ever-watchful of the different

aspects as it affects our people. I believe this
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afternoon the Hon. Ixinister (Mr. Challies) said that

three-quarters of the flooding of land was going to

take place in Stormont County, and that is something

that is of major importance to me as a representative

of Stormont, This is something that is of major

importance to the residents of Stormont, of the whole

community. We are of the opinion, each and every one

of us, that this is a project that should go ahead.

I might remind the House that in the County of Stor-

mont we have a beautiful sight in the rapids at the

dam which is second only to Niagara Falls. It is a

beautiful spot down there, and we are willing to

sacrifice the beauty along that river in order to

develop the water-way and to get power for the indus-

tries which we are sure are going to settle in Eastern

Ontario.

I am of the opinion that it is going to be

a wonderful asset for unemployment. As you know, there

is quite a lot of unemployment in the Province of Ontario

to-day, and if we can get a project of this kind going,

I am sure it is going to relieve the situation to a great

extent over the years ahead.

I would urge upon the hon. members of this

House that they should get behind this seaway. I want
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to impress upon the Government that we are in favour

of the principle of this Bill, but we are going to

scrutinize it in every detail, and if we do raise any

objection in a ny respect, it will be for what we

consider the betterment of the people back in our own

counties,

Mr. Speaker, I know that time is getting

on, and there are a number of speakers to-night, but,

as I said before, I expect to be on my feet a little

later on, and point out to the Government some of the

difficulties in ny county. That is all I am going to

say just now.

(Page BB-4 follows)
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MR. V/. H. COLLINGS (Beaches): Mr. Speaker,

I consider it a great privilege to rise in support of

second reading of the bills that are now before us

today. In the words of the Premier these are historic

bills. It will be a further milestone reached, Mr.

Speaker, in the history of hydro development in this

great Province.

Hydro's history is by no means a long one in

point of years. None-the-less, it is an impressive

one, as a tremendous record of accomplishment.

The original Hydro Commission was appointed

on June 7, 1906. As it happened, Kitchener, then

called Berlin, was the first Ontario municipality

where Hydro power vws turned on for the first time,

the date being October 11th, 1910. It was fitting

that this ceremony should occur in this particular

Yfestern Ontario City, for it was in this part of the

Province at nearby Baden that Adam Beck first saw

the light of day.

Here at Berlin, Sir James \iVhitney, the

Ontario premier performed one of his most gracious

acts. Reaching for Sir. Adam Beck's hand, he gaid,

"Gentlemen, with this hand, tried and true, this hand

which has made this project complete, I now turn on

the power." Many hundreds of light bulbs then illumin-

ated the hall, and Ontario Hydro was formally launched

on its impressive career.

Adam Beck then said: "Niagara power is free
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as air. You are not alone. The government is behind

you until this power reaches the humblest hamlet and

the smallest manufacturer." Today, Sir Adam Beck's

vision is approaching a reality. It is near fulfilment.

It has, I think, been said, and it is worth repeating,

that Hydro's accomplishments in the last five years have

exceeded those of the previous 40 years, and actually,

this is just about the case.

There are two reasons why this is a logical

development. Under another government we had nine

years of neglect, and sometimes open hostility to

Hydro. Coupled with this we had, unfortunately a

complete, a deplorable lack of vision as to our

provincial resources and our ability to bring them

into development. As a result, the incoming adminis-

tration of a few years ago found it necessary to launch

one of the world's biggest programs of hydro-electric

development. A trying, and indeed dangerous situation,

Mr. Speaker, was met with efficiency and with courage.

But first, let me illustrate some views of the former

administration as to Hydro.

Some of you will recall the nine-hour,

marathon speech in this House relative to Hydro affairs

delivered by the then Attorney-General and I^dro

Commissioner. Over the radio and elsewhere he begged

our people to please write and tell him what to do

with our surplus power. He bewailed our Quebec power

contracts and he led the movement that resulted in
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their cancellation. He and his colleagues were glad

enough to renew them a little later on. However, he

displayed just about as much common sense, and won

just as much success as in last November, when spear-

heading the campaign of our hon. friends of the

Opposition.

Then, let us look at the attitude of the

Premier of that day, Hon. M. F. Hepburn. Here, in

part, is what Mr. Hepburn wrote to the late Rt , Hon.

W. L. M. King, then Prime Minister of Canada. The

St. Lawrence development was under discussion. Mr.

Hepburn said:

" In so far as power requirements are
concerned, the fact is well known to you
that Ontario has an ample supply for
many years to come — indeed a huge surplus— for which it must pay and receive no
benefit. This unsatisfactory condition
would not obtain at this moment, had you
granted us, when you had the opportunity,
the right to export this surplus at a
profit that would have enabled us to grant
a further reduction in rates to the power
consumers of Ontario. It is the respon-
sibility of this administration and not
yours to provide the necessary power for
our present and future requirements, and
in this respect we are fully cognizant
of our responsibility.

" Irrespective of any propaganda or
squeeze play that might be concocted by
you, you may rest assured that this
government will resist any effort to
force us to expend public funds in such
an unwarranted manner or to foist upon
the people of Ontario an additional
burden of debt and taxation."

So much for Mr. Hepburn's views on the St.

Lawrence development. It is unfortunate for him that
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his views were included in a Dominion Government

publication entitled "Correspondence and Documents

relating to the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Development."

Mr. Hepburn left these halls in 1942; in his

disastrous attempt in 1945 to recoup the political

fortunes of himself and his party he swallowed

himself, not very gracefully, as to his views on the

St. Lawrence. However, the power shortage had by

this time made itself apparent even to Mr. Hepburn's

somewhat unpredictable mentality.

Dr. Thomas Hogg, Hydro Chairman at the time,

must have been in a somewhat awkward spot. On April

11, 1940, less than two years after Mr. Hepburn's

declaration of August 19, 1938, he felt impelled to

tell the Empire Club of Toronto that it was important

to reach an early decision on the St. Lawrence scheme.

He said Hydro's then reserves of 240,000 h.p. would

be entirely wiped out by December, 1941. Dr. Hogg

saw a shortage coming, but even he had no idea as to

the size of it, for here is what he said in the

address I have just mentioned:

"After the war I look for a temporary
decrease in power demand, followed in a
few years by a more or less normal growth."

Certainly he did not foresee anything like the

demand that has actually occurred. Certainly he did

not foresee the necessity of such plants as Des

Joachims, LaCave, Stewartville and all the rest of them
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plus great stoam plants at Toronto and V/indsor, and

with the St. Lawrence power urgently required if we

are to keep pace with our industrial, commercial and

agricultural development.

Dr. Hogg's "temporary decrease" to follow the

war never did come into being. Then as to his so-called

"more or less normal increase" let us see what has

been done. During the nine years the former government

was in office, a small increase in output was effected

at DeCew Falls. Increase in development potential

was of very little significance. Hydro was allowed to

rest on its oars and hope for the best.

Hydro's dependable peak capacity v/as

2,597,400 h.p, in 1945.

By the end of 1950, it had been increased to

3,659,900 h.p., an increase of well over a million h.p.

By the end of 1955, it will have increased to

5,554,200 h.p. on the basis of the construction already

completed or under way, and without taking cognizance

of the 1,100,000 h.p. that ultimately will be Ontario's

share of the St. Lawrence development.

Let us look at some of the developments under

the present administration.

In 1947, 76,400 h.p. was added to the capacity

at DeCew Falls near St. Catharines.

At Ear Falls on the English River 8,000 h.p.

was added to generating capacity.

In Eastern Ontario an entirely new plant at
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Stewartville on the Madawaska River came into

operation in 1948, and is delivering 84,500 h.p.

At Aguasabon in the North a new plant opened

in 1948 is producing 53,600 h.p. and another new plant

at Pine Portage on the Nipigon opened in 1950, is

delivering 80,000 h.p. In some degree the necessity for

these two latter plants is occasioned by the realistic

policies of this government requiring the home manu-

facture of our abundant forest resources.

The Tunnell Site Plant near Thessalon was

opened in 1950, and delivers 56,000 h.p., largely

utilized by the enormous mining and smelting

industries in the Sudbury area.

The enormous Des Joachims plant on the upper

Ottawa River wos opened in 1950 and delivers 480,000

h.p. The nearby Cheneaux development provided

160,000 h.p. and came into full production last year.

The LaCave plant, also on the Ottawa will deliver

856,000 h.p. on completion this year.

The Vifindsor steam plant will make available

354,000 h.p. by next year, while the Toronto steam

plant will deliver 536,000 h-p.

The enormous revisions at Niagara will give

an additional 700,000 h.p. by the end of 1955.

All this along with 30,200 h.p. purchased

from the Polymer plant at Sarnia adds up to 2,874,700

h.p., new power, made available under this administration.

Then we come to the St. Lawrence development.
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As you all know, Canada may have to handle this

project without U.S. aid. As matters stand certain

factions at V/ashington are making a final, eleventh

hour effort to have the U.S.A. enter the St. Lawrence

development as Canada's partner. As I undertand it,

however, if this present effort fails, then Canada

will do the job single-handed. And again, as you all

know, the hon. the Prime Minister has intimated that

Ontario is ready and willing to take care of its share

of the power development.

It was heartening, and indeed refreshing, to

learn that the Leader of the Opposition is in agreement

with us on a matter that is of such grave importance to

Ontario and to Canada. Vifliatever differences of opinion

may arise in matters of detail, I think we shall have

the support of every member of this House as to the

principle of the legislation now before us relating to

the St. Lawrence development.

The enormous industrial growth of Toronto and

the Toronto suburban area is based in large measure on

the availability of cheap and abundant and dependable

power. The same is true of Hamilton and London and

Peterborough, and indeed every industrial centre in

Ontario. A drive around suburban Toronto, for example

through Sast York and Scarborough, indicates the faith

of our manufacturers in the future of this great area

as a manufacturing centre. New factories are springing

up all over the place, some of them such as the Frlgidaire

and the John Inglis developments out in Scarboro, of
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enormous size. The executives behind these projects

have faith in Ontario — they have faith in Hydro —
and I think, I may add, in the general management of

provincial affairs as att present constituted.

Industry always moves in directions that

present certain factors — a solid community of

working men and women with their respective skills

and aptitudes — good transportatoon facilities —
ready access both to raw materials and to markets —
and finally an area served by cheap and dependable

power. All these factors present themselves In this

community of greater Toronto. Many of them will

inorea^se in magnitude with the development of the

deep waterways scheme and power development.

The Sault Ste. Marie canals carry the

heaviest volume of traffic anywhere in the world. It

is elementary that the St. Lawrence canals when

constructed will carry a similar traffic, vi/hile it

is too much to expect to see great Atlantic passenger

liners docking at any of our lake ports in the fore-

seeable future, it is elementary that the St. Lawrence

development will bring an immense volume of foreign

and domestic trade to our doors. The enormous

upsurge of business that will flow through Canadian

ports may well be a life-saver to our system of

national railways. There is bound to be created a

new community of interest. The upsurge of new

business will offset any competition or rivalry as
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between water and rail transportation.

I think that the iron ore development 3 at

the Lakehead along with the oil developments in the

",7ext , now served by pipe line to Lake Superior both

mean great new things for Ontario and for all Canada.

V/e are in a fair way to become one of the world's

great sources of iron ore and I suggest that ,»ur

steel industries at the Soo and at Hamilton, t#

mention two of them, promise that we shall soon be

self-sufficient as to both iron and steel.

Mr. Speaker, the St. Lawrence deep waterway

and power project is inevitable. It must be tackled

at once and all petty schemes of mioe and men

influenced by small selfish interests must be swept

away for the greatest good to the greatest number.

Ontario is on the march.

(Take CO follows.)
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Now, Mr. Speaker, I vdll make one reference

to a news dispatch from Washington, It is headed:

"Just Another Foreign Land out to Milk Us". Mr. Speaker,

I must say we have milkers in the House, but not doing

milking, of the type this article speaks of,

I will finish, Mr. Speaker, by reading

part of e letter I received from one of my constituents

cj:, let us say, from the man on the street:

"Dear Sir:-

I v/as greatly thrilled to learn, through

the Press and Radio that, as far as Ontario and

Cejiada are concerned, the St. Lawrence \'J&teTViay

will be constructed. This is a tremendous job

req.uring years of effort, and entailing the

arrangement of a lot of money. May I offer a

constructive suggestion for securing part of the

money?

During the Second 'world V/ar, you will recall,

the Federal Government issued VJar Savings Cer-

tificates, Income Tax Free, which could be

purchased at Banks and Post Offices, repayable

in seven and a half years.

I v/ould like to offer the suggestion that

some similar arrangement be made to finance,

in part at least, the construction of The Great

St. Lav/rence V/aterway, The Certificates could

be purchased at the Province of Ontario Savings

Offices -- v/hich no doubt would require the

opening of many additional branches."

In other words, Mr. Speaker, this man is

just suggesting that we allow the ordinary man an
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opportunity of taking part in this great undertaking,

a chance to share in the prosperity of the days to come.

IVIR. T. D. THOMAS (Ontario): Mr. Speaker,

may I at the outset, assure the House that I intend to

confine my remarks to the Bill before us. Several of

the hon. members, previous speakers in this debate,

have referred to the fact that this is a historic

occasion and I would like to point out, Mr. Speaker,

that it is a unique occasion in another respect that

there have been many debates in this Legislature which

have been prolonged v;ell into the night, when, of

course, we had a long list of Opposition speakers. But

this is the first time in my experience at least that

v/e have had so many government speakers that it is

necessary for us to have a night Session.

I think it is hardly necessary, Mr. Speaker,

for me to point out that my colleague and myself are

supporting these Bills. Wc may have some criticisms

on points of detail when the Bills enter the Committee

stage, but we firmly support the principle v^^hich it

enb Dalies,

The St. Lawrence Seaway and Hydro project is one

which we in the C.C.F. have been urging for some time.

Just a little over a year ago our own Leader at that

time, "Ted" Jolliffe, made a vigorous reference to the
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necessity of going into this project and his voice, I

believe, was one of the first raised to insist that if

the United States could not make up its mind to go into

this project, that Canada should 'go it" alone.

It seems vi'e have swung the government around to

our way of thinking. 'v"e , in the C.C.F, will give these

Bills our heartiest sup ort. I would like to issue one

v/ord of caution, however, Mr. Sj:eaker, to the government.

There have been indications in the Press recently that

some of the opponents of the senway in the United States

have had a change of heart and are beginning to support

the project. It may be that these people may tempt this

government and the government at Ottav^^a to hold back our own

plans in the hope that the United States may yet come

in.

Nov(f, Mr. Speaker, we strongly urge the govern-

ment not to follov/ any such will-o'-the-wisp, V/e have

v/aited all along for the United States, too lone already.

..'e should not let anything that they may do hold us up

for another day, and I would remind the government that

this is election year in the United States and if we

delay our start too long, we may find that they have

elected a new President, one who is not too friendly to

the project , even as one to be undertaken by Canada

alone, as the present administration of Mr. Truman.
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Mr. Speaker, let us prove to our southern

neighbours that v;e can get along without them in this

matter. For Canada to undertake this great project

entirely on her own initiative v/ould be a salutory

lesson to those who are inclined to belittle the

strenth and capabilites of this country. Such a

lesson might be of value, not only to our American

cousins but to some people in this country v'ho at times

believe that any great development of our natural

resources cannot take place without American capital

or without American leadership,

I was very much interested in the remarks

of the hon, member for Niagara Falls (Mr. Houck)

,

especially in his comparison of the speed with which

great publicly-ovraed hydro systems are developing the

newly available sources of power at the Falls, as

against the delays across the river where the question

of public versus private ovnership has become Q

contentious political issue. That is one issue

which has been settled once and for all in this

province, at least where Hydro development is con-

cerned.

The province of

Ontario has given the world an outstanding example

of the great achievements which are possible ^hen we
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accepted the principle of public ovmership in those

periods of our economy which are too complex or too

vital to the whole corruviunity to be entrusted to private

hand s

.

I do not think there is an hon. member of

this House, Mr. Speaker, i/ho would sug.'^jest that a

project of this magnititude in importance as the

St. Lawrence development, should be turned over to

private interests. It is an endorsation in that area

of the principles v/hich we in the C.C.F.have been

preaching for the past feventy years and one which in

years to come I trust may be extended to many other

equally vital areas of our economy,

I will say, Mr. Speaker, that we, my

colleague, the hon, member for South Cochrane (Mr,

Grummett ) and myself, heartily endorse these two Bills

before us,

MR., J. B. SALSBERG (St. Andrew): Mr. Speaker,

thanks for the applause, my very good friends. Save

it for another day; it -#111 be necessary then.

Mr. Speaker, I a sure you that I would

not enter this debate if I could bring myself to

agree fully with the principle of the Bill,^, ei^pecially

Bill No. 68, and with the speeches made up until now.

It is all very nice to find such unanimity and sweetness

as witnessed and experienced in the last few hours.

(Take DD-1 follows)
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Even the slight partisan note struck by a good friend

of mine from one of the Toronto ridings was over-

looked and taken very lightly, but in the midst of

this enthusiasm I am obliged because of my firm convic-

tion to sound a note that will be slightly different

from that which was sounded by all others.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I want beforehand to make

it abundantly clear, first that I am in favour of the

project for the development of power through the Hydro

Comm-ission on the Lower St, Lawrence, In that sense

there is no difference between the view I hold and

those expressed by the Government and the spokesmen

for other parties. To me the problem that stands

before the people of this country not only in Ontario

at the moment is, first, power, the development of

Hydro electric power with a maximum of possibility

for the need of industry and the needs of the farms

and the homes, of the citizens throughout the province

of Ontario, "

.

MR. SAISBERG: I doubt whether it is an

important item in defence, I must say to the hon.

member. The question of the seaway to me is a

secondary question. I am not saying I am opposed

to the seaway but I think we must place it as a

secondary matter. But whether you relegate it somewhat

or not, there is throughout the discussion and in the

Bill itself a haste in my opinion to facilitate

the efforts of certain interests in the United States
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to carry out of the country much faster and cheaper

than they were able to do until now the natural

resources of this country. As a number of hon.

members informed the House already, this is a long-

standing issue and the objection to the development

of the deep-sea waterway from the United States is an

opposition that has m-any, many years of record.

During the last few years, however, there has arisen

in the United States a degree of support for the

long-standing request coming from Canada, a support

that has its roots entirely in very selfish interests

of the United States, The House has heared that

the President of the Unitted Spates has intervened

and s id that he would not like to see the development

of hydro power without a deep sea waterway , he

would like to see the pro jects developed as one. Also

there are other interests in the United States now

taking the same view. Let us face the feat,. Mr, Speaker

and hon, numbers of this House, that the interests

who have suddenly become favourable to the idea of

the sea way are those connected with the steel industry

of the United Str-.tes who are anxious to take out the

millions and millions of tons of iron ore from Canada

to feed the great gteel mills of the United States,

It is known that is the motive and because that is so

I think we ought to approach this question from the

point of view of retaining natural resources for the

development of industry in this country, that that be
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our first consideration v;hen approaching the question

of a deep sea waterway.

Hon, members spoke to-ni£ht, and I am sure

they meant well, of the great need for hastening the

waterway so that iron and ore may be shipped to the

great lakes steel mills, v.'ell, what are you so happy

about and so anxious about? Great American interests

have already divided up the iron and ore of northern

Quebec for which they are paying one cent a pound.

They have divided it among themselves. One gets

23%, another firm gets 16% of the iron and ore, and

the smaller steel mills get smaller percentages. Ships

are already being built to rush the iron and ore on

the the .*tlantio towards the i^aerican seaboard and

bypass the most natural area for the development of

steel mills in Canada, Nova Scotia where you have

all the coal that in roquirod tov the purpose together

with the rich iron and ore deposits for the development

of a great steel industry, not only for the use of this

country but for export as well, to provide employment

for labourers and skilled workmen and graduates of

our universities who now go and offer their brains

and their talents below the lin€i,

V\[hy should we be in such terrible haste Qs is

displayed in some speeches to facilitate them in

getting the ore out in a hurry? They are removing it

already very fast from Steep Rock in our own ProvincBi

There should be a steel mill at the head of the lakes,

not importing fabricatated steel from the United,

States,
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and selling it in the hardware stores and the

building supply depots at the head of the lakes. It

is because of that that I cannot see the point of

view of the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) who

suggested that he would like to see Senator Conolly

up here. IfVhat do we want him up here for? To show

him what wonderful ore deposits we have? He knows

that. The stock market of the United States knows

that, my very good friend the hon. member for High

Park (Mr. Cowling) read part of an article by the

financial editor of the Globe & Mail but unfortunately

he did not read the whole article. V/henever an hon.

member across reads an article I pick it out too

because I have most of theijj, and wqtch where they '

stop, I would suggest to the hon, member for High

Park (Mr. Cowling) that he read down to the end of

that article written by iJellington Jeff ers where he

quotes The V/all Street Journal as follows
,

as reported by Ivlr. Jeffers and I will just take one

or two parts of it,

lim, KELSO ROHERTS (St. Patrick): I'^y don't you

read from the Tribune? You are more familiar with it,

MR. SaLSBERS: I do read the Tribune and it would

do the hon. member for St. Patrick (Mr. Roberts) -

B/IR. ROBERTS: V/hat do they say about this?

HOK. L.M. JROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

when my hon. member friend (Mr. Salsberg) mentions

the Tribune, I have hero a fly sheet I suppose you

would call it, from that paper published at the time
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of the election last fall and I see it h^s this

und 3r caption of "Re-elect A, A, MacLeod and J.B.

Salsberg".

MR, S-KL3BERG: And very good candidates they

were.

liR. FROJS (Prime Minister): Yes, of course.

I should like to read v>/hat it says and ask the hon,

member (IVIr. Salsberg) if he still believes this is

true:

"Let us construct great public works like an
all-Canadian bt, LawrencE sea way to be carried
out under Canadian control and Vi/ith Canadian
money .

"

Is that not what this Bill provides? Is my hon,

friend [lie. Salsberg) for or against it?

MR. S;U.SBERG: Mr. Speaker, I will come to that

before I sit down, and I hope to win the Hon. Prime

Minister (Ivir. Frost) to my point of view, ViTiat I

wanted to dc before he rose to ask thsit question was

to tell you what the V'/all Stre3t Journal says:

"Hanna — " ~
that is one of the "big shots" who will get 23^ of

the iron ore for which they will pay a penny a ton

provided they take so many tens of thousands of

tons; the contract with Mr, Duplessis provides ^tha t

if they exceed that quantity they pay only a half a

cent a ton, —
"Hanna seriously thinking about setting up
a big terminal at Contrecoeur twenty-five
miles down from Montreal on the south side
of the river where ore can be trans-shipped
but what it really wants is the much-argued
St. Lawrence seaway."
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Of course, that is what Mr, Hanna wants, 'Ve

want a seaway too, we all agree we want the seaway,

although I place the development of electrical power

as the major and the immediate concern, I fully agree

with Bill No. 69, Mr. Speaker, that is why I wanted a

discussion on Bill No, 68 where we deal with the

principle of the thing. But I would not vrant Senator

Conolly to come up. The people of the V/all Street

Journal know the niomber on his door, but there are

different groups in there of course and we do not want

them to come here and be shown the great natural

wealth v;e have and told: "Gentlemen, please help

build the seaway so you can cart them away faster and

cheaper," Vfhat for?

I thinly it is below the dignity of the hon.

Prime Minister (Mr, Frost) of this great province to

tell Senator Conolly: "Come up and see you are making

a mistake,"

They are hanging an iron curtain with the

ore they are taking out of this country and they have

been shipping it back to us at $80,00 a ton and

depriving the Canadian people of many opportunities,

I do not think

(Page DD-7 follows,)
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we should enlighten them and I do not think we should

be in such terrible haste to accomodate the gentlemen

who operate the great steel mills there. I would rath-

er see steel mills in Cape Breton and Nova Scotia,

Gaspe, Quebec, around the Great Lakes and at the head

of the lakes where jobs would be provided for our people,

both for those who work vjith hand and with brain.

I have in my hand a very well prepared brief

that was sent out by the Dominion Joint Committee of

the Railway Brothers dealing v^/ith this question. Some

hon. members might think, Mr. cipeaker , that the railroad

unions are pursuing a sectional interest and that

they are thinking in terms of Jobs.

(Take EE Follows)
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These men have a stake in every community

across this country. They are not thinking in the

simple terms of jobs for the locomotive engineers or

firemen or trainmen; they are the backbones of hundreds

of small communities, as all hon. members know. It is

interesting to note that they supply a large percentage

of the members of our various parliaments, and their

brief points out exactly the arguments I have attempted

to "put across". They show that, far from bettering

the circumstances of Canadians, they will only be

impoverishing the natural resources of this country

without providing the compensation they were led to

believe would be forthcoming,

I want to say, in conclusion, Mr, Speaker,

that I think it was the Hon, Minister, the Vice-

Chairman of the Hydro Commission (Mr, Challies) who,

when speaking today, traced the very interesting

history of the past — or was it the Hon Prime

Minister in his remarks? At any rate, there was a

great deal of history brought out here to-day, and

I would suggest that some hon. member of the House,

who has the time, take the very interesting memoranda

of history as it affects hydro, and collate them.
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It would make a fine brochure for the hon, members,

for every citizen of the Province, and, indeed, for

our schools,

I think there was a great deal brought out

by the hon, members who have spoken today. It was

brought to our attention that the canals have a

history dating back over one hundred years, that

they were started by the early French settlers, and

it was forwarded by those who came from Scotland,

from Great Britain, and in fact from every part of

the world. Until now this has been a Canadian develop-

ment, in the main, I believe it should continue to

be. I believe we should proceed at once v;ith the

development of electric power. That is the first

thing. Secondly, we should approach the deep-sea

waterway from the point of view of the interests of

the Canadian people, of all the provinces, who are

directly concerned with it.

The Hon. Prime Minister will doubtless say,

"If the Americans want to come in and help, let them

come in. If they can help us, by my inviting Senator

Connolly, I will do that." The point of view I am

trying to present to this House

(Page EE-3 follows.
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is that we do not want it. Even if President Truman

should succeed, we should insist on an all-Canadian

seaway, developed by the people of this country,

through their governments, federal and provincial; to

be utilized as we see fit for the full development of

our resources, iron ore, pulpwood, and other products.

The canals should not become speedways for carrying

out our national wealth, but should be used for the

development of Ontario and of Canada,

Without joking, Mr. Speaker, if I had a seconder,

I would move the motion that Bill 6S be not given second

reading at this time, but that the Bill be re-written

to guarantee that inasmuch as this agreement signed

between the Province of Ontario and Canada is based,

in a large measure, upon the development of the seaway,

that it be guaranteed that the seaway be all-Canadian,

and then have the Bill brought back to the House. In

other words, if that idea were to prevail, I would s^y

to the United States, "Canada is building its own sea-

way, regardless of how you feel about it," Do not

say that in defiance, not in a spirit of provocation,

but as a matter of national importance, decided upon

and proceeded with by the Canadian people through

their own governments.
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I doubt if the Hon. Prime Minister has had

time to consider the request I made yesterday for

setting aside a pool of the hon. members from which

I might draw a seconder.

MR. FROST: I would be very glad to do that,

Mr, Speaker, there are ten hon. members opposite in

Opposition, and he can draw from that pool any time

he likes.

MR. 3AL3BLRG: You have members to burn -- I

mean politically burn. But not having a seconder, I

am unable to present my motion, but I serve notice

now that when this Bill comes to Committee stage, I

will move an amendment along the lines I have men-

tioned here.

(Page EE-5 follows)
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MR. "J, K. V/ARRENDER (Hamilton Centre): Mr.

Speaker, this is not to be considered a maiden speech;

as a matter of fact, it may not even be considered a

speech, but nevertheless, because of the importance

to the City of Hamilton and the County of liJentworth

in the economy of the Province of Ontario, I want to

say a few words in aipport of these two very important

bills which are now before the House. I think it is

realized by every hon. member present that all of the

four ridings in and around the City of Hamilton, in

part, face on the Hamilton Harbour. The Hamilton

Harbour, as I think every hon, member knows, is under

the jurisdiction of the Hamilton Harbour Commission,

which has done a tremendous task in making it one of

the greatest inland and landlocked harbours in the

Dominion of Canada, if not on the whole American con-

tinent. The tonnage going through is tremendous, and

already the Harbour Commission, after what has been

expressed about the water-way and power development,

has taken steps to build more docks, and is looking

forv/ard to the future when more docks will be needed.

It is true, also, that the Hamilton Indus-

trial Commission is alert to the benefits to be

derived from the St. Lawrence water-way systei", and
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also from the power development, and they already have

had requests from Europe, the United Kingdom, and

from all parts of the world -- except, perhaps, Russia,

— for tracts of land in the vicinity of Hamilton,

because these people know that Hamilton will be a

great force in this Province and in our country.

I think it is important to realize that this

has been going on for a long while, and the hon.

member for St. Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) says "there is

no haste" When the hon. member for 3t, Andrew (Mr,

Salsberg) says there is no haste, it seems to me

that is ridiculous, because everyone for some time

has been built up v:ith hopes that this matter would

be proceeded with as soon as possible, and eventually

the plans would be finalized, and the St. Lawrence

Waterway System would be a reality.

I was greatly pleased to hear, and would

like to commend, the Hon. Prime Minister and the

Hon. Vice-Chairman of the Hydro Commission for the

speed with which they acted last August when it

became apparent once again that the St. Lawrence

Waterway System had bogged down in the United States

Senate,

Just recently I noticed in the Press that
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a committee had been set up to go into this matter,

and one of the members of that conroittee said he

thought the result in the committee would be 7/6 in

favour of the St. Lawrence ^"Jaterway and the Hydro

project. It seems to me, Mr, Speaker, v;e are taking

the right attitude when we say we i/ill proceed forth-

with, if necessary, "on our own". It does not seem

right to me, because if one person in that Senate

Committee in the United States votes the other way,

the result would then be 7/6 against the whole pro-

ject, and we would again be back where we were before,

relying on that committee for its help, and not

getting it.

Therefore, Mr, Speaker, I am glad the

Government has taken the attitude it has. We are

prepared to go on, alone if necessary, but, neverthe-

less, being diplomatic, and with a friendly feeling

toward our neighbours, we have said, "The door is

open; if you wish to come and help us, all right."

Living as close together as we do, I can see no

reason why we should not work these projects out

jointly, and share the costs as equally as possible.

There was one other comment made by the hon,

member for St, Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) upon which I would
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like to comment, and that is his concern about the

railroadmen who have left a brochure with each hon.

member in this House,

Mirt Speaker, I worked on the railroad as a

young chap; as a matter of fact, I still carry the

card of the union with which I was associated at that

time, and I cannot agree with many of the articles

set out in the brochure before the hon. members.

When we go back to I8I6, when the Burlington

canal was opened, between Lake Ontario and Burlington

Bay, as it was then popularly known, we learn that

right after that , Hamilton, as such -- it was not even

a town at that time -- got its start, because even

in those days the pioneers recognized the importance

of its strategic position at the head of Lake Ontario,

Then, later, in IS29, when the T/elland canal

was opened, it gave an additional impetus to Hamilton,

which was incorporated as a town in 1^33. From that

time on, Hamilton has grown by leaps and bounds, and

has become recognized as the leading heavy industrial

city in the whole of the Dominion of Canada,

My reply to the railroadmen is this : that

after the opening of the "'/elland canal — and even

then there was some opposition to it — the railroads
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theriiselves have progressed; the railroads have had

more and more business, and I think it stands to

reason that if the impetus given to business and to

the City of Hamilton, or other municipalities in the

Province, the railroads will again gain, and it is

apparent, if the 3t , Lawrence ''aterway System goes

through that they, too, will benefit in the long run,

and they have nothing to be concerned about.

That is my answer, briefly, Mr. Chairman,

to the brochure which is before us.

Mr, Speaker, I now would like to give a few

excerpts from a little brief prepared by Mr. Jamieson,

the Planning Commissioner of Hamilton, who has set out

certain features which he thinks are important. I

would like to read them into the record, on behalf of

the Bills now before us. Mr. Jamieson is quoting

Dr, Faludi, and here is what Dr. Faludi says:

"It is of interest to note that the air-
brake industry was attracted by the city's
now excellent transportation facilities,
which at all times appear to have been the
dominant asset of the city, without which
its later assets could not havebeen ex-
ploited. "

And Mr. Jamieson goes on to say:
"To-day, one-half of all those employed in
Hamilton are employed in industry. Hamilton
is predominantly a heavy industrial city,
and particularly in the production of primary
metals, and the users of primary metals. The
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important thing to realize with this type of
an industrial economy, is that there is a
world-wide market. The Steel Company of
Canada, for example, has not exported at all,
since the year 1939, but they do supply the
greater part of the steel requirements of
their next-door neighbour, the International
Harvester Company, who have a world-wide
export market.

A large volume of the business is with South
America and South Africa, to say nothing of
the very great volume to the United States.
The same with the Canadian '\^estinghouse Com-
pany, which also exports to most of the
countries of the world.

To summarize, Hamilton's past development
and economic welfare, have followed improve-
ments to transportation systems, whether by
water, rail or road.

The second phase of this development is the
fact that we are a heavy industrial town
which requires in the first instance large
shipments of raw materials, which, from
their very nature, must be carried by the
bulk carriers. These include ores, coal,
limestone, and so forth.

The finished product, in many cases, also

wishes to take advantage of water transport
and the fact is, that many of these indus-
tries would not be in Hamilton at all, if

it were not for one thing -- good transport-
ation by road, rail and water,"

Mr, Speaker, that just about sums it up, vjhen

' 'Ly on behalf of those who come from the City

of Hamilton, and that area that we are very, very

emphatically behind these two Bills, that is true,

Mr, Speaker, ¥e like the haste with which the

Government is nroceedinr with these matters. We
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think too much time has been lost in the past, but we

do not blame the Government for that, I'Je like the

haste now v/ith which the Government is co-operating

with the Government of Canada, and we would like to

know that in the near future, when the agreements are

executed, that we will be well on the way to having

this great dream become a reality.

(Take "FF" follows)
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IIR. S. F. LEAVINE (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, there being only one dissenter, I presume

we are speaking for posterity. The hon, member for

Hamilton-Centre (Mr, Warrender) mentions many indus-

tries for which Hamilton is noted, but, I notice he

overlooked mentioning unsolved mysteries.

We have had many very high types of oratory

from hon. members representing constituencies who are

the primary beneficiaries of the 3t, Lawrence develop-

ment, I would like to speak shortly and simply of a

constituency that is inland and is not a primary bene-

ficiary. We support this project on three points;

one, that anything that contributes to the well-being

of Canada directly, indirectly contributes to the

well-being of every other portion of Canada. Two,

that it is a sign of our having reached maturity,

our ability to make decisions and to go it alone. We

are not dependent for talent or for ingenuity or for

money upon other people. May I point out that our

American cousins individually are grand, but collec-

tively, that is another matter.

This will be a source of much-needed power,

tc the rapidly expanding industrial and agricultural

communities of this province. I represent a riding,
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^/aterloo North, which is primarily an agricultural

and industrial community of some importance. Vie know

the need of power, v/e appreciate its uses, therefore

we are very much in favour of this power development,

I feel I would be breaking faith with Detweiler and

Snider who were the prime individuals in initiating

the ideas of Sir Adam Beck, if I did not mention them

here, I might conclude by saying that when Sir James

v:hitney reached for the hand of Sir Adam Beck, Sir

Adam Beck in simple justice could have taken the hands

of Shider and Detweiler and turned the button,

IIH. E. P. KORNINGSTAR (Welland) : Mr. Speaker,

I do feel that I would be remiss in my duties to my

constituents of '.'Jelland County if I did not say a

few words in support of these Bills,

As you know, the V/elland Ship Canal does go

through my riding. This canal is 22 miles long,

Ve are very highly industrialized in that community,

we have the International Nickel plant at the south

end, the John Deer company, supplying tubing to tap

our oil resources and gas resources from Alberta east,

and also the Ontario Paper Mills at the other end of

the canal. Millions of dollars have been spent on

this '.'Jelland canal, and it would not be worth two
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cents unless the development of the St, Lawrence seaway-

is proceeded with. I would like to congratulate the

Government on the good work they are doing, in looking

after not only the industries, but the rural and domes-

tic users of my riding. The good Province of Ontario

is doing a wonderful job, and they are looking to the

future. As you know, a few years ago our industries

were slack because of lack of power, but to-day that

does hot happen, \'Ie are looking to the future,

I am pleased to be an hon. member of this

Legislature when such an historic piece of legislation

is presented. I do not think there is any doubt but

that even the hon, member for St. Andrew (Mr, Salsberg)

is in support of this,

I am very proud to be here to say these few

words

.

le, A. J. REaUIS (Essex North): Mr, Speaker,

I think that we all have a right to be proud, and I

think we are doing a fine job in agreeing on both

sides of the House to put these Bills through as

quickly as v/e can, I want to say a word about iron

ore that has been' mentioned and my own personal thoughts.

about that.

The neoole of the United States and our own
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people in 'Jorld "Jard I and II fought side by side, and

we might as well make it clear that in the event of

"Jorld 'Jar III, and we pray we will not have one, but

certainly if we had, I feel certain that we will find

ourselves on the same side again, in the interests of

holding onto the things that we have.

If we have iron ore, and we have it, and if

it is going to be of any help to a friendly people,

and particularly to an ally of ours, then certainly

we should do everything possible in order to

help them, I'lake no mistake about it, I think we

have not a better friend in the world than t he people

of the United otates, and anything that we can do in

the way of helping and promoting a good feeling among

our people and the people over there, certainly we

should do. '.

.

Windsor, of course, is concerned with this,

and we have been speaking about it for a long time.

There is one thing we can feel certain about when

we see suchBllls as this taking form, it makes us feel

as though the second half of the twentieth century

belongs to Canada,

I want to congratulate the Hon. Prime Minister

(Mr, Frost) for his efforts, but I think we should not
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overlook the fact that it was Ottawa, where there

happens to be a different party in power, who took the

lead in this whole matter. Certainly I think we should

"go it alone" in the event that the people of the United

States are slow, but I think you will find that the

people of the United States will join with us, I

cannot conceive of cuch a good deal getting by those

businesslike people, and I think before we have started,

we shall find that they will join us,

M.ROBERT HERBERT (Temiskaming) : Mr, Speaker,

in endorsing the Bills before the House at the present

time, I am speaking for the constituency of Temiskaming,

In our constituency we have a great mining district and

also farming, I'Je have there som.e five power develop-

y
ments at the present time, and for a great number of

years most of the power came down to the industrial

centres. It is only through the last two administra-

tions that our rural districts have been nearly com-

pletely electrified. We still have a great amount of

work to do along that line, but to-day, most of our

farming communities have power. I am some 350 miles

north of this great development, but I do feel that

the effect of it will be felt in the areas all the

way bad' to our district in Northern Ontario, VJe have
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the natural resources, and with the power we can

develop them and become one of the greatest provinces,

as we are, in this country, and we will continue to

have our place as one of the greatest industrial

centres in Canada,

(Take GG follows)
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MR. W. E. BRANDON (York West): Mr. Speaker,

representing West York, one of the suburban municipalities

of the Toronto area, we in this constituency, likewise

are very much interested in the Bill which is at hand

and to say the least, we more than heartily endorse it.

We have heard much to-day relative to the

history of Hydro which has proven very interesting.

V/e have also heard a lot of figures proving the

advancement of Hydro over the many years since its

inception but beyond that fact, - and speaking

from an industrial standpoint, v/e can all recall that

industry had its origin basically alfiing our

fast-flowing rivers and they were powered by the

old-fashioned waterv/heels and you v/ill all recall

along with me that it was from the idea of the value i

of the old waterv/heel in industry that Hjxdro had its

inception and reached its development, as at the present tl'vo

The matter of Hydro development is extremely

important in this day and age. The hon. member for

Essex North (Mr. Reaume) mentioned a moment ago, some-

thing about a V/orld V/ar III and in our Press, from

day to day, we are being continually reminded of the

possibilities of
.

'a WQrld War III and there is absolutely

no reason why we should not prepare ourselves and

indeed, our Federal and Provincial governments ,are quite
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aware of any danger which may exist in that regard,

and are suggesting to the municipalities throughout

this land from sea to sea, that a civil defence program

should bo prepared and set up.

The matter of Hydro development is something

which v'ill have much to do with a civil defence program,

the development of industry for v/ar production and

war purposes, and in addition it will provide for and

enable industries to spread itself throughout the

depth of this province of Ontario and indeed throughout

the v/hole of the Dominion, rather than to be centralized

in one industrial centre.

V/e have all heard from time to time of the

danger of centralization of industry, v;here , if a bomb

fell in one area, all industry in that area might

be suppressed, whereas, if industry v;as diversified --

and it can be diversified through electrical power --

and', that is in the best interests of the people of

this country.

As far as the contract itself is concerned,

the hon. Premier of this province is to be congratulated

upon having entered into a contract as is represented

in part of the Bill before us here to-day, and I know

that it will certainly be in the best interests of

the people, not only of Ontario, but throughout Canada
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and potentially along the neighbouring states in the

United States.

To-day v-ze also have an unemployment problem

in the province of Ontario and throughout the v;hole

of Canada. Hydro, through the expansion of industry

which can be expanded through increased power, will

increase employment. It v/ill take care of a greater

industrial Canada, a greater industrial Ontario, and

I know that it will act in the best interests of the

people of this province, and although it has been said

by one of the hon. members here to-day that he is

opposing the Bill in principle, I know that even he

and his Party will be glad to approve the effects

of an increase labor unification in industry.

Thank you very much.

IvIR. J. ROOT (ijVellington North): Mr. Speaker,

this evening I do not want to take too much time of

the House. I want to express my approval of the Bill

and I think I an expressing the approval of rural

Ontario of Bills 58 and 69.

I will not deal with anything regarding

finance and engineering. V/e have heard a lot of figures

relating to engineering costs and I would like to com-

pliment the different speakers Vv'ho have addressed the

House this afternoon and this evening.
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Vmen the first hon. raember spoke, I thou^-^ht

that perhaps Brockvilxe vould be the raost important

part of Ontario and then I thought Kin^^ston, and then

Toronto, I thought at one time that Toronto v/as going

to become a suburb of Hamilton, However, seriously,

the St. Lawrence Seav^'ay is something that for many

years people have dreamed of, people have talked about.

Plans have been made for the development of the St.

Lawrence Seavmy, agreements have been drawn and then

too often, not ratified. It has been v/ell said that

these two Bills are historic. This agreement between

the province of Ontario and the Dominion of Canada in

all probability will make the Seaway and the power

development a reality. It v.lll brin^ the dreams of

those who have •:_,one before us into an actual fact,

V/e have in Canada and in Ontario four major

forms of transportation. V>'e have water trinsportation,

road or highway transportation, railway transportation,

and we have air transportation. I feel that every

form of transportation should be developed to the

highest possible degree. They all play a part in the

economy of the country and none of them should be

overlooked and with that in mind, I think we should

not : these Bills " see to it that this great

water transportation is developed to its highest possible
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degree.

The developraent of the Seaway vlll mean much

to western farmers in moving their products to export

markets, 17ith the great oil development in the west

any means of transportation that v/ill make it possible

to place their products on the export market at a lower

cost, should benefit the people of Canada and of this

province. The development of the Seaway should benefit

Ontario not only industrially, but the rural people.

Much of our rural produce goes to the export market,

I think perhaps one of the main features that

v;e should consider in the Bill is Ontario's need for

pov;er. V/e all realize that water is the cheapest known

source of power. Power generated on our rivers is

almost like perpetual motion -^- nothing is lost and we

do lose some of our natural resources v/hen v;e burn coal

f>r fuel, or oil. Nothing is lost when we utilize

water power. Nature deposits water in the, form of

snov/ and rain on our highlands. This water flows down

to sea-level and again nature returns it to the high-

lands to start all over and in the development of the

St. Lav/rence we are just fixting into a scheme of

perpetual motion, v;e are utilizing a great source of

energy that to-day is going to waste.

I feel that the development of the St. Lawrence
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will benefit all parts of our province. The Seav/ay

development will romove a barrier to navigation and

make our cities become ocean ports. They will bring

us in closer and more direct contact with world markets.

It should reduce the cost of moving goods and that

should benefit both the producer and the consumer. The

power development may have to solve many problems.

Cheap povjer will make possible further expansion of

industry. This industrial expansion vdll provide

em-ployC'.-nt , as has been raentioned before here to-night.

V/ith cheap power xie Mdll have more industry and more

employment,

I understand that our share of energy that

will be developed from the St. Lav«frence is eq.ual to

the energy of twenty-eight million men. It is hard to

realize that up until now we have allowed that energy to flow

past our doors, going to waste. I think the farm people

realize that their greatest problem is the problem of

transportation and markets. The development of the

Seaway will give a more direct route to our export

markets, h'e can benefit from that. Lov^^ered transpor-

tation costs will be shared by both the producer and

consumer at the other end.

Rural people realize that the surest market

they can have is the home market and any industrial
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development that may come because of the development

of power on the St. Lawrence, we know is going to

develop a ^ reater home market v^here v/e have consumer

dealing in the very same currency that we deal in.

It is one of the problems of agriculture to-day that a

great market overseas

financial difficulties and because of those financial dif-

ficulties, we are unable to produce goods and place them

in that market at a price that will give a fair return

to the producer.

So, we are naturally interested and would

vrant to support any ^; reject that vi/ould develop the

industrial parts of Canada giving to the labouring man

a full -pay envelope so that he is ready to pay us a

fair return for the effort v/e are making to produce

the products of the farm.

Canada is growing up. The other afternoon

the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Oliver) said

that he and I had something in common in that we both

earned our living from the top six inches of the soil

and I found out, listening to his address, that we had

more than one thing in comrnon. I hot iced how freely

the v/ords "Dominion of Canada" dropped from his lips,

I do not think v^e have gained anything by trying to

drop that word, I think that in these two Bills, we
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have a better way of showing that Canada is growing

up than by dropping such vords as the "Dominion of

Canada", and doin^;- such other acts which I think

irritates and divides our people.

In these tv/o Bills we have an opportunity

to shov; the world that v/e are willing to co-operate

with other governments. Vi^e are also willing to shov

the world that if necessary v/e are big enough to stand

alone, and I think that this House should be unanimous

in supporting the principle and in supporting these

two Bills that are before the House for second reading

to-day, and I think the government of Ontario and the

hon. members who represent the government on the Hydro

can be congratulated that through their efforts and

by a spirt of co-operation, they have been able to

have these tv/o agreements signed by the province of

Ontario ani the Dominion of Canada and I v/ould suggest

that I v/ould like to see every member of this House

endorse these Bills and shov/ the v/orld that Canada is

grovd.ng up.

Hffi. P. T. KELLY (Cochrane North): Mr. Speaker , we

have heard a great deal '
about the Seaway. Nobody

seems to be in opposition to the Bill and I certainly

have no opposition to offer. However, v/hile v/e are

talking about seaways, iron ore and so forth, there is
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a possible alternative if you turn it down". Qn Bolcher's

Island in Hudson Bay, we have steel, seventy miles

north of Cochrane we have coal and on the Albany River

we have power, so if this Seaway does not suit the

hon. members, you have in the far-distant riding pf

Cochrane North, everything ycu have to off. In the

Seaway.

I think I would like to take real issue

with the hon. member for ZBs;ex North (Mr. Rcaume) for

his statement to the effect that this Bill was at the

outset pressed forv/ard by the Federal government. I

think it is a matter of record, that the hon. Prime

Minister himself came out flat-footed in every newspaper

in the country when they could not agree in the United

States and said that we have the money here and that

we would build this Sem^ay if need be, alone.

In connection v/ith the building of a Seaway,

it is q_uite obvious that the transportation costs will

be lov/ered throughout the country. As everyone knows,

the cheapest form of transportation is by v/ater and if

this water transportation ultimately resolves to the

benefit of all industry in Ontario and in Canada, then

all minor industries, or rather, should I say, one

particular industry, should not goverr^ but whether industry,

as a vrhole is benefitted, and in that v;ay I think we
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can dispose in the main of this brochure which has

been submitted to each and every hon. member of the

House.

Mr, Speaker, I v/as totally unprepared for this

subject and I have given you the best I can think of.

Thank you.

IvIR. '/. G. Koden (Rc^iny River): Mr. Speaker,

c Offline from one of the furthest v;est districts of our

good province, Rainy River, I v^rould like to say a few

words in connection with the Su. Lawrence Seav/ay since

the other hon. members from Port Arthur and Fort V/illiam

are not here, V/e up there have always felt that the

development of Hydro was very vital to the welfare of

that part of our country, ' Also the St. Lawrence

Seaway means a great deal to the advancement of our

people in that area in creating nev/ industry and further-

ing the development of the north-v/est end of the district

or the province of Ontario and you have heard so much

of the iron ore development which we have at Steep Rock.

To-day it is a large industry and means a considerable

tonnage using the v^ater-way route.

I might say last year it took one hundred and

seventy-two boats to transport the iron ore. Also our

Hydro development up in that area has been extended to

a great extent in the last few years and our people are
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very conversant with its benefits, and that we do

appreciate it and we do feel that we should support

Bills 68 and 69.

(Page HH-1 follows)
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Motion agreed to; second reading of Bill num^

ber 6g.

Motion agreed to; second reading of Bill num-

ber 69.

HON.. L. M. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

before moving the adjournment of the House, may I say-

that tomorrow we v;ill proceed v;ith the debates on the ad-

dress in reply to the Speech from the Throne, and, if

necessary, continue with the debate for a portion of

Friday, at least.

I would like, to say at this time that never be-

fore have I had the opportunity of .listening to so many

new hon. members, as on this occasion. They spoke from

all sides of the House, and they all made very worthy

and excellent contributioHLS, indded, and 1 would like

to take this opportunity of congratulating them.

Tomorrow, I am sorry to say, I will have to be

away for at least a part of the afternoon, owing to the

death of an old friend, and, therefore, will have to miss

hearing some of the debates. This I regret, as I think

all hon. members value the contributions made by private

members. Their speeches are always good and well worth

listening to.

I might say, Mr. Speaker, that in a valiant hockey
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match this evening, tge loca]. team was leading 3-0,

at the end of the end of the second period. That prob-

ably is due to t he fact that so many of the hon. members

are sitting in the Assembly this evening, and are not

attending the game. Personally, I have not had the

pleasure of seeing the Toronto team win this year, so

perhaps their leading tonight may be because I was not

present.

Mr. Speaker, I move the adjournment of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 9^50 o'clock, p.m.
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The House having met, 3 o'clock p.m.

Prayers,

IvIR. DEPUTY SPEriKER: Presenting petitions,

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports "by committees,

m, G. W. PARRY (Kent West): Mr, Deputy

Speaker, I beg leave to present the second report

by the standing committee on standing orders, and

move its adoption,

THE clerk-assistant : Mr, Parry, from the
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Standing Committee on Standing Orders, presents the

Committee's second report as follows:

"Your Committee has carefully considered the
following petitions and finds the notices as
published in each case sufficient:

Petition of the Corporation of the City of
Stratford praying that an /ict may pass author-
izing a municipally-operated bus service.

Petition of the Corporation of the City of
Sault Ste, llarie, preying that an Act may
pass increasing the membership of Sault i)te,

llarie Public Utilities Commission from three
to five.

Petition of the Corporation of J. L. Thompson
Supply Limited, praying that an ACt may pass
vesting in the company that portion of the
old cemetery on Plan 257 for the Town of
'•/allaceburg, at present occupied by the
company.

Petition of the Corporation of the Municipality
of Keebing, praying that an Act may pass
ratifying the re-division of the wards of
the municipality, providing for the election
of an additional councillor, and for other
purposes.

Petition of the Corporation of the Young
Men's Christian Association of Belleville,
praying that an Act may pass exempting the
lands and other assets of the Association
from taxation.

Petition of the Corporation of the City of
Ottawa, praying that an Act may pass, author-
izing the Corporation to pass by-laws fixing
a standard of fitness of dwellings for human
habitation, and for other purposes.

Petition of the Corporation of the Town of
Barrie, praying that an Act may pass vesting
in the Corporation the land known as the
Market Block in the said town.
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Petition of the Corporation of the City of
Kingston, praying that an Act may pass
validating orders of the Municipal Board,
authorizing the Corporation to impose sewer
rental charges, and for other purposes.

All of which is respectfully submitted,"

Motion agreed to,

¥M, G, W. PARRY (Kent VJest): Mr. Deputy

Speaker, in the absence of l"r, Nickle, I beg leave to

present the first report of the Standing Committee

on Private Bills, and move its adoption,

THi:; CLERK-ASSISTANT: In the absence of Mr,

Nickle, Mr, Parry, from the Standing Committee on

Private Bills, presents the Committee's first report

as follows:

"Your Committee begs to report the following
Bills without amendment:

Bill No.l - An Act respecting the Town of
New Toronto

,

Bill No. 19 - An Act respecting St. Patrick's
Home of Ottawa,

Bill N0.2S - An Act respecting the Canadian
National Exhibition Association,

Bill No, 31 - An Act respecting Credit Foncier
Franco-Canadien,

Your Committee begs to report the following
Bill with certain amendments:

Bill No. 2 - An Act respecting the City of
Sarnia Separate School Board,

Your Committee would recommend that the fees

less the penalties and the actual cost of
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printing be remitted on Bill No, 2, An Act
respecting the City of oarnia Separate School
Board; and on Bill No, 19, An Act respecting
St. Patrick's Home of Ottawa.

All of which is respectfully submitted,"

Motion agreed to.

!'IR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motions.

Introduction of Bills.

J. L. THOMPSON SUPPLY LIMITED

MTu G. :J. PARRY (Kent '-Jest) moves first

reading of Bill intituled, "An Act respecting the

J. L. Thompson Supply Limited",

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

PUBLIC SERVICL ACT

HON. ARTHUR l-'JELSH (Provincial Secretary)

moves first reading of Bill intituled, "An Act to

Amend the Public Service Act",

He said: Mr. Deputy Speaker, the main purpose

of this Bill is to set up a fund to which temporary

civil servants will contribute five percent or six

percent of their salaries. When the temporary civil

servant is made permanent, his contributions will then

be transferred to the Public Service Superannuation

Fund, and he will receive credit for his temporary

services. If he should leave the ser'^'ice, his con-
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tributions will be refunded.

This provision has been requested by the Civil

Servants. In effect, it is a savings plan which will

enable employees to make payments into the superannuatiorj

fund more easily in respect to their temporary service,

and dispense with the need of making such collections

afterwards.

Motion agreed to ; first reading of the Bill,

THE CITY OF SaULT oTS. MARIE

MR. ROBERT MACAULAY (Riverdale), in the

absence of Mr, Lyons, moves first reading of Bill

intituled, "An Act respecting the City of Sault Ste.

Marie".

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

THE CITY OF OTTAWA

MR. D. H. MORROW (Carleton) moves first

reading of Bill intituled, "An Act respecting the

City of Ottawa",

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.

CITY OF STRATFORD

J.1R, J.F. EDWARDS (Perth) moves first reading

of Bill intituled, "An Act respecting the City of

Stratford",

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill.
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THE MUNICIPALITY OF KEEBING

MR. 3. L. CATHCaRT (Lambton West), in the

absence of IIr» Mapledoram, moves first reading of Bill

intituled, ''An Act respecting Kunicipality of I\ieebing",,

I'otion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

BELLEVILLE YOUNG I'EN'S

CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

I'JR. E. SAKDSRCOCk (Hastings "/est) moves

first reading of Bill intituled, "An Act respecting

the Young Men's Christian Association of Belleville",

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

THE TOV/N OF BARRIE

I'R, G. G. JOHNSTON (Simcoe Centre) moves

first reading of Bill intituled, "An Act respecting

the Town of Barrie".

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

THE CITY OF KINGSTON

im, G. W, PARRY (Kent West), in the absence

of Mr, Nickle, moves first reading of Bill intituled,

"An Act respecting the City of Kingston".

Motion agreed to; first reading of the Bill,

(Take "B" follows)
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lim. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Orders of the day.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: First Order, resuming

the adjourned debate on the amendment to the anendment

to the motion for an address in reply to the Speech

of the Honourable the Lieutenant-Governor at the opening

of the Session.

MR. J. B. SALSBEEG (St. Andrew): Mr, Deputy

Speaker, having dealt with the preliminary matters that

usually precede participation in this debate, I would

ask the indulgence of the House for a little while

during which I shall try to deal with a number of

g^uestions that, in my opinion, have a very profound

bearing on the matters which come before this Legislature,

We v/ho have an eye for developments in this

country are witnessing now alarming evidence of the

maturing effects of contradictions in our life, con-

tradictions which place the country as a whole at the

cross-roads. I submit that the economic and social as

well as the national future of this country is involved

in these developments. Underneath the surface of pros-

perity — I would call it "unhealthy prosperity"— there

lies a very unhappy state of affairs expressed in a

deterioriationof the economic conditions. At the

moment, when to all appearances, Canada desires to attain

full nationhood, we are, in my opinion, rapidly losing
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our national independence. V/hile the official index

shows increased production, we are at the same time

experiencing an increasing shortage of commodities and

things we require in our daily life. While it is

generally assumed that the democratic and civil rights

are sound and safe, I suggest that we are experiencing

a curtailment of civil and labour rights on a national

level, as well as on a provincial level. I have only

to remind you of the Garson amendment recently adopted

in the Federal House; the declaration of the Rt. Hon. trime

Minister of Canada about the government's responsibility

to the House of Commons and a number of important labour

decisions rendered by various government boards, to

illustrate the point I am trying to make.

In the midst of a high Industrial development

in the country, we see, if we look, alarming signals

which warn of the danger of perfecting full industrial

development of this country. In my opinion, Mr. Deputy

Speaker, the immense developments are due to policies

v/hich result in the surrendering of Canadian independence

on the international and national levels. In my opinion,

the rotrtTB-' of these critical developments are to be

found in a surrendering to United States pressure which

drives this country into an impoverishing armament

race and into the dangers of war.
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The big interests of the United States are

driving relentlessly to make Canada into a hinterland

for the United States and the use of Canadian people

as hev/ers of wood and drawers of water for the profit

and to the glory of Wall Street,

Hon. members may say, "Vi/hat has all this to do

with the Speech from the Throne which we are now dis-

cussing and with provincial matters v;hich are our

exclusive jurisdiction?". I suggest, Mr. Deputy Speaker,

that these problems that I have enumerated have every-

thing to do with provincial matters and with the problems

arising before this Legislature.

May I for a moment quote from the remarks of the

honPrime Minister of Saskatchev/an, who was recently

interviewed by a delegation of citizens. The hon. Mr.

Douglas said,

"Some people might say international relations

are not in the jurisdiction of the province but

anything that affects the welfare of the people

is their concern. If the people of the world

can bring . sufficient pressure on their govern-

ments and if those governments can sit down and

find common ground, a third World War can be

averted."

I concur with those sentiments of the hon. Premier

of Saskatchewan,

In opening the debate on the Speech from the

Throne, the Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Oliver) referred
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to international matters, I might say I do not fully

agree with the general approach that he mnd.j to these

questions, but, that is beside the point. I think it

was correct and it was good of him to open his very

important remarks v/ith reference to the international

situation.

I x'/ant to say at this time, Mr, Deputy Speaker,

that even though I should find it impossible to deal

with a number of important specific problems dealt

with in the Speech from the Throne, I think the general

Vi/elfare of the people of this province will be served

if we deal with the general questions. As for myself,

I shall seek opportunities to deal with these questions

during the Session and emphasize the primary, general

problems.

Now, what are our problems? We are confronted

in this province* and in every province, with the acute

problem of unemployment. Almost one hundred thousand

citizens of this province are totally unemployed, all

of them suffering varying degrees of want and some are

suffering more than anyone should suffer in this

country. I am referring to the section of the unem-

ployed who are receiving no assistance whatever. V/e

have the problem of housing which has been dealt v;ith

in this Legislature; v/e are confronted with a number of

agricultural problems. The hon. members of this House
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who come from agricultural areas, especially from areas

where the dairy industry is predominant, are fully aware

of the crisis facing those v/ho rely upon the export of

cheese. Yesterday the Press informed us of a

convention of the Ontario Hog Producers Association

where their leader warned :

"Farmers are losing between $12. and $15. per

hog because of an over-supplied market and lack

of export."

The heading of this report says, "Financial

Ruin Soon Facing Hog Producers".

Vv'e are all in this country faced with the

horrible effects of inflation; it undermines the living

standards of the majority of the people and aggravates

conditions, especially of an organized section of

workers, whits-collared and professional people, Civil

Servants and others who are unable to rapidly catch up

with skyrocketing prices. IVe are confronted with what

is truly a crisis in municipal financing, and an alarming

rise in municipal taxes, an increasing burden on home-

owners which, in many instances, we are unable to bear

and which places municipal governments in a helpless

position. ",7e are also confronted with the problem of

taxation on our own level of government.

These, Mr. Deputy Speaker, are but a fev; of

the general problems with which this government and this
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Legislature is confronted. I suggest to the hon,

members of this House that all these problems are in-

separable from the national and international problems

that beset us. 1 suggest, however, to the hon. members

that, try as v/e may, we v/ill not be able to solve any

of these major problems fundaraentally and radically, with

out some solution being found to the over-all issue,

Mr. Deputy Speaker, I said before that

under the pressure of the United States, this country

is driven into an armament race. I want to say at this

time that I am fully aware of the fact that there are

profound differences of opinion in this House and out-

side this House on the causes for the present international

tension and the danger of V/ar, It is not my desire,

on this occasion, to defend one section, or to attack

another; it is not my desire to try to convince you of

one position or another, but, it is my desire to appeal

that we approach the problem with an open mind. I ask,

at least, that you follov/ me with an open mind and that

you not be swayed by fictions which have been fostered,

in my opinion, and drummed into the heads of people to

a point where they are unable to see some of the

developraenis in their true light and prospective,

I have been told that I frequently quote from

daily papers, V/ell, I do quote from the daily papers.



-^ ,
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Let me say now that during this humble, address of

mine, I shall refer to various publications. However,

I selected guite deliberately, extracts from con-

servative minded -- I use "conservative" with a small

"c" — even reactionary spokesmen and leaders, to make

the point. If I were to resort to authorities that I

fully accept, hon. members v/ould say that I was quoting

the "Reds" or Communists, I am deliberately

quoting authorities which cannot be considered to be

by any stretch of the imagination radical, pro-labour,

socialist or communist.

(Page C-1 follows)
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l/Vhat I said about the international situation

I v/ant to strengthen by q.uoting Dorothy Thompson who

writes in the Globe and Mail. She is q.uite conserva-

tive as you know. She had a column in the Globe and

Mail and in all the syndicated papers entitled, "Dream-

like Diplomacy", and she said:

" It is strange that in Paris, France, the

United Nations should be discussing disarmament,

while from Rocquencourt , France, Supreme

Headquarters of the Allied Powers, it should be

announced that the NATO countries have agreed

that v7est Germany should be allowed a tactical

air force of 1,000 planes by midsummer 1954.

It is strange that this should be announced

to the world (including the USSR) before the West

German Parliament has even voted to join the

European army, after the East German Government

has repeatedly predicted that the rearmament of

V/est Germany would lead directly to war, and

two and a half years before it can become actual,'*

and she continued:

" It is strange that while all this Western

rearmament, including an American military budget

of $85. to $90 billion, should be occasioned by

the fear and conviction that the Soviets are

planning a military attack, the West should act

as though the Soviets could, in fact, be trusted

to co-operate with V'/estern plans.

It is strange that in a time when inter-

national tensions have reached the pitch of war,

but without the engagement of the chief armies,

one adversary should tell the other in the

utmost publicity, "We are not yet ready to
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repel your attack. But before this year is out

Vie shall be stronger; in 1953 we shall be mightier

still; and by 1954 we shall have a German army

mobilized, with a mighty air force, after which,

if you attack you will be destroyed. Therefore"

(for such is the logic) "postpone your attack

until such time as it cannot succeed. Postpone

it until we shall be ready for you. Then we

shall make peace."

I end the q^uotation here, but she goes on.

I q_uote her because she does, in a very succinct

way, reveal the dreamlike diplomacy forced upon us. It is

ridiculous to suggest that we are threatened by an

alleged enemy that is mightier than v/e are , and then

say, "l/ell, we are too weak, but in three years we will

be strong enough", "If he meant to attack, he would

not wait until we got stronger than we are ," says Mrs.

Thompson, and she is right.

Then, she ends up by saying:

"'V/e must arm against the agressor. '

'For v/ar?'

'No', to make him make peace.'

'V/hy doesn't he aggress now?'

'Because he means war.'"

Then, she says:

"Perhaps we shall all wake up, and in bed.

I hope so."

The den ger is that hundreds of millions
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may not wake up in their beds.

I quoted Mrs. Thompson in order to win your

consideration in this discussion to a degree where you

will not pre-judge and will not be guided by prejudice.

The fact of the matter is that the United States is

driving the v/estern world to economic bankruptcy and

suffering. ViHiat the United States desires is a vast

European army generalled by American officers. To

achieve that we are asked to release some of the world's

worst criminals. I draw your attention to a headline

in the Telegram printed a few hours ago where a

Canadian ex-soldier protests against the intended

release of a man who shot Canadian soldiers overseas

and who threatened him during the war.

The fact is that the Lisbon agreement was a

further attempt to bring this about. May I, as an

aside, Mr. Speaker, say that the head of the Portugese

government, the head of a dictatorship, took exception

to the preamble of NATO although he is now a partner,

a defender of democracy. He took exception because he

said the preamble spoke of democracy and he ''^es not

believe in democracy.

May I also, as an aside, mention the fact

that when the Lisbon decisions were brought to Greece

another member of the NATO group, the members of the

Greek parliament who voted against it were immediately
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arrested. That finished them. The fact is that

France is now in a terrific crisis because of its

forced re-armament race, the fact is that Britain is

in a crisis, the fact is that Italy is in a crisis.

thy fact is that party-lines are being eradicated

because of this alarming development.

There are many leading figures in the

Conservative party of Britain v/ho violently disagree

with it. You can trace them from Lord Beaverbrook

dovvTL to members of the British House of Commons. It

divided the British labour force, and has divided

people everywhere. It cannot but divide them in the

face of this crisis.

The fact is that the C.C.F. in Canada has

now altered its position, and I am very glad that it

has.

I regretted all along that the C.C.F. national

leadership trailed behind the leadership of the two

old line parties on international affairs and I welcome

the change that was announced from the headquarters nf

the C.C.F. They speak now of the Lisbon decision and

of the NATO objectives as being "irresponsible" and

"disastrous." I think they are right, and I hope they

will go further to help combat this danger.

Canada is now spending, Mr. Speaker, one

billion, nine hundred million dollars on rearmament.

Vife are in a position at the moment where everything is

for the killing industry and little or nothing for
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peace time industries and welfare. The fact is that

the government has deliberately placed prohibitive taxation

and credit restrictions v;hich are threatening entire indus-

tries with destruction. One example is the tobacco industry.

Our tobacco growers in this province are obliged to

reduce their acreage. The electrical goods industry,

automobiles, textiles, furs, are suffering as a result

of this deliberate taxation policy to restrict consumer

goods production. Yes, the government policy is leading

to a deliberate sacrificing of peace-time industry.

It is a horrible waste ,aside from the danger.

These billions are spent on matters that do

not enrich the life of the people of this country. It

does not add anything. It is a total wastage at best

because if v;e would save ourselve' from the danger of

war, we must destroy it, and v;e v/ill. The

worst difficulty is that use may be made of it. The

fact is that as a result of the policy nov/ pursued, the

United States is turning Canada into military bases

in accordance v/ith their overall plan.

Another very important thing to remember in

all ourv deliberations is the fact also that there is

a great deal of development in the country which is

not as promising as the average person imagines. The

average person hears about the opening of mines, the
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developraen V of natural resources and he is interested^

He is naturally and understandably very happy« He

thinks that this means the beginning of a new era of

industrial expansion and growth in this country. It

does not mean that.

That fact is that United States monopolies

are systematically robbing this country of its

natural resources and, by so doing, of its future great-

ness. The oil in the V/est is pretty well in the hands

of American corporations, and it is to our shame that

great natural product is siphoned not to tanks

at the head of the lakes in our province, but to a

United States outlet. The iron ore is pretty well in

the hands of American monopoly. That applies to Steep

Rock. That applies to the new developments in Ungava -

Labrador, on u'hich I spoke last night. It is astounding

to people to realize the essential facts, Mr, Speaker,

We hon. members of the Legislature must always bear

that in mind, that on an actual investment of not more

than ^14,000, by an American group, they managed to

get hold of the Steep Rock development and are making

a fabulous fortune out of it.

The fact is that the Canadian government in-

vested about |5, 000, 000 in preparatory work. The American

government loaned them $10,000,000 and the group headed
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by Cyrus Eaton procured over 100,00 shares at one

cent apiece and those shares are now v/orth over •)plO,000,000,

It is a fact, as I mentioned in passing last

night, that the iron ore of Ungava is divided amongst

a cartel of big American steel mills and their

contract v/ith the Duplessis government calls for the

payment of one cent a ton, . May I say that when two

professors of a very important Quebec university

present a plan for the utilization for the great iron

ore deposits of Quebec for the opening of steel mills

en the Quebec side of the St. Lawrence, which we should

do — and v/hen a prominent spokesman of the church in

Quebec demanded that steel mills be opened, the hon. Prime

Minister of Quebec said:

"The Professors do not know what they are

talking about and as for the Monseigneur,

he means v»rell".

and yet the Professors of a Quebec university and the

spokesman for the church really expressed the interests

of French Canada and of the country as a whole.

The fact is our nickel and other metals are

pretty well apportioned by the United States,

. and may I, Mr. Speaker, remind you that all these

are irreplaceable possessions of the people of tjiis

country. Once taken out, they will never be there again.

If we fail to utilize them for the industrial expansion
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of this country, we are missing a great opportunity

because we will never get them back again.

I want at this time to express my full en-

dorsation of the remarks made by the hon. Minister of

Mines last night. The hon. Minister of Mines (Mr.Geramell)

spoke before the Kiwanisoiub and he Is reported in this

morning's Globe and Mail as having said:

"Shall V'le always have to depend on our neighbours'

eagerness to capitalize on our lack of imagination

and daring, to develop our country's treasures,

or shall we, as Canadians, decide once and for

all, that we can do this job all by ourselves

and reap a greater share of the benefits to be

derived from the exploitation of this most

promising country on earth?"

I congratulate the hon. Minister of Mines

(Mr, Gemmell) for having said that, and, in saying that,

he expressed the feelings of all people in this

province, V/hat is necessary is that the government

pursue a policy in line with the v/onderful sentiments

he has expressed, I say it is astounding that we are

depleting our forests for paper that is being shipped

to the United States and v/e are shipping the bulk of

it, then finding that literally the v;orld gathers

at Washington for newsprint and Washington apportions

the newsprint that comes from Canadian forests, pro-

duced in Canadian mills and shipped south of the border,

I think if any apportionment is to be done, it should
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be done by the Canadian government.

I could continue on this point and quote a

number of authorities, what I call "bourgeois

authorities," or "capitalist authorities," to

substantiate this point.

But because I want to be more brisf than I

otherwise would have been, I wish to remind this

House, in which there are a large majority of

Conservative members, that the national Leader of

the Conservative Party also raised this cry about the

alienation of Canadian natural resources, but he has

not done much about it

.

May I, however, quote one authority who is

an official of this government. I am referring to

F, J, Lyle, Director of Ontario Trade and Industry

Branch, who, in an address which was quoted from

coast to coast, said some very profound truths and I

am happy that this government has a person of that

calibre and breadth of view on its staff.

(Page D-1 follows.)
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He said:

"A ton of iron ore, mined in Canada and sold to
a foreign steel company, brings Canada a revenue
of about $10,00. T/Vhen the same ton of ore is
smelted in Canada and turned into a wide range
of stesl products - as a great deal is - it
makes about half a ton of such common house-
hold products as nails, screws, coathangers,
etc.

So used, this ton of Canadian ore becomes Can-
adian manufactured products with a retail value
ranging from $80.00 to $90.00. It takes no wide
stretch of the imagination to calculate the
benefits to Canadians from the translation of
our raw materials into end -use products,"

"In the simple illustration just mentioned,
the gain is at least $70 per ton of ore - a
sum that finds its way into a great many
pockets and benefits Canadian workmen, whole-
salers, retailers and consumers. With iron
ore, as with all our treasure in materials,
it will probably be necessary to go on, - "

And I skip a part of the citation here, and

then proceed;

"And we will be doing lesb than our duty to
ourselves and our sons if we fail to press
vigorously a program of more complete manufacture
- right across the board."

Mr, Deputy Speaker, that is absolutely correct.

And it is because of this development, which is now

assuming a very rapid pace, that of taking our natural

resources out of this country cheaply, that certain

forces in the United States changed their view on the

deep waterway in the St. Lawrence. That is why last

night, in the discussion on the Bills on second

readings, I insisted that if we are going to have a

deep waterway, it should be entirely an all-Canadian

waterway, operated by and for the Canadian people.

It is certainly a known fact, that the United
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States is dominating a whole series of vital basic

industries in this country. That is true in the

automobile industry, and to almost the same extent in

the electrical industry, largely so in the rubber

industry, and in the pulp and paper industry, and so

on. The fact is that American investments in Canada

reached a staggering total of almost $7,000,000.00,

in natural resources and in bonds. Some people are

very happy about that. I am not. These increased

investments simply mean we are selling ourselves into

bondage to the United States bankers for the future.

I do not think the Government benches can question

the fact that the interest and dividends which American

investors take out of our Province annually is more

than twice the amount we spend on all the social

services in Ontario for the aged, the widows, the

orphans, the sick, and for hospitalization. I suggest,

Mr. Deputy Speaker, that is an incontrovertible truth.

It is a shocking thing sometimes as we sit here

and argue whether v;e can afford another $100,000.00

for a social service, to realize that twice that

total expenditure leaves this Province in dividend

payments every year. This blocks Canadian industrial

development. It is preventing the growth of Ontario

and the expansion of job opportunities. That is why

there is this contradiction in this country, that

hundreds of thousands of immigrants come in, and almost

that many go out. That is why there is a feeling of

insecurity, even amongst sections of the big business
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mon in this country. Many prominent Canadian business

men have raised this question and tried to make a

public issue of it. What I said in the last half hour

has been said, although perhaps in different words,

by many such prominent Canadian industrialists. The

head of the Canadian Steel vifares gave an address which

was almost word for word what Mr, Lyle said in the

speech, from which I quoted.

We also have this contradication; that where the

people of the countrj'- are made to feel happy that the

Canadian dollar is on a parity with the United States

dollar and have a feeling of pride in the fact that

the dollar is no longer cheaper, we, as legislators,

have to realize that it is as a result of the

tremendous increase in American investments in this

country during the past few years.

The Financial Post, which certainly can not

be looked upon as a radical publication, had an

editorial on this question a couple of weeks ago, in

which it was saidp under the caption "Crisis Averted",

as follows

:

"Foreign capital pouring into Canada has saved
us from some most \inpleasant consequences,
Vi^ithout this inflow we would have been getting
dangerously short of credit in the United States
and elsewhere, V\fe would have been in a

worse predicament even than four years ago
when we had to curb buying and travelling in
the United States and generally pull in our
belts.

That crisis was brought on by buying far more
from Uncle Sam than we were selling him,"

That is the trouble. We avoided the dangerous





situation in which we found ourselves four years ago

by the influx of American millions, and those were the

millions which went into natural resources, which they

want to dig up or cut down and cart away.

I submit, Mr, Deputy Speaker, that what we

should be concerned with, if we really look below the

surface, is the task of recapturing independence for

this country; we should be concerned with the task of

regaining and primarily establishing Canadian sovereign-

ty on all fronts, international as well as domestic.

Regaining that independence, this country could speak

out for peace, rather than trailing behind the leader-

ship of '"/ashington. Regaining the independence of

expression, this country could dispense with a great deal

of its armament program. May I say to the hon.members

that I am not suggesting the disarmament of all our

forces I am not suggesting that at all. I think

we should have a defence force in accordance with

our size and the requirements of this country, I am

not suggesting any international ^^reement, but I do say

that, being aware of these things, and regaining our

independence, Canada could play a great role in

bringing together the big powers, and assisting to

arrive at a peaceful understanding, to save the

economy and the future welfare of the people of this
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country and of others.

There is a slogan being spread amongst the

people to the effect that '"'/e will achieve peace through

strength". That is not true, Mr. Deputy Speaker. Never

w£is Deace achieved through strength, or through a lack

of harmony of the people. Rather, strength can be

achieved through peace. That is an elementary truth

— strength through peace.

It is sometimes suggested the world is divided

in such a manner that we cannot have peaceful relations

one with the other, but if you stop to analyze that

suggestion, you will realize how catastrophic it is.

The fact is, we will either exist, regardless of

economic or political differences in the systems of

the regime of the people, or we will not exist at all.

Miss Thompson touched on that in the column from which

I quoted,

Mr, Deputy Speaker, I think that Canada should

follow that path, and that this province, this Govern-

ment and this Legislature can and should make a great

contribution toward that end. I think it will be

for the improved interests of the people; I think it

will enable us to solve the problem of unemployment.

I think the present restrictions in regard to trade

will be removed and the door will be opened wide to
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enable other countries to buy everything we produce,

for the next century, ':Ie could divert some of the

funds now going into armaments, to take care of unem-

ployment, and to make possible the extension of a

building program; we could assure our agricultural

industry of prosperity for a long, long time,

Mr, Deputy Speaker, I am not proposing this

as a partiLrin matter. I would say to the hon.members

of this House that it matters not what differences we

have or what our estimations of the basic quarrels are;

it matters not what division there may be between us

in striving for the ultimate goal, I believe in

socialist economl9S ; most hon. members of this House do

not, but I feel we can get together in a non-partisan

way on the issues which are basically fundamental,

and upon the solution of which everything else will

depend.

I think this Government could bring pressure

to bear, and set an example by the way we handle our

own natural resources. They can bring pressure to

bear on Ottawa. Let us not be afraid of that situation,

The Globe and Mail had an editorial, after the debate

on the Address in Reply to the Speech from the Throne

commenced, urging this Government to "put the screws

on Ottawa", I am not in favour of "putting the screws
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on Ottawa" for 'partisan reasons, but I am in favour

of all of us getting together and "putting the screws

on Ottawa" for the policies which I have suggested.

I think that each hon. member, in his heart, will

recognize that as being fully acceptable. I think if

we can get together on that, we can accomplish a great

deal.

What I am suggesting is tantamount to a new

type of unity, a unity of the people, based on a

particular agreement. I think that is possible.

I think there are forces in this country, and even

in this House, which will agree with that.

This House opened, and quite appropriately

took note of the death of the late King George the

Sixth. There were the appropriate expressions of

sympathy from this House; there have been remarks

made in this debate about the great personality of

the late' King, llay 1 quote from a speech made by

the late King George the Sixth? In 1945, in his

Christmas message, he used these words:

"You have known the world only as a world
of strife and fear, bring now all that fine

spirit of service to make it one of joyous

adventure, a home where men and women can

live together in mutual trust, and walk
together as friends,"

And I suggest that might constitute a rallying
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point for people in these times, when we are concerned

with such serious challenges.

May I also be permitted to refer to a statement

made by the Queen Mother, on January 17th last, when

she was appealing to the people of Great Britain to

give support to the new Q,ueen, and she pleaded for

His wisdom to guide her safely to her true destiny of

peace and good will.

For myself, I most sincerely hope that the

years during which the new Qiueen reigns, will be

years of peace. I think we, as legislators, can

make a great contribution to the province by trying

to make the world one in which we can walk together,

despite differences, and in which we can be friends

despite fundamental disagreements.

If we do that, there is no limit to what

this country can achieve, and it will be enabled to

take its place among the nations of the world.

(Take "E" follows)
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im. ¥. J. STEWART (Parkdale): Mr. Speaker,

I wish to cont^ratulate you most sincerely on your

re-election as Speaker and upon the well-merited high

degree of respect that you enjoy at the hands of

every hon, member in this House,

The Speech from the Throne expressed our

r'cep, profound sorrow in the passing of His Majesty,

King George VI, and our sorrow, loyalty, devotion

and affection to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth.

I wish to congratulate the hon, member for

London (Mr, Robarts ) and the hon. member for "Jelling-

ton i^iorth (I'lr. Root) on their addresses in reply to

the Speech from the Throne, and to all other hon.

members who have made contributions in this House,

We all rejoice that the Hon. Minister of V/elfare (Mr,

Goodfellow) has regained his health and has been con-

tinuing to ably discharge his duties. We look forward

to the early return of the Hon. Minister of Highways

(Mr. Doucett), an able Minister, if^o is greatly

missed. "7e all quite sincerely regret his suffering,

Mr. Speaker, for a period of time I have been

absent from this House, and the reason is no great

secret, it v/as due entirely to the fact that I did

not get enough votes. However, why I did not was

quite another question. When I look around the House,
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I can see there are only nine other hon. members who

were here when I entered the House in a by-election in

1938. Of these, six are on the Government side, four

of whom are hon. Ministers.. one an able Minister of

the Oospei and our Deputy Speaker (Mr. Downer), and

myself = I wish to congratulate the Deputy Speaker on

his elevation to such a high office.

There are three hon. members in the Liberal

Party; I refer to the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Nixon),

the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Oliver), and the

hon, member for Niagara Fal] s (Mr. Houck). I know

you v;ill all agree with me that the hon. members to

v;hom I have referred ^ have always been held in very

high respect and esteem, and justly so. I am not

uFimindful of the contributions made down through the

years of a number of other hon. members who are not

vdth us to-day. Some faces are missing. There are

many nev/ faces, and it is my sincere hope that it

vdil be my privilege to get to know them, and I say

that, regardless of party. It is our duty to view

everything with a clear vision, and each pursue our

course in keeping with the dignity of our individual

and collective responsibilities.

Mrr Speaker, I knov«r I should hesitate about
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mentioning the word Toronto, but I hope you will bear

with me when I say that to-day is a very historic day

in the life of this great city.

lis years ago, on IJarch 6th, 1^34, York was

incorporated, and Toronto became a city and held its

first election on March 27th,

The Conservative Party to v/hich I am very

happy and proud to be a member by tradition and by

personal conviction, went to the polls last November

with a leader who, like many other hon, mem^bers of

this House, served His Majesty in the First Great War.

We went to the people with a leader with sound judg-

ment, great personality, ability, and a keen sense of

fairness and respect for all others with different

political views, I am sure you will agree that down

through the years in this House he has earned for

himself the respect and affection . of hon, members of

his own party, as well as of hon. members of the Opposi-

tion,

A matter of major importance not only to Ontario,

but to the Dominion of Canada, is the relations existing

between all governments, and the Government of this

Province of Ontario, This Government went to the

people in November last, with an outstanding record

of social legislation, human relations, labour relations
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and with a splendid record of assistance to munici-

palities, education, welfare, major health and

hospital advancement, highway development and eight

consecutive surpluses that were used to ajssist the

municipalities and to avoid new taxation.

In concluding my tribute to m.y leader, I

vdsh to say that the party went to the people with

a leader who truly leads. It has been rirhtly said

there is a penalty for leadership; he who leads must

live in the white light of publicity and criticism.

Envy, fear, greed and the desire to surpass, are all

as old as the human race but if a leader truly

leads, he remains the leader. The Hon. Prime Minister

(Mr. Frost) is still our leader.

I believe this Government has been given a

mandate by the people of Ontario on a record of accom-

plishment, of good government, and a good deal of

trust has been placed in this Government on ac-

count of a very simple, yet profound promise made

by the Hon. Prime Minister (Mr, Frost). He said:

"I shall endeavour to give the people of
Ontario good government."

The people believed him, Mr, Speaker, I know

in his heart he intends to make good that promise, and

I believe he will by leadership and wise counsel.
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However, in order to make good that promise, it

imposes upon us an individual responsibility to

support him and to take our duty seriously, to enable

him to fulfil that promise. The numerical strength,

I am sure you will agree, is without precedent, but

that, to my mind, is not alone a matter for rejoicing.

There is definitely an increased responsibility resting

upon each and every individual hon. member of this

House, My conception of the functions of opposition

may differ with some, but I do not believe it is the

function of the Opposition to obstruct by following a

policy of destruction, nor, do I believe they think

so, I believe by opposing arguments, working together

on sound principles, hearing both sides of the question,

truth will emerge. Therefore, it is the duty of each

and every one of us to preserve our treasures of free-

dom and our Canadian way of life. We have treasurfej,

Mr. Speaker, that are unsurpassed anywhere in this

world. Ontario is richly endowed with resources, but

our greatest resources are perishable, that is, rur

human resources. Their value cannot be measured.

The leadership by this Government in pioneer-

ing the rehabilitation of alcoholics is indeed most

commendable, and I also believe, successful.
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Also, the efforts made toward rehabilitation

in reform institutionshave been successful. Yes,

they are penal institutions, but I know at the same

time, they are extending the helping hand, exemplify-

ing that adage thafVhile the lamp holds out to burn,

there is hope."

I would like to congratulate the Hon.Minister

of Reform Institutions (Ivlr. Foote) upon his splendid

leadership and the sound policy he is pursuing.

Disease takes its daily toll of our human

resources; therefore, I believe the Government is

well worthy of commendation for its attack upon cancer»

in the creation of the Cancer Institute and the

building it is erecting at the V/ellesley Hospital,

and also the creation of the Cancer Research Institute

with well-qualified, public spirited citizens to sit

on its Board. I would like to make a suggestion to

the Hon, Minister of Health (Mr. Phillips), and that

is that I sincerely hope the Government will direct

its attention to some research to combat heart

disease. May I respectfully suggest that should be

the next course for the Health Department to take,

because I think it is well worthy of the serious con-

sideration of this Government.
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Mr. Speaker, in connection with education^

while the cost of education is a major factor in civic

taxation in all large areas, Toronto and other centres,

I am sure every hon. member will agree that society-

would not enjoy freedom, nor security, nor progress,

without education. I believe the public of this

Province want equal opportuniti-es That is their desire,

and I believe also the objective of the Government,

This province is indeed very fortunate in having as

Hon, Minister of Education (Mr, Dunlop), a man with

such a background of academic qualifications and

experience. We have had many excellent Ministers

of Education, but the present Hon, Minister (Mr, Dunlop)

is regarded province-wide as a man among men.

Shortly after coming into this House, I

raised a question. This was over a decade ago when

another Government was in power, and from our text-

books they had deleted a^^number of patriotic poems,

and had issued a new series of textbooks. Some of

the poems deleted were, "Scots Wha Hae", "Ye ITariners

of England", "The Private of the Buffs", "The Fighting

Temeraire", "Love of Country", "Kipling's Recessional",

"Farewell", "The Canadian", "Ode to Canadian Confeder-

acy", "Vital Lampada", "Canada's Call", "Charge of the

Light Brigade", and "In Flanders Fields". These
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inspirational and patriotic poems did not appear in

the new issue of the textbooks, and while sitting in

the Opposition, I brought this matter to the attention

of the House, I have since learned the reason given

for deleting these poems in part was some public

tendency to disparage expressed patriotism. In 1942

the same Government prepared and issued to all schools

an insert for textbooks which included twelve of the

poems that had b een deleted. I believe 55 had been

deleted, but 12 went back, and when reprints were

made of the textbooks, these twelve poems were included.

In all, there were 54 new patriotic poems in the

new textbooks. Among these poems are, "Scots Wha Hae",

"Ivipling's Recessional", "In Flaaderfe Fields", "Dunkirk",

"Little Boats of Britain", "Hymn for the Nations",

I.tR. Speaker, I sincerely urge that we continue

to teach Democracy and all that it means in our schools

and to encourage the holding of class elections among

our junior pupils so they will become familiar with

nominating, the use of the ballot, and learning to

abide by the will of the majority.

Let us keep on telling the story in our schools,

the story of the Empire; some may call it the Commonwealth,

but to me it is the Empire, the British Empire. We
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should tell the story of the Empire, tell the story

of the Motherland, the founding and the building of

this Dominion, love of country, and all the men and

women who served and sacrificed and gave their all

in the cause of freedom. Tell them the story of the days

when Britain stood alone, honoured with the burden,

burdened with the honour of the stewardship of humanity.

Tell them the story of England, the creditor who always

waits, England the debtor who always pays.

Education, to my mind, is the solution of

many of our problems, but with changed present-day

conditions due to abnormal prosperity, some homes have

not changed for the better. That is a condition, I

believe, that imposes a greater responsibility upon

our schoolteachers who are doing a splendid job in

character-building with the rising generation.

To-day we instiU in their minds that liberty

comes from discipline and self-restraint, that

you have to sow to reap, that life is serving, giving,

and not getting, and that with privilege there is

definitely responsibility. Teach them JJemocracy in

the schools, but also teach them something of temper-

ance, temperance not alone in the handling of liquor,

but temperance in all things. Education is equally
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as important as legislation, and I regret, Mr, Speaker

>

that has not been given enough consideration in

the minds of some people. Ve are gettin^ to the stage

where ^^re depend too much on legislation. ''Jhy does

the Government not do this, and show that there is still

such a thing as individual responsibility and the value

of education. Let us say to-day that we teach the

fundamentals of good citizenship to prevent a collapse

of our moral foundations,

^.'7e should teach and stress what we have owed

the Motherland down through the years, and that we are

only bound by a silken cord.

On Sunday, February 24th, I listened to a

broadcast from New York, On this broadcast the

question was asked, "Do Canadians pay a fixed sum of

taxes to England, or on a per capita basis?" That

came over the radio on Sunday, February 24th, Mr,

Speaker, let us do all we can to stimulate in the

hearts of our people, pride in citizenship, so every

boy, girl, man and woman will stand up with pride

and say, "I am a Canadian". You hear the Americans

say with pride, "I am an American". Let us say,

"I am a Canadian."

Our teachers are doing a splendid job, and
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I suggest a supplementary textbook, telling the story

of Empire and the service of coronation, be prepared

and given to every school, to every pupil. Mr. Speaker,

you said when you were a private member sitting over

here in a particularly telling speech,

• that "Democracy or dictatorship?

Freedom or slavery? God or mammon"?

!'7hen the coronation ceremony is on, it will

bring before the eyes and ears of the world the founda-

tion upon which the British Empire has been built.

Queen Victoria said the secret of success of the

Empire was keeping the Bible open. I'lhen the new

Monarch is crowned, the Archbishop of Canterbury will

place in the hand of Her Majesty the Queen the volume

of the Sacred Law and say, "Here is wisdom; this is

the Royal law; these are the lively oracles of God,"

Why not tell that story in a textbook to the

pupils now that the coronation is approaching? Give

the pupils the true story of Empire, tell them what

the Crown and the Throne are the symbol of and the

significance of the coronation. Tell them the story

of the Confederation; of this province, the conditions

and the terms under which we are free and willing

partners in the partnership of the British Empire,
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Tell them of the life, of the national resources of

the Province of Ontario.

Now, Mr. Speaker, regarding our hospitals.

The public to-day, I believe, are hospital -minded

people. Hospitals were very thoroughly discussed

in the last election. I think you will agree there

has been a great change in the public mind towards

going to the hospital. Years ago, people were not

willing to go, but there has been a great change,

I was very happy to note that the Government

had added 56OO new beds. I think, however, this can

only be the beginning, if we are going to meet the

needs. We have Blue Cross and other health and

welfare plans. There is bound to be a further in-

creasing demand for hospitalization. People with

medical plans who heretofore would not consider

going to a hospital, now feel they are paying for them,

and they are entitled to a bed, and they are going to

demand that bed, and if they do not get it, they are

going to blame the Government.

I submit that what the Government has done,

is only the beginning; It will go on and provide

better accommodation.

The riding which I represent, Parkdale, has
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three great hospitals, the Queen Elizabeth Hospital

— what a timely name -- some years ago it was called

the Home for Incurables -- we have St, Joseph's

Hospital and the I'ercy Hospital, both at Queen and

Sunnyside, and they, together with other hospitals in

this Province, are giving a great humanitarian service.

The people of this Province have placed

their confidence in this Government, and I am sure

the Government will continue its policy of expansion

in hospital accommodation. The Government has a great

record of achievement in public health which has not

been confined to hospitals alone. The Department of

Health has to its credit a record of great achievement

and has, I know, a very comprehensive program.

(Take "F" follows,)
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The Speech from the Throne, Mr. Speaker, fore-

cast legislation to care for persons betv/een the ages of

eighteen and sixty-five totally and permanently disabled.

Therefore, many unemployables will be given assistance.

The Speech also forecast legislation to assist our elder,

needy citizens, our elder citizens between the ages of

sixty-five and seventy years, also legislation to improve

the Vvor^'Oien's Compensation Act. The legislation enacted

and the legislation forecast in the Speech from the

Throne is entitled to the appellations which, you hear

from day to day, "A people's government?', "A people's

party""A government legislating for the masses and not

for a few favoured classes."

In care for the aged, Mr. Speaker' Ontario has

done a splendid service in caring for these people

through benevolent and fraternal organizations. Much has

been done for our older citizens which, to my mind, is

highly desirable and commendable.

May I say that as we all approach the sunset

and eventide of life, and as the shadow of evening lengthens

about us, and as we reach the sere and yellow leaf of age,

let us remernbef in studying our economy what is material.

The wealth of this life you cannot take vdth you, but if

wisely used to assist mankind in this life, it will give

you entrance to the realms of happiness. Material wealth
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won't pay your passage, as you well know, across the

Jordan. I believe the only deposit , we have to make,

Mr. Speaker, the good-v^ill in this life, such as good

deeds, charitable deeds, human kindness, help to the

less fortunate, will give us a net balance upon which we

may write a cheque to secure our passage in life's

greatest adventure. Money given for the care of the

aged should not be regarded as an expenditure , but should

be termed as an Investment, paying the greatest reward.

The government's assistance to the aged has

wholehearted public approval. 1 sincerely hope that

legislation we may bring in from time to time will mean

that every person who needs it in life will have that

security and happiness , to which everyone is entitled.

And I say, as did Sir 'William Ivmlock on his retirement:

"The testimony I bear is this; that the castle

of enchantment is not behind me. It is before

me still and daily I catch glimpses of. its

battlements and towers. The rich 'spoils of

memory are mine. Mine too are the previous

thing of to-day -- books, flowers, nature and •

sport. The 1st of May is still an enchanted

day for me. The last thing of all is friends.

The best of life is always further on. Jts

real lure is hidden from our eyes, somewhere

beyond the hills of time".

Mr. Speaker, care of the aged by government

assistance is indeed most commendable and I congratulate

a government that continues to lead the way towards the
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betterment of humanity.

Now, Mr. Speaker, as I near conclusion I

would like to say a word or two on housing. Housing,

to my mind, continues to be a number one priority.

The Speech from the Throne recognizes that the home is

the backbone of the nation and, therefore, we as members,

should do all we can to assist the individual, to

encourage young people to buy or build a building in

which to create and maintain a home. The forecast of

legislation regarding down-payments will give relief

and encouragement to many.

On present-day conditions of housing, we should
_

support the leadership of this government, and I submit

v/e should have a study of the tax structure, the taxes

on real properties, and assistance to municipalities.

It is highly important and extremely urgent. We must

attack builders and investment capital. V/e must maintain

real estate as a sound investment rather than have

real estate become a liability upon the owners.

The Speech from the Throne informed us that

the intention of the government was directed to the

solution of fiscal and other problems of the municipal-

ities. This timely consideration is greatly ncc;ded,

and rates a very high priority.

Toronto and York members of this House met the
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other day with the Mayor, Board of Control, and members

of the Toronto City Council and in due course you v;ill

hear their recommendations and the presentation of

their Bill, together with the submissions of the Mayor,

and th3 Reeves of the various municipalities throughout

Ontario. But might I respectfully subnit, I'lV. Speaker,

that to my mind, grants and subsidies to municipalities

is only/palliative but not the solution. Re-alignment

of the tax structure and taxing pov/ers , and the study

or re-alignment of civic and provincial responsibilities

is immediately required,

I have been reliably informed that the

building of homes is retarded and in some places, stopped

not only by a lessening of cash purchases, but for

other reasons. I have been told that some municipalities

require a builder who is building on a large scale, to

pay for all the services before building. Then, in

adr'ition to that, he has to provide a lump sum of cash

tov:ards school buildings and these charges are added

to the purchase price of the home, and young people

have to assume them, so the building permits are not

being issued as freely to builders as they might be.

V/hy? — because some of these municipalities fear

two things. They fear the Immediate demand for school

accoiomodation and the potentials of vrelfare and relief
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costs, Mr. Speaker, I sincerely hope the government

will go on considering the problem, encourage home

building and protect and enrich family life.

The St. Lawrence power development has been

adequately dealt with in this House. It v;as v;ell

presented, construtively debated and I think it will

mean further employment and v<re are all agreed that

employment depends on industrial progress and expansion,

and to progress we must have power. The Speech from

the Throne informed us that we would. V/e were called

on to ratify and confirm the agreement. Y/ell, you know

what has happened to that. The Federal government and

this government are in agreement regarding the water-way

and power rights. That is indeed good news.- I

sincerely hope that the Federal government will see its

way clear to go on with the seaway. This major develop-

ment together with the power development will tend to

provide v/ork in great measure for our people. The

building of the seaway will greatly increase the

demand for labour. I sincerely hope -that it v/ill go

on. Wien the hon. Prime Minister (Mr. Frost) made his

statement on the comprehensive program he is considering

for buildings ' such as the Osgoode Hall addition to

the East Block, Liquor Control Building, bridges and

underpasses, as and when the restriction s are removed
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"by the Federal government, that was indeed good and

heartening news. Such vision gives our people great

encouragement.

Mr. Speaker, the last thing I wish t« mention

is the preservation of our democratic rights. Many-

Individuals in this province of Ontario -- I think you

have all had the same experience v^^ien elections , come

around, rely upon officials or somebody else to put

their name on the voters' list, and then when they

find their name is not on, what* a disappointment, I

know it is an individual responsibility, but let us

see that we do everjrthing we possibly can to safe-

guard their democratic rights and protect them to the

greatest measure we possibly can, and I most respect-

fully submit that some study should be made of the

system for obtaining enumeration and for paying for

it. Also, the increasing of penalties for the

destruction of posted voters' lists.

The City of Toronto mails every voter a

postcard officially telling him or her where the

polling booth is located and the number of the

division in which he or she votes, if his or her

name is on the list. But in a provincial election,

this responsibility rests upon the candidate, and

where there are two or three candidates running,

there is literature coming from

(Page F-7 follftws.)
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two or three sources, each at the expense of the

candidate to say nothing of the fact that if it is not

well done, the voter is not instructed where his polling

booth is.

In passing, I would like to express my

appreciation to the Chief Election Officer, and the

D.R.O. and R.O.'s who assisted in the election campaign.

I am sure that the. Chief Election Officer would agree

vdth me that improvement could be made and I would

respectfully suggest that some consideration be given

to a means for insuring that voters' names are on the

lists without relying on their individual responsibility.

It has been v/ell said that citizens are the

city. I v/ould like to pay my tribute to the Toronto

Board of Education and their Ivlr, Monkman, for the splendid

service they are rendering for the province and this

country. They are doing a splended service for this

country; they are teaching basic Znglish to new

Canadians and I think there are something like 6000

attending these night classes. Ontario is developing

at about of rate of 15,000 a month and the last Federal

figures I had showed the population has gone up nearly

two and one-half millionin the last decade. We arc having

imposed upon us a duty v/hlch I fear many are not

assuming to the full, so if we are going to invite new
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Canadians to come to our land and' be citizens of

this country, if v/e are getting these people in, then

our duty is to welcome them, to assimilate them and

encourage them to become good citizens and encourage

them to preserve the very best of their native culture,

to be sure, but also it is your responsibility and mine

to :'3each new Canadians our ideals of citizenship and

democracy and do so not only by v/ord-of -mouth, but by

example. Extend mutual friendship and that means an

individual responsibility. It is your duty and it is

mine to meet the new Canadians, Invite them into our

social life, to intermingle and ask them to assist us

in building and developing Ontario,

In Parkdale riding, there are a goodly number

of people who have by choice made this province their

nev/ homeland. I have many in my riding. Some of them

have been there for two or three generations and some

have just arrived on this soil, and I find they are

all, or a large majority, contributing splendidly

to our dally life.

In Parkdale riding, they are good home

makers, they have purchased good homes,- Homes are well

furnished, well-kept, and I find the nev; Canadians

intensely interested in learning the language and

the principles of good citizenship. Even in greater

measure than some of our own people.
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Parkdale riding has a large number of homes

bordering on the east border of High Park.

It has its professional offices, retail districts,

churches, libraries, and a bodj'' of people ^iioni I am

delighted to have the privilege of representing. May

I say through you, Mr. Deputy Speaker, that I am

eternally grateful for the confidence they have reposed

in me, and it will be my constant endeavour to be worthy

of their confidence. I say whether they voted Conserva-

tive or whether they did not, I want to be their

faithful representative and do all I can to advance the

welfare of the public, regardless of Party politics. I

believe in a policy of government by principle and not

alone by Party,

With a large influx of capital from the United

States investing in the resources of this province, with

nature so bountiful to us in the agricultural world,

industrious and law-abiding people, of Ontario -- yes, of the

Dominion of Canada, I say the future is great. Let us

face it with confidence.

MR. A. WEEN (Kenora) : Mr. Deputy Speaker, in

rising to continue the debate on the reply to the

address on the Speech from the Throne, I want to say

that I am honoured to represent the Kenora constituency

in this Legislature, and I must confess that I came'here
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v/ith soifle niisgivings about the reception I vfould rooeive

both from the hon, merabers of the House and the hon.

Ministers of the Cabinet, but I must say that I have

been very v^/ell received, and I an looking forward to

raeetinvS each and every individual hon. member of the

House, and I look forward to seeing the various Cabinet

iviinisters in their capacities, and I know that if I

am as well received as I have been, our relation-

ships will be most amicable.

I think there must have been some premonition

in the appointment of the nev/ Lieutenant-Governor because

it was just a short time ago that a township in my

riding- xvas named for His Honour and we are honoured nov;

to know that there is a connection between the town-

ship and the present Lieutenant-Governor of the province,

I was rather interested the other day when

the seconder of the Speech from the Throne, the hon.

member for Wellington North (Mr. Root} said that wo

had not been elected on the policieis of the Liberal

Party. I wondered then if the hon. member for Wellington

North ; v/as perhaps better informed than some

of us, but I do v/ant to say this to the House; we are

a small island and it may be that there will have to

be difficulties and obstacles removed to make our Party

as effective as it should be in a healthy two-Party
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system. If those obstacles have to be removed, we

v/ill have to take steps to remove them.

Vi/hile reference is being ma.de to the small

island in this House, I would remind you of another

small island in this world which v/as also beseigpJ

and which emerged victorious. Hov/ever, I am a young

man and I hope I will not in a few years be too disill-

usioned,

I look on this House as being composed of

men elected to represent their respective ridings and

the hon. member who v;as speaking before me, I think, had

the same idea. I have been connected with my riding

for cuite a number of years, in public affairs, and

I know how easy it is to criticize public men and I

know sometimes how unfairly they can be criticized for

doing v/hat they know, through full knowledge of the facts,

is right as against the criticism they receive from

persons who have little knowledge of the facts, and I

want to say this to the government that as far as I

am concerned -- and I think it runs right through the

Liberal opposition in this House -- I hope, and

I sincerelj'" hope, that our Opposition in this Legislature

at all times will be constructively critical and that

when we d:. criticize something we will not do it for

the mere sake of opposition nor for the mere opportunity
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to make a noise, btit that v:e will be able to offer

along with it, some sensible alternatives,

I want to make one • suggestion and I know

it may sound a bit unreal coming from this side of the

House, but I do want to make, respectfully, one suggestion

to the government and especially since it is apparent

that the development of the deep v;ater-way will soon

become a fact. With the deepening of the waterfway,

northwestern Ontario will become m.ore and more important

as an economic section and an economic factor in this

province. I do not think that I can emphasiz'e too

strongly how our people — and I mean by that, north-

western Ontario — how those people are looking forward

to that development. It is something that v;e have

dreamed about for years and never supposed that it would

take place. But with this development in addition to

those things which v;e already have to deal with, may I

nuke this suggestion to the government?

(Page G-1 folloivs)
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I feel that the G-ovemment should be duty-

bound due both to our geographical position and our

population and to our economical importance, to

appoint a Cabinet Minister from North-western Ontario

whenever the opportunity presents itself. In the last

Legislature I realize you had only me Progressive-

Conservative member from North-western Ontario; this

time you have three. You have the hon. member for

Rainy River (Mr. Noden) , the hon. member for Fort

William (Mr. Mapledoram) and the hon. member for Port

Arthur (Mr. Wardrope). I know that all people in

North-western Ontario, and certainly all of the people

in my riding, would be very much pleased and gratified

if an hon. member from North-western Ontario were to

take a seat in the Cabinet councils of this Province.

'

Our difficulties and our representations are

very real indeed and sometimes when we speak it

might sound as if our problems are very minute in

comparison to the discussions which take place and

have to do with matters pertaining to Southern Ontario,

an area to which we refer as "The Banana Belt".

Nevertheless, our problems are real and while we may

talk in thousands of dollars to solve rur problems

while you people talk in millions and sometimes hun-

dreds of millions, nevertheless our problems are just

as real, and I think it has become an established

fact, despite criticism of both political parties
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across this country that, wherever they happen to

be in government, Cabinets take upon themselves too

much of government, nevertheless it is a fact that

Cabinet councils do run the Province and do run the

Dominion when the House is not in session. There-

fore I think we are justly entitled to, and, I

again respectfully hope that the Government will

give serious consideration to the appointment of one

of the hon. Progressive Conservative memberss from

North-western Ontario to membership in the Cabinet.

We are particularly observant of your high-

way development, and just last week-end I had the

opportuniby of travelling in the northern part of the

southern part of the Province, up around Barrie,

Orillia, otc, and had an opportunity to look at

your new super-highVi/ay now under construction. It

is certainly a fine piece of construction and I think

will certainly serve a great need in that area. But

we too are in need of considerable highway develop-

ment. Despite the years that have passed, we still

have only one main road through our country. We do

have a very large niomber of secondary roads which are

vital to us and which are in very bad condition. I

know and I think all fair-minded people up our way

realize that had it not been for the war there would

have bqen more extensive developments along those

lines. V'le were quite willing to set aside our needs

in the interests of the war effort, we knew that
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materials, men and machinery were needed to pursue the

war effort, but since the war I say in all sincerity

that I do not think enough has been done in Highway

development in our area. I know too that we cannot

produce figures and statistics to prove that we

are taking in a large volume of money for the hon.

Provincial Treasurer (I.Ir. FcTost ) in the way of gasoline

taxes, etc., simply because we have not yet a suf-

ficiently large population to produce those revenues,

but I think an investment in the north country is an invest-

ment upon which the Province will never fail to make

gains, and our main consideration is not that we are .

asking for super -highways, we do not ask even that we

be given the very best type of gravel road, but we are

lacking in this area roadsthat will bear the type of

traffic existent there today. Our secondary roads

were built for horse-and-buggy travel in the days when

the settlers were opening up the country, and we

have a situation where those roads will not stand the

present tourist, contract and industrial traffic which

they are required to carry in this present day. Our

culverts, our bridges, our drainage, everything that

has to do with those roads is in a very aad state of dis-

repair in a general way and there are very few town-

ships and very few rural areas which can afford even

to match the grants which are available from the

Government for highway- improvement purposes.
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Again I do not suggest for one minute that the

Government has been unfair or unreasonable in the

matter of grants for highway improvement in the nott^,

because in some cases the grants extend from sixty-five

to eightj'- per cent depending on the type of township

road on which it applies, but those communities, some

of which are very small, have passing through them the

type of traffic which requires a high standard of

road grading, and the extra 35^ which the township

v^ould have to raise is beyond their financial capacity,

I know the point has been raised before but I want

to raise it again, that something should be done to

put those roads into a condition where they will carry

the traffic required and where it will then be within

the means of those people to maintain.

We need too, outlet roads, and we need them quite

badly at the present time. There is the projected

road in the Rainy River and Thunder Bay districts

from Atikokan to the lakehead areas. There are other

communities too which reqiiire outlets. I could give

a nximber of examples. We have one area for instance

in Minaki which in the summer is a tourist community

of two thousand to three thousand people. This community

requires a secondary road or something of that natiure

about fifteen miles in length. Successive governments

and successive political parties have promised these

people for over fifteen years that they WDuld get

an outlet. It is that type of delay and procrastination

which is holding up the development of a good many
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ooiimunicies like this one.

Something which also was hindered by the war

was the development of r\iral hydro throughout north-

western Ontario, Plans were prepared prior to the war,

and in the early war years, but the need for men and

material in the war effort again was of paramount

importance. Since the war the Hydro Conmission

and this government have made a commendable effort

to expand rural hydro and that development is

continuing but again vi/e think thepaoro- of construction

should be ace operated. One thing that is causing

some difficulty there and which again resolves itself

into an investment in the future is the fact that in

some of our rural areas which often are not so thickly

populated as are j''ours in the south, we find it

difficult to meat hydro requirements of three consumers

to the mile and we are hopeful that this government

and the Hydro Comiiiission will consider reducing the

requirements possibly to two or even to a point

between two and three over an average distance and

in addition giving area managers and local managers

some flexibility and authority to adjust these rules

to local conditions,

HON. G.E. CEALLISS (Minister without Portfolio):

L'r- Speaker, the hon. member (Mr. V^iren) knows that

that is not a deterrent. By guaranteed contracts they

can get their service.

MR. WRM: If the consumers are less than three

to a mile, sir?
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MR. caiLUSS: Yes, In order to get the density

they can give a guaranteed contract which makes up

the difference.

MR. 1/ffiSN: V\rell, they certainly have not been able

to, to date, and I would csrtainly like to discuss

that with the hon. Minister (Mr. Challies) with a

view to clearing up whatever misunderstanding may

have occurred.

Again in the hydro field there are several

communities such as Nes Tor Falls, Sioux Narrows,

Minaki - which I mentioned a little while ago -

Dyment , and Ignace, which are communities deserving

of hydro service but for varying reasons, some again

do to lack of material and men, some through technicali-

ties and regulations, have not been able to en.joy hydro

privileges. I sincerely hope that these, too, will

receive the attention we think they deserve.

Another pressing problem in the north which

was dealt with in the Speech From The Throne and which

has been dealt v^ith by several hon, members who spoke

before me, is the problem of financing education.

This to us is a particularly serious problem and again,

while we know you have that problem in the south, it

becomes more serious to us because we do not have the

density of industrial assessment which you enjoy in

the southern part of the Province, Government grants

to us, therefore, are all-important and we feel most

strongly and certainly hope the hon. Minister of

Education (Mr, Dunlop) will take under advisement
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a new formula of assistance for judicial districts.

In your counties here, as .hon. members know, you have

first of all your county government working in

conjunction with your municipal government and through

both to the Provincial Government of course, but you

have a well defined local authority that can take

care of a v,7ide-spread problem such as education in

scattered areas. V,"e do not have this, Evsry

municipality in northwestern Ontario is more or less on

its own. Then too, we have a large part of the area

which is not organized at all and which hes to rely

entirely on local boards, V\/e hope that some new

formula for the assistance of education can be

worked out, particularly with- regard to our judicial

districts.

-^oiother serious problem in education which

I wish to bring to the attention of the hon. Minister

(Mr, juunlop) is the capital financing of new schools.

As the hon. Minister of Municipal Aff.airs (Mr. iXinbar)

knows through discussion and through his vast know-

ledge of municipal affairs in this Province the

financing of any type of capital expenditure in the

municipalities is becoming Increasingly difficult and

in some cases impossible. Nevertheless our population in

the north, as Is yours here, is steadily increasing

and we are faced with the steadily increasing need

of providing educational facilities and staff to

teach our children. Both capital costs and maintence

costs are continually rising as they are everywhere else,
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hxxp our problem in capital financing is that,

especially in these days of difficult general

financing ^.e are required to raise the total amount

of money required to build a new school, that is to

say, the municipality is required if a school was

to cost
i, 250, 000. 00, to float a debenture issue

for that amount of money; the Board, of course, through

their annual approved costs, recover the approved

grant on that debt charge each year during the life

of those debentures, but there is that initial need

to finance the total cost in organized municipalities

of th- t project. We have two or three municipalities

ViFho need new schools badly and have to set aside

consider ;.tion of these projects until some more

favourable financing method comes to light or until

some other means of building the instituations becomes

possible.

I have two suggestirns which have been placed

before me to make to the Government in this regard,

particularly with reference to capital financing and

that is, first ot ali to widen the scope of the Ontario

Municipal Corporation to permit the purchase otf debentures

by the Corporation after a period of sixty of ninety

days; in other words, it would give a municipality or

a school section, as the case may be, sixty to ninety

days to market the debentures, provided or course

that the project first must be approved ty the

Department of Education and others concerned. If,

after that time, the broker-dealers and others are
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not able to dispose of the debentures, then the

Miinicipal Improvement Corporation would be permitted

to purchase. Another matter v;hich is very important

to us, and which we recommend also, is that the grants

which the Department makes on these annual debt

charges in debentures for school purposes should be

fixed over the life of th3 debentures and that the

grant payable in any year by percentage is not less

than the grant payable in the yoar the debentures

were Issued.

I want to impress upon hon. members of the

House that in northwestern Ontario we do not have

university faoilties, V/e hope some day v;e will, but

that is something which is not in our foreseeable

future, therefore the training of our young people

is necessarily done to a large extent in our public,

separate, continuation and high schools. We

are not able, save in rare instances, to get our

children away to university and therefore we feel

that it is all the more important that we have good

schools and good teaching staffs on the elementary

and secondary level. We need good school buildings

and good staffs,

^^oiother feature of the regulations which

presently are quite severe on some of our municipalities

and on some of our school sections is the applying

. of the regulations to populations of 2,500 where,

after the population exceeds that number, the grants

fall off quite sharply. Another thing which concerns
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us, as It conc3rns the v;hole Provinco, is some form

of interim aid to our munioipalties, I notice the

Toronto Members have met with the Council of the

City of Toronto with the view in mind of presenting

to the Govarnment a petition to produce 'what they

call "ix Fair Deal For Toronto.'' I sincerely hope

the hon. Prime Minister (l.lr. Frost) and the Govern-

ment will not entertain special consideration for

any particular manicipality until those special

forms of assistance extend to all of us. ..e are in

precii-ely the sane position as is the city of Toror.'to

and many other municipalities in Ontario, the cost

of financing o\ir municipal operations is becoming

more and more difficult and in some cases reaching

a point of impossibility. Particularly do we find

this to be true in the field of social services vdth

regard to unemployment relief and Children's Aid.

These two features of our municipal organizations

in particular are becoming extremely costly.

Hospitalization is another matter which is

causing a great deal of concern in our communities

and at this point, Mr. Speaker, I vrauld like to

•digrosB' for a few moments in order to pay tribute

to the late Minister of Health, the hon. Mr, Kelley.

The hon. Mr. Kelley v;as in the north on ocastion

and we have met him here on several ocassions Vv'ith

regard to hospitalization, and I do not think I evsr

met a Cabinet Mdnister in any government or of any

political party who was more si no'rely and genuinely
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interested in hospitals and in public health generally.

To us in the north he was a great man and we sincerely

regret his passing.

I want to BS7 too of the present hon. Minister

(Mr. Phillips), that he is equally interested and I

am sure is going to make an equally valuable contribution

to the Department of Health in this Province.

In hospitalization again we are faced with

serious costs which directly affect our municipalities.

Generally, in the north, hospitals are operated by

independent Boards. In rare instances they are opera-

ted by municipalities but whichever is the case, there

are annual "Raids" of necessity by those hospitals

on the municipalities to reimburse them for

unpaid accounts particuarly, and, again for the

sharply increasing costs of operation. We do not

know what the answer is but we do feel there shouldbe

a concerted attempt made to place hospital financing

on a sound basis.

(Take H Follows)
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'Jhat I have in mind ,when I say that, is this particular

problem. Right through the north-west, in Port Arthur,

Fort '/illiam. Fort Francis, Rainy River, Kenora, Red

Lake, Sioux Lookout, and in Dryden, these hospitals

are situated in particular communities, but the

hospital services have vastly larger numbers of people

than contained in the communities in which those

hospitals are located, ^'/e recommend that in all of

these areas — in the judicial districts again —
hospital districts be located for the areas which the

hospitals serve. It is a bit unreasonable at times

to find a hospital becoming a direct burden on one

community, while at the same time serving a large

area, while the people in the larger, and in most

cases unorganized areas, have no direct responsibility

to bear, for the institution which is serving them,

KON. 1"R. FROST (Prime Minister): May I ask

the hon, member (Mr, 7/ren) if we did not recognize

that at Sioux Lookout?

IHR, !fJREN: Oh, yes, Mr. Prime Minister, I am

speaking in general terms of all the hospitals, VThat

we are suggesting now is the annual maintenance costs

of hospitals should be borne by all the people whom

the hospitals serve, rather than by any isolated
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community in which the hospital is situated. I am

not speaking particularly of Sioux Lookout, :ie have

the problem right through the north-west, and in the

places where the hospital facilities are adequate,

the costs of maintenance constitute a very pressing

problem.

4nother matter which has been discussed in

the address in reply to the Speech from the Throne,

and which is vital to a great many of us, is housing.

It is particularly important to us, and presents some

difficulties, inasmuch as my understanding of the

present regulations is that communities with under

five thousand population cannot gain assistance for

housing. The larger proportion of our communities

have a population of under five thousand, and the

housing problem in these communities is just as serious

if not in some cases m.ore serious, than it is in the

larger communities, particularly when we have regard

to the climate in which we live.

The town in which I live, and every town in

my riding, is faced with a difficult housing problem,

and we hope some means can be worked out by the

Government, with t he assistance of the municipalities,

to provide adequate housing for people in communities
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v/ith a population of less than five thousand.

In regard to our labour legislation, vje have

one or two suggestions to make: first of all, in

nearly all the ridings in the north-west, we have a

large number of railroad employees. I know in my own

riding, of several instances where injuries have been

sustained by young men engaged by the railway, and

making student trips for the purpose of determining

whether they are fit to be engine-men or trainmen, or

other members of the train crews. Under the present

compensation act, these men, if injured while under-

going this training, are not eligible for compensation.

It is true they are, in a sense, apprentices, but

frequently the period of training is very short —

in some cases as few as five trips, and we feel they

should be covered and protected by the compensation

laws of this province.

There is another matter in connection with the

labour legislation having to do with compensation, which

I would like briefly to mention, ''le feel that some

adjustment should be made in the pension scheme for

widows, and so forth, of workmen who were killed during

their employment in previous years. Some of these

r

people are now finding it very difficult to exist,
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in the face of the rising cost of living, I realize

it is not the responsibility of this Government to

control the cost of living, but I feel that an adjust-

ment in our pension scheme might be made, to better

meet the present-day conditions.

There is one other matter I would like to

mention. Surprise was expressed the other day when

the Hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr, Oliver) made

some reference to labour laws and labour relations,

I do not think there was any thought in the mind of

the Hon. Leader of the Opposition — indeed, of any

hon. member -- but what the present Hon. Minister of

Labour (Mr. Daley) is a man vitally interested in

his job. I7hat we are interested in suggesting is

that the v7ork of this Department and this Hon. Minister

be enlarged in its scope, to include the appointment

of officers who could be "on the job", perhaps as

free agents, to, shall we say, forestall possible

strikes by gathering information beforehand, which

may lead toan avoidance rf a strike before it

takes place,

I think in this connection some of our labour

people are failing in their responsibilities. Let us
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consider the strike in "/indsor, -- not the last one,

but the one which caused considerable damage

and trouble. And may I say that I speak with a little

authority on labour matters. I think that strike reached

its proportion and its difficult stage from the fact

that the union heads themselves did not know a strike

was called. Some of them were too busy with party

.politics to pay much attention to their jobs as heads

of the union.

I think if a conciliation officer, or whatever

term you would like to attach to him, could so act as

to be aware of the feeling of the men, and the feeling

of the industry, it might be possible to forestall

any drastic action, before a difficult and expensive

shut-dov:n takes place.

In the field of mining there is something

v;hich is also very important to us. Red Lake, as the

hon, members know, is one of the most important raining

camps in Ontario, if not in the whole Dominion, \Ie

have hopes of further development there.

One thing which is causing some concern

throughout my riding, and something upon which we are

seeking further information, is the matter of the

holding of mining claims, I was interested to note
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an article in the Toronto Daily Star of Ilarch 5th,

T,?here it says: "I'ining land patents will be an issue

at the forthcoming prospectors' meeting". I think

that is a mxatter which has been of interest and some

concern to many mining people and many potential

investors for a long time, and the system of allowing

people to hold claims without developing them, to the

detriment of the area, is something which should be

corrected.

I think it is worth noting that in this

article to which I have referred, I!r. Rickaby, the

Deputy Minister of Mines, said he would not give the

attitude of the Government, but he would give informa-

tion on dormant mining lands, and it will be left

for the prospectors and developers, if they wish, to

get together and submit proposals to the Government,

It is my hope that out of this situation will

arise some new suggestions for a formula which will

effect a more effective development of mining proper-

ties than has been the case before.

In the mining communities in the north, one

of their great difficulties is in the field of trans-

portation. In the Red Lake District we have the

responsibility for the maintenance of roads going to
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the various mining properties.

In one area, the Red Lake Road was construe-

ted, according to my information, by the Department

of Fines, and that road simply remains there to-day

without any maintenance and without any attention,

because the Department of Highway officers in that

area stated that the Department of Mines had built

the road, therefore it was not a responsibility of

the Department of Highways to maintain it.

(Take "I" follows)
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Nevertheless, it costs many thousands of

dollars to build and that asset certainly should

not be permitted to go to waste, whichever depart-

ment should bear the responsibility.

HON. G.tl. DUNBAR (Minister of Municipal Affairs):

What highway is that please?

MR. WREN: From Red Lake down, sir, to the

Matson Mine.

MR. DUNBAR: Oh, Yes.

AN HON. IVIEMBER: It is only about seven miles,

MR. WRIN: The Depaitnent of Lands and Forests

is another department in which all people in the

north are vitally interested, indeed it is a

department which is of interest to the whole Province.

The timber in the north is actually the only real

sustaining asset that we have. \ie have mines, it is

true, we have gold mines and now we enjoy the fruits

of effort put into the Steep Rock area. Nevertheless,

the hard rock mines are wasting assets and sooner or

later the ore bodies will peter out. In timber,

however, we have an asset which if properly managed

will be sustained for many years to come and we are

watching very carefully - and when I say "we" I mean

every thinking cirizon in the north regardless of his

politics and rogardlcss of who ho might be - are

watching very carefully any proposals which might be

made for the management of timber resources in the

Province, There is need for very very careful man-

agement because in the past, and I am not going to
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point a finger at any political party vv-hen I say this,

there has been very delibreate mismanagement in many

instances and we are looking forward to tiie time when

we can put this sujjtaining resource under careful

management! within the Province,

Air. Speaker, I hope tliis government and

succeeding governments regardless of their political

party will see the day vi/hen trading In assets •

belonging to the Crown will cease, I think that

rights to timber, that vital resource which is so

important to us, should only be allocated to a person

on the assumption, yos, on the known fact that they

are going to produce from those areas some permanent

industry and when the time comes that those limits

or those licenses of occupation or whatever else they

might be called are not intended to be carried on

any longer, the improvements made by those people

in the form of roads etc. should be paid for by the

Crown and the interest in them returned to the Crown

until some other person is interested in taking them

up for the production of new wealth in that area,

I know there are some people who may not agree

with a statement of that kind and I am certainly not

directing any attack on the Department of Lands and

Forests. What I am doing is suggesting to the hon.

Minister of Lands and Forests {Ur. Scott) that if his

policy of timber management is sound and real and designed

to foster the interests of the northwest srn part of

the Province, and of the Province of Ontario as a whole
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then he will find us and every right thinking person

in the Province right behind him.. If there is going

to be"horse trading"in these vital resources of ours,

we are going to fight.

In the matter of public safety I am inclined

to support the opinion of the hon. member for

Cochrane South (Mr. Griommett) in his remarks concern-

ing the pay of Provincial police officers and "I am

going to go a little bit farther and apply that to

all enforcement officers. It is a tragedy that our

men, and particularly our promising young men, in our

law enforcament agencies, are actually being starved

out of their jobs in some cases, men who have a keen

interest and have showed definite promise in a police

career are forced to leave it, I have several capable

men among my personal friends who feel they will have

to leave the force because it is impossible to maintain

a decent home and a decent standard of living on the

salary which they are paid. I hope some definite

approach can be made to placing these men on a standard

of pay which is in line with the responsibilities

they bear and the respect' they are entitled to f3?om

other citizens of the Province.

There is one other matter in connection with

our police which is very important although it might

not sound like much to some hon. members of the House,

We have instances of men going from southern Ontario

to the north and, as I mentioned in my remarks

earlier, housing is almost impossible to obtain for the
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people who live thero and It is even less possible

for men who move into the area to carry out the

necessary functions of government. There should be

constructed v.'ithout delay adequate housing or barracks

f.r wiiatevtir ycu want to call theic in the northern part

»}# i-'tiJ^HMiWiiiiri ffti* it3«a< |H.i|y ^Mt ai%tii»i0}M»*% aiiit!iii0aii
lliuso Eioxi ara oojnpellud to live under raost tryine

conditions, in fact 1 have had Provincial police

officers and their families living in my garage at

til'-! back of my lot, which was the only place they

coula Get to livoo I do not think it is fair ?,nd I

do not think they can do a good job under conditions

of that kind„

^\nother matter I should like to bring to the

attention of the hon. Minister of Reform Institutions

{.x» Foote), if it comes under his department - and

if it does not, I stand subject to correction - in

the town of Dryden, which many hon. members of this

House have visited, we have an area served by the

Ontario Provincial police both within and without the

town, where all prisoners under the charge of the

constables necessarily are brought to Dryden to be

locked up and held for trial. The conditions under

which those prisoners are kept is abominable. The

cells are in a terrible state and I strongly recommend

that something be done to erect in that community a

Provincial police administrative building in which could

be contained proper police offices and adequate, safe

rooms for prisoners

,
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I want to conclude, Mr. Speaker, by repeating

that I am honoured to be a member of this legislature

for Kenora and I hope and trust, as I said at the

outset of my address that the cooperation of the

government with our riding will continue. I find

it an honour indeed to be named among the 90 people

who represent this banner Province of ours. I feel

there are great days ahead of us. On some issues

no doubt we will have to quarrel at times, but I

think on the vital issues, as was mentioned by

several hon. members in the debate on the seaway, on

the vital issues that concern us most, we are first,

we are last and we are always Canadians and I think

that in the north the hon, members for Rainy River

(Mr. Noden), Fort 'William (Mr. Mapledoram) and

Port Arthur (Mr, Vifardrope) v;ho will agree with me

that you will fin.d in those of us who have come from there

now, and who will in future come to this L,egislature,

the true north, strong and free, :

Iffi. KELSO ROBERTS ( ijt. Patrick): Mr. Speaker,

I could not possibly finish in ten minutes and I

therefore move the adjournment of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

HOW. L.Ivi. FROoT (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

before moving the adjournment of the House I think my

friend the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr, Daley) has

something to tell the House,

HON. CHA.RLES DkLM (Minister of Labour) : Mr, 3

Speaker, I think probably it is of public interest that
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afoer more than two weeks of negotiations v;hich

extended well into many nights and until four o'clock

this morning, as a matter of fact, I can announce

that a basis of settlement has been arrived at between

the C.C.M. and the local union concerned.

(Take J". Follows)
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HON. m. FROST (Prime Minister): Mr, Speaker,

to-morrow I would like to proceed with the Debate on

the Address in Reply to the Speech from the Throne

'Ye may take a f ew Bills at the conclusion of the

Debate, and if v;e do, I will advise the Hon. Leader

of the Opposition (Mr. Oliver) as to what Bills will

be considered, and I can assure him there will be no

contentious Bills proceeded with. Possibly v;e mi£,;ht

have two hon. members make their contributions to the

Debate on the Address in Reply to the Speech from the

Throne.

To-morrow afternoon, of course, we m.eet at

two o'clock.

I move the adjournment of the House,

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 5.50 p.m.
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